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Introduction

The cultural economy of time in modern and
postmodern advertising

Time present and time past
Are both perhaps present in time future,
And time future contained in time past.

T.S. Eliot’s poetic contemplation provides an apposite beginning to a chronicle
of advertising in modern and postmodern time. Eliot’s poetry evokes simultane-
ity as the aesthetic form of time. To this extent, Eliot was concerned with the
intersections between moments and the complexity of an instant. Advertising
imagery also excites liminal moments, which intersect private and public with
the immediacy of experience.The event epitomized in Figure I.1 is neither sta-
tic nor derived from a historical imagination. Rather, we are encouraged to
observe a fractured moment, a shifting dialogue between class and status. The
hallmark of the motor car is its exclusivity as an expensive and novel commod-
ity. The effect of juxtaposing quintessential rural aristocracy with urban com-
mercialism captures the symbolic dimension of the motor car as a prestigious
aspirational object. Indeed, the text of the advertisement is replete with narra-
tional devices intent on generating a seamless blend of mass-produced function-
ality with the refined quintessence of style.The first line of the advertisement’s
text states,‘No one who drives the Rover Sixty or Seventy-Five for the first time
can easily forget the experience’. This desire to integrate the streamline func-
tionality of the mass-produced motor car with the imaginative aspiration of
prestige effects a triumph of advertising’s capacity to transform time into an
object of economic exchange. Indeed, an integral feature of capitalist accumu-
lation is the ability of advertising to constitute a cultural economy of time.

Modern advertising emanated from a systemic conjuncture in Western capi-
talism (Goldman, 1994: 190). Of specific relevance is the dialectical transition
from industrial capitalism to oligopoly and monopoly capitalism at the end of
the nineteenth century. Industrial capitalism is a mode of production based on
the expropriation of relative surplus value, which in turn is made possible
by the technical concentration of capital.The progressive accumulation of value
had historically fostered the rising technical composition of capital, which
generated labour-saving technology. But the diffusion of industrial technology
was increasing ‘constant capital at the expense of variable’ (Graham, 2000:
135). By the end of the nineteenth century, capital investment was perilously
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concentrated in the sphere of production (Pope, 1983). This meant that indus-
trialists were investing much of their resources in machinery and in finished
products in anticipation of consumer demand. However, fixed capital has an
inert materiality as it is the result of a ‘past poiesis’ involving the expropriation
of surplus labour time (Gorz, 1989: 52). Karl  Marx stated, that the magnitude
of value possessed by each commodity is determined by the quantity of socially
necessary labour time required to produce it. Consequently, an increased
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Figure I.1 ‘Time present and time past’: Rover advertisement, 1949

Source: The Rover Company Ltd, Solihull, Birmingham, House, London.
Reproduced by permission of Nanjing Automobile (group) Corporation Limited
and Rover Library Club. www.rovercarclubaust.asn.au/photos5.htm
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investment in fixed capital, relative to ‘living labour’, precipitated the transition
towards a disaccumulation stage of capitalist formation (Goldman, 1995). To
maintain capitalist expansion, the circulation rates of capital had to be con-
trolled at levels that maximized the realization of commodity value. Thus, cap-
ital-intensive and maturing industries faced a formidable challenge in their
endeavours to abate the declining rate of profit. It is these broader economic
and social trends that partly explain the large-scale reorganization of industrial
ownership after the Great Depression (1875–1890s) and the heightened com-
mercial concern to ‘control the market’ (Williams, 1980: 176). The disjuncture
between the productive capacities of capital and market demand threatened
the key variable of time, and the expropriation of surplus labour time as a
source of profit. The value of labour is represented by time, and commodity
relations between people are themselves an expression of time (Heydebrand,
2003).The operation of the capitalist mode of production inevitably objectifies
commodities so that we misrecognize labour time as a source of value. By the
end of the nineteenth century, the penetration of the commodity-form into the
labour force meant that workers had neither the skill nor the time for domes-
tic production (Goldman, 1994). Time has become a commodity and the
worker is obliged to pay for the retrieval of leisure time (Wearing and Wearing,
1992: 5). These observations on time and production locate the emergence of
modern advertising within the context of capitalist exploitation. Advertising
materialized as a specialized vehicle for extending the commodity-form and, in
so doing, reproducing the expropriation of surplus labour time at the level of
consumption.This book examines how advertising’s past continues to shape its
present. Advertising is an intrinsic dialectical link between capitalism’s eco-
nomic rationalization of time and the production of consumer subjectivity.
Consequently, an analysis of advertising and modernity goes a long way towards
tracing the mobile systems of relationships, which have been effective in disci-
plining our relation to the temporal rhythms of the productive economy.

Modernity pronounced a universal history that would be all-inclusive. The
past was a historical artefact constituted by a system of delineated, homoge-
neous relations, which exhibit predictable patterns of transformation. Each
present has a discrete presence and it is presumed that it can be represented
as such. Modernity is about managing both time and space ‘at a distance’
through a process of representation. That is to say, an uncertain future is rep-
resented as a concrete set of probabilities to which monetary values can be
attributed. Time and space are then represented as objects of remote control
where future possible events are displaced or (re)presented in an abbreviated
and thereby managerial form (Cooper and Law, 1995). Fordist production
epitomized the ordering of bodies in time and space, according to expertly
designed managerial systems. In this mode of capitalist production, time is a
unit for regulating daily activities in accordance with the clockwork rhythms
of standardized assembly line production. Fordism pioneered the introduction
of time and motion studies into the wholesale rationalization of labour. It fos-
tered national aspirations to regulate the economy by embedding mass pro-
duction and mass demand into national frames (Fraser, 2003: 161). These
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imperatives required a level of technical, organizational and cultural restruc-
turing defined as a regime of accumulation. The Fordist regime of accumula-
tion was premised on large-scale mass production carried out by vertically
integrated organizations geared towards meeting the ‘needs’ of mass consumer
markets. Axiomatic to this regime of accumulation is the existence of non-
economic processes operating to synchronize and co-ordinate social, cultural
and political relations. Advertising operates here as a mechanism for
standardizing the rhythms of consumer demand. The vast size of Fordist pro-
duction created a new kind of organizational complexity, which forced busi-
nesses into the limited role of anticipating and creating mass consumer
markets. Needless to say, Fordist production required long lead times to
research and develop new products, given the rigidity of its production sys-
tems and the confined specialization of the labour force (Gorz, 1999: 28).
Consumer demand, adumbrated through mass advertising, countenanced the
long time scales of mass production. But advertising was also a source of in-
built rigidity as experts linked advancing prosperity with the production of ‘a
homogeneous society of loyal steady buyers’ (Pope, 1983: 258). Nevertheless,
advertising constitutes an important area of continuity between the end of
Fordist growth in the 1970s and the transition to flexible specialization and
post-Fordism. Towards the end of Fordist mass production, most companies
were attempting to abate stagnation either by diversification or by accelerat-
ing product turnover and thereby increasing built-in obsolescence (Gorz,
1999: 27). Developments in advertising research responded to both these cru-
cial changes in the needs of modern corporations. Advertising had become an
integral feature of the marketing mix. And as a core component of marketing
orthodoxy, advertising was committed to the use of market research as the
basis of design and media decisions. This partly explains the perfusion of
lifestyle market segmentation during the 1980s, the demassification of con-
sumer markets and the timely proliferation of advertising channels.

Post-Fordist capitalist production is insidiously distinct from its historical
predecessors. Unlike ‘organized capitalism’ with its synchronous flows of
capital and labour circulating on a national scale, contemporary capitalism
is ‘disorganized’ (Lash and Urry, 1994). Fragmented, flexible production
and networks of financial flows now circulate on an international scale.
Harvey (1990) defines post-Fordism as involving a transition from Fordism
to ‘flexible accumulation’, which accelerated the rise of flexible labour
markets and flexible geographies of production. Piore and Sabel (1984)
identify rapidly fragmenting consumer markets, coupled with advances in
flexible technologies (e.g., Computer Aided Manufacturing), as enabling
the spread of low-cost, semi-customized commodities. Piore and Sabel
argue these transformations in production are evidence of a new post-
Fordist technological paradigm defined as ‘flexible specialization’, whereby,
flexible technologies and economies of scale enable firms to ‘respond to the
growth of flexible markets’ (Amin, 1995: 15).

Under Fordist production, labour is considered to be a factor in the pro-
duction of material commodities, which are themselves recognized as

Advertising in Modern and Postmodern Times
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embodying specific use-value. Indeed, ‘all commodities are only definite
masses of congealed labour time’ (Capital, vol. 1, 2003: 47). Advertising
operates in Fordist production to reproduce the incorporation of labour time
into capital. Conversely, in post-Fordist production, an accelerated circulation
of objects is ‘the stuff of consumer capitalism’ (Lash and Urry, 1994: 2–3),
whereby, a depletion of meaning precipitated by rapid turnover rates ensures
a ‘homogenization, abstraction, anomie and the destruction of the subject’
(ibid.: 3). The Fordist separation of economy and culture invited consumers
to constitute their identities through the purchase of products whose stories
and images echo historically specific grand narratives (Firat, 1994). By con-
trast, the consumers of postmodernity transcend these narratives of self and
subjectivity. For we are now entering an era ‘in which the production of
objects has been replaced by the production and proliferation of signs’
(Sarup, 1998: 110). Our attention is drawn here to an inter-subjective move-
ment away from regarding goods merely as utilities having a use and
exchange-value. Postmodern consumer culture is a rich and complex signify-
ing system in which cultural objects acquire new levels of fascination. Rather
than being related to some fixed system of human needs, exchange involves
the consumption of signs (Baudrillard, 1975, 1981) that are ‘free floating’ –
not tied to an object of signification but simply circulating in a space of sig-
nifiers. For Baudrillard (1975), a central feature of commodity culture is that
the object is no longer determined by the existence of an ‘essential’ use-value.
The pervasion of exchange-value in capitalist society has resulted in the com-
modity becoming a sign. In line with Saussurean semiotics, this understand-
ing of representation exceeds the reductive notion of the sign as indexed to a
real and independent reality. ‘The object-become-sign no longer gathers its
meaning in the concrete relationship between two people’ (1981: 66). Rather
the relations between sign and referent are completely arbitrary. The sign
obtains its meaning through its ‘differential relation to other signs’ (ibid.: 66).
Think of the trademark ‘swoosh’ insignia of Nike. The logo is prominent as a
self-referential sign. It has little direct reference to the material world. Indeed,
Nike creatives employ ‘concept-based’ advertising, which entails generating
an atmosphere and associating the brand with that mood (Proctor et al.,
2002: 33). In this process of ‘image transfer’, non-linguistic meanings and the
rapid succession of images replace the more traditional use of narrative dia-
logues, placing the ‘commodity in the consumer’s everyday life’ (ibid.: 33).
Instead the aesthetic appeal of the postmodern sign is ‘determined by its posi-
tion in a self-referential system of [floating] signifiers’ (Featherstone, 1991:
85). In postmodern consumer culture, signs are entirely self-referential, mak-
ing no attempt at signification or classification, their only point being to make
a temporary impact on our consciousness. This detached status of the code
obviates any relation to the ‘real’ and opens up what Baudrillard has famously
designated as ‘hyper-reality’, i.e., ‘the generation of models of the real with-
out origin or reality’ (1983: 2).

Advertising in the current era lives on the playful and self-reflexive
nature of postmodern culture. Advertisers are constantly involved in com-
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plex processes of meaning transfer, whereby commodities come to be
imbued with cultural meanings only arbitrarily linked to the referent that
they originally signified (Firat, 1994). Advertisers attach signifiers to dis-
parate objects and just as rapidly detach them, in the mischievous pursuit
of novelty and difference. In the hyper-real world of postmodern advertising,
everything mutates into everything else, all is image, appearance and
simulation. Axiomatic to these transformations in the temporality of adver-
tising aesthetics is the ‘convergence’ of advertising channels and their
proliferation into the diaphanous streams of new electronic media.

What is emerging in postmodern advertising is a new type of capitalist accu-
mulation involving multi-layered temporalities, as opposed to the continuous
linear tempo-spatial frames of previous regimes of capitalist accumulation.
Liberated from the linear rationalist boundaries of ‘organized capitalism’, flows
of capital, information, images and symbols are overwhelming linear rational-
ities by ‘disordering the sequence of events and making them simultaneous,
thus installing society in eternal ephemerality’ (Castells, 2000: 467). There is
little doubt that advances in global electronic communications involve a more
intense compression of time and space than we have ever previously experi-
enced. In the micro-electronic world of virtual communication, time has to be
seen much more as tied to the social context of its use rather than as an
unproblematic medium whose neutrality permits comparison and communi-
cation across diverse boundaries. For these very boundaries are in disarray as
we begin to realize that every communication is a prosthesis or projection of
a unique identity (Burrill, 2005). Instantaneous communication and consump-
tion mean that we no longer experience a common time ‘in’ which we all live
in more or less mutual relevance, but, on the contrary, events in convergent
electronic media are simultaneously global and local, representing a unique
and unrepeatable period of time (Adam, 1990; Ermarth, 1992). Indeed,
Baudrillard identifies hyper-reality as ensuing dramatic discontinuities in the
contextual link between the subject and its specific world. In the ‘third order
of representation’, technologies gain their own momentum, providing a simu-
lacrum of actual events effacing any access to a ‘real’, which itself is an effect
of the code system (Sarup, 1998: 111).

Time in postmodern advertising is a function of position, as a dimension
of particular self-referential events, time is fractured, multiple and discon-
tinuous. Moreover, the search for an authentic, integrated self through
identification is displaced, disrupted and fragmented by the ‘pure’ sign that
resides within a self-referential tempo-spatial context and almost coinci-
dentally collides with ‘products’ (which are themselves mere signs). This
book argues that advertising in the postmodern times is productive of rad-
ically new forms of consumer subjectivity only tangentially recognised in
the texts of leading cultural theorists. The three parts, which constitute this
book, collectively present a historical overview of the way in which adver-
tising has developed and the cultural economies of time that have informed
changes in the nature of advertising.

Advertising in Modern and Postmodern Times
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PPaarrtt  II  MMaarrkkiinngg  ttiimmee  iinn  tthhee  mmaakkiinngg  ooff  mmooddeerrnn  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg

Part I of this book provides a historical account of the dialectical link
between industrial capitalism and the economies of time and space which
led to the emergence of large-scale advertising in the nineteenth century.
Chapter 1, ‘Selling space in Advertising History’ critically examines legisla-
tive measures geared towards the regulation of commercial spaces in the
nineteenth century. Familiar examples of these processes are described;
these include legal regulations deployed to control street advertising, leg-
islative controls on the selling of advertising space in the printed press, and
editorial controls on display advertising. The chapter also critically exam-
ines the selling of the British Empire in Victorian commodity culture. The
chapter argues that the selling of the Empire responded to a crisis in capi-
talist accumulation and industrial capitalism’s subsequent need to extend
the commodity-form. Post-colonial analyses of Victorian commodity cul-
ture reveal a distinct colonial sentimentality evident in nineteenth-century
advertisements, of the Empire and its ‘Others’. This chapter argues that the
rationalization of commercial space in the selling of the Empire was an
integral development in the formation of monopoly capitalism.

Chapter 2, ‘Selling Time in Advertising History’ continues with a histor-
ical theme, as it focuses on advertising with respect to the emergence of
insurance as a morally accepted commercial enterprise.The mid-nineteenth
century is generally recognised as constituting the Golden Era of insurance.
It was the time when the selling of insurance transformed itself from a prac-
tice of ill repute with unsavoury links with gambling, into a reputable moral
enterprise. Advertising ingenuity played a crucial role in the fortuitous
transformation of the insurance industry in the nineteenth century. Insuring
oneself from future hazard was transformed from mere speculative folly
into a morally responsible task. Advertising promotion is largely accredited
with having engineered a turnaround in the image of the insurance indus-
try. In so doing, advertising represented a vital component of disciplinary
technologies keen to make links between the buying of insurance and the
adoption, by individual subjects, of a responsible attitude to the future.
Insurance was transformed into a moral imperative and advertising was a
key instrument in the creation of subjects disciplined in the moral efficacy
of financially managing their future. Chapters 1 and 2 provide the reader
with a historical introduction to the crucial links between advertising, early
capitalism and the establishment of time-disciplined consumer subjectivity.

PPaarrtt  IIII  DDiiaalleeccttiiccss  ooff  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg  iinn  mmooddeerrnn  ttiimmeess

Chapter 3, ‘Advertising, Time and the Commodity-form’, examines the work
of Marxist theorists who have identified modern advertising as having emerged
as a response to specific historical crises in the reproduction of exchange-value
(Ewen, 1977; Lee, 1993; Goldman, 1994). These authors observe how adver-
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tising was used by capitalist industrialists, as a means of establishing
time-disciplined social relations and control over the labour process.

Ever since the emergence of institutionalized advertising in the late nine-
teenth century, advertising practitioners have been concerned to establish
an orthodox rational discipline (Leiss et al., 1990). In the early part of the
twentieth century, the attempt to achieve rational orthodoxy in advertising
knowledge was largely a consequence of market saturation, and the need to
formulate theories of consumer behaviour, so as to guarantee the efficient
application of advertising practice. The persuasive possibilities of advertis-
ing soon became a site of expertise and this in turn coincided with the
emergence of psychology as a scientific discipline (Ewen, 1977; Leiss et al.,
1990). One of the earliest attempts to formulate a systematic scientific
examination of advertising was made by Professor Walter Dill Scott in his
ground-breaking œuvre, The Psychology of Advertising (1908). Walter Dill
Scott’s discourse epitomized the ‘reason-why’ approach which pervaded
advertising practice in the early part of the twentieth century. The reason-
why approach attempted to motivate consumer behaviour by constructing
a reasoned argument to justify the purchase of a commodity. The pervasive
appeal of reason-why advertising, was largely a consequence of the imper-
atives of national advertisers to generate demands for a burgeoning array of
new commodities (Leiss et al., 1990). In both Britain and the United States,
advances in the productive capacities of factories had precipitated the
introduction of a wide range of newly available products. The greater quan-
tity and variety of commodities resulted in the need for manufacturers to
distinguish their products through brand differentiation. In this marketing
model, manufacturers of branded products sought not only to attract con-
sumers but also to communicate the firm’s label. In response, advertise-
ments assumed a persuasive educational style designed to inform
consumers of the merits of the product (ibid.).

Advertising copy in reason-why advertising focuses on the written text
and the use of images as part of the process of conveying practical informa-
tion about the product. The operative model of consumer subjectivity evi-
dent in this approach is fundamentally rationalistic, in the sense that the
advertiser endeavours to provide the utility-maximizing consumer with a
clear motivation for using a product. To achieve this, advertising phenom-
ena within the social world must be amenable to causal analysis involving
their reduction to a set of quantifiable variables similar to those of the nat-
ural sciences. The social world is assumed to exist independently of the
observer, although made knowable only through sense perception of social
action and events. It is axiomatic to rationalistic consumer behaviour mod-
els that time and space should be ascribed the characteristics of abstract,
quantifiable, singular units.

In time–space relations, reason-why advertising stimuli take the form of
a trajectory within which the future arises out of the present context, and
preceding conditions form a history relative to the advertising event. The
basis of this determination can only be reckoned by a conception of time
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which reduces the present to a negligible element in the teleological order-
ing of the passage of time. Resonances between this conception of time and
the mechanistic rhythms of the productive economy efficaciously coin-
cided with the need to sell standardized products to mass markets. The
manufacturing quest, to accurately time production operations, had been
largely realized in the ‘scientific management’ techniques of Fordist pro-
duction but the ultimate breakthrough in the manufacturing dream of pro-
ductive efficiency was contingent on matching the productive process with
consumer demand. Accelerated rates of production had speeded up the cir-
culation of goods to consumers, and existing distribution channels struggled
to contend with increased rates of production. Access to mass markets was
an advertising imperative and there was no room for complex differences
in the location of individuals in time and space. Advertisers had to attract
the attention of consumers, arouse desire and transform these into buying
instances. Moreover, they had to perfectly perform these grandiose tasks
wholesale, so as to appeal to a mass market of hundreds of thousands (Pope,
1983: 249). In order to achieve this inordinate task, advertisers needed to
become familiar with the behaviour of consumers. Consequently, the minu-
tia of daily experience necessitated delineation into calculable terrains for
the application of advertising technology. Even in the privacy of the home,
consumers had to be conceived of as operating according to determinable
factors within a predictable and calculable flow of time. Reason-why adver-
tising provided a means of mapping consumer subjectivity in accordance
with the clockwork precision of the productive machine.

The rise of oligopolistic industries, producing differentiated goods,
increased the popularity of an advertising model predicated on identifying
the distinctive characteristics of a product and promoting its superiority.
Reason-why advertising provided a clockwork operational technique
for stimulating desire and this was particularly evident in the sale of
mass-produced household appliances. Pope (1983: 36) provides an account
of how home appliances such as vacuum cleaners, modern cookers and wash-
ing machines tended to substitute capital for household labour. Advances
in domestic equipment were indeed labour-saving as they reduced the
amount of time required to complete a domestic task. In the early twenti-
eth century, the home had become a privileged site for the individual con-
sumption of mass-produced commodities (Lee, 1993). As Andrejevic
observes, ‘Each household served as the repository for a private set of appli-
ances that displaced or replaced forms of collective consumption: The auto-
mobile displaced the trolley, the radio the concert hall, the TV set the
downtown movie theatre and so on’ (2003: 133). The physical demarcation
of private space, provided by the small family unit, enabled the translation
of mass-produced domestic appliances into devices which promised to
increase an individual’s discretionary use of time. In this rational utility
model, consumption is designated to occur within a given tempo-spatial
context. It is only in this sense that predicative correlations can be made
between time-saving and consumer behaviour. Rational advertising knowl-
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edges fasten upon that necessary conditioning of a determinant space and
determinable time, as a basis from which to claim the certainty of deduc-
tion. Indeed, the standardized features and unitary scale of the family unit
provided an effective context in which an increase in the discretionary use
of domestic labour time could be communicated to consumer markets
(Lee, 1993). In the early twentieth century, reason-why advertising cam-
paigns drew heavily on the labour-saving themes of new consumer durables
in their efforts to offer mass-produced products to an increasingly urban-
ized consumer market.

CChhaannggiinngg  tthhee  ssuubbjjeecctt::  ppssyycchhooddyynnaammiicc  ttiimmeess  aanndd  tthhee  mmoobbiilliizzaattiioonn  ooff  ccoonnssuummeerr
ssuubbjjeeccttiivviittyy  ((11995500ss––11996600ss))

During the 1950s there continued to be an intimate connection, both
institutionally and intellectually, between advertising and psychology.
Psychologists at that time were raising intellectual questions which mir-
rored advertising’s concern to gain scientific knowledge of decision-making
in order to predict buyer behaviour. The psychological disposition of the
consumer became an integral feature of commercial discourse. And adver-
tising was keen to adopt psychology’s accrescent constructions of human
behaviour. With the advent of Freudian analysis, the intellectual field of
psychology increasingly began to articulate challenges to the rational psy-
chic operator (a homo economicus) and this would have a profound effect
on the legitimacy of reason-why advertising.

Advertising practices in the early twentieth century were designed to attract
the attention of an undifferentiated consumer market. The cost advantage of
mass Fordist production yielded high dividends for companies, but profits
were predicated on the use of inexpensive distribution systems (Pope, 1983).
This was a key reason why products were advertised in accordance with their
broad utility appeal to a mass consumer market. Since production technology
dictated a standardized output, appeals to a homogeneous consumer market
appeared apposite (ibid.: 260). Paradigmatic transformations in advertising
psychology radically challenged the discursive assumption of mass advertising
and the notion of an undifferentiated consumer market. Psychological theories
of personality claimed the existence of systematic and stable patterns, which
categorized groupings of individuals according to determinative personality
traits. Trait factor theory propounded the existence of enduring and distin-
guishable attributes, which, while common to many individuals, vary in
absolute amounts, as and between individuals (Gunter and Furnham, 1992:
45). It follows from this assumption that humans are highly distinguishable.
Consequently, psychological enquiries at this time were dispelling the notion
of a ‘single type’ of consumer and the existence of an undifferentiated audi-
ence for advertising communication (Leiss et al., 1990).

The concept of personality traits combined with the widespread belief
that behaviour was the outcome of motives and instinctive drives. Freud’s
highly influential theories concerning the ego (the basis of consciousness)
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and the id (the basis of the subconscious) emphasized the significance of
symbolic and unconscious motivations to the formation of subjectivity. The
human psyche involves a constant struggle to balance the desire for
immediate gratification with the need to apprehend social convention and
adhere to the normative order. This Freudian model was further developed
by behavioural scientists, so as to formulate links between the human psy-
che and observed behaviour. Human behaviour was seen as a result of
unconscious efforts to control inner drives and instincts motivated by petty
emotions, sexual desire and anxiety. Advertising readily embraced this
development in psychodynamic discourse and eagerly placed irrationality
at the heart of consumer behaviour. Individuals were conceived of as differ-
entiating from one another on the basis of the unconscious nature of per-
sonality and motivation. And ‘buyers are motivated by symbolic as well as
economic-functional product concerns’ (Michman, 1991: 22). Armed with
an exciting array of psychodynamic apparatus (e.g., projective techniques),
advertising practitioners attempted to penetrate the consumer’s inner world of
fantasy and dynamic processes.

Rather than manipulating consumers, as was the fear of government offi-
cials, advertisers ‘mobilized’ consumers (Miller and Rose, 1997) to explore
connections between commodities and the structuring of experience in
time. Advertising experts were aware of the criticism of brainwashing and
countenanced these accusations by preaching that ‘consumer choices’ were
dictating economic activity (Pope, 1983: 251). They claimed to persuade
rather than compel consumers and proclaimed this to be ‘the democratic
alternative to authoritarianism’ (ibid.: 251). Consumers were viewed as a
complex ensemble of impulsive and irrational traits; less inclined to manip-
ulation than persuasion. The use of dream sequences and appeals to the
suppressed or repressed desire were indicative features of psychodynamic
advertising aesthetics. In this era of advertising practice, the consumer is
enticed ‘to focus less on rational product information and more on the
feelings evoked by their recollected memories’ (Braun et al., 2002: 2).
Because consumers use advertising as cues to recollect their past experi-
ence, it follows that ‘autobiographical memories may be spontaneously
activated within the context of an advertising message’ (ibid.: 2). This psy-
chodynamic account of advertising practice is particularly significant as it is
indicative of how the technologies of advertising are productive of
‘new kinds of relations that human beings can have with themselves and
with others through the medium of goods’ (Miller and Rose, 1997: 3).
Advertising is indeed a major site of ideological influence in the dynamic
production of consumer subjectivity. Psychodynamic discourse is produc-
tive in its endeavours to know the human psyche. The intervention of psy-
chodynamic technologies into the depths of human consciousness is
constitutive of knowledge. In the absence of projective tests, advertisers
would struggle to support the claim that consumers differ from each other,
according to determinative psychological traits. However, knowledge pro-
duces both regimes of truth and subjugation (Foucault, 1982a). Advertising’s
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knowledge of the consumer psyche has a powerful constitutive effect that
is realized in the micro-practices of daily life. Psychodynamic knowledge
mobilizes consumers to identify with consumption as a potential means of
gaining self-understanding. Consequently, the intrusion of advertising tech-
nology into the realm of human psyche, and the appropriation of memory
as a constituent feature of buying, function to link subjectivity ever more
closely to commercial objectives.

Chapter 3 argues that advertising‘s preoccupation with use-value and
then psychodynamic discourse in the early twentieth century operated to
connect consumer subjectivity to the clockwork rhythms of the productive
economy. The Marxist analysis of time and commodity culture identifies
advertising as directly implicated in capitalist accumulation (Ewen, 1977;
Lee, 1993; Frow, 1997; Williamson, 2000). Marx established the value of a
commodity to be defined in its magnitude by the amount of socially neces-
sary labour time invested in its production. It is labour time which pro-
duces value. Embodied in the commodity is the abstract unit of socially
necessary labour required to produce it. This represents a source of profit
in addition to any that may be made from the ‘exploitation’ of labour. But
labour, in its identification with advertising communication, misrecognizes
its basis as a source of value. Consequently, advertising operates to repro-
duce the expropriation of surplus labour time at the level of consumption.

Marxist analysis provides a valuable means of theoretically engaging with the
peculiar mix of rationalism and psychodynamics that characterized advertising
discourse in the early twentieth century. If a commodity can be shown to yield
a utility, then the labour time invested in its production and time required for
its consumption can clearly be communicated to the consumer. In reason-why
advertising, time is transformed into objects that exist external to the individ-
ual, in fixed immutable units (hours/minutes/seconds). These units in turn
yield an implicit utility to the consumer (e.g., being able to save time). The
implicit utility facilitates the transformation of time and spaces into other enti-
ties such as money or products. It is therefore of no surprise that the clockwork
precision of this commodification of time encouraged its application to a wide
variety of buying instances. Time is a controllable scarce resource: a ‘pressure’
in decision-making; an exchangeable commodity; and of course a principle
component of ‘risk’. Similar translations of time into money are in effect in psy-
chodynamic advertising discourse. Chapter 3 identifies how time was axiomatic
to the development of advertising psychology, especially with respect to the use
of psychodynamic models of consumers and the endorsement of ‘pecuniary
emulation’ (Veblen, [1899] 1994).

LLiiffeessttyyllee  sseeggmmeennttaattiioonn  aanndd  tthhee  ttiimmeellyy  pprroolliiffeerraattiioonn  ooff  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg  ddiissccoouurrssee
((11996600ss––11998800ss))

During the 1960s, advertising practice expanded rapidly alongside the
multi-media conditions of consumer culture. Electronic media brought into
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being new powers of persuasion far exceeding the static images of the
printed text. Sound and motion dramatically enhanced the display aspects
of advertising. And creative enterprise increasingly revolved around the
production of commodity aesthetics. Display rather than utility became the
all-important Unique Selling Point (USP), as advertisers endeavoured to
associate commodities with a wealth of symbolic meanings expropriated
from the cultural knowledge of consumers. This transition in advertising
discourse signalled a second wave of advertising which regarded the focus
on functional utility as a ‘crude form of consumer propaganda’ (Lee, 1993:
151). This second generation of advertising expertise emphasized the sym-
bolic properties of products. Advertisers were increasingly less inclined to
promote commodities as embodying fixed meanings determined by a rec-
ognizable use-value (Goldman, 1995: 18). Nor were commodities merely
defined by their financial value. This era of advertising expertise witnessed
the genius of a new level of meaning defined as the ‘commodity-sign’ (ibid.:
18). The advertisement in Figure I.2 exemplifies advertising’s ingenuity in
the production of commodities as signs.

Encouraged by the growth of visual culture, advertisers introduced story-
line dialogues into their campaigns.Television permits the advertising of com-
modities to be woven into vignettes of everyday life. Dramatized commercial
vignettes provide an accessible way of staging the demonstration of products,
as well as enabling advertisers to draw upon a wide range of cultural reference
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systems (Leiss et al., 1990). David Ogilvy’s now famous exposition, Confessions
of an Advertising Man (1965), provides additional historical insights into the
rise of commodity aesthetic in advertising culture. In a chapter dedicated to
television commercials, he states: ‘In the early days of television, I made the
mistake of relying on words to do the selling … I now know that in television
you must make your pictures tell the story; what you show is more impor-
tant than what you say’ (1965: 130). Suffice to say, the growth of electronic
media has been a crucial factor in contemporary advertising’s spectacular
progress in the attribution of symbolic value to commodities.

Chapter 4 historically examines the progression from use-value to sign-
value in modem advertising discourse and practice. The transition to monop-
oly capitalism in 1900 witnessed a systemic transformation in capitalist
accumulation from a strategy of ‘absolute surplus value’ to relative surplus
value. Relative surplus value extraction entails reducing working hours
through an increased productivity of labour and the development of technol-
ogy in the mechanization and rationalization of the labour process
(Goldman, 1995: 16). The more advanced the capital, the more predicated it
is upon the continuous expansion of market relations and the more it strives
for the accelerated appropriation of surplus value through ‘greater annihila-
tion of space by time’ (Marx, 1973: 539). But in relative surplus value pro-
duction, the accelerated pace of surplus value creation requires both a
quantitative and qualitative expansion of existing consumer markets. This is
because the creation, by capital, of absolute surplus value involves making
deductions from ‘a given quantity of [value-creating] labour’ (1973: 554). In
these circumstances capital is continually maximizing the expropriation of
objectified labour through extended working hours and this enables ‘capital
to renew this profitable bargain,....on a more enlarged scale’ (1973: 550).
Conversely in relative surplus value an increase in the productivity of work is
accompanied by a decrease in the number of hours worked. This leads to an
accumulation of undifferentiated commodities and the need for the ‘creation
of new use values’ (1973: 408). This suggests the creation of values which
exceed the notion of useful values and encompass a spectrum of qualitative
differences. To this extent ‘the surplus labour gained does not remain a
merely quantitative surplus, but rather constantly increases the circle of qual-
itative differences within labour’ (1973: 408). It is, therefore, apparent that
the production of relative surplus value must be augmented by the expropri-
ation of a ‘non-capitalist social strata as a market for its surplus value’
(Luxemburg, 1971: 368). And this non-capital reservoir does not refer to the
quantitative time of the productive economy. Instead it refers to the need for
the commodity form, to extend into the realm of subjectively meaningful
social times. Marx provides some indication of this when he states that:

This creation of new branches of production, i.e., of qualitatively new surplus
time, is not merely the division of labour, but is rather the creation, separate
from a given production, of labour with a new use value; the development of
a constantly expanding and more comprehensive system of different kinds of
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labour, different kinds of production, to which a constantly expanding and
constantly enriched system of needs corresponds’. (Marx, 1973: 409)

It is evident that capital accumulation requires a reservoir of non-economic
times as a basis for the production of relative surplus value. In contemporary
regimes of capitalist accumulation this translates as ‘the universal appropria-
tion of nature as well as of the social bond itself by the members of society’
(Marx, 1973: 409). Just as production founded on absolute surplus value
expropriates the objectified time of ‘value-creating labour’, so the production
of relative surplus value entails ‘the exploitation and exchange of natural and
mental forces’ (1973: 410). Consequently the qualitative times of social
reproduction are an integral resource of capital accumulation. In the late
modern era advertising operates to advance capitalist accumulation through
its unique abilities to create a cultural economy of time.

Advances in advertising aesthetics witnessed the emergence of the ‘com-
modity-sign’ and this precipitated a revolution in advertising promotions.
The chapter ascribes particular attention to the dynamics of the ‘commod-
ity-sign’ with respect to the logic of capitalist production. Sign-values do
not circulate freely and indiscriminately, rather, critical theorists identify
the ‘commodity-sign’ as defined by the logic of the commodity-form.
Goldman (1994) identifies the commodity-form in capitalist societies to
effect an univerzalization of social relations. This process manifests accord-
ing to a specific logic which imposes ‘formalized standards and rules of the
market … upon social relations to effect a quantitative, standardized
process of exchange’ (ibid.: 20). Time penetrates the inner workings of the
‘commodity-sign’ and materializes in the narrative semiotics of modern
advertisements. Advertising, with its focus on allegory, symbol and narra-
tive, is therefore central to the marketing of modern consumer subjectivity.
But what becomes of narrativity when, as is evident in contemporary times,
epistemic struggles transform cultural texts into polysemic spaces ‘where
the paths of several possible meanings intersect’? (Barthes, 1977: 37)?
Writers identify postmodernity to be both a condition and the consequence
of a decline in ‘narrative realism’ (Lash and Urry, 1987).

PPaarrtt  IIIIII  AAddvveerrttiissiinngg  iinn  ppoossttmmooddeerrnn  ttiimmeess

The postmodern condition suggests that we are experiencing an intense
phase of time/space compression and a fragmentation of time at both the
global and local levels. Moreover, the postmodern condition entails the
treatment of time as a finite event (i.e., time as tied to the social context of
its use) no longer an unproblematic medium whose neutrality permits
comparison and communication across temporal and spatial distances, no
longer a common time ‘in’ which we all live in more or less mutual rele-
vance, but, on the contrary, a local definition, a dimension of an event, a
unique and unrepeatable period.
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Modernity involved a rational ordering and delineation of time and space
where no such conceptualizations had existed under premodern forms of
life. Conversely, the instantaneity and simultaneity characteristic of the
postmodern condition mitigate against the delineation of time and space
into rationally co-ordinated spheres. One might suggest this intense time/
space compression is simply an intensification of the dilemmas that have
occasionally be set capitalist procedures of a constant revolution of the
forces of production in the past. While the economic, cultural and political
responses may not be exactly new, the range of these responses differs in
certain important respects from those which have occurred before. The
intensity of time/space compression in Western capitalism since the 1960s
with all its emergent features of excessive ephemerality and fragmentation
in the political and private as well as in the social realm does seem to indi-
cate an experiential context that makes the condition of postmodernity
somewhat distinctive. This is not to argue that all that went before has been
displaced but only to suggest that tenses in the sense of past, present and
future and distance or what is remote, comparatively close and intimate are
blurred. There is clearly intensity and tension (Cooper and Law, 1995)
around temporal spatial relations that was perhaps not so evident in mod-
ern regimes of control. For example, radical advances in information and
communication technologies have given rise to processes of growing global
inter-dependency. Adam (1992) identifies how, with global communication
and air travel, day and night have lost their fixed social meaning, and have
become thoroughly relativized.While linear time continues to be a valuable
resource, its centrality to the productive economy has been displaced by a
contextual relativity ‘to the temporality of other firms, networks, processes
or products’ (Castells, 2000: 439). Space, it seems, is no longer an obstacle
to global capitalism. Adam argues that when conditions arise in which ‘vir-
tual simultaneity of communication and instantaneity of feedback are not
only the accepted but an expected norm, then the speed of light appears to
be the only absolute limiting factor to the transmission of information’
(1992: 177). In the writings of Castells, capital accumulation proceeds and
profit is generated, ‘increasingly in the global financial markets enacted by
information networks in the timeless space of financial flows’ (2000: 472).
Castells identifies a revolution in information technology and a dramatic
restructuring of world capitalism to have brought into being a new social
structure, the network society. In the ‘network society’, capital operates
globally as a unit ‘in real time’ (ibid.: 471). As networks progressively con-
stitute the new social morphology of our societies, distances between
networks contract, enabling light-speed operations. Castells describes the
‘space of flows’ as inducing ‘systemic perturbation in the sequential order
of phenomena’ which may assume the form of ‘instantaneity’ or else ‘random
discontinuity in the sequence’ (2000: 464).

The notion of a historical disjuncture in modernist economies of time
and space is also evident in Bauman’s most recent writings. In Liquid
Modernity, Bauman (2001: 145) describes early modernity as characterized
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by a mutual dependency of capital and labour, which serves to fix their
pursuits in bounded spatial locations. The routinized linear time of Fordist
production is described as having immobilized labour, while expansive
economies of scale and permanently fixed labour ‘bonded the capital’
(ibid.: 116). Bauman argues that with the advent of ‘software capitalism
and light modernity’ (ibid.), capital became unshackled from its previous
immobility. Similarly, Castells describes how global capital has become less
reliant on specific labour, ‘capital and labour increasingly tend to exist in
different spaces and times; the space of flows and the space of places,
instant time of computerized networks versus clock time of everyday life’
(2000: 475). Capital is now ‘free-floating capitalism’ distinguished by the
‘disengagement and loosening of ties linking capital and labour’ (Bauman,
2001: 149).

Industrialization brought linear synchronicity to the assembly lines of
Fordist factories. It heralded clock-time as the main organizing principle of
modernist production. The mechanistic epistemology of Fordism fully
embraced a perspective of time which posits metaphysical essences such as
stable self-identity, transcendental laws, scientific analysis, objectivity and
the existence of an objective reality. Time represents a taken-for-granted
concept that remains largely unexplored and unquestioned even when it is
the focus of social attention. Where the issue of time is explored, all too
often, analysis is guided by an operational definition of time which relates
to its measurement (e.g., time and motion study). Time is presupposed as
an objective, quantifiable phenomenon divisible into discrete units, an
invariant quantity unaffected by the transformations it charts, a parameter
in which actions are organized and structured. Linear time and its mecha-
nistic manifestation, the clock, inform the philosophical ideals of Fordist
production. And its hegemony to the modernist episteme is such that lin-
ear time is represented as if it were time per se.

Post-Fordist economies subvert modernist metaphysics that posits
essences like rational linear time as a basis against which productivity can
be measured and controlled. The emerging world of flexibility and ‘just-in-
time labour’ has invoked dramatic transformations in the ordering of time
and production.The mechanical predictability of linear time is struggling to
contain radical challenges to its Cartesian subject–object dualism, its ratio-
nal ordering of space and its ‘common media of exchange’, which guaran-
teed Fordist productive systems (Ermarth, 1992: 6). Twentieth-century
science has long since interrogated the determinacy of time. Newton’s
scientific laws lead physicists to argue that the universe was completely
deterministic. This doctrine of scientific determinism was radically chal-
lenged by the great revolutions in the physical sciences. Einstein established
that time and space are relative to observers and their frames of reference,
thus eliminating the Newtonian vision of absolute time and space.
Quantum theory revealed a model of the universe defined by indetermi-
nacy as opposed to Newton’s dream of controllable measurable processes.
Indeed, the uncertainty principle informs us that our attempts to predict
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the future position and velocity of a particle will ‘change its velocity in a
way that cannot be predicted’ (Hawking, with Mlodinow, 2005: 90). And
the revolution in chaos theory has irrevocably undermined Laplace’s world
of deterministic predictability (Gleick, 1998). The revelation that is inde-
terminate time transcends disciplinary boundaries because it poses prob-
lems that defy accepted ways of theorizing reality.

Part III of this book argues that technological advances in advertising sys-
tems map on to the complexity of capitalist accumulation in postmoder-
nity. Part III contains three chapters each intent on tracing the time/space
paths followed by consumers within the individuating matrix of post-
Fordist production and the digitalized revolution in advertising media. The
signifier time/space represents a paradigmatic shift, intended to emphasize
the intense compression of time and space in the postmodern era.

Chapter 5 links changing patterns of work and leisure with transformations
in advertising practices.Advertising in the modern era reproduced the segmen-
tation of culture and the separation of life into distinct value spheres; culture
differentiated from economy, work from leisure, and public from private, and
so on. Conversely, advertising in the postmodern era encourages an intense
time/space compression and the conflation of work and leisure times. This
chapter identifies how advertising’s use of commodity-signs operates to
extend the logic of the commodity-form into work and leisure time. But the
encoding and decoding of socio-symbolic meaning arise through social inter-
action.And social relationships are mediated by our lived experiences of time.
Consequently, the subjective possibilities of daily experience are capable of
producing a theoretically infinite range of social definitions of leisure and work
times. In the modern era, indeterminacy in the socio-symbolic decoding of
leisure time is abated by the hegemony of linear time to the productive econ-
omy. Consequently, work time is clearly differentiated from the socio-
symbolic meanings attributed to ‘free time’.

Conversely, post-Fordism involves a transition from the clockwork mech-
anistic determinacy of Fordist production and the rise of a subjectivization
of workplace time and space (Lash and Urry, 1994). Organizational flexi-
bility is axiomatic to the new post-Fordist technological paradigm of flexi-
ble specialization. And the application of flexibility to the organization of
work inculcates what the Japanese call kaizen, which means constant
improvement. In post-Fordist production there is a relentless attempt to
find ways of speeding up and improving processes. Within the discourse of
lean production, workers are expected to envision the workplace as a
sphere for self-actualization, creativity and autonomy. Thus, the manage-
ment of work assumes a ‘new paternalism’ directed at cultivating enterpris-
ing subjects through the development of self-improvement schemes
articulated in the quotidian of organizational practices (Du Gay, 1996: 61).
Direct parallels exist between these transformations in the governing of
organizational life and recent innovations in the creation of corporate
brands. A substantial number of prominent marketing academics have been
keen to convince modern capitalistic organizations of the need to harness
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the corporate brand to a social realm that is mobilized around corporate
culture. A widely acclaimed contributor to this new intervention in
corporate hegemony is Jesper Kunde. Chapter 5 provides a discourse analy-
sis of his book, Corporate Religion (2000). Although Kunde’s discourse has
humanistic roots, its clarion call for a new subjectivity created through self-
actualized corporate life attends to wider processes in post-Fordist produc-
tion intent on inculcating subjectivity into capital. Axiomatic to the new
religiosity of corporate branding is consumer-centric advertising. And it is at
this interface that the time/space de-differentiation of self, subjectivity and
the sphere of capitalist work reaches its zenith. In advertising circles, recent
innovations in data-driven, customized marketing present unparalleled pos-
sibilities for real-time advertising communications. The chapter provides a
critical examination of ‘value-for-time’ marketing as part of this new gener-
ation of ‘mobile commerce’. Mobile commerce refers to the marketing
applications of wireless communication technologies. The ability of mobile
commerce to customize the delivery of goods and services by tracking the
time/space paths of consumers is evidence of advertising’s intrinsic role in
the de-differentiation of work and leisure in post-Fordist times.This has dis-
concerting consequences for the continued incorporation of leisure time
into the realm of consumer culture.

Chapter 6 continues to examine the theme of advertising and its exces-
sive focus on enhancing consumer welfare. This chapter is concerned to
critically examine technological advances in market segmentation. Of par-
ticular interest is the growth of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and
the attendant productions of consumer subjectivity. The chapter critically
engages with a particular reading of Michel Foucault’s (1977) Discipline
and Punish. Analysts of GIS segmentation have often interpreted Foucault’s
writings here to mean that marketing applications of GIS allow for ‘the
classification of all individuals in society by spatial inference, achieving a
total ordering of social life from which no consumer escapes’ (Goss, 1995:
190). Foucault’s writings do indeed provide an important analytical tool to
conceptualize marketing technologies, but Foucault’s analyses of time and
regulation are an account of ‘discontinuity’ in the application of regulatory
technologies. Foucault challenged the line of inevitability through which
modernist analysis seeks to resolve enquiry. Chapter 6 applies Foucault’s
concept of ‘discontinuity’ to the analyses of postmodern time/space and the
making of consumer subjectivity in market segmentation.

Chapter 7, Sign of the Times: Postmodern Disruptions in Advertising
Times, identifies the diaphanous spaces of multifarious shopping arcades,
theme parks and multi-media advertising as radically challenging modernist
traditions in advertising practice. Modernist demarcations are predicated on
boundaries which delimit the real from the unreal, inside from outside, cul-
ture from nature. These delineated market spaces struggle to contend the
frenetic assault and irrepressible play of the pure sign. In modernist adver-
tising, time and space can be brought immediately under our control
and provide a context for the products of our imagination and desire. The
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postmodern hyperspaces of shopping arcades and theme parks transcend
‘the capacities of the individual human body to locate itself, to organize its
immediate surroundings perceptually and cognitively to map its position in
a mappable external world’ (Jameson, 1992: 44). Our experience of adver-
tising on-line is a vivid example of decentred consumer subjectivity. There
is little doubt that electronic advertising communication presently involves
a more intense compression of time/space than we have previously experi-
enced. Virtual reality is clearly beyond concrete linearity and our ways of
relating to cyberspace technology rarely take a linear temporal sequence as
we allow ourselves to be controlled by its random routines, feeling the ever
demanding pressures to provide instant responses to messages. Can it be
that postmodern advertising is the drug that truly ties us to a machine-like
existence?
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Part One

Marking Time in the Making of Modern
Advertising  

Part I Commodity culture of Victorian Britain, 1880

Source: Reproduced by permission of The Edinburgh Room. Central Lubraig,
George IV Bridge, Edinburgh, and Peter Stubbs, www.edinphoto.org.uk
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1

Selling-Spaces in Advertising History

It is customary to argue that pre-modern advertising developed to sell
goods, in a particular form of economy. The fall of the Roman Empire and
the invasions by barbaric Teutonic tribes had arrested the spread of educa-
tion, rendering word of mouth and pictorial signs the main method of
advertising in the Middle Ages. Designated trades were often confined to
particular streets and the desideratum then was to differentiate shops
through the use of signs, which were vivid and easily understood (Sampson,
1874). Gaily coloured signboards informed people of the whereabouts of
particular tradesmen. It was considered customary to include objects typi-
cal of the trade: a stocking for the hosier, an anvil for the blacksmith and
scissors for the tailor were commonly noted street signs. Others, whose
trade could be appropriately linked, adopted historical events; a good
example is the golden spheres of the prawn broker. This would appear to
have originated from the insignia of three golden coins used by the Lombard
merchants who settled in England in the thirteenth century (Preston,
1971). These merchants raised capital against valuable goods and were said
therefore to be the forerunners of the pawnbroker. Elsewhere, portraits of
noblemen, paintings of towns, articles of dress, all constituted a seemingly
endless portfolio of symbols, which were used to attract attention and pub-
licize trade (Sampson, 1874). In an age in which the majority were illiter-
ate, signs were an important means of conveying ideas of space and place in
visual communication. The streets of medieval cities were full of brightly
coloured imagery radiating from street signs. While the signs took on vari-
ous forms, their meanings defined systematic resemblances connotating
space and place. Signs were therefore a natural medium to publicize trade.
These pictorial images, however mimetic, were governed by historical
structures of custom and style.They were simple shorthand devices for alle-
gorically rendering a particular way of being in the world.

While it is customary to regard advertising as a comparatively modern
phenomenon, there is evidence available tracing advertising to the medieval
era, to ancient Greece and even Babylonian scriptures (Nevett, 1982).
Nevertheless, this chapter argues that the advent of the Industrial
Revolution marked a far-reaching transition in the character of advertising.
From being something of a curiosity, advertising progressively began to
gain acceptance as a commercial instrument for regulating demand. The
increased commercial viability of advertising in the nineteenth century
was mainly linked to Britain entering an era when concentrated mass
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consumption would necessitate mass production. Factory production had
precipitated an unprecedented growth in the market for manufactured
goods. At the same time buoyancy of demand was being encouraged by a
growth in population from about 6 million in 1740 to over 10 million in
1811 (ibid.: 15). Advances in agrarian production had also reduced the
labour intensity of farming. Consequently, population growth coincided
with a transition in the mode of production and the large-scale redeploy-
ment of workers into manufacturing industries. At the end of the seven-
teenth century, about three-quarters of the population earned most of their
livelihood from some type of agricultural work, with the majority living in
villages and small towns. By the eighteenth century, a decline in agricultural
work had resulted in the large-scale relocation of workers into the new
industrial towns. The major growth in trade constituted the town, not only
as a pool of available labour but also as a convenient concentration of con-
sumers. This chapter has as its focus these processes. It seeks primarily to
examine advertising history and the establishment of an advertising indus-
try in the United Kingdom. It is argued here that our current advertising
industry historically emerged through cultural practices and legislative
enactments, intent on fostering a rationalized relation to the spaces and
places of commerce.

This chapter focuses on key transformations in the regulation of space-
selling during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It commences with a
descriptive analysis of billboard advertising. Seemingly novel features of bill-
board advertising are revealed to have foreshadowed the establishment of
influential forms of regulated street advertising, described as ‘advertising sta-
tions’. Then the chapter focuses on space-selling in the newspaper industry.
The mid-1800s saw the abolition of taxes which had been levied on newspa-
pers and on their advertisements. Imposed by the Stamp Act of 1712, the
taxes had been an immense constraint on newspaper advertising. In 1855,
Stamp Duty was scrapped and in its wake sprang forth a flood of new peri-
odicals and heightened competition for advertising revenue. Newspaper pro-
prietors were nevertheless reticent to disrupt traditional column formats and
placed strict controls on advertising format. Advertisers countenanced these
editorial restrictions by developing intriguing typographical styles designed to
maximize the spatial presence of the advertisement.

Newspaper editors often harboured a deep-seated suspicion of advertising,
which was not helped by the unscrupulous practices of unlicensed street
advertising. Nevertheless pressures on newspapers to adopt the editorial dis-
play of illustrated magazines became increasingly difficult to ignore. By the
mid-nineteenth century, many leading papers had abandoned their column
rules and allowed large print type and illustrations. Display advertising inau-
gurated a new aesthetics of space, which had a significant bearing on popular
culture. The chapter examines a semiotics of space characteristic of imperial-
ist display advertising. It is a widely recognized truism that the production,
consumption and commercialization of commodities were essential compo-
nents of British imperialism. The diverse regions of the British Empire were
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cornucopias of natural riches, ripe for commercial exploitation. But enormous
efforts were needed to persuade nineteenth-century Britons to populate oth-
erwise inhospitable places and accept the need for their economic colonial-
ization.Advertising featured here as a commercial mechanism for promoting,
and publicizing, the Empire through spectacularly stylized tropes of exotic
paradises inhabited by ‘noble savages’. Direct links can be made here to an
Enlightenment cultural chauvinism, which treated other societies in its own
image. To the extent that historical time expressed the teleologies of Western
development, any culture deemed entrapped in tradition was relegated as
backward. The chapter identifies ‘synopticism’ as informing the advertising
of British colonial spaces in the nineteenth century. Synopticism refers to
the practice of viewing any phenomena from the same standpoint (Fabian,
1983). In imperialist advertising, it refers to a Western visual culture that
‘gazes’ on other cultures from its own vantage point. The detached observa-
tion of imperialist advertising, characteristic of this time, was often isolated
from the exploitation and impoverishment of indigenous populations. This
chapter describes the advertising of the British Empire, during the nineteenth-
scentury, as epitomizing an imperialist ideological bias towards synopticism.
The dehumanizing effects of this visual–spatial reduction were undoubtedly
germane to sustaining the political hegemony of one society over another.
Indeed, the classification and hierarchical ordering of culture give method to
a denial of coevalness between the West and its Other. A central theme
linking an analysis of imperialist capitalism with an analysis of advertising in
nineteenth-century Britain is that both these instances in advertising history
were predicated on the rationalization of commercial space.

IInndduussttrriiaalliizzaattiioonn,,  ssppaaccee--sseelllliinngg  aanndd  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg  pprraaccttiiccee

In nineteenth-century Britain, urbanization presented commodity
providers with attractive economies of scale. The average population den-
sity of industrial towns had nearly doubled between 1721 and 1821
(Nevett, 1982: 15). In London, population density at the beginning of the
nineteenth century was approximately 1 million, by 1821, the figure had
reached 1.27 million (ibid.: 15). For product providers, the concentration
of consumers in industrial areas meant that the costs of distribution and
selling were made cheaper. This was a consequence of a declining unit cost
for the communication and transportation of commodities. Innovations in
transportation infrastructures had accelerated the movement of manufac-
tured goods across greater distances and at reduced unit cost. Some of the
most profitable trade emerged from wealthy provincial families, among
whom it became fashionable to order merchandise from London stores.
Inevitably this meant a loss of trade for local provincial merchandisers.
These businesses responded to the competition presented by London-based
manufacturing firms by the establishment of trade journals. One such journal
was The Family Goldmine, which circulated throughout the Home
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Counties. The Family Goldmine was described as ‘a compendium of useful
household and general knowledge’ (quoted in Hindley and Hindley, 1972).
The Introduction contained a lengthy encomium intended to steer local
consumers away from merchant companies in the capital. Yet despite these
promotional endeavours, the provincial merchants were usually outdone by
their London rivals.

Industrialization meant that vast amounts of capital were invested in the
machinery used to produce commodities. Selling goods at a value greater
than their cost of production is the primary mechanism for accumulating
returns on capital invested. Given that labour power produces wealth,
returns in the investment of capital were predicated on the manufacture of
greater quantities of products than would be produced by hand. This
surfeit of goods presented manufacturers with the threat of a declining rate
of profit as existing markets became saturated. During the Industrial
Revolution, manufacturers responded to a potential crisis in the accumula-
tion output of production by extending their catchment areas into the new
concentration of populations in urban towns (Nevett, 1982). As more man-
ufacturing firms extended their product ranges, so fierce competition
ensued between manufacturers to try and secure orders from retailers.
Given that most goods sold by the retailers in those days were unbranded
merchandise, the retailer was often the primary point of product differen-
tiation. Nevertheless, increased production levels had heightened the need
for differentiation as existing markets were becoming saturated by a bur-
geoning mass of unbranded merchandise, largely indistinguishable to the
general public.

Advertising provided manufacturers with a vital resource in the struggle
for market share. First, advertising was used to entice retailers to buy stock
from specific manufacturers. Nevett (1982: 23) describes how in the 1780s
William Jones, a London pharmaceutical supplier, was offering free adver-
tisements in local newspapers to any stockist buying a dozen bottles of his
product called Tincture of Peruvian Bark. Alternatively, manufacturers used
advertising to promote the virtues and distinctions of their own product
ranges, in an attempt to establish consumer confidence. It was conventional
for information identifying supporting retail outlets to be incorporated
into these advertisements. In cases where the manufacturer was the sole
provider of a product to a retailer, it merely sufficed for the retailer’s
insignia to be displayed on packaging. Even at this early stage in industrial
capitalism, manufacturers realized the commercial potential of associating
their product with a particular retail outlet.

MMoonnooppoollyy  ccaappiittaalliissmm,,  ssppaaccee--sseelllliinngg  aanndd  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg  pprraaccttiiccee

The materialization of advertising, as a fully incorporated system of com-
mercial information and persuasion, appeared in the nineteenth century
with the emergence of monopoly capitalism. Certain characteristics of
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monopoly capitalism can be traced to the economic depression, which
dominated the period from 1875 to the middle 1890s. The aftermath of the
economic recession witnessed a dramatic fall in prices and furtive measures
to reorganize the productive capacities of manufacturing industries into
larger units and combines (Williams, 1980: 197). Industrial production
had reached a turning point in its approaches to distribution. Advertising
became a crucial component of this systemic transformation. Williams
describes how full-scale advertising was an integral feature of mechanisms
geared towards the control of markets by manufacturing cartels, and the
growth of a form of economic imperialism which assured markets overseas
(ibid.: 197). These aspects of market control were closely linked to radical
changes in the organization of advertising during the nineteenth century.
Of particular significance was the systematic regulation of street advertis-
ing and newspaper advertising.

SSttrreeeett  lliiffee  iinn  nniinneetteeeenntthh--cceennttuurryy  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg

The streets of nineteenth-century urban Britain witnessed the vivacity and
dexterity of free trade. Casual workers in their thousands, armed with plac-
ards, sandwich boards and posters, defaced every available space with their
advertising wares. At one time, it was said that billposting in London had
reached such extraordinary intensity of coverage that it seemed impossible
to locate a building at all. The following extract describes billstickers in the
1850s:

The billstickers never heeded the notices to beware, and cared nothing
for the privacy of ‘dead walls’, or for the matter of that, of dwelling
houses or street doors. Though he himself was rarely seen, his disfigur-
ing work was a prominent feature of the metropolis. Early morning was
his busy time, and if he could cover up the work of a rival, so much
better. (quoted in Dyer, 1993: 32).

Billboard advertising and streetcar car circulation featured prominently
among the bustling spaces and places of the new metropolises. Posters were
a popular medium of advertising communication as they were not subject
to advertising duty. Posters also avoided the commercial restrictions imposed
by newspapers on column inches, which had resulted in the crowding
together of advertisements and prevented the use of illustrations. Figure 1.1
is a pictorial representation of a billsticker characteristic of this era.

Little information exists on the effectiveness of posters, apart from vari-
ous derisory complaints concerning the rapid speed with which posters
could be distributed. In 1808, a writer observed that ‘within six hours, by
means of printed bills, the inhabitants of a great city can be advertised of a
thousand things necessary to be publicly known; and in cases of fugitive
robbers, traitors, spies etc., the hue and cry, or notice of their apprehension
is circulated throughout the kingdom in four or five days’ (quoted in
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Nevett, 1982: 53). Of curious relevance here is the often recounted
swagger of a self-proclaimed ‘King of Billstickers’ who in 1851 asserted that
some 150 stickers were operating in London and that they could post
around one hundred bills a day (ibid.: 55). It is difficult to ascertain how
long a bill would remain in public view before it was plastered over,
although it was customary in the trade for a billsticker not to over-stick a
wet poster. But the bonhomie which had traditionally managed relations
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Figure 1.1 A man pasting up a poster

Source: William Henry Pyne, London, 1808. Reproduced by permission of the
British Library.
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between members of the poster trade was fatally disrupted in 1826 with
the abolition of the National Lottery and with this the legal restrictions pre-
venting over-sticking on anyone else’s posters. Thereafter it became normal
practice for billstickers to over-stick, as freelance operators competed to
plaster their signs on the street walls of the new metropolises.

Hardly a dwelling house or street wall escaped the hurriedly plastered
signs of the billstickers. Competition between billstickers exacerbated the
nuisance factor presented by fly postering. Unscrupulous twilight raids by
rival billstickers could mean that by daybreak the public walls of whole dis-
tricts would be bedaubed with an unintelligible clutter of signs. Sampson,
in his account of advertising history, quotes a then popular song which
satirized the billstickers’ audacious escapade and the art of exaggerated
publicity (i.e., puffery):

I’m Sammy Slap the billsticker, and you must all agree, sirs,
I sticks to business like a trump while business sticks to me, sirs.
There’s some folks calls me plasterer, but they deserve a banging,
Cause yer see, genteelly speaking, that my trade is paperhanging.
With my paste, paste, paste! All the world is puffing,
So I’ll paste, paste, paste! (Sampson, 1874: 26)

The advent of the Metropolitan Paving Act of 1817 considerably circum-
vented the avocations of the predatory billstickers.The Metropolitan Paving
Act certified that ‘Hoardings shall not be erected without licence’ (quoted
in Elliott, 1962: 164). This Act encouraged the establishment of advertising
contractors who would purchase the legal rights to adhere posters to hoard-
ings. These contractors established ‘advertising stations’ on which bills and
announcements were ordered, with regulated mathematical precision. But
their attempt to impose order on the spatial province of the advertising
hoard was a difficult battle. For as soon as a contractor had completed an
advertising station with meticulous efficiency, swarms of illegal billstickers
armed with posters, pots of glue and brushes would transform the orderly
arrangement into chaos (Sampson, 1874: 27). Nevertheless, the advertising
contractors’ efforts at spatial regulation were not in vain. Over time, and
aided by a swathe of magisterial decisions, and the intriguing alacrity of the
police, the contractors succeeded in institutionalizing their advertising sta-
tions (ibid.: 27). Figure 1.2 is a picture of an advertising hoarding located
in a London railway station in 1874. It is on record that with the establish-
ment of advertising stations, hoardings on which posters were pasted
adopted an orderly and attractive display.

Much of the credit for the sustained regulation of billposters is attributed
to the internal market controls of billposter associsations. Examples of lead-
ing collectives here include the United Kingdom Bill-Posters Association,
founded by Edward Sheldon in 1862, which enforced a strict code of ethics
designed to contain the more objectionable aspects of the industry. These
attempts at self-regulation were part response to stringent legal controls
on street advertising, which gathered pace in scope and severity. The
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Metropolitan Paving Act of 1817 had in previous years empowered parishes
to appoint individuals called Surveyors of the Pavement (Nevett, 1982).
They had the authority to issue licences for the erection of hoardings and
to remove distasteful unlicensed hoardings. In later years amendments to
this Act, namely, the Metropolitan Paving Act of 1839 witnessed far more
stringent policing of bill postering. Under Section 54 of this Act, any indi-
vidual carrying the tools of the billposter trade would be deemed to have
intention. Judging by the successive attempts to fine tune this legislation, it
appears to have experienced difficulties in its efficient enforcement.

In 1889, the Indecent Advertisement Act was passed, marking a moral
dimension in the concerted attack on the ‘horrors of walls’ (Elliott, 1962:
165). Such was the bill-postering industry’s concern over pending threats
of legislation and restrictive practices that in 1890 two leading bodies – the
United Kingdom Bill-Posters Association and the London Bill-Posters
Association – set up the Joint Censorship Committee.The committee’s reg-
ulatory efforts included establishing a directory of responsible billposters
and insisting on checking the quality standards of posters distributed by
affiliated members. This appears to have been deemed insufficient, for in
1898 the National Society for Checking the Abuses of Public Advertising
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Figure 1.2 ‘Modern advertising’: a railway station in 1874, Ocean Railway and
general Accident Assurance Co. Ltd.

Source: Reproduced by permission of the British Library.
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(SCAPA) was established. SCAPA achieved some notable successes in
removing illegal billposters and checking the quality of outdoor signs. The
activities of SCAPA were premised on the need for advertisers to find a
middle way between the outcries of the defenders of ‘good taste’ and the
needs of commerce. While the crusades of SCAPA were instrumental
in setting the boundaries of advertising decency, more heavyweight legal
intervention was needed to regulate the extraordinary growth in street
advertising. Parliament eventually gave way to pressure for more stringent
regulation of street advertising and it passed the Advertising Regulation Act
of 1907. The Act empowered local authorities with the jurisdiction to con-
struct bylaws for the regulation of hoardings. Towards the end of 1914,
approximately 30 counties and around 34 boroughs had made use of the
1907 Act to create bylaws regulating street advertising (Nevett, 1982).
Elsewhere important signs of reforms in space-selling were evident within
the printed press.

TThhee  aabboolliittiioonn  ooff  ssttaammpp  dduuttyy  mmaakkeess  iittss  mmaarrkk  oonn  nneewwssppaappeerr  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg

The rapid growth of advertising during the Industrial Revolution is closely
linked to the development of the newspaper industry. Initially the population
density of London attracted the majority of newspaper business. Gradually,
however, newspaper circulations extended into more towns and cities. At
the same time the combined circulation numbers of newspapers printed
were rapidly increasing from 1,500 in 1700 to 7,314 fifty years later
(Nevett, 1982: 17). Table 1.1 shows statistical data on newspaper circula-
tions during this era. The vast expansion of newspapers offered lucrative
opportunities for advertising but these opportunities were significantly lim-
ited by the fiscal restrictions which had been imposed by the government’s
first newspaper tax in 1712.

In the early eighteenth century, heavy duties were imposed on newspa-
pers and advertising, which would prove to be a substantive limitation to
the circulation of notices. The Stamp Duty on newspaper announcements
was first imposed in 1712 and was one shilling an announcement. By the
time of the Napoleonic Wars, Stamp Duty had increased to 4d a sheet and
Advertisement Tax was 3s 6d (Williams, 1980: 173). The imposition of the
tax had arrested the development of advertising, but it had not stopped it
completely. During the period from 1700–1720, newspapers are recorded
to have carried on average a total of 15 advertisements an edition, and by
1720–1745, this had increased to 35 (Bruttini, 1982: 21). This number
continued to rise despite the fiscal restraints of Stamp Duty and, between
1750 and 1800, London newspapers had an average of 45 advertisements.
Further evidence of the surprising growth of advertising during this era is
provided by the increasing presence of newspapers entirely dedicated to
carrying advertisements. In February 1731, the Daily Advertiser was first
published in London. The launch of this newspaper was particularly signif-
icant as it was entirely dedicated to carrying advertisements. The Daily
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Advertiser developed some noticeable appeal among the general public
affirming the intentions of the publishers. The following quotation provides
some indication of the Daily Advertiser’s circulation, distribution and orga-
nization of advertising space:

It being intended to render this Paper equally Useful and Acceptable; As well to
entertain our Readers, as to serve those who Advertise in it; At the earnest
Importunity of Both, we design for the future to publish Daily the best and
freshest Accounts of all Occurrences Foreign and Domestick. The Account
of Goods Imported and Exported to be inserted in the Papers of Tuesday
and Friday, and the Course of Exchange on Wednesdays and Saturdays. The
Advertisement to be taken in at Two Shillings each, and to be pasted up at the
several Publick Parts of the Town in the Usual Manner. And for the better
Dispersing and Publishing the Usefulness of this Undertaking, This Paper will be
left Gratis for some Days at most of the Houses of the Nobility and Gentry, and
the Coffee-Houses; and such who are pleased to approve thereof, are humbly
desired to signify the same to the Person who leave it. (Quoted in ibid.: 12).

The extent of advertising coverage provided in the Daily Advertiser amounted
to around 70 per cent of the paper’s surface space, compared to around
50–55 per cent of other newspapers. This suggests the existence of a bur-
geoning market for advertising despite the imposition of ‘advertisement
duty’. Indeed, the 1730s witnessed the continued development of newspa-
pers bearing the title of ‘Advertiser’. Many of these advertising newspapers
also appeared in the provinces where the Industrial Revolution had precip-
itated increased commerce and trade. It is recorded that at least 50 news-
papers bearing the title ‘Advertiser’ appeared in London and the provinces
during the 1730s (ibid.).

By the mid-eighteenth century, advertising’s popularity had excited the
interests of academics and market analysts. Newspapers of some intellec-
tual calibre had begun to publish essays concerned to focus attention on the
need for intellectual debate about advertising. Newspapers such as the
Universal Chronicle, The Rambler and The Adventurer published articles by
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Table 1.1 Numbers of newspaper titles published and combined circulation
1700–1800 
Year Number of titles Cirulation (000)

1700 25 1500
1710 53 2000
1720 84 3500
1730 76 4600
1740 75 6000
1750 90 7314
1760 103 9464
1770 133 –
1780 159 14217
1790 208 14036
1800 258 16085

Source: Nevett (1982: 17) Reprinted by permission of the Random House Group Ltd.
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notable academics, many of whom were making links between the desires
of man (sic), wealth and the creation of artificial appetites. Advertising was
once again colonizing newspaper space but its promotional activities here
were of a different kind. Social commentators mused over the persuasive
capabilities of advertising, often concluding that advertising success was
largely due to an ability to tap into hidden aspects of human character.

During the 1740s, the prominent social commentator, John Fielding,
published regular articles in The Champion, extolling the enormous per-
suasive power of advertising (ibid.). Fielding drew attention to how adver-
tising’s influence had begun to impact on the editorial world, so that, in
order for an author to become famous, it was often necessary that they
adopt the art of ‘puffing’ (ibid.: 15). It had become conventional for lengthy
extracts from publishers’ catalogues to be included in the end matter of
books. This practice met with some disdain, encouraging one critic to state
that book reviews were ‘nothing now but vehicles for the puffing of trash
books’ (Stuart, 1889: 4, quoted in Bruttini, 1982). By the nineteenth cen-
tury, social commentators were increasingly vocalizing their indignation at
the commercial connections between advertising, newspapers and the book
trade. Among these concerned critics is the work of Thomas Babington
Macaulay, who in 1830 published ‘Mr Montomery’s Poems and the Modern
Practice of Puffing’. According to McFall (2002: 541), Macaulay lambasted
what he perceived to be the shameful artifice of book advertising. His
indignation was not merely with the affront of puffery (McFall, 2002).
Macaulay equally disdained the networks of interest linking publishers,
advertisers and authors (ibid.). Macaulay perceived this connection was
leading to ‘the construction of an elaborate promotional machine where
the notoriety of authors could be carefully constructed and managed in
what would appear to be an independent editorial’ (ibid.: 541). These links
between literary circles, advertising and publishing are extensively exam-
ined elsewhere (cf. McFall, 2002). It might suffice here to state that by the
nineteenth century the organization of advertising was increasingly extend-
ing economic calculation into the scholarly spaces of literary production.

In other quarters, considerable intellectual weight had been given to the
‘Institution of Rhetoric, or the Art of Persuasion’. The social commentator
Fielding, in an article published on 19 December 1741, affirmed advertising
to be a universal practice with its trajectories in Greek and Roman culture
(Bruttini, 1982).Advertising, he argued, ‘is the practice of “the whole Species”
almost from the cradle to their graves, the grand science of Life, what com-
prehends, mixes with, or assists all other; that we are taught in our infancy,
what we cultivate every hour we live, and what we never quit till we quit
the Stage’ (quoted in ibid.: 15). Such penetrating prose must have given
considerable weight to advertising as a pervasive force in society.

A series of articles which attracted significant notoriety first appeared on
20 January 1760, in the fortieth number of the Universal Chronicle, in a
column entitled ‘The Idler’. The author, a Mr Johnson, in the first of a
series of similar publications, begins by formulating a narrative of public
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transactions which traces the skill of advertising to a humble heritage. He
stated that ‘the man who first took advantage of the general curiosity
excited by a siege or a battle to betray the readers of news into knowledge
of the shop where the best puffs and powders were to be sold had a pro-
found skill for the nature of man’ (quoted in Bruttini, 1982: 16). By the
1750s, Johnson’s academic reflections in many respects anticipated an
advertising revolution which was still merely in its infancy. In ‘The Idler’
(no. 30), published on 11 November 1750, Johnson stated that ‘the desires
of the man increase with his acquisition … and no sooner are we supplied
with everything that nature can demand, than we sit down to create artifi-
cial appetites’ (quoted in ibid.: 17).

During the 1760s, newspapers enjoyed higher rates of circulation than
recorded in previous years, mainly due to structural improvements in the
postal service. England was becoming a formidable trade power as it
extended into markets in the colonies. Workers were migrating in greater
numbers into the towns and the spread of elementary education was
decreasing the rates of illiteracy. Advertising mirrored many of these trans-
formations. Steady increases in the flow of newspapers had signified an
upturn in economic conditions. And the income gained from advertisement
tax had no doubt filled the State’s coffers. Advertising can also be said to
have directly contributed to the economic expansion of the mid-eighteenth
century. First, through its attempts to create a need or desire for consump-
tion. Such practices were admittedly crude compared to contemporary sell-
ing technologies, nevertheless, the advertisers’ intention to persuade had
attracted the interests of leading social commentators. The Adventurer on
26 June 1753 published an essay by Johnson, cautioning against the prac-
tice of promotional advertising, stating that ‘the multiplicity of criers that
stun him in the street and the variety of merchandise and manufacturer
which the shopkeepers expose on every hand’ can only temporarily satiate
happiness (quoted in Bruttini, 1982: 17). Johnson argued that new needs
are easily created: ‘that every man in surveying the shops of London sees
numberless instruments of which, while he did not know them, he never
felt the need’ and yet ‘when use has made them familiar, wonders how life
could be supported without them’ (quoted in ibid.: 17). Johnson’s incisive
academic enquiry was intent on drawing attention to advertising’s role in
the creation of needs which had fuelled some increased commercial pros-
perity during this era.

Advertising’s contribution to the Industrial Revolution extends even fur-
ther than the artifice of ‘need’. It has been argued that advertising played a
prominent role in the circulation of the technical knowledges necessary
for a wider public understanding of the Industrial Revolution (ibid.).
Newspaper circulation increased significantly in the provinces, particularly
from the mid-eighteenth century onwards. Quality newspapers published
in the provinces were not restricted to these areas but were often distrib-
uted to the remotest parts of the kingdom and the important coffee-houses
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of London. There is some evidence that the circulation of newspapers from
large and small towns was important in the diffusion of technical knowl-
edge and expertise. An illustration of this proposition is provided by the
activities of Thomas Yeoman (1704–1781), who was a surveyor, a mechanic
for agricultural machinery, a prominent member of the ‘Northampton
Philosophical Society’ and a distinguished Fellow of the Royal Society. In
the Northampton Mercury of 27 April 1747, Thomas Yeoman included an
advertisement, which publicized that he made and sold ‘ventilators for
Hospitals, Gaols, Graineries or Ship, Back-heavers for expeditiously win-
nowing of Corn, Hollow stick for Ventilating Corn in Stacks’ (quoted in
ibid.: 20). Another advertisement in the Northampton Mercury earlier in
December 1743, and also linked to Yeoman, states that: ‘Among the many
excellent and useful Machines invented by our own Countryman, the
Ventilator by the Ingenious Dr Hale … this is to inform the Publick that
Tho. Yeoman, operator for Mr Cave’s Cotton Engines … will undertake to
make any sort of them’ (quoted in ibid.: 20). In the same Northampton
Mercury of 27 April 1747, Yeoman circulated news of ‘Bridge Weighing
Engines for all Sorts of Carriages’ (ibid.: 20). And in the Birmingham Airis’s
Gazette of 29 December 1746, Yeoman advertised a course of lectures in
‘Electricity’ (ibid.: 20). It is clear from these examples that advertising
operated to publicize the activities of innovators while also communicating
technological change to an enquiring general public. In the absence of a
state-sponsored national education system, advertising become a principal
instrument in the spread of technical knowledge which would form the
spring-board for future technological innovations.

However, Stamp Duty had significantly constrained the development of
an advertising industry. It placed advertising out of the reach of most com-
mercial speculators and reduced the numbers of notices appearing in news-
papers. This was evident when in 1833 Advertisement Tax was reduced to
1s 6d. A comparison of figures recording advertising notices between 1830
and 1838 reveal in the former year a total of 877,972 advertisements
in mainland Britain’s newspapers and this rising to 1,491,991 in 1838
(Nevett, 1982: 27). In 1855, by an Act 18 & 19 Vict. C,27, the Stamp Duty
was abolished and with this occurred a rapid rise in the circulation of news-
papers and advertising. Stamp Duty had significantly hampered the growth
of newspapers, much to the delight of successive governments which had
experienced blistering attacks from the press. Indeed, Stamp Duty had been
described by editorial proprietors as a ‘tax on knowledge’ and a forthright
attempt to muzzle the press (Hindley and Hindley, 1972). Nevertheless the
allure of commercial profiteering prevailed over a desire for government
censorship and the Stamp Duty was lifted. No doubt studies conducted
during this era, suggesting that a single small advertisement could attract
as many as 200 letters of request, excited the coffers of the Exchequer
(Turner, 1952), especially as each of these client contacts would have to
bear a postage stamp.
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GGuuaarraanntteeeedd  cciirrccuullaattiioonnss;;  aanndd  ootthheerr  llaattee  nniinneetteeeenntthh--cceennttuurryy  ttrraannssffoorrmmaattiioonnss
iinn  ssppaaccee--sseelllliinngg

The abolition of Stamp Duty in 1855 precipitated a flood of new periodicals
onto the market and fierce competition for advertising revenue. Advertisers
were unsurprisingly attracted to those newspapers that could demonstrate
impressive circulation figures. Publishers, eager to outshine their rivals, often
resorted to the disclosure of over-stated circulation figures. Equally mystify-
ing was the tendency of publishers to claim that they were the primary peri-
odical for a given community of adults. Nevett (1982) describes one such
claim made by the publishers of The Primitive Methodist who would regu-
larly claim that they were the official religious periodical for a community
of over 200,000 adults, without stipulating how many members of this
community read the periodical. Similarly, some publishers relying on the
London business person’s lack of knowledge of the provincial press, would
produce two or three editions of the same newspaper with little differences
in content. Such unscrupulous practices were intent on increasing the num-
ber of advertising outlets derived from a single newspaper publication.
Indeed, discreditable publishers would charge advertisers multiple insertion
fees under the pretence that the newspaper commanded wide circulation,
when in reality they were often paying for different editions of the same
newspaper. It was clear that advertisers required some guarantee that a
newspaper’s circulation figures were reliable.

One of the earliest recorded attempts to extract reliable circulation
figures from newspaper publishers was instigated in the new Advertiser’s
Review of 8 April 1899 (Nevett, 1982). In an article entitled ‘Guaranteed
Circulations; Are they Frequently a Myth?’, the authors drew attention to
widely known practices used by publishers to over-rate their newspaper’s
popularity. Tricks of the trade included quoting figures that were out of
date, and misrepresenting peak circulation figures – for specialist issues – as
indicative of the norm. The authors were clearly cognizant of the problems
these practices presented to advertisers, stating that ‘It is quite possible …
that if a really thorough and searching investigation as to the circulation
could be obtained, the advertising value of many publications now in
good repute would be heavily reduced’ (quoted in ibid.: 59). Publishers
responded to pressures for more reliable circulation figures by promoting
their use of controlled circulation, which emphasized that the paper was
distributed in public establishments such as hotels where each copy could
be read by several readers. An example of one such controlled circulation
notice is provided by The Illustrated London News. In 1900, it stated that,
‘In every club in England you will see the ILN. In most big hotels you see
it also and the result is that not only one individual who pays sixpence for
it, but perhaps 50 or 60 people a day, turn over the pages and their eye is
caught by some striking advertisement’ (quoted in ibid.: 11). Controlled
circulation claims nevertheless proved insufficient protection for a bur-
geoning advertising industry keen to galvanize the highest circulation of
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promotional literatures. Towards the latter part of the nineteenth century
the newly established advertising agencies were increasingly inclined to
litigate against newspaper proprietors who had gained their advertising
accounts through fraudulent circulation figures. Examples include T.B. Browne,
a leading agent who, in April 1899, took representatives of the Morgan
Publishing Company to court for conspiring to defraud by means of false
circulation certificates (ibid.: 60). In 1917, the Association of British
Advertising Agencies was established, but it was not until 1931 that the
Audit Bureau of Circulations was put in place to systematically address this
problem. Elsewhere, a number of advertising agencies had begun to incor-
porate into their newly evolving business profile the publication of news-
paper circulation figures. These lists and directories were to become an
integral feature of the evolution of advertising agencies.

EEddiittoorriiaall  ccoonnttrroollss  oonn  ddiissppllaayy  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg

Having overcome the constraints of Stamp Duty, advertisers faced a new
nemesis: newspaper editors keen to stifle the spread of display advertising.
There remained a fierce distrust of advertising among newspaper editors.
Indeed, much documented evidence exists to suggest that this distrust was
justifiably based on the unscrupulous practices of an advertising industry in
dire need of regulation. Examples of just some of the scandalous activities
of advertising practitioners included the practices of ‘farming’, ‘puffery’ and
‘fly-by-night’ operators. These practices are briefly described as a means of
illustrating conditions which precipitated editorial restrictions on the place
of display advertising within the printed press.

In the practice of ‘farming’, an advertising agent would be contracted to
a newspaper to buy advertising space in bulk over a given period of time
(Hindley and Hindley, 1972). The arrangement suited the newspaper as the
bulk purchase of space guaranteed fixed revenue. The arrangement was also
of benefit to the advertising agent who would purchase selling space at a
cost lower than the standard rate and resell at higher rate of profit. In this
capacity, the relationship between the agent and newspaper was rather akin
to that of manufacturer and retailer. But abuses of the system were rife.
First, having committed to buying spaces in bulk, the advertiser sometimes
struggled to fill them. In these instances, the advertiser could, and often did,
approach other agents for clients to fill surplus advertising spaces. This
would sometimes be to the client’s detriment. Clients tended to rely upon
the agent’s skill in positioning their advertisements in a manner which
would maximize customer contacts. When an agent ‘farmed’ among other
agents for clients to fill surplus spaces, much of the attention to the client’s
account would be readily abandoned. Additionally, farming often involved
the promotion of cheap advertising spaces as a mechanism for attracting
clients. But these cheap spaces were invariably an illusion, as they tended
to be loss leaders. At best, the smaller agent would find that their initial
financial outlay would rise considerably, and, at worst, the agent with the
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advertising franchise could approach the smaller agent’s clients directly and
offer them a cheaper rate of advertising space (Figure 1.3).

Such practices advocated the implementation of controls in which agents
were encouraged to disclose whether they practised farming. However,
these controls were often facile attempts at reform and invariably unsuc-
cessful (Hindley and Hindley, 1972). Additional examples of unscrupulous
practices included the profiteering of the ‘fly-by-night’ operators and con-
fidence tricksters who would use advertising ‘puffery’ to sell goods of neg-
ligible benefit. Both practices were particularly devious in their efforts to
entice unsuspecting members of the public seduced by the mysteries
of advertising. Naïve investors, having parted with their money, would
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Figure 1.3 ‘Taken in and done for’, 1865

Source: Spellman Collection of Victorian Music Covers. Reproduced by Kind
permission of Reading University Library.
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invariably find that the confidence trickster had scurried away to ever more
gullible prey.

Given advertising’s burgeoning reputation for unscrupulous practices, it
is unsurprising that newspaper editors treated agents with suspicion. Few
editors were eager to admit that it was advertising rather than journalistic
endeavour which enabled a paper to publish at a penny a sale. It was widely
felt that advertising’s presence in newspapers should be disciplined as much
as possible. Newspaper advertisements of the time were discrete when
compared to the transformations in display advertising, which were soon to
take hold of the industry. Typically newspaper advertisements were laid out
like classifieds. They were rarely illustrated, and were confined to specific
parts of the newspaper.

The 1800s progressed into an era of unparalleled expansion in trade and
a substantial increase in manufacturing. Advertising also witnessed steady
growth and innovation. More attention was being paid to the design and
layout of advertisements, and the art of ‘copyrighting’ was now considered
an expertise exclusive to advertising professionals. Nevertheless editors
were still reluctant to encourage the new styles of advertising, especially
where designs extended beyond the width of a standard newspaper column
(Dyer, 1993). Requests for display advertisements were also treated with
immense incredulity, as if the newspaper might be transformed into a pub-
lic hoarding by the presence of images. Editors were immensely reluctant
to break up the column layout of their newspapers. And in an attempt to
prevent display advertising, editors imposed stringent column rules,
restricting advertisers to the use of big black type. Advertisers responded to
these restrictions by filling columns with the endless repetition of their
clients’ trade name, thus:

WALTER JONES AND SON
WALTER JONES AND SON
WALTER JONES AND SON

WALTER JONES AND SON
WALTER JONES AND SON
WALTER JONES AND SON

Advertising columns might be filled with as many as 1,000 repeated lines
announcing a firm’s name (Turner, 1952). But the efforts of editors to
restrict the appearance of advertising to within the format of the editorial
column were being significantly challenged by the 1880s. Dazzling pictor-
ial advertisements in illustrated magazines had transformed readership
cultures. The 1860s had already witnessed impressive advances in colour
lithography and the ability of posters to dazzle spectators. In 1886, the pro-
prietors of Pears astounded the art world by purchasing Sir John Everett
Millais’s ‘Bubbles’ picture for their exclusive use in promoting Pears Soap
(Elliott, 1962; Dyer, 1993). Artists had previously been reluctant to enter
into the world of commercial enterprise, fearing that such links might be
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detrimental to their reputation. Consequently, Pears, success in commissioning
Millais was a monumental achievement. Nevertheless, Millias was one of
the most eminent artists in late Victorian England and horror was expressed
that he would lend his work to such commercial endeavours. Further hos-
tility was generated when it was publicized by T.J. Barratt (then chairman
of Pears), that the purchase price and reproduction of the ‘Bubbles’ picture
cost £20,000 (Elliott, 1962). T.J. Barratt was later noted to have said that
the poster had ‘dissipated the delusion that art was lowering itself by an
alliance with commerce’ (quoted in ibid.: 166). Writers have since identi-
fied the ‘Bubbles’ advertisement as perhaps ‘the first example of advertis-
ing which associated a product with (high) culture’ Dyer (1993: 37). In
1891, Pears also produced an annual designed to bring serialized narratives
and advertising to the general public. Slowly a now familiar world of signs
and imagery was forming, and newspapers could hardly ignore the chang-
ing milieu. By the 1890s, newspapers were abandoning their column rules
and allowing display advertisement, often in light-face type across several
columns with the increasing occasion of illustration (Turner, 1952).
Towards the latter part of the nineteenth century, The Times in 1897
announced that it was permitting ‘advertisements in type which three years
ago would have been considered fit only for street hoardings’ (quoted in
ibid.: 153). Although editors continued to resist changes to editorial col-
umn rules, display advertising had become standard practice by the end of
the nineteenth century. Indeed, display advertising was increasingly an inte-
gral feature of popular culture and to some extent national culture. Of par-
ticular relevance here was the use of advertising display, during the
Victorian era, to ensure economic imperialism and the concerted expansion
of British companies into markets overseas.The following section highlights
these practices as part of a concerted imperialist effort to commodify
‘other’ non-Western spaces as part of capitalist accumulation in the late
nineteenth century.

RRaattiioonnaalliizziinngg  ‘‘OOtthheerr’’  nnoonn--WWeesstteerrnn  ssppaacceess  iinn  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg  hhiissttoorryy

British imperialism was a pivotal cause of the exploitation and environ-
mental degradation associated with the expansion of Western capitalism.
Historians have elsewhere provided detailed descriptive accounts of impe-
rialist production and the attendant features of merchant ships overflowing
with luxury goods destined for Western consumption (O’Connor, 1974;
Larrain, 1989). Nevertheless, an often neglected aspect of imperialist
expansion has been the promotion of the Empire through advertising
communication. Late Victorian Britain was, by all reports, a ‘prodigiously
abundant society’ (Richardson, 1991: 119). Substantial increases in manu-
facturing had improved productivity and endowed Victorian commodity
culture with a surplus of commodities available in many varieties. For the
upper and middle classes, abundance was a familiar reality, but for the
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lower classes the possession of material goods increasingly became an aspi-
ration to strive for (ibdi.: 120). Victorian economists and politicians fos-
tered the culture of abundance and channelled it into an ideology of the
Empire. In this ideological configuration, proficiency in the production of
commodities (even to the point of surplus) was equated with the interests
of the Empire and the economic expansion of Britain (ibid.: 120). The
Great British exporting industries needed to ensure home markets as a
source of investment capital. Consequently, it was efficacious for the polit-
ical establishment to propagate an ideology of citizenship which claimed
that ‘Empire buying was a duty no citizen could afford to neglect’ (Freeman,
1977: 14). Figure 1.4 shows a poster for the Royal Agricultural Hall World’s
Fair in London, 1880. The poster is illustrative of the use of advertising to
foster the incorporation into popular culture of an ideology which equated
economic wealth with the growth of the British Empire.

In the late nineteenth century, plenitude in the abundance of commodi-
ties was conceived to be the driving force of imperialist domination.
Victorian advertising drove home this new imperialism and its attendant
endeavour to transform commodities from a necessary utility to the ‘extra-
ordinary profusion of an indigenous industry’ (Richardson, 1991: 130).
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Figure 1.4 Royal Agricultural Hall World’s Fair

Source: Henry Evanion, 1880. Reproduced by permission of the British Library.
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Figure 1.5 provides an example of Victorian Empire advertising. The adver-
tisement epitomizes a specific Victorian aesthetic evident in the Empire
advertising that characterized this era.

The consumption and commercialization of commodities were essential
components of British colonialism (Auerbach, 2002). Advertising provided
a means of packaging the geographic spaces, peoples and products of the
Empire into exotic objects. In the sociology of tourism, Boorstin (1964)
identifies these processes as linked to the emergence of packaged tours
in the mid-1800s. Prior to the nineteenth century, visits abroad were
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Figure 1.5 Victorian imperialist advertising aesthetic

Source: Reproduced by permission of British Empire.
(www.britishempire.co.uk/images)
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uncertain adventures. Travellers to new and exotic places directly experienced
indigenous cultures. Communication systems in these new territories were
often limited and few amenities existed to welcome the traveller. These
stark conditions meant that travel was virtually unknown to everyday mem-
bers of the public. Boorstin’s (1964) analyses of tourism often celebrate the
naïveté of a time before packaged holidays. Boorstin devised the concept of
the ‘traveller’ to distinguish the adventurers of a bygone era. For him, the
‘traveller’ was a member of an elite group of privileged individuals who
actively sought authentic cultural experiences in their travels abroad.
Boorstin observes how in the mid-nineteenth century this form of dedica-
tion to travel decreased markedly. He argues that mass-produced packaged
tourism has overshadowed the authentic pursuit of travel and replaced this
with a facile stereotypical ‘pseudo-event’. Direct links exist here with
advertising imagery and media. Tourism packaging involves a reductionism
of complex cultures into marketable commodities which can be displayed
in advertising brochures. In so doing, the tourist gaze is constituted into a
closed self-referential system, which tourists draw upon in order to render
meaningful their touristic experiences (Urry, 1990). This is partly what
Boorstin (1964) describes as the ‘pseudo-event’.

The British government publicized the colonies of the Empire through care-
fully commissioned artistic displays portraying these diverse non-Western
colonies as Edenic paradises (Auerbach, 2002). Instrumental in this campaign
was the work of professional artists such as William Hodges and Benjamin West
who publicized the Empire through ostentatiously heroic paintings.Their idyl-
lic depictions of exotic cornucopias and languid tranquil havens were befitting
of a British Empire keen to inculcate its citizens into an ideology of colonial
capitalism. In this imperial gaze, the colonies of capitalism were ‘Edenic par-
adises, cornucopias of natural riches, empty lands available for settlement’
(ibid.: 30). These visual images operated to sell the spaces of the Empire and
legitimize capitalist commerce. In this sense the battle for imperialist control
was never exclusively fought on the imperial frontier; it also took place at home
on the canvasses of artists (ibid.: 20). Unsurprisingly, therefore, indigenous peo-
ple fared much worse in the battle for cultural representation.They were either
depicted as noble savages or degenerate heathens in desperate need of religious
salvation. Figure 1.6 shows an advertisement for a circus performance entitled
‘Farini’s Earthmen’. The poster is indicative of Western imperialism’s trajecto-
ries in the Enlightenment’s representational chauvinism.

Enlightenment cultural chauvinism treated other societies in its own
image. Explanation was defined by a framework of structural relationships,
which imposed on things a temporal order attuned to the teleogies of Western
development. Knowledge corresponded to the accurate ordering of repre-
sentation. It was involved with the representation of identities, difference
and their calibration (Cousins and Hussain, 1984: 33). In the early modern
era, ‘signs are knowledge tools of analysis and means of representing order’
(ibid.: 33). Signification is the product of a binary sign composed of a
signifier and signified. Foucault (1970) describes how, by the end of the
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eighteenth century, knowledge and representation begin to uncouple
(Cousins and Hussain, 1984). The elucidation of phenomena can be the
object of knowledge yet ‘no longer amenable to a single elaboration
through the category of representation’ (ibid.: 49). The relations of knowl-
edge are now the productions of a knowing subject and unknown object. It
is within these confines of such totalizing visions that a certain conception
of ‘otherness’ could be admitted and even flourish.

It is the Enlightenment differentiation between the subject and object,
between the self and world, which inspires the representational aesthetic of
the advertisement in Figure 1.6. The ambiguity of landscape is critical to
the success of this advertisement and the ‘Othering’ of the indigenous
people illustrated. Given that ‘the pigmies or dwarf earth-men’ would
probably have been forcibly transported to Europe, the landscape of the
advertisement is an imaginary place. The harsh deleterious consequences of
imperialist exploitation would have most probably destroyed the original
homestead of these indigenous people. Thus, the landscape depicted in the
advertisement merely mourns the passing of a space destroyed by racial
domination. Rosaldo (1989: 68–9) provides important theoretical reflec-
tions on colonialism and visual imagery. She observes how nostalgic visual
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Figure 1.6 Farini’s Earthmen

Source: Henry Evanion, London, 1885. Reproduced by permission of the British
Library.
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imagery idyllically depicting bygone eras, which have since been destroyed
by colonial expropriation, are evidence of ‘imperialist nostalgia’ (ibid.:
68–9). MacCannell (1999) provides an account of touristic display which
develops the concept of ‘imperialist nostalgia’. Commenting on modern-
day touristic cultural display, MacCannell argues that commercial
exchanges of this nature ameliorate a collective guilt that moderns hold for
the systematic destruction of primitive societies (Dicks, 2003: 60). In this
sense, ‘imperialist nostalgia’ is a response to a mythic ideal intent on sus-
taining the idea of the primitive in modern times.

A form of nostalgia is certainly at work in the advertisement’s cultural
aesthetic. In a typically imperialistic display, the space and culture which
had been taken away (by the colonial expropriation of natural resources)
are returned through the theatrical performances of the indigenous show-
men. Our attention is also drawn to the gradient of differentiation separat-
ing the status of the white male from the black subjects. Race is clearly
being depicted here as a trope of ultimate irreducible difference. The land-
scape is an exotic geographic space populated by wild animals and dark-
skinned ‘primitive’ people. The driving force of the Enlightenment age is
the search for certainty, the effort to use reason to establish absolute and
universal truth. Since Descartes, that quest for certainty has been embed-
ded in the rationality of the transcendental knowing subject (Bordo, 1986).
Descartes’ ego cogito ergo sum located the modern episteme’s Cartesian
rationality within the context of ‘man’ himself (Hekman, 1990: 62). The
aristocrat depicted in the advertisement clearly symbolizes a definition of
subjectivity enshrined in the Cartesian cogito ergo sum. His stance and rela-
tion to the dark-skinned subjects epitomize Enlightenment sensibilities,
and the ascription of reason with the role of exercising power over the
unknown rather than escaping from it. In this sense, the advertisement’s
visual representation is ordered so as to celebrate the liberation of ‘man’ as
a free and active individual endowed with consciousness and will. The com-
modification of an Other’s space, place and belonging is but a logical exten-
sion of this abstract instrumental reason. In summary, the visual tropes of
nineteenth-century British imperialist advertising clearly hearkened back to
an Enlightenment view of Western identity and civilization. Similar pat-
terns of advertising aesthetic are evident in the promotional campaigns
of the Empire Marketing Board, which was established by the British
Government in the 1920s and existed from 1926–1933. The Secretary of
the Empire Marketing Board, Sir Stephen Tallents, secured the services of
Crawford Limited, which was widely recognized at that time to be an
‘enlightened’ advertising agency with a ‘distinctly international approach’
(Freeman, 1977: 12). The Board’s activities involved research, publicity and
education. Nevertheless, the Empire Marketing Board is best known for its
poster campaigns. The narrational style of these posters broke with the
avant-garde abstractionism of the late 1920s (ibid.: 12). Indeed, the linear
narrational aesthetic reproduced in the Empire Marketing Board’s poster
campaigns displayed little trace of the Cubist abstractionism which was, at
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that time, captivating the art world. Figure 1.7 is a reproduction of a
marketing poster distributed by the Empire Marketing Board in 1927.

The Empire Marketing Board’s main objective was to promote the sales
of Empire produce and consolidate the incorporation of Empire trade into
the popular culture of the British people. One of its much acclaimed pro-
motional endeavours was a poster campaign that sought to foster commer-
cial links between Britain and its colonies by urging consumers to ‘Buy
Empire Goods from Home and Overseas’ and to ‘Buy Empire Every Day’
(quoted in Auerbach, 2002: 16). Other similar initiatives include the
‘Buying Brings Prosperity’ campaign (quoted in Freeman, 1977: 13). While
product promotion featured in the Empire Marketing Board’s poster cam-
paigns, it also had a sustained commitment to educate the public about the
Empire. Indeed, the Board frequently stated that its primary intention was
to create ‘Empire-conscious people’ (ibid.: 13). Accordingly, poster illustra-
tions focused on depicting the commercial activities of the Empire. Figures
1.8 and 1.9 are reproductions of posters distributed during the reign of the
Empire Marketing Board.

The imagery contained in Figures 1.8 and 1.9 is evocative of transforma-
tions which had taken place in the commercial representation of colonial
markets. Whereas earlier advertising had suggested colonial regions to be
pristine Edenic paradises suffuse with natural riches, by the turn of the
twentieth century these spaces were being sold through more industrial
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Figure 1.7 Empire Marketing Board poster, ‘Highways of Empire’, 1927

Source: Artist: MacDonald Gull. Reproduced by permission of the National
Archive.
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Figure 1.8 Empire Marketing Board poster, ‘Tobacco plantation in S. Rhodesia’

Source: Artist: Frank E. Page. Reproduced by permission of the National Archive.

Figure 1.9 Empire Marketing Board poster, ‘Our trade with the East’

Source: Artist: Kenneth D. Shoesmith. Reproduced by permission of the National
Archive.
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allegory (Freeman, 1977; Auerbach, 2002). Britain’s industrial dominance
had begun to dwindle and attention was turning to colonial suppliers and
markets as sources of labour and raw materials necessary to refuel Britain’s
industrial challenge. In promotional literatures the trend was now to
emphasize colonial spaces as extractable resources rather than pristine
untouched lands (Auerbach, 2002: 17). These changes in advertising
imagery nevertheless continued to invoke a sanitized history of the British
Empire, one which concealed the deleterious consequences of imperialist
expansion into markets overseas (ibid.: 4).

CCoonncclluussiioonn

This chapter has focused on key transformations linking the evolution of
modern advertising to economic relations, geared towards the control of
markets by manufacturing cartels and the growth of a form of imperialism
which ensured markets overseas. One consequence of the Industrial
Revolution was that manufacturers were presented with economies of scale
unforeseen in previous productive epochs. Manufacturers generally
attempted to absorb the surpluses of heightened productivity through geo-
graphic expansion. This equates with ‘spatial displacement’, which ‘entails
the production of new spaces within which capitalist production can pro-
ceed’ (Harvey, 1990: 183). Geographic displacement often coincides with
‘temporal displacement’ which is defined by ‘a switch of resources from
meeting current needs to exploring futures uses’ or a speeding up and
‘acceleration in turnover time’ (ibid.: 182). Nineteenth-century imperial-
ism was a formidable example of geographic expansion fuelled by a crisis
of accumulation in British commodity capitalism.

The rationalization of space-selling, which accompanied the evolution of
the advertising agency, also appears to have been an integral feature of cap-
italist development. Manufacturers eager to extend into wider areas of the
country needed to have knowledge of market competition, distribution
outlets, newspapers published and their respective circulations. In essence,
they required advertising agents with knowledge and familiarity of news-
paper publishers, who were also capable of writing advertising copy, sim-
plifying accounts and managing cash flow. In its institutional form, the early
advertising agency started with the buying of space by individual agents as
part of the emergence of ‘classified advertising order offices’ (Hindley and
Hindley, 1972). Initially, agencies were virtually agents of the press. The
advertising agent would place an announcement for a client, check its
appearance in designated publications, pay the proprietors of the publica-
tion and present the client with a bill. Alongside this basic space-selling ser-
vice, advertisers were enabling city clients to expand beyond their
immediate markets and into the provinces. Before the advent of nationally
circulated newspapers, a nationwide campaign required the manufacturer
to make links between city-based publications and the provincial press, but
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this required the business operative to possess a vast amount of knowledge
about hundreds of local newspapers. Advertising agencies increasingly
began to specialize in supplying provincial editors with notices of city trade.
In the City of London, advertising agents operated as vehicles for chan-
nelling London advertising to the provincial newspapers.

Gradually and with an increasing emphasis on untied consultation ser-
vices, advertising agencies were to become more independent from the
press. Newspapers developed their own advertising managers. Towards the
end of the nineteenth century, advertising had evolved from publishers’
space salesmen (sic) into a more developed system of space-brokerage and
consultation (Williams, 1980). Further advances in the rationalization
of advertising were evident in 1904 with the establishment of the
Incorporated Society of Advertising Agencies (Dunbar, 1979). This was
formed largely as a response to the scathing critiques of the Society for
Checking Abuses of Public Advertising (SCAPA), founded in 1898
(Hindley and Hindley, 1972). ISAA put pressure on the advertising indus-
try to regulate the proliferating numbers of agencies and stem the inex-
orably competitive rate-cutting. The establishment of an organized system
of commercial information and persuasion ultimately emerged in 1917
with the setting up of the Association of British Advertising Agencies
(ABAA).

Selling-Spaces in Advertising History
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Figure 2.1 Prudential Insurance advertisement, 1960s

Source: Reproduced by permission of Prudential PLC.

2
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Chapter 1 provides a historical account of dialectical links between
industrial capitalism, the regulation of commercial spaces in the nineteenth
century and the emergence of large-scale advertising. This chapter also has
a historical theme, as it focuses on advertising with respect to the emer-
gence of insurance as a socially acceptable commercial enterprise. Insurance
is the art of transforming our lived experience of time into an abstract eco-
nomic form of commodified relation. Indeed, it is striking how insurance
makes possible a general economic ordering of the future. The ‘openness of
things to come’, a colloquial representation of modernity, ‘expresses the
malleability of the social world and the ability of human beings to shape
the physical setting of our existence’ (Giddens, 1993: 111). As a socially
dependable quantity, the ‘open’ future terrain of modernity lends itself to
colonial invasion through counterfactual thought and risk calculation
(1993: 111). Insurance plays an active part in this attempt to secure iden-
tity well into the unknown future. It is one of the principles of insurance
that human life and health can be subject to financial evaluation (Defert,
1991; Ewald, 1991). Considered as suffering, the death of an individual or
loss of a sentimentally valued object is all beyond price. And yet it is one of
the principles of insurance to offer financial compensation for such a loss.
In this sense, insurance operates through a dualization of the lived and the
indemnified (Ewald, 1991: 205). Death and injury are at once unique
events and indemnifiable risks. Axiomatic to this form of alchemy is the
commodification of time. What is insured is not the injury or loss suffered
by an individual but the ‘value of a possible damage in a determined unit
of [commodified] time’ (Ewald, 1991: 205). For example, the practice of
life, health and accident insurance often involves financially compensating
an individual for ‘work time’ lost through injury. In this respect, insurance
refers to a particular type of closure. It invokes a form of closure inextrica-
bly bound up with commercial instrumentality and directed towards ren-
dering the future amenable to predictable controls. As Ewald puts it, ‘to
calculate risk is to master time, to discipline the future’ (ibid.: 207).

The mid-nineteenth century is generally recognized as constituting the
Gilded Age of insurance (Pope, 1983). At that time the selling of insurance
was transformed from a practice of ill repute with unsavoury links with
gambling, into a reputable moral enterprise. The first section of this chap-
ter provides some illustration of advertising’s role in promoting the now
obscure speculative roots of insurance. Up until the late eighteenth century,
advertising allied the legal association of insurance with the speculative
possibilities of gambling. Insurance was mere speculative folly and adver-
tising bolstered this image. From the late eighteenth century, cultural and
legal expectations of insurance changed dramatically. The vision of insur-
ance as a form of gambling troubled moral sentimentalities because it rep-
resented a presumptuous assault on prudence and financial self-discipline.
More fundamentally, the Gambling Act of 1774 was intent on polarizing
the practices of insurance and speculative gambling. This changing legal
climate provided a strong incentive for a decisive transformation in the
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insurance industry’s image. The second section of this chapter identifies
advertising ingenuity as playing a crucial role in the fortuitous re-branding
of the insurance industry in the nineteenth century. Insuring oneself from
future hazard was transformed from mere speculative folly into a morally
responsible task. Advertising promotion is largely accredited with having
engineered a turnaround in the image of the insurance industry. In so doing,
advertising represented a vital component of disciplinary technologies keen
to make links between the buying of insurance and the adoption, by indi-
vidual subjects, of a responsible relationship to the future (Knights, 1988).
Insurance was transformed into a moral imperative and advertising was a
key instrument in the creation of subjects, self-disciplined in the moral effi-
cacy of financially managing their future.

AAddvveerrttiissiinngg  cchhaannccee  iinn  tthhee  hhiissttoorryy  ooff  iinnssuurraannccee

Early writers on insurance, annuities and other risk ventures equated time
with uncertainty, ‘for time brought unforeseen changes in crucial condi-
tions’ (Daston, 1995: 115). Directed to this purpose, the early forms of risk
sharing such as guild-administered aid and maritime insurance operated in
terms of cumulative short-term risks. Prudent judgement based on experi-
ence, and the particularities of each case and, above all, personal knowl-
edge, dictated the practices of early dealers in risk. These practitioners of
risk acted as if the world were a mosaic of individual contingent events,
each subject to the ordered restrictions imposed by moralists and theologians
for hundreds of years. Thus, although the sixteenth-century manuals on
maritime insurance were replete with detailed guidelines on particular
cases, they contained limited material on standardized premiums (Gigerenzer
et al., 1989). The early practice of risk sharing was not merely a-statistical,
it was emphatically anti-statistical in its focus on short-term individual risk
and neglect of long-term statistically informed predictions (ibid.: 26).
Indeed, insurance amounted to little more than a wager on the price of a
future contingency, on the basis of intuition and a thorough versing in the
minutiae of an individual case. The association between insurance and gam-
bling was common as is evidenced by the peculiar tradition of betting on
lives. Up until the Gambling Act of 1774, it was common for insurance
offices to serve as the primary site, from which to establish life insurance
wagers on the life of a third person. Celebrities, cardinals or even sovereigns
provided the subjects of these curiously contrived wagers on life. Insurance
covers were available on the infamous lives of notorieties ranging from Sir
Robert Walpole to the succession of Louis XV’s mistresses. Premium rates
rose or fell in accordance with their subject’s circumstances. It is little won-
der that these aleatory contacts were routinely accused of ‘impiously antic-
ipating providential outcomes’, especially given that the third party insured
was not required to be acquainted with the buyer (Clark, 1999: 44). The
dilatory pace of news travel compounded the speculatory nature of these
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aleatory contracts and provided immense opportunities for the exploitation
of insider knowledge. Evidence of such insider dealing was revealed in an
exposé by the London Chronicle which stated, ‘It is a well known fact that
a certain ambassador insured £30,000 on Minorca in the war of 1755 with
advices at the same time in his pocket that it was taken’ (Flower and Wynn
Jones, 1987: 53). In 1768, the London Chronicle published a leading article
criticizing the illicit gambling at Lloyd’s Coffee House. Nevertheless
Lloyd’s, and indeed the industry as a whole, thrived on the business of sup-
plying aleatory contracts based on unknown future contingencies. It is fair
to say that the marketing of life was as little interested in calculable prob-
ability as the purchaser of a lottery ticket. Indeed, merchants were offering
insurance covers against losing at the lottery and were perhaps prosperous
as a direct consequence of advertising ingenuity.

LLootttteerryy  iinnssuurraannccee  aanndd  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg  ppuuffffeerryy

The origin of lotteries is obscured by myth and legend, but it is generally
believed that lotteries of various sorts had been known for centuries.
Early recorded evidence of lotteries recount the activities of fifteenth-
century Venetian merchants who held lotteries to avail themselves of
costly but unsaleble commodities (Daston, 1995: 141). In due time, lot-
teries found favour in England and were adopted by the State as a lucra-
tive source of government revenue (Sampson, 1874: 423). The State
lottery was framed on the simple principle that the State offered a given
sum, which would be repaid by a larger sum derived from losses incurred
by players. Players inscribed a piece of paper with their names or some
lucky invocation, this was then ascribed a number and registered at a des-
ignated lottery office (Daston, 1995: 142). On the occasion of the grand
draw, a container held prize tickets and an equal number of blanks.
An individual was deemed to have been successful if their registered
number corresponded with a prize ticket. The inclusion of blanks into
the selection process multiplied the possibility of no prize numbers being
selected. As might be expected, the average player paid little attention to
the improbability of success, preferring instead to believe advertising
puffery exhorting the provident fortunes of lucky players. The promoters
of lotteries were – even at these early stages – thoroughly cognizant of
the persuasive value of advertising.

Scintillating advertisements were sedulous in their desire to convince
each and everyone that they had the same pretensions to good luck. Indeed,
it has been suggested that few things appear, at that time, to have had as
intimate a connection with advertising than lotteries (Sampson, 1874). The
advertisement shown in Figure 2.2 provides some indication of how adver-
tisements allied with a profound belief in providence to obscure the
improbability of success from the majority of players:

The advertisement in Figure 2.2 provides some indication of advertising’s
role in the spread of lottery participation across demographic groupings. It
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was customary for lottery contractors to divide the shares of a registered
number among individuals. Each ticket could be divided into halves, quar-
ters, eighths and even sixteenths. A person with only ‘thirty shillings to
spare’ was able to purchase a sixteenth of a ticket, thus providing the lot-
tery contractor with huge profit margins among the lower classes (ibid.:
424). Contractors also profited from charging relatively more for these
aliquot parts (ibid.: 424). In order to avoid a declining rate of profit result-
ing from saturated markets, contractors depended upon a wide geographic
spread of these poorer customers. Changes to the older patterns of trade
and demography had already begun to break down medieval parochialism.
Regional self-sufficiency struggled to withstand the advent of early indus-
trialization and the emergence of specialized commodity production.
Advertising of all types flourished as the public taste for news exceeded
the capacities of word-of-mouth communication. Promoters of the lottery
were not oblivious to the potential of advertising to expand existing cus-
tomer bases and increase the circulation of shares in lottery tickets. But few
large fortunes were ever derived from the aliquotian parts of a lottery
ticket. Nevertheless caprice was found to act in the place of reason and
with the aid of advertising, lottery organizers enticed huge numbers of
people into the groundless imaginary belief that their number would be
selected. At the heart of the speculative lottery fever of sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century England, hardly a day would pass without fresh
projects for players to subscribe to. Sampson (ibid.: 443) describes how some
of the projects ‘were so barefaced and palpably gross as not to have the
shadow of anything like feasibility’. Such instances include subscriptions to
an insurance against divorce; another for making butter from beech trees and
a scheme guaranteed to teach men to cast aside nativities (ibid.: 443).

“Dama Fortune presents her Respects to the Public, and assures them that she has fixed
her Residence for the Present at CORBETT’s State Lottery Office, opposite St. Dunstan’s
Church, Fleet Street; and, to enable many Families to partake of her favours, she has
ordered not only the Tickets to be sold at the lowest Prices, but also that they be divided
into Shares at the following low rates, -

£ s. d.

A Sixth-fourth .................................. 0 4 0
Thirty-second .................................. 0 7 6
Sixteenth .................................. 0 15 0
An Eighth .................................. 1 10 0
A Fourth .................................. 3 0 0
A Half .................................. 6 0 0

By which may be gained upward of one hundreds and fifty to upwards of five thousand
Guineas, at her said Office No., 30

Figure 2.2 Lottery dividends

Source: Sampson (1874: 455).
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Advertising provided the keepers of these obscure books with the levels of
circulation required to attract subscriptions. Having generated speculative
fever from an advertisement posted the previous day an unscrupulous agent
could open a subscription book, net a quick profit and disappear.

Elsewhere advertising allied with the practice of insurance to provide an
adjunct to playing lotteries. Although this ‘sporting’ part of insurance could
be exceptionally complex in practice, it was in principle quite straightfor-
ward. Having secured the payment of an agreed premium, an insurer would
be contracted to compensate a lottery loser for the cost of the ticket. If suf-
ficient attention was paid to the rate of premium and enough policies
issued, the insurer could be guaranteed to turn a tidy profit. The complex-
ities of practice arose because lotteries were frequently drawn over several
days and were often not sold out (Clark, 1999: 49). This meant that the
ratio of blank tickets to prizes would change as the lottery progressed. Thus
the value of undrawn tickets fluctuated and in so doing adding another
layer of speculation to the aleatory contract. Nevertheless, the business of
lottery insurance was immensely popular. Sampson (1874: 456) describes
how between 1770 and 1775 the practices of insurance and lottery office-
keeping had become largely indistinguishable. The social commentator,
Thomas Mortimar, observed: ‘There is hardly a ‘prentice boy, or a waiter to
a tavern, or coffee-house, in the neighbourhood of the [Exchange] Alley,
that is not a sporter [in this kind of insurance]’ (quoted in Clark, 1999: 49).

The insurance offices in London numbered over four hundred and many
practised with dexterity the highly profitable exercise of insuring lottery
tickets (Sampson, 1874). Circulation was in part based on the door-to-door
trading of insurance agents. Advertising provided an additional medium
through which to publicize the lucrative marriage of insurance and lottery
in the occasioned speculation of chance and fortune. But this alliance was
beset with problems. Lottery critics of the day catalogued a number of
deceptive practices intent on defrauding the public. A noticeable feature
involved the practice of bribing lottery personnel to conceal a registered
number, with a view to insuring the same ticket in as many available offices
(ibid.: 456). Public indignation directed at these duplicit practices precipi-
tated intense debates among legal professionals, concerning the legality of
insuring lottery tickets. In 1778, Parliament (having vehemently debated
the problematics of insuring) passed an Act for the regulation of lottery
offices. The legislation designated it illegal for office-keepers to operate
without a licence and prohibited the sharing of any ticket by less than a
sixteenth (Sampson, 1874: 460). Many other regulations featured in this
Act and the legality of insuring was raised again the following year.
Notwithstanding these initial attempts at regulation, the practice of adver-
tising lottery insurance continued unabated. Advertising ingenuity was now
of prime importance as office-keepers were forced to side-step the letter of
the law in order to continue their pernicious trade. Advertising creativity
rose to this challenge as lottery proprietors employed persons with the
literary ability to attract public attention by verse, decoy paragraphs in
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newspapers and smart allusions to topical events (ibid.: 463). Evidence of
the use of advertising to evade the trading restrictions of the 1778 Act is
shown in Figure 2.3.

The later part of the eighteenth century witnessed a flurry of Acts seek-
ing to prevent the practice of insuring lottery tickets. Parliamentary reports
in 1807 declared lotteries to be indistinguishable from illegal insurances
(Sampson, 1874: 462). It seemed an anomalous proceeding by the State to
reject the lucrative revenues obtained from lotteries and to declare gam-
bling scandalous. But a dramatic change was occurring, an indication of
which is provided in the following excerpt from the 1807 Parliamentary
report:

[T]he Lottery is so radically vicious, that under no system of regulation which
can be devised will it be possible for Parliament to adopt it as an efficient
source of revenue, and at the same time divest it of all the evils and calamities
of which it has hitherto been so baneful a source … idleness, dissipation, and
poverty were increased – the most sacred and confidential trust were

November 7th 1781
MODE OF INSURANCE

Which continues the whole time of drawing the Lottery, at CARRICK’S STATE
LOTTERY OFFICE. Kings Arms, 72 Threadneedle Street. At one Guinea each
NUMBERS are taken to return three Twenty Pound Prizes, value Sixty Pounds, for
every given Number that shall be drawn any prize whatever above Twenty Pounds
during the whole drawing
*Numbers at half a Guinea to receive half the above

&

J. COOK respectfully solicits the Public will favour the following incomparably
advantageous plan with attention, by which upwards of thirty-two thousand Chances
for obtaining a Prize (out of the forty-eight thousand tickets) are given in one Policy.
POLICIES OF FIVE GUINEAS with three Numbers, with the first Number will gain:

20000 if a Prize of £20000
10000 ′′ £10000
5000 ′′ £5000

with the second number will gain

6000 guineas is 20000
3000 ′′ 10000
1500 ′′ 5000

with the third Number will gain

3000 guineas is 20000
1500 ′′ 10000
1200 ′′ 5000

Figure 2.3 Lottery insurance advertisers, post-1778 Regulatory Act

Source: Sampson (1874: 460–1).
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betrayed,–domestic comfort was destroyed, madness was often created, suicide
itself was produced, and crimes subjecting the perpetrators of them to death
were committed.

(ibid.: 462)

Even during the heady heights of its popularity, the lottery had attracted
vehement criticism. Speculating on chance provoked concern among the
English intelligentsia, who set in print a chorus of denouncements declar-
ing the lottery to erode the links between hard work and temporal reward.
The winner ‘many tymes is driven to wonder how hee wane’ in the absence
of ‘industrie or overreaching wit’, declared the sixteenth-century religious
philosopher Daneau Lambert (quoted in Daston, 1995: 148). Elsewhere,
the irrationality of occasioned speculating invoked vehement criticism from
Daniel Defoe who called for mathematicians to contribute to ‘a Weekly
paper … highly necessary and useful to instruct the People how to lay their
money, and very instrumental to the abolishing of Gaming’ (ibid.: 147).
Lottery critics of the day appeared tremendously troubled by the implicit
message of social subversion represented by the lottery. In 1816, Sir
Nathaniel Conant (a chief magistrate of Bow Street, London) stated, to a
Committee of the House of Commons, that the lottery was one of the pri-
mary causes why ‘the people of the metropolis were vitiated’ (Sampson,
1874: 462). Occasioned speculation on chance was said to have encouraged
theft, losses, disappointment and the continued proliferation of illegal
insuring practices.The intensification of gambling regulation merely height-
ened the ingenuity of advertising as lottery proprietors generated ever more
captivating devices, to exorcise the notoriety of lottery schemes and tempt
public participation. The following specimen of advertising puffing is of
particular quality and provides an indication of the advertising creativity,
which characterized this regulatory era (Figure 2.4).

Advertising ingenuity is evidenced in Figure 2.4 by the complex
processes of meaning transfer, whereby the rational linearity of Newtonian
theory comes to be imbued with cultural meanings only arbitrarily linked
to the referent that they originally signified. The clever allusions to rational
science and metaphysics illustrate the ability of advertisers to attach
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Before the time of Sir Isaac Newton, various notions were entertained concerning
colours. Plato said colour was a flame issuing from bodies, the Indians of America
believed the same, and when any person read a letter they believed it spoke, and
blessed the paper in proporation as they were moved by it. What emotions would the
following billet excite?  “The bearer may receive one hundred thousand pounds” This
would make a deep impression on the natives of every country, and may now be
realised; for by the present Grand Lottery a single ticket may bestow on the Bearer
One Hundred Thousand Pounds.

Figure 2.4 Lottery insurance advertising puffery

Source: Sampson (1874: 463)
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signifiers to disparate objects and infer association in the most arbitrary of
occasions. At a further level of analysis, the advertisement appears to rep-
resent a defensive response to a new sensibility of time discipline, order and
causation.

With the rise of industrial capitalism, a new time consciousness emerges.
Time becomes ‘a commodity of the industrial process’ (Hassard, 2001: 33).
It is translated into an economic construct and ascribed symbolic reverence
as an indicator of economic capital. Central to this transition is the com-
modification of productive labour and the economic imperative equating
‘acceleration and accumulation’ (ibid.: 133). In industrial capitalist pro-
duction, labour time is the common measure of value and the expropria-
tion of surplus labour time is the basis of profit. Technological innovations
in manufacturing consolidated the hegemony of linear time to the produc-
tive economy and the notion of scarcity ‘enhances its worth’ (ibid.: 133).
Human agents were now ‘obliged to display good stewardship; time was
scarce’ and a powerful sign of capitalist progress, therefore, it must be used
rationally (ibid.: 135). Thus, Mumford (1955: 5) writes, ‘time-keeping
passes into time-serving and time-accounting and time-rationing. As this
took place, Eternity ceased gradually to serve as the measure and focus of
human actions.’ Similarly, Thompson, in his seminal essay, wrote:

Puritanism in its marriage of convenience with industrial capitalism was the
agent which converted men to new valuations of time; which taught children
even in their infancy to improve each shining hour; and which saturated men’s
[sic] minds with the equation, time is money. (1967: 95)

Thompson’s writings suggest that the asceticism associated with the emer-
gence of time discipline is one of rationally calculable, future-orientated
action. Puritan theologians had, in previous centuries, admonished the
godly to interpret their daily conduct as a succession of deliverances super-
intended by God (Clark, 1999: 36). But by the end of seventeenth century
God’s providential plan appeared more inscrutable (ibid.: 36). Providence
was increasingly perceived as operating through intermediate natural
causes, necessitating a focused mental gaze on the workings of chance and
accident. Consequently it became ever more difficult to attribute misfor-
tune to God’s punishment of sin. Thus providential thinking became atten-
uated with human agency, and the moral obligation to adopt higher
standards of private and public morality so as to avoid the calamities of
vice. It is no wonder that the polemical literatures of eighteenth-century
philosophers berated the lottery for its implicit message of avarice and idle-
ness. Daniel Defoe is said to have lamented the association of wagering
with insurance, stating that gambling

[had] become a Branch of Assurance … and the [Nine Years] War providing
proper subjects, as the contingencies of Sieges, Battles,Treaties and Campaigns, …
offices were erected on purpose which manag’d it to a strange degree and with
great Advantage, especially to the Office-keepers. (quoted in Clark, 1999: 35)
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A new providentialism had emerged. The idea of a world based on contingent
processes seemed abhorrent to the enlightened free-thinking exponents of
a mechanically driven, deistic universe (ibid.: 34).

It is this differentiation between self and world that constitutes the great
‘Cartesian anxiety’ (Bernstein, 1980), concerning the possibility of ‘intel-
lectual and moral chaos’ (Bordo, 1986: 440). The medieval sense of onto-
logical security, derived through relatedness with the world, had not relied
upon objectivity, but on ‘continuity between the human and physical realms,
on interpretations, through meanings and associations of self and the world’
(ibid.: 449). Conversely, the rationalist knowledge of the Enlightenment
espoused a discontinuity between the ‘self’ and the ‘world’, which created
a distinct sense of time as an ‘indeterminate’ future. It is within this context
of anxiety that a new role is envisaged for reason, the role of exercising
power over the natural world rather than escaping from it or rising above
it through death or prudent actions. In this sense, time and space had to be
organized not to reflect the infinite wisdom and all-consuming glory of God
but to celebrate and facilitate the liberation of man (sic) as a free and active
individual endowed with consciousness and will. As Descartes put it:
‘We could be freed from the innumerable maladies, both of the body
and of mind, and even perhaps from the infirmities of age, if we had suffi-
cient knowledge of their causes and of the remedies provided by nature’
(1952: 152).

The mechanical philosophy dominated scientific thinking in the seven-
teenth century and provided a convenient convergence between physicists
and philosophers. Whether they regard matter as atomic and infinitely divis-
ible or the accomplishment of metaphysical forces, scientists agreed with
mechanistic philosophy that all phenomena in the physical world are the
outcome of objective, causal relations between matter and motion (Adam,
1990). Moreover, such statements dictate the existence of universal tempo-
rality, for they specify that causal relationships define the logical form of a
category of events, and this deterministic relationship can be applied to the
past, present and future.As Peirce argues, this assumes that ‘the state of things
existing at any time, together with certain immutable laws, completely
determines the state of things at every other time’ (1892: 323) Sullivan,
2006). Everything that happens to spatial substance is inexorably deter-
mined. Hence all spatio-temporal phenomena are (re)constituted, as
a consequence of the universal laws of determinism. A new world is con-
structed, one in which generativity and foresight are the preserve of objec-
tively identifiable causal relations rather than the passionate attachments and
malevolent virago of a supernatural cosmos. ‘Chance’, by the 1800s, ‘was a
mere word, signifying nothing – or else it was a notion of the vulgar, denot-
ing fortune or even lawlessness, and thus to be excluded from the thought of
enlightened people’ (Hacking, (1990: xiii). Few eighteenth-century thinkers
were prepared to embrace the idea of providential contingency. David Hume
([1739]1967) produced a sustained critique of chance, defining it pejoratively
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as the absence of established cause and directed by the imperfection of
human reason (Clark, 1999: 37). Hume was committed to the belief in cau-
sation even when the determinant indices of effect were obscured by irra-
tional logic. Alexander Pope (1734) also derided chance as mere illusion,
stating that ‘All nature is but Art unknown to Thee; All Chance, Direction,
which thou canst not see’ (quoted in Clark, 1999: 37). Numerous other
polemical Enlightenment writers put in print their critique of the idea that
God’s will was meaningfully manifested in the outcome of aleatory practices.
Meanwhile, scepticism concerning the moral efficacy of gambling was spread-
ing among the middle classes (Clark, 1999). Successive gambling legislation
had already encouraged the professional middle classes to withdraw from the
public gambling scene. By the latter part of the eighteenth century, this group
had become vehement critics of gambling. In anti-gambling literature, an
emerging emphasis on moral matters provided a logical extension to the
theological and philosophical discourses on the existence of fortune. The
middle-class anti-gambling critique made connections between the national
welfare and the time-disciplined actions of individual citizens. Gambling rep-
resented a direct threat to familial responsibility. It was perceived as eroding
social trust and undermining links between hard work, talent and gain
(Daston, 1995: 161). Gambling not only offended the tender conscience of
middle-class morality, it also unleashed wild impetuous desires that upset the
abstemious demeanour ‘expected of the godly’ (Clark, 1999: 40). Public
indignation against gambling was especially inflamed by the widely held
belief that certain humans harboured speculative impulses, which increased
the possibility that they would be ‘both incapable of calculation and incalcu-
lable’ (Daston, 1995: 162). The enlightened self-controlled mind was apt to
rely upon future prospects, involving the calculation of long-run probabilities
and consequences. Conversely, speculation on chance presupposed a future
proportionable to what we may be and not what we are, with the hope of
instant fortune seldom realized or desired. Aleatory contracts like gambling
agreed upon the price of a future contingency based on intuition, experience
and the minutiae of the individual case. Such speculative practices ran
directly counter to the calculable probabilities of middle-class morality. To
the middle classes, gamblers were derided as undisciplined beings driven by
an insidious passion for moral uncertainty, which, if left untempered, could
erode familial trust and responsibility.

Eighteenth-century moralists tried to tame the acquisitive passion dri-
ving gamblers by inculcating the undisciplined soul into affirming a pru-
dent relation to time. The gambler’s narcissistic desire to disregard familial
responsibilities epitomized a foreshortened attitude to the past, present and
future. Speculation made uncertainty a necessity by choice, and was irrec-
oncilable with the calculation of stable conditions or constant probabilities
(Datson, 1995). To voluntarily succumb to chance symbolized a direct
assault on the stable orderly world of the probabilists and arrested the
calculating reason they sought to inculcate. In 1826, these middle-class
sentiments supported the abolition of the state lottery in Britain.
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By the early nineteenth century, speculative aleatory contracts had
largely become associated with precarious financial circumstances and
irreconcilable with the indissoluble bonds between cause and effect, past
and future. Against this background of moral indignation it is hardly sur-
prising that gambling and insurance had come to be seen as antithetical
approaches to risk. Modernity had ushered in a new relationship to the
future, one based on the desire to control the possibilities of life. Conversely,
the proprietors of aleatory practices equated the future with uncertainty
and unforeseen change. Their attitude to risk seemed to be less prudential
than reckless, fuelled by the evanescent passions of gambling. Daston
(1995) describes how the acceptance of probability calculus by these insur-
ance practitioners required a profound shift away from a reliance on situa-
tionally contingent, finite time frames towards a conception of time as
abstract, quantifiable and infinite.

AAddvveerrttiissiinngg  pprruuddeennccee

In the marketing of insurance as a moral prerequisite, advertising played an
important role both in controlling distribution channels and in marketing a
new kind of product. Insurance was one among many types of commercial
contracts that had accelerated the commercial growth of Western
economies in the nineteenth century. But the flurry of prosperity, which
defined the Gilded Age of insurance business, came at the cost of differen-
tiation. Advertising provided key players with the means to centralize
control over operations. In the United States the insurance firms which
emerged out of the Depression in 1870 had accumulated billions of dollars
of revenue (Pope, 1983). Corporations at the top of the industry had
amassed vast pools of capital and built organizational structures of a size
and scope virtually unparalleled in the American economy. Among these
companies, the Equitable Life Insurance Company and the New York
Insurance Company each had over a billion dollars of insurance in force by
1900 (ibid.). Both companies sold through a nation-wide network of gen-
eral agents and salesmen. But neither of these immense corporations had
been completely successful in controlling their individual salesmen and
general agents. Given the importance of reputability to the promotion of
insurance as a commercial guarantee to sustaining family welfare and finan-
cial solvency, controlling the practices of agents was imperative. Advertising
became the principal mechanism of centralizing power and controlling the
sales domain of corporate activity. First, companies often used advertising
to recruit sales personnel. The recruitment advertisements would attempt
to screen out undesirable applicants by emphasizing respectable character
traits and warning against bad practice. Second, the insurance corporations
attempted to standardize product information by requesting that agents
use promotional material prepared by central office. Indeed, insurance
providers, as early as 1848, emphasized the idea of presenting a consistent
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company point of view in all advertising. Stalson in Marketing Life
Insurance: Its History in America (1942), provides extracts derived from the
minutes of key insurance companies in the mid-nineteenth century. These
minutes variously describe the efforts expended by companies to gain cor-
porate acceptance of some degree of branding through advertising. Thus,
for example, the Connecticut Mutual Board on 5 June 1848 is recorded to
have stated the following:

Figure 2.5 Image used for the Prudential Mutual Assurance Company seal in
1848

Source: Reproduced by permission of Prudential PLC.
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That the secretary notify Mr Morgan in reply to the application from New York
for liberty to publish a pamphlet there; that the Board adhere to their former
discussion directing that all pamphlets and circulars are to be published here,
but if the Agent in New York desires anything printed adapted for that local-
ity, he is requested to forward the manuscript here for publication. (ibid.: 269)

Pope in The Making of Modern Advertising, describes how the advertising lit-
erature distributed by agents served the dual purpose of communicating
product offerings and disciplining work practices (1983: 58). One such
sales brochure, circulated in 1889, contained the message ‘no discrimina-
tion [in premium rates] is permitted or practiced’, and included a notifica-
tion to readers that ‘any agent caught rebating would be summarily fired’
(ibid.: 58). Companies also used advertising as a regulatory index in order
to counteract the misleading and inflated claims for their policies made by
agents. Advertisements would outline – as best possible – the scope and
limitations of the insurantial agreement. Insurance advertising therefore
performed an important educational function.The insurance policies them-
selves where mostly front-end loaded (i.e., rewarding long-term continuous
investment and penalizing payment lapses and early surrenders). For
these reasons, advertising for long-term contractual agreements emphasized
financial calculation and promised favourable rewards (ibid.: 58). Advertising,
quite obviously, was an efficacious device in the campaign to convince
consumers of the prudential benefits of insurance. Similar conclusions are
raised in Viviana Rotman Zelizer’s (1983) Morals and Markets: The
Development of Life Insurance in the United States.

Zelizer contends that the reversal of fortunes for the American life insur-
ance industry in the nineteenth century rested on a new public acceptance of
‘monetary equivalences for sacred things’ (ibid.: xiii). Up until this time fam-
ilies, guilds and voluntary mutual aid groups were deemed responsible for
attending to the economic hardship of the bereaved. Charity was perhaps the
Church’s most beneficent accomplishment as a source of voluntary aid for
the destitute. Guilds were occupational brotherhoods of craftsmen and mer-
chants, dedicated to securing economic well-being and social welfare for their
members. By the Industrial Revolution, the power and influence of the guild
collectives were being challenged by new individualistic forms of capitalist
commercialism. And the Church struggled to sustain its commitment to the
poor in the new urban economy. It was amidst this transition period from old
to modern modes of production that security entered into the cash nexus.
Economic security in a capitalist society is predicated upon protecting
‘the greatest asset that most men possess … their economic value as earning
machines’ (Stalson, 1942: 11). Salaried employment therefore constituted
both a source of security and risk, in the sense that unemployment would be
financially detrimental to the individual and their dependants. It would
appear that life insurance in the USA emerged as a direct response to these
specifically modern conditions of material insecurity and the need for a
device to safeguard against the loss of economic well-being.
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Zelizer states that, by 1851, ‘the financial protection of American
families became a purchasable commodity’ (1983: 91). This shift from a
gift economy of reciprocity to a market of purchasable securities required
a transformation in public attitudes towards the monetary evaluation of
death. Zelizer argues that business enterprise instantiated this turn-around
in public sentiments, but this required overcoming substantial cultural
oppositions to commercial life insurance. Mutual aid and ‘brotherhood rec-
iprocity’ had for generations provided financial assistance to the bereaved
and those experiencing economic hardship. The ideology of altruism, which
informed mutual aid, had deep-rooted religious and cultural values. In the
pre-capitalist system of economic security, individuals were obliged to
abide by the codes of conduct imposed by the system of support to which
they were affiliated. Nevertheless, membership was an important source of
comfort and security for its adherents. Mutual aid given by a community or
religious group amounted to a reciprocal type of exchange regulated by
obligation, trust and solidarity rather than by a business contract.The estab-
lishment of monetary equivalents to these gift relationships required a
systemic shift, from a gift economy to a commercial system of economic
provision. Life insurance blurred cultural boundaries between the sacred
and the profane (Lubove, 1981). It confronted the traditional rituals of
death and ‘threatened the sanctity of life by pricing it’ (Zelizer, 1983: 151).
Consequently, the monetary evaluation of human life introduced by the
industry was ‘initially rejected by many as a profanation which transformed
the sacred event of death into a vulgar commodity’ (ibid.: 151).

The development of the life insurance industry in the United States was
marked by the struggle between an ideology of altruism that endorses sys-
tems of voluntary mutual aid, and a market ideology representing efficiency
equity and market relations. The instant wealth reaped by insurance
claimants unsettled many people’s strong belief in the doctrine of provi-
dence, which argued that God determined man’s (sic) fate. The savings
aspects of insurance were seen as a honourable mechanism for managing
economic affairs because ‘money was accumulated gradually and soberly’
(ibid.: 151). However, the more general aspects of life insurance unsettled
deep-seated cultural belief systems and this presented formidable obstacles
to the diffusion of life insurance. Nevertheless, Zelizer argues that, by
the mid-nineteenth century, the marketing of life had become popularly
accepted. Life insurance had successfully aggregated the scared realm of
death with the profane and in so doing constituted the value of man as a
measurable commodity (ibid.: 150). A dramatic reversal of fortunes had
occurred and life insurance ‘began its fantastic history of financial success’
(ibid.: 149). Historians of life insurance have long since puzzled over the
sudden prosperity of the American life industry in the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury. Insurance companies were offering the same products, terms and con-
ditions as previously, and yet diffusion rates had significantly improved.
Zelizer attributes the rapid growth of life insurance after the 1840s to a
major change in the marketing and advertising practices adopted by life
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companies. In an attempt to cope with the conflicting goals of business and
altruism, life insurance companies adopted an elaborate rationale to legit-
imize their ‘secularised role in the management of death’ (Lubove, 1981:
939). Zelizer (1983) identifies two major trajectories of changing market-
ing practices, the first extending from the early nineteenth century to the
1870s. During this time the marketing of life was keen to minimize the
purely economic function of life insurance companies, emphasizing instead
their ethical superiority. Life insurance advertising warned against ‘depen-
dence on the capricious and stinted aid of friends and neighbours’ (ibid.:
95). Companies promoted life insurance as functioning ‘to place its benefi-
ciaries above the need of public charity’ (ibid.: 96). Secular terminology
was avoided in advertising communications, favouring instead a euphemistic
alignment with religious, moral and social ideals (ibid.: 939). Indeed, insur-
ance advertising often suggested that irreligiosity was the likely situation of
the uninsured. The tendency for advertisers to communicate simultane-
ously in aleatory and providential terms reflected a desire by life insurance
companies to connect their enterprises with dominant cultural values
(Clark, 2002). Evidence of this curious mix of morals and statistical calcu-
lation is provided in the following advertising extract derived from a news-
paper advertisement posted by the Mutual Life Insurance Company of
New York in 1844:

The science of Life Insurance, then rests upon the simple fact, that every indi-
vidual of the human family has at birth, or at any given age, a certain term of
existence which it may be predicted they will live through; this prediction is
verified by all observations of the bills of morality, through three fourths of a
century.

The wider the sphere of observation in space and time, the better is the data
upon which the system is founded. (quoted in Stalson, 1942: 136)

At a time when poverty was dismissed as dishonourable, life insurance
assumed a responsibility to God and to family. Companies promoted the
concept of the ‘good death’ which referred to ‘a concern for one’s family
that extended beyond the grave and increased the probability of an untrou-
bled mortality’ (Lubove, 1981: 939). Stalson provides extracts from a
newspaper advertisement posted in 1843 by the Mutual Life Insurance
Company of New York. The advertisement contains the following admoni-
tion for the general public to be cognizant of their moral obligation to
ensure the financial security of family members:

Merchants and traders, officers, civil, military and naval; clergymen and profes-
sional men generally, clerks and persons in every station of society, may secure
to their families in the event of death a comfortable support and independence
by making, with this institution, a small annual investment for an insurance on
their lives. (quoted in Stalson, 1942: 132–3)

Zelizer (1983) contends that in this first trajectory of marketing life,
companies used moral and theological tropes to undermine the secular
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connotations of their role in the management of human life and death. This
re-branding of the life insurance industry was startlingly successful and by
1851 over $100 million of security had been transacted. Between 1840 and
1860, the US life insurance industry had established itself as ‘a morally
beneficent institution’ (ibid.: 101). But this unprecedented rate of eco-
nomic success raised questions concerning the conflicting ideologies of eco-
nomic success and altruism. The vast financial profits accumulated by the
industry had transformed life insurance companies into powerful corpora-
tions. It became increasingly evident that ‘the elimination of commercial
self-interest by the mutuals … had been more illusory than real’ (ibid.:
103). Zelizer describes how the 1870s witnessed a second stage in the mar-
keting phenomena of American life insurance. The industry’s fortuitous
growth enticed advertising communications away from an emphasis on ‘dis-
guising its commercialism’ in altruistic pretensions, towards an appeal to
the ‘economic interests of premium payers’ (ibid.: 117). Moralistic senti-
mentality was increasingly perceived to be an ineffectual marketing com-
munication for corporations, which now had to convince a sceptical public
of the legitimacy of their financial gains. From the 1870s, life insurance
advertising discarded its emphasis on moral persuasion and adopted more
‘sober business methods’ (ibid.: 94). Life insurance continued to occupy a
‘higher stage’ in the civilization of mankind but this was now less a func-
tion of altruism and more a consequence of policyholders seeking ‘personal
economic advantage from their purchase’ (ibid.: 111). In the ideology of
utilitarian advertising, individuals are seen as pursuing their own separate
ends and as motivated by the pursuit of private gains. The form of rational-
ity in operation here is the instrumental rationality of efficiency, of seeking
efficient means of achieving given ends; and underlying this form of ratio-
nality is the assumption of pervasive self-interest (Poole, 1985). It is
axiomatic to this form of insurantial knowledge that time and the future
should be ascribed the characteristics of abstract, singular units that can be
measured and predicted. Time is perceived as a homogeneous unity that is
nonetheless divisible into discrete units – a flow which, is however, unaf-
fected by the transformation it charts (Adam, 1993: 166). And the future
is a knowable limited entity, the eventualities of which can be mathemati-
cally calculated.

Zelizer’s (1983) account of the fortuitous growth of the American life
insurance industry in the nineteenth century accredits marketing and
advertising as having placed ‘death on the market’. In both the trajectories
which constituted the Gilded Age of American life insurance, advertising
operated to rationalize and commercialize cultural values. Advertising is
constituted here as corroborating the commercial intentions of the insur-
ance industry, by disguising ‘its material mission in spiritual garb’ and
yielding theology to the capitalist ethos (ibid.: 153). Significant parallels
exist between advertising’s role in establishing the insurance industry in
the USA and the relevance of advertising to the evolution of the UK
insurance industry.
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Although unremarkable in its ascendancy, the evolution of the UK life
insurance industry also mapped onto a shifting moral climate. During the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, life insurance was typically issued for
short periods of time, often ranging from a few months to several years
(Clark, 2002: 82). These restricted insurantial time-frames corresponded
with the use of life insurance to cover discrete periods of time (e.g., the dura-
tion of a voyage). Maritime insurance underwriting epitomized short-term
risk analysis as it was based on a view of the world as a ‘mosaic of individual
cases’ (Gigerenzer et al., 1989: 24). Short-term risk analysis was also a
consequence of the ad hoc, serendipitous associations of the insurers who
underwrote risks. Then, as now, the market was constituted by brokers and
underwriters. Insurance cover was obtained by brokers drawing up the
details of the policy and then marketing the risk until convincing a body or
individual to underwrite it. Underwriting tended to be carried out in a hap-
hazard fashion by bankers, merchants and any individual prepared to sub-
scribe to a policy. Such practices are easily likened to the touting of bets in
racing establishments, as underwriting was open to any punter who fancied
a flutter. The emergence of permanent life insurance collectives at the end
of the seventeenth century partly arrested the short-termism inherent in the
marketing of life. Permanent life collectives extended the temporal horizon
of insurance because they enabled cover to extend the entire extent of an
individual’s life-time (Clark, 2002: 82). This form of long-term risk man-
agement required a profound shift in beliefs. Daston argues that long-term
life insurance was directed at ‘a growing middle class of salaried profession-
als – clergymen, doctors, lawyers, skilled artisans who were respectable but
not of independent means’ (1995: 175). This might partly explain why the
marketing of life insurance appeared so receptive to the changing moral
order. Permanent life collectives required mutual obligation in the manage-
ment of risk profiles and a commitment to regular premium payments. This
form of life insurance created a level of social cooperation distinct from the
ad hoc affiliations, which linked the constituents of a risk pool in the wild-
cat operations of individual underwriters (Clark, 2002: 82). Mutual obliga-
tion assumed a moral connotation quite at odds with the insurantial culture
of aleatory speculation. It was presumed that the working classes lacked the
social and moral resources necessary to sustain, unassisted, the long-term
financial commitment necessitated by insurance policies (O’Malley, 2002).
Marketing to the middle classes was thus a necessary mode of doing business
and a disciplinary strategy for cultivating prudent moral values. In its pre-
actuarial phase, the industry was keen to represent insurance as establishing
a necessary civic virtue aligned with the middle-class values of thrift, parsi-
mony and self-discipline (Clark, 2002: 88).

By the early eighteenth century the deleterious effects of insurance gam-
bling, crime and fraud encountered vehement hostility. In a world in which
‘even clergymen could not count upon communal charity’, financial cata-
strophe was the proper fate of the imprudent gambler (Daston, 1995: 175).
Bourgeois moral sensibility vociferously deplored the impropriety of
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gambling and this would have direct consequences for the marketing of life.
Clark (2002) describes how, in order to demonstrate legitimacy, life insur-
ers were increasingly intent on abandoning links with gambling. Lloyd’s
coffee house for some time had been linked to gambling racketeering. But,
in 1769, a group of Lloyd’s brokers decided to break adrift from the Lloyd’s
group and establish a rival to Lloyd’s which they promoted as ‘a more
tightly controlled body that refused to issue gambling policies of insurance’
(ibid.: 85). An increasing feature of advertising promotion was the entice-
ment for buyers to recognize their moral obligation to provide a source of
permanent protection for their beneficiaries. The Amicable, founded in
1706, set forth the following moral reasons for buying insurance:

To Clergymen, Physicians, Surgeons, Lawyers, Tradesmen, and persons pos-
sessed of employments for life; and others whose income is usually subject to
be determined or lessened at their respective deaths; who by insuring their lives
may be morally certain of leaving to their families a claim not less than £100
on each member insured. (quoted in Stalson, 1942: 39)

Notable life insurers were also inclined to make explicit appeal to the val-
ues of the Enlightenment. For example, the prospectuses of the Paternal
Society for the Provision of Children (1710), and the Amicable Society
(1706) variously appealed to ‘wise and judicious persons’ (quoted in Clark,
2002: 85). Nevertheless if risk were to be domesticated and insurance
respected as a ‘pious and charitable undertaking’ (ibid.: 85), measures were
needed to sever its links from gambling.

The milestone legislation of 1774 (the Gambling Act) was intended to
distinguish legitimate life insurance from gambling. It prohibited the insur-
ing of persons or events where the policyholder could not show a legitimate
interest in the life assured. In so doing, it foreshadowed new horizons in the
marketing of life insurance. The image of life insurance was increasingly less
allied to speculative values. In the aftermath of the 1774 Act, life insurance
represented the triumph of technical and financial foresight over gambling
(Daston, 1995). Insurance was transformed into legally authorized rational
practices directed towards the mastery of time and disciplining the future.
To conduct one’s life in accordance with moral self-discipline was already a
defining feature of middle-class culture. By the mid-eighteenth century
pious middle-class culture was also refusing to ally ‘the use of prudential
institutions for speculative ends’ (Clark, 2002: 85).

During this pre-actuarial stage of the UK insurance industry’s evolution,
advertising promotion was largely concerned with rationalizing and commer-
cializing existing informal economic assistances and gift economies. Insurance
as a commercial pursuit rationalizes spontaneous assistance through bureau-
cratized systematic risk-bearing techniques. In order to establish the legiti-
macy of the insurance enterprise, companies had to justify the shift from
mutual aid and reciprocity to a commercial market for securities. Promotional
appeals to the middle-class ideals of moral obligation and self-reliance were
used to market insurance companies as beneficent institutions concerned
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more with the welfare of clients than the pursuit of profit. This beneficent
image of the insurance industry appealed to an increasingly industrialized
economy dominated by the cash nexus.

With the rise of probability calculus, guarding against ill fortune now also
necessitated ‘mathematizing one’s commitments’ (Ewald, 1991: 207). The
founders of early life insurance societies in the UK focused on the particu-
larity of each case, and thus were concerned with security in the short term
and thought in terms of cumulative risks; a growing sum over cases and
time (Daston, 1995: 115). Conversely, the probabilists asserted the oppo-
site. Probabilistic concerns with symmetric deviations from an average
encouraged long-term projections (ibid.: 115). Time was thought to reveal
the formative regularities which underlaid change. With the rise of proba-
bility calculus, the future becomes an object of rational instrumental action.
The surest way to advancement is shown, for a secure social order is now
conceived in terms of rational actions guided by financially disciplined
future-orientated goals. If buyers were to be convinced of the efficacy of an
aleatory contract, it had to be seen to uphold the cardinal virtues of pru-
dence, foresight and self-discipline.

It was no longer deemed acceptable to resign one’s fate to providential
forces. For even in misfortune one retains the possibility of calculating risk
and repairing future eventualities. The combination of rational calculability
and liberal prudence made insurance a formidable technology for human
enterprise. An example of this shift in insurance discourse is evident in the
promotional activities of the Equitable Society for the Assurance on Lives
Survivorship. Established in 1762, the Equitable Life Assurance Society was
one of the earliest mutual life assurance companies in the UK. It was also
one of the first companies to use mathematical regularities in the calcula-
tion of risk. In 1750, the mathematician James Dodson (Fellow of the Royal
Society) fundamentally transformed the practice of risk analysis by devel-
oping a statistical basis for calculating premiums (Equitable, 2006). Dodson
was to become the moving spirit behind the Equitable’s ground-breaking
application of mathematical probability. Most annuity and life insurance
providers were charging flat rates, regardless of age and largely oblivious to
the available mortality statistics (Daston, 1995). Armed with mortality
tables and probability studies, Dodson set out to introduce a refined ana-
lytical technique geared towards the production of standardized annual
premiums. Probability calculus supplied insurers with the mathematical
regulations upon which fixed premiums could be calculated, and guaran-
teed payments made. Thus, ‘the policyholder’s premium was fixed through-
out the term of the policy and the amount paid on death was guaranteed’
(Equitable, 2006). Dodson’s mathematical ingenuity was eventually to
form the basis of modern life assurance, despite initially experiencing sig-
nificant reservations.

Although Dodson died in 1757, his backers were intent on carrying his
project forward and presented a petition for a Royal Charter to the Privy
Council on 1 May 1760 (Daston, 1995: 176). The verdict of the Privy
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Council was emblematic of the seasoned judgements which characterized
risk calculation at this time. For it was stated that the Equitable’s mathe-
matical basis ‘whereby the chance of mortality is attempted to be reduced
to a certain standard: … is a mere speculation, never yet tried in practice
and consequently subject, like all other experiments, to various chances in
the execution’ (ibid.: 177). Unrelenting in their endeavours, in 1761, the
directors of Equitable produced a prospectus outlining the benefits of the
new statistical procedures for calculating premiums. Daston provides an
account of the published prospectus, which, as a form of advertising, is of
relevance to our enquiry. The promotional literature is said to have invoked
the language of moral virtue, appealing to the Equitable’s mutual status as
a pious charitable undertakening. The prospectus announced that the
Equitable was to be a mutual established for its members ‘the assured being
mutually assurers one to the others’ (ibid.: 177). Probability calculus and
the mathematical calculation of risk would, in turn, facilitate the equitable
distribution of dividends and the accurate application of annual premiums.

During the eighteenth century life insurance had fostered a uniquely mod-
ern means by which individuals could form affiliations in order to ‘exert con-
trol over nature and the ineluctable hazards of human life’ (Clark, 2002:
201). In pre-modern times, mutual guarantees of economic security were
based on economic liaisons between individuals joined together by a com-
mitted sense of community and reciprocity. In the modern era, the spread of
technologies that capitalize on the mathematical calculation of chance
reduce future security to a monetary payment between members largely
unknown to each other (Stalson, 1942: 15). This new imaginary served the
individualistic and competitive aspects of capitalist society. The capitalist
regime of individualism requires a subjective conviction and contractual guar-
antee that each member will pursue self-reliance both now and into the dis-
tant future (1942: 17). Indeed, in order to forestall a decline in long-term
profitability, capitalism is compelled to convince its members to make provi-
sions for their future retirement and for periods of non-productivity (Knights,
1988). Thus, in the modern era, the marketing of life is designed to inculcate
a belief in the statistical calculation of life’s contingencies and to promote the
adoption of a financial self-disciplined relation to the future.

NNiinneetteeeenntthh--cceennttuurryy  eexxppaannssiioonn

By the nineteenth century the enterprising opportunities proposed by insur-
ance offered a means of ameliorating the rapacious effects of capitalism.
Industrial capitalism had brought poverty, squalor, deprivation and abun-
dance in equal measure. If left unabated, the poverty beneath the surface of
Victorian prosperity threatened to undermine the foundations of the capital-
ist system. Life insurance presented a means of ameliorating capitalism’s
tendency toward corrosive aridity. It does by providing a commodified
means of averting the risk of impoverishment and thus avoiding the social
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embarrassment of financial dependency on others (Knights, 1988). The nine-
teenth century had witnessed significant transformations in public attitudes
to the provision of financial assistance to the poor. Liberal capitalism har-
nessed the enlightened pursuit of self-interest as a justification for inequali-
ties in the dynamics of wealth creation. Enlightenment philosophers defined
human beings as inherently predisposed to acquisitive behaviour. In this
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Figure 2.6 Re-branding insurance in the Gilded Age: North British and
Mercantile Insurance Company Ltd, 1809–1959

Source: Reproduced with acknowledgement to Peter Stubbs,
www.edinphoto.org.uk
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sense, the uneven way in which wealth is distributed is justified as an
outcome of natural human instincts and the natural laws of the market. The
social analyses of Adam Smith epitomized the assertion that economic effi-
ciency followed from the actions of self-interested subjects. Axiomatic to
enlightened self-interest was an indifference to the poor and the tendency to
blame the poor for their own impoverishment. The dissonant attitude of the
British to poverty partly explains the erratic system of charity relief available
in the nineteenth century. Charitable offerings were available from churches,
missions and settlements but this was haphazard, often requiring claimants to
demonstrate that they were deserving of assistance (Sheppard, 1983). Such
degrading processes of interrogation ‘cumulatively helped to make the poor
believe their was nothing they could do to affect their destiny’ (ibid.: 177).
Indeed, liberal social philosophy defined each person as responsible for his or
her own fate. This is largely the basis on which insurance came to be per-
ceived as a means of buying freedom from the demeaning philanthropic
paternalism of charities and misery of the labouring pool (Knights, 1988).
The purchase of insurance is thus productive of life, as it protects the living
against misadventure (ibid.: 53).

Evidently insurance is only one of many institutional relations producing
instrumentally rational subjects, but what is especially illuminating is the
relationship between this possessive mode of subjectivity and the com-
modification of social relations that characterize capitalist production. Offe
and Ronge (1984) claim that the main strategy for state institutions to sus-
tain their interest in accumulation is by advancing the widespread public
participation in commodified relations. The greater the proportional share
of the population engaged in the exchange of personal labour for abstract
property, ‘the more they become constituted as subjects whose sense of
what it is to be socially significant involves them in pursuing material and
symbolic possessions’ (Knights, 1988: 60). Advertising makes possible the
production of a certain form of acquisitive possessive individualism that
leads to the ‘adjustment of the accumulation of men to that of capital, the
joining of the growth of human groups to the expansion of productive
forces and the differential allocation of profit’ (Foucault, 1979: 141). It is
in effect a means of inserting subjects into the machinery of production and
its economic ordering of the future (Knights, 1988: 60). Insurance adver-
tising encourages the spread of commodified forms of exchange, to the
extent that each new measure of protection creates a new form of insurable
insecurity. This involves the continuous extension of insurantial technology
through the exploitation of anxieties.

CCoonncclluussiioonn

In the eighteenth century, buyers and sellers of insurance were no more
interested in probability than were the purchasers of a lottery ticket.
Insurance relied upon the speculation of chance and misfortune. By the
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early nineteenth century, these aleatory practices were perceived as clearly
subverting the virtues of prudence and the need for foresight, ‘from provi-
sion of self to provision for family’ (Daston, 1995: 173). The calculation of
risk through probability calculus was seen as analogous to the calculation of
self-interest and the virtues of reliability (ibid.: 173). Quantifying perplex-
ity by the adoption of probability may have attenuated the margins of prof-
itability, but it also provided insurers with direct connections to changing
moral values. The calculation of self-interest was an increasingly influential
moral prerequisite and a crucial aspect of promotional imagery. Insurance
advertising in the nineteenth century invoked the language of moral virtue
in its appeal to self-imposed regularities on social and economic arrange-
ments. In so doing, advertising attested to an alliance between capitalism
and linear representations of the future.

In the modern era, insurance becomes the art of transforming our lived
experience of time into an abstract economic form of commodified relation.
Scales of compensation are fixed in advance so as to anticipate the indemnity
entitlement for every form of crisis (Ewald, 1991). Hence it is a major feature
of insurance that an event considered as suffering can be transformed into a
cash price. Moreover, calculating something as a statistically desirable event
enables risk to be continuously elaborated, differentiated and expanded by
the practice of insurance (Knights and Vurdubakis, 1993). It would appear
that every eventuality can be transformed into a risk, so long as the event can
be classified in accordance with the principles of insurance technology
(Ewald, 1991). Indeed, it is hard to imagine all the things which insurers have
managed to invent as classes of risk. As Ewald puts it:

for certain thinkers insurance is called upon to extend indefinitely the field of
guarantees it affords against risk and to attain the form of an ‘integral’ insur-
ance. Here, in fact, it tends to the character of an infinite, unlimited guarantee.
(ibid.: 200)

Advertising is efficacious in this respect, especially in its ability to transform
the present into a moment of lack and disenchantment. Indeed, the market-
ing of life insurance invites consumers to objectify their future as something
that can be managed through rational instrumental action. The future is
transformed into a series of risks that can be managed in the present.
Nevertheless, advertising discourse diverts our attention from the fact that
what is insured is not a subjectively meaningful loss as experienced by the
individual, but rather ‘a capital against whose loss the insurer offers guaran-
tee’ (ibid.: 204). The event, defined through insurantial technology as a sta-
tistically probable occurrence, becomes an indemnifiable risk, amiable to
financial reparation. It is clear that the overall impact of offering financial
compensation for life’s eventualities is to advance the spread of commodified
relations. And insurance advertising is a primary vehicle for these purposes.
Indeed, the marketing of life gives rise to forms of commodity relations,
which reflect and reinforce acquisitive materialism as a moral imperative.
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Part Two

Dialectics of Advertising in Modern Times

Figure Part II Utility, style and the commodity-sign

Source: Reproduced by courtesy of Whirlpool, photographer Tessa Traeger.
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3

Time and the Commodity-Form

Marxist analysis of time and commodity culture reveals advertising as directly
implicated in capitalist accumulation. Capital (Volume 1) begins by telling us
that the foundational form of capitalist society derives from ‘an immense
accumulation of commodities’. But the commodity presents itself to us as ‘an
object outside us’. ‘A commodity is … a mysterious thing, simply because …
the relation of the producers to the sum total of their own labour is presented
to them as a social relation, existing not between themselves, but between the
products of their labour.’ (Marx, 2003: 77). Marx believed that people should
be fulfilled as creative beings in their work. Under capitalism, however, we
neither control the things we produce nor do we recognize them as products
of our labour. What particularly interested Marx was that in capitalist modes
of production, social relations between people become transformed into a
relation between things. This Marx refers to as commodity fetishism.
Commodities are the outcome of labour power, but this disappears into them
as they transform into an alien force which rules our lives. Marx established
the value of a commodity to be defined in its magnitude by the amount of
socially necessary labour time invested in its production. It is labour time
which produces value. Embodied in the commodity these exists an abstract
unit of socially necessary labour required to produce it. This also represents a
source of profit in addition to any that may be made from the ‘exploitation’
of labour. But labour misrecognizes its basis as a source of value. The prod-
ucts of modern capitalism are sold as commodities which are fetishized in
appearance so as to obscure their basis in the exploitation of labour. This
chapter examines critical theorists who have located advertising within the
network of economic processes dedicated to reproducing capitalism’s expro-
priation of surplus labour time.

TTiimmee  aanndd  tthhee  ccoommmmooddiittyy--ffoorrmm  

Modern consumption can be observed as an extension of what Marx called
‘commodity production’. Part 1 of Capital begins with an examination of
what Marx calls the ‘two-fold aspect’ of commodities: ‘those of use-value
and exchange-value’. For Marx, a commodity is ‘a thing that by its proper-
ties satisfies human wants of some sort or another’ (Marx, 2003: 43). Marx
defines a use-value thus:

The utility of a thing makes it a use-value. But this utility is not a thing of air.
Being limited by the physical properties of a commodity, it has no existence apart
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from that commodity. A commodity, such as iron, corn or a diamond, is therefore,
so far as it is a material thing, a use-value, something useful … Use-values become
a reality only by use or consumption: they also constitute the substance of all
wealth, whatever may be the social form of that wealth. In the form of society
we are about to consider [i.e., commodity producing society], they are, in addi-
tion, the material depositories of exchange-value. (Sayer, 1989: 50) 

Marx also defines exchange-value thus:

at first sight, [it] presents itself as a quantitative relation as the proportion in
which values in use of sort are exchanged for those of another sort, a relation
constantly changing with time and place. Hence exchange-value appears to be
something accidental and purely relative, and consequently an intrinsic value
i.e., an exchange-value that is inseparably connected with, inherent in com-
modities, seems a contradiction in terms, (ibid.: 50)

Marx proceeds to unravel this contradiction between use-value and
exchange-value (see Capital Vol. 1, 2003: 44–8). To commerce with, Marx
contends that although exchange-value necessarily manifests in a purely rel-
ative form (i.e., subject to market forces), the value-relationship which com-
modities bear to one another has expression in an absolute form. This
requires that some common quality either inherent in or attached to com-
modities must be identified as constituting the substance of value. This com-
mon quality must also take upon the ‘substance that manifests itself in the
exchange-value of commodities’ (ibid.: 46). These forms, Marx argues, are
‘abstracted from’ in the exchange. In effect, commodities, regardless of their
specific use-values, have the capacity to pass as equivalents in market-based
relations (Meek, 1979).We need only consider the popular two-for-one offers
at supermarkets to gain a sense of products passing as equivalents. Marx
argued that the substance which constitutes a common element across com-
modities was quite apart from a natural property such as weight, volume, etc.,
‘such properties claim our attention only in so far as they affect the utility of
these commodities’ (Sayer, 1989: 51). Once the option of constituting ‘that
common something’ as a natural property is excluded, commodities have
only one quantifiable common property left that fulfils the requirements that
Marx identifies with value. That inherent quality can only be the quality of
being products of labour. But the exchange of commodities is an act totally
abstracted from use-value. Consequently, labour in capitalist production is a
distinctive form of labour.The commodity is no longer regarded as the product
of the carpenter, the joiner, the mason ‘or any other definitive kind of produc-
tive labour’ (ibid.: 51). Irrespective of the various forms of labour embodied
in them, all commodities are reduced to one form of labour, ‘human labour
in the abstract’ (ibid.: 52).

LLaabboouurr  tthheeoorryy  ooff  vvaalluuee

Marx contends that it is labour that produces value, and surplus labour is
converted into monetary profit by the capitalist during the circulation of
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products on the market. Pivotal to Marx’s concept of value is an important
distinction between ‘useful’ and ‘abstract’ labour (Meek, 1979). Use-value
can be defined objectively as the utility of the product or subjectively as the
usefulness of the labour required to produce it. When use-value is consid-
ered subjectively, the concept of ‘useful’ labour emerges (ibid.: 165). Marx
defined ‘useful’ labour as ‘productive activity of a definite kind and exer-
cised with a definite aim’ (2003: 49). Labour in this form creates use-value,
but the labour which finds expression in profit, according to Marx, ‘does
not possess the same characteristics that belong to it as a creator of use-
values’ (ibid.: 49). Commodity production’s primary aim is not the creation
of use-value as such, but the manufacture of goods for sale. In this sense,
use-values are of relevance to the commodity producer in so far as con-
sumer expectations need to be taken into account.

Marx distinguishes ‘useful’ labour from ‘abstract’ labour.The latter’s distin-
guishing characteristics are axiomatic to production within modern capitalist
societies. As Marx puts it, the concept of ‘abstract labour’ is ‘truly realised
only as a category of the modern society’ where ‘individuals pass with ease
from one kind of work to another, which makes it immaterial to them what
particular kind of work may fall to their share’ (quoted in Meek, 1979: 165).
This abstraction expresses a relation which in fact dates back to a much ear-
lier time when products first started to be turned into commodities. Indeed,
the exchange of goods for money designated the essential precondition for
capitalism and marked a historical disjuncture with the mode of production
which had occurred in the feudal era. The economic and social structure of
pre-industrial Britain was organized around a system of feudal agriculture in
which land was given as a reward for service. Goods produced in pre-capital-
ist social formations were typically for immediate consumption and not to be
exchanged in the market place.Thus, in feudalism, it is precisely because ‘per-
sonal dependence forms the ground-work of Society, there is no necessity for
labour and its products to assume a fantastic form different from their real-
ity, (Marx, 2003: 81). They take the shape, in the transactions of society, of
services in kind and payment in kind. After the Industrial Revolution and
with the inception of factory-based production, the goods produced were
legally defined as the property of the owners of the means of production.
With growing commodity production, where tasks began to be performed for
future needs or for trade, there occurred a more ridged demarcation between
the workers and owners or controllers of capital.This was a time when labour
first started to ‘acquire its social character from the fact that the labour of the
individual [took] on the abstract form of universal labour’ (Marx, 1971: 29,
quoted in Meek, 1979: 165). The point of significance here is that whereas
labour begins to assume a social character from the moment men [sic] begin
to work for each other, the special form in which this social character mani-
fests itself differs from epoch to epoch (Meek, 1979: 165). Following this,
Marx identifies how in a commodity-producing society, the social character
of each producer’s labour manifests itself in the fact that this labour is
reduced to abstract labour, and 
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the social character that his [sic] particular labour, has of being the equal of all
other particular kinds of labour, takes the form that all the physically different
articles that are the products of labour, have one common quality, viz that of
value. (2003: 78)

The distinction between useful and abstract labour is axiomatic to Marx’s
account of the expropriation of profit through surplus value. If a use-value
derives value ‘only because human labour in the abstract has been embod-
ied or materialised in it’, the magnitude of this value is therefore measured
by ‘the quantity of the value-creating substance, the labour, contained in
the article’ (Sayer, 1989: 52). The quantitative measure of labour is derived
by the expenditure of time and ‘labour-time in its turn finds its standard in
weeks, days and hours’ (Sayer, 1989: 52). Thus:

Labour has been equalized by the subordination of man to the machine or by
the extreme division of labour … the pendulum of the clock has become as
accurate a measure of the relative activity of two workers as it is of the speed
of two locomotives … Time is everything, man is nothing; he is at most time’s
carcass. Quantity alone decides everything; hour for hour, day for day. (Marx
1967: 151)

If human labour creates value, the clock is its measurement. The mechanis-
tic metaphors of time used by Marx are commensurate with the objectifi-
cation of labour in capitalist production. For the logic of the capitalist mode
of production ‘is and remains – the mass of direct labour time, the quality
of labour employed, as the determinant factor in the production of wealth’
(Marx, 1973: 704). Labour power is defined by Marx as ‘the aggregate of
those mental and physical capabilities existing in a human being, which he
[sic] exercises whenever he produces a use-value of any description’ (2003:
164). In capitalist production, what Marx calls ‘the dull compulsion of eco-
nomics’ coerces individuals to sell their labour power as there is little other
means of survival other than to enter into a subordinate relationship with
capital. Conversely, the owners of the means of production retain control
over capital and in so doing possess – for the working day – the bodies tied
to labour power. The worker for a proportion of the working day is paid
back, in the form of wages, the value which is generated from their labour.
The capitalist, however, only pays the worker the value of the reproduction
of labour power (the sum cost of maintaining the worker at a socially deter-
mined level of subsistence). But labour has the curious ability to generate
more value than it needs to survive and reproduce itself. The difference
between the value of the commodity, created by labour power and the
salary supplied to the labourer is surplus value. Thus, in capitalist produc-
tion, the exchange of equivalences has been turned around to produce a
generalized system of commodity production, based on wage-labour and
the conversion of surplus value into profit. The worker is doubly bound to
work both necessary labour time (in which value is created sufficient for
the reproduction of labour power) and surplus labour time (in which value
is created for the appropriation of profit). In summary, Marx argues that it
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is labour time which produces surplus value and provides the basis for
wealth. But because the objectification of human labour in production is
disguised by the market system, labour is drawn to investing the wages it
has earned into the purchase of non-productive property (consumer goods)
which have been produced by other workers. The ability of the market
system of generalized production to obscure the centrality of surplus
labour-time to capitalist exploitation is a key aspect of Marx’s concept of
commodity fetishism.

CCoommmmooddiittyy  ffeettiisshhiissmm

What particularly interested Marx was that in capitalist modes of produc-
tion, social relations between people become transformed into a relation
between things. This Marx refers to as commodity fetishism. Commodities
are the outcome of labour power, but this disappears into them as they
transform into an alien force, which rules our lives. Marx saw the reality of
capitalist society as one dominated by commodities, which take the place
of the free flow of relations between people. As Marx put it:

The mystical character of commodities does not originate, therefore, in their
use-value. Just as little does it proceed from the nature of the determining fac-
tors of value. For, in the first place, however varied the useful kinds of labour,
or productive activities, may be, it is a physiological fact, that they are functions
of the human organism … Secondly, with regard to that which forms the
ground-work for the quantitative determination of value, namely, the duration
of that expenditure, or the quantity of labour, it is quite clear that there is a pal-
pable difference between its quantity and quality. In all states of society, the
labour-time that it costs to produce the means of subsistence, must necessarily
be an object of interest to mankind … And lastly, from the moment that men
in any way work for one another, their labour assumes a social form. (2003: 76)

It is clear from this quotation that the fetishism of commodities refers pre-
cisely to the relations between labour time, use-value and exchange-value.
In Capital, Marx is conclusive about the materiality of use-value as he
expresses it ‘so far as it [the commodity] is a use-value, there is nothing
mysterious about it’. Marx defines labour time as producing use-values
which, in turn, have a clear, quantifiable materiality. Conversely the mys-
teries of fetishism flow from the commodity’s exchange-value. To ‘make a
fetish’ involves investing something with properties it does not have in
itself. In this sense, fetishism does not equate with illusion, but rather
the misrecognition of properties as belonging to a commodity directly.
For example, if we think that the value of a house is an inherent quality, we
misrecognize that its value is only a result of a market system created by
humans. In essence, fetishism involves failing to recognize that the proper-
ties of things are not an inherent part of their physical existence, but in fact
‘created by their integration into a system of meaning’ (Jhally, 1987: 29).
The mystery arises because the social character of production is manifested
only in exchange. For example, the many individual labour hours invested
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in the building of a house are carried out by private individuals or groups
of individuals labouring independently of each other. The social character
of production is revealed in the process of sale, within which the individual
labour hours are aggregated and appropriated as profit. In this sense, the
market operates as a distributing force transforming the total labour
invested into a socially unifying element, which can be expropriated as
profit. Commodity fetishism consists in disguising the fact that in essence
humans produce value. In so far as labour produces capital, the sale of a
commodity in a market place is just the fetishized offspring of ‘congealed
labour time’ (Marx, 2003: 47).

It would seem then that commodity fetishism is as much a product of
market relations as it is a product of labour producing itself as object and
subject of capital (Wayne, 2003: 191). The fact that social relations
between producers take the form of value relations between commodities
is testament to how consumption is part of alienation. Nevertheless one
consequence of capitalist economic production is that workers have to
enter into market relations in order to survive. The sense of estrangement
which workers experience in the production process is, for Marx, in itself a
negation of freedom. Yet this sense of estrangement is compounded by the
fact that exploitation in capitalist society is mediated through the active
participation of workers in the purchase and sale of commodities. For this
denotes a ‘labour in which man alienates himself’ (Cohen, 1978: 120).
Individuals partake in paid work because they assume that the products of
their labour have value, to which they relate, and which regulates their lives
as producers. The social reality of oppression becomes invisible as workers,
in quite a specific sense, become alienated from their own power, which has
passed into things (ibid.: 120).

The three volumes of Capital develop the theme of exploitation and the
generality of commodity relations. The resulting picture is that of a prolif-
erating array of technologies, which are exploitative of the subjective anxi-
eties of the alienated subject. The fragmentation of society into ‘material
relations between persons and social relations between things’ is a vivid
recurrent theme in Capital. According to Marx, capitalism is an ‘enchanted,
perverted, topsy-turvy world’ (quoted in Holloway, 1992: 152). It is a frag-
mented world, sustained by the activities of alienated subjects endeavour-
ing to seek security through the accumulation of material wealth, yet
oblivious to these actions as reproducing ‘the political and economic sub-
structures of capitalist society’ (Offe and Ronge, 1984: 121).

AAddvveerrttiissiinngg  hhiissttoorryy,,  ttiimmee  aanndd  tthhee  ccoommmmooddiittyy--ffoorrmm

In Marxist analysis, it is at the level of commodity fetishism and the correspond-
ing cultural collaborations of subjects that we find the powerful ideological
effects of advertising. Marxist analysts identify the capitalization of commodity
production as unleashing powerful incentives for the development of tech-
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niques, which create new territories for producing exchange-value. Modern
advertising is said to have emerged as a response to particular historical crises
in the reproduction of exchange-value. Of significance was the transition to
monopoly capitalism in 1900 which entailed a shift from ‘absolute surplus
value’ to ‘relative surplus value’ (Goldman, 1995). Early forms of capitalist
expropriation of the means of production entailed a strategy of absolute surplus
value extraction, which demanded extended working hours at reduced rates of
pay. In this situation, socially necessary labour time contained within the work-
ing day remains constant, while surplus labour time is significantly increased.
Absolute surplus value also has a direct bearing on the technologies of produc-
tion, as it attempts to yield an increased magnitude of output,
while retaining the rate of variable capital inputs at a level which does not
threaten the rate of surplus value. Broadly speaking, absolute surplus value is
defined technically ‘as any increase in the sum of surplus labour-time worked,
regardless of the form that this takes, and without any alteration of the rate
of variable capital that is required to generate that surplus labour time’ (Lee,
1993: 121).

The quantity of labour time necessitated in the appropriation of profit
through absolute surplus value quite clearly runs up against certain
concrete barriers of time and space. At its bare minimum, labour requires
some portion of the working day to be set aside for its recuperation.
Consequently, a strategy of absolute surplus value extraction will inevitably
encounter formidable problems. An indication of these limitations is pro-
vided in E.P. Thompson’s (1967) seminal essay ‘Time Work Discipline and
Industrial Capitalism’. He identifies the transition from agricultural pro-
duction to industrial production, in the eighteenth century, as having cre-
ated a radical disruption to the qualitative rhythms of agriculture and
artisan craft-based work. Thompson argues that the rise of industrial capital-
ism precipitated a marked transformation in the dominant ‘task-orientated’
temporal consciousness, towards a greater synchronization of labour and
more exact time routines. These changes entailed the internalization of a
more rational, quantitative ‘time orientation’ to labour and life. Thrift
and abstemiousness were enjoined on all workers as the new time ethic
combined with the Protestant work ethic to produce a utilitarian economic
approach to time. As early industrial production progressed, tensions
emerged between the abstemiousness values of the Protestant work ethic
and capitalism’s desire to draw all members of society into distributing
commodities through the market (Ewen, 1977). The long hours of work
demanded by absolute surplus value extraction, coupled with an interest in
savings and investments among the workforce, arrested the spread of the
commodity-form. Consequently, many reproductive activities (e.g., prepar-
ing food) and social activities (e.g., leisure pursuits) continued to exist out-
side of the cash nexus. Capitalist development under these conditions was
not successful in absorbing the population into fully commodified relations.
And patterns of consumption adequate to permit subsistence persisted in
the form of non-commodity relations (Goldman, 1995).
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The transition to monopoly capitalism in 1900 witnessed a systemic
transformation in capitalist accumulation from a strategy of absolute sur-
plus value to ‘relative surplus value’. Relative surplus value extraction
entails reducing working hours through an increased productivity of labour
and the development of technology in the mechanization and rationaliza-
tion of the labour process (Goldman, 1995: 16). Broadly speaking, relative
surplus value involves increasing surplus labour time without extending
the duration of the working day. It is predicated on the introduction of
strategies designed to achieve the curtailment of socially necessary labour
time, through the reorganization of the mode of production (Lee, 1993).
Inevitably this will involve the rationalization of the labour process and a
redeployment of the activities of labour (ibid.: 121). A regime of relative
surplus value also necessitates the stimulation of growth through the tech-
nological development of productive forces. Collectively, these changes will
dramatically modify the appearance of commodities. Marx argued that
embedded in goods are located the social relations of production which
in turn constitute the commodity-form. The historical transition from
absolute to relative surplus value extraction greatly reduced production
time and enabled the increased circulation of mass-produced standardized
articles. These developments, combined with higher rates of pay, signifi-
cantly extended commodified relations. In the Critique of Political Economy
(1971), Marx anticipated the need for modern capitalist accumulation to
maintain specific and corresponding social formations, in order to sustain
their pursuit of profit and existing relations of production.

TThhee  rriissee  ooff  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg  aass  aa  vveehhiiccllee  ffoorr  iinnccuullccaattiinngg  ttiimmee  ddiisscciipplliinnee  

Marxist analysts of advertising history identify the transition to monopoly
capitalism as witnessing an unprecedented level of capitalist expansion into
new markets. Monopoly capitalism required the creation of more avenues
to absorb an abundance of new commodities and provide outlets for capi-
tal investment. Axiomatic to these processes was the development of an
ideology of industrialism, which was intent on stabilizing working cultures
and inculcating them into a system of synchronized labour. The clock time
of industrial work was an assault on the senses of industrial workers. The
rhythms of the seasons, movements of the sun, and other qualitative cate-
gories of predominance in pre-modern societies, largely governed agricul-
tural production. Conversely, industrial production required workers to
become acclimatized to the precise divisions of clock time but this was no
easy task and cultural historians have variously documented how the tran-
sition to a greater synchronization of labour, and a greater exactitude in
time routine, was fraught with resistance and agitation.

Ewen (1977) provides a particularly engaging account of the USA and
the widespread working-class resistances to industrial capitalism in the
early twentieth century. His book, Captains of Consciousness: Advertising
and the Social Roots of the Consumer Culture, is an oft cited account of the
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American advertising industry and its conditions of emergence. Ewen
contends that the early history of industrialization was marked by tensions
between the working lifestyles of a pre-industrial order and the mechanized
rhythms of factory production. Workers largely resisted the invasion of cap-
italist ideals into work and lifestyles. These tensions ‘precipitated crises of
widespread social unrest and violent clashes between workers and those
employed to protect the interests of capital’ (Ewen, 1977: 8). Within this
context, the factory struggled to become an arena of reliable production.
Legislative responses to these conflicts were unabated in attacking orga-
nized labour, and restricting the rights of working-class people to challenge
a lack of self-determination in the industrialized labour process.

In these early stages of industrial capitalism, dissension manifested in the
form of disgruntled resistance. As industrial capitalism progressed in its
imposition of time discipline, resistance among the working classes shifted
from a ‘fight against time’ to oppositions ‘about time’ (Thompson, 1967).
Similarly, Ewen observes that by the early twentieth century the real issue
that confronted workers ‘was the development of an industrial system
which would be geared toward meeting people’s needs; a system in which
work and misery would no longer be synonymous’ (1977: 9). What is of
particular interest here is the response of the business community to this
historical crisis of social control. Ewen states that the ‘move in industrial
thought was in the direction of “human management” – a more affirmative
approach to discipline’ (ibid.: 12). “Human management” required that
businessmen confront the issue of industrial management through strate-
gies, which coordinated a manipulation of markets with the systematic con-
trol of the labour process. In the United States, industrial leaders contended
that traditional approaches to managing labour had been unsuccessful in
conjoining consumption and industrial discipline. It was deemed necessary
to imagine ways of linking the need to establish a well-assimilated organi-
zation with strategies geared towards achieving commercial success. Under
these conditions, business leaders began to explore the possibilities of a ‘sci-
ence of human engineering’, which would respond to the exigencies of the
productive system and the necessity to control human conduct. Evidence
of this move in industrial thought is provided by the implementation of the
time and motion studies of Frederick W. Taylor. Ewen describes how these
studies ‘attested to the new interaction of business and the social sciences
in confronting the problem of making an often antagonistic work force
behave stably and predictably’ (ibid.: 13).

Similar conclusions are evident in E.P. Thompson’s analysis of time-
discipline and the English Industrial Revolution. Thompson argues that the
Industrial Revolution caused disquiet among workers, because they had no
model of synchronized work against which to measure the benefits of the
dislocations they were suffering. Pre-modern patterns of work had empha-
sized an ‘essential conditioning in different notations of time provided by
different work-situations and their relation to “natural” rhythms’ (1967:
59). Conversely time measurement in industrial capitalism is defined not
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by the task but the value of time when reduced to money. It is only through
an exactitude in time that labour can be conditioned into the mechanical
rhythms of synchronized technology and their surplus labour time be extri-
cated with maximum efficiency.As E.P.Thompson puts it, ‘time is now cur-
rency; it is not passed but spent’ (1967: 61). Thompson observes how the
imperative of synchronized labour translated into a determined assault on
the irregular labour rhythms of the pre-industrial order. Within the intellec-
tual culture of Western Europe, there had occurred important changes in
the apprehension of time. In the Renaissance, intellectuals depicted time
and change in terms of a predetermined system of providential forces. For
example, in Chaucer’s Knight’s Tale, Egeus reminds the sorrowing society
that the world is but a highway ‘And we been pigrymes, passynge to and
fro’. With the growth of industrial capitalism, science and a technological
intervention into the ‘natural’ flow of events, Western intellectual ortho-
doxy begins to adopt a sense of time’s all-consuming power; Tempus edax
rerum was no idle imagining but rather ‘present and real’ (Quinones, 1972).
Elsewhere, the propagandists of discipline within the manufacturing classes
imposed time-sheets, time keepers, informers and fines in their attempt to
tame the irregular labour rhythms of the working classes. Thompson (1967:
38) details a disciplinary measure administered by Josiah Wedgwood in
1810 to his workforce. It stated that ‘Any of the workmen forceing their
way through the Lodge after the time allow’d by the Master forfeits 2/-d’.
Sloth was construed here as a shameful devourer of money. Schools fea-
tured among the many non-industrial institutions involved in the inculca-
tion of ‘time-thrift’. Officials recommended that schools aspire to become
spectacles of habituated regularity. Elementary schools were a particular
site for the systematic indoctrination of the young into time-disciplined
subjects. E.P. Thompson observed that exhortations to punctuality were
written into the day-to-day rules governing elementary education.

The avalanche of criticism, from so many different sources, directed at
traditional work rhythms was not uncontested. Cultural historians fore-
stall have documented how the cementation of synchronized labour was
besieged by resistances (Pollard, 1965). Confrontations over discipline
threatened to disrupt not only the productive system, but also capital-
ism’s need for steady distributive channels and a definite indication of
demand. Ewen (1977) argues that the issue of neutralizing social unrest
became a strategic concern of early industrialist. Social science appeared
to provide an intellectual means of rectifying this situation. Its analyses
of human conduct presented business leaders with an attractive means of
linking the need to produce pacific social relations and the need to
expand consumer markets. Business corporations envisioned an order in
which commodity production and industrial discipline might operate in
conjunction with each other rather than in continued opposition (ibid.:
18). Such responses required a redefinition of the worker. No longer
were workers primarily conceived as producers. They increasingly came
to be regarded as potential ‘citizens of a new industrial civilization’
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(ibid.: 14). The shift to a market economy had already redefined work
relations, removing customary elements of reciprocity and social obliga-
tion. The conversion of workers into ‘citizens of a new industrial civiliza-
tion’ (ibid.: 14) was but a mere extension of these capitalist processes
intent on establishing exchange as the dominant form of social interac-
tion. As citizens, workers were increasingly subject to the laws of the
market which separated labour from other activities and annihilated
organic forms of existence (Hemingway, 1996). Exchange heralded a dis-
tinctly atomistic form of existence and a shifting sense of control over
the labour process. Business communities had begun to explore the
activities of working people beyond their factory roles. And the studies
of human behaviour, conducted by social scientists, proved to be a valu-
able resource for business communities now keen to examine the social
and psychological make-up of workers (Ewen, 1977).

‘Progressive’ social analysts of factory production emphasized the exigent
value of extending social control beyond the factory into the communities
in which workers lived. Ewen provides extracts from business documents
written in the early twentieth century which announce a ‘new profession
for handling men’ and advocates a rationalization aimed at the communi-
ties inhabited by workers (1977: 18). It was thought necessary to provide
an affirmative image of industrial production, one compatible with the dic-
tates of the workplace. Ewen observes how the business community substi-
tuted its early aspirations to be ‘captains of industry’ for ‘a position in which
they could control the entire realm’ (ibid.: 19). They now craved ‘to
become captains of consciousness’ (ibid.: 19). By the early twentieth cen-
tury the ideological vanguard of the business community were assured in
the belief that ‘pacified social relations could be the products of the indus-
trial process’ and that this could be achieved with a scientific knowledge of
consumer markets (ibid.: 14).

As the Industrial Revolution progressed, wage incentives became a pal-
pable reward for the productive consumption of time and a device for orga-
nizing and ensuring markets. Capitalism’s response to the dilemmas of
working-class indiscipline and the need for a system of market control was
‘consumerism’. Historians of advertising trace the formation of modern
advertising back to the emergence of monopoly capitalism and its time-
disciplined systems of market control. The following sections provide a
detailed introduction to the work of key cultural historians who have exam-
ined the rise of mass advertising and linked this to capitalism’s ‘need’ for
time-disciplined subjects.

AAddvveerrttiissiinngg  aanndd  tthhee  mmaassss  pprroodduuccttiioonn  ooff  ttiimmee--ddiisscciipplliinneedd  ccoonnssuummeerrss

Marxist advertising historians in the UK and the USA identify modern
advertising as having emerged during a pivotal economic transition from
‘competitive’ capitalism to ‘corporate’ capitalism (Ewen, 1977; Goldman,
1995, 1994, 1987; Williams, 1980). These writers variously identify the
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1900s through to the mid-1920s as an era in which key Western economies
were transformed from ‘market economies’ to a ‘corporate economies’.
These transformations heralded the emergence of capitalist society and the
reconfiguration of community relations to map the logic and dynamics of
the market.

The social structure of accumulation had historically fostered a rising
technical composition of capital which generated an increased rate of pro-
duction (Goldman, 1994: 191). This was matched by corresponding rates
of consumption, thus stabilizing the circuits of capital investment. By 1910,
burgeoning productivity had effectively saturated the demand for the pri-
mary commodities of daily reproduction (e.g., food, clothing) and capital
was facing a crisis in the reproduction of the commodity-form. Table 3.1
contains statistical accounts of GDP growth during the 1870–1973 in both
the UK and the USA. In the UK, GDP growth had increased by over 50 per
cent between the period 1870–1913 and 1950–73 (Maddison, 1987).
Similar increases are evident in Table 3.2, which contains statistical
accounts of GDP per hour worked during the period 1870–1973. In the
UK, the annual compound growth rates of GDP per hour worked increased
from 1.2 in the period 1870–1913 to 3.2 in the period 1950–73 (1987).
Rifkin (1996: 18) states that between 1920 and 1927 productivity in the
US industrial economy rose by 40 per cent. The growing capabilities of US
manufacturing enabled significant increases in the output per man-hour
which rose by an incredible 5.6 per cent between the period 1919 and
1929 (1996: 18).

Heightened rates of productivity ordinarily would have presented capi-
talist firms with more opportunities to sell things to people. But a series of
crises tendencies had triggered a transition towards a ‘disaccumulation’
stage of capitalist formation (Goldman, 1994). Before the advent of mass
production, commodities were produced for a largely middle- and upper-
class market. Mechanized production had exceeded demand among
wealthier consumers and ‘outstripped the middle class capacity to con-
sume’ (ibid.: 191). Market saturation was now of particular concern to the
leaders of corporate industrial thought, as one exponent presented it:

that was in the days when it was socially necessary to divert wealth from con-
sumption to the uses of capital. That is no longer necessary. With our present
rate of productivity, in fact, it has become foolish and is no longer good busi-
ness. Continuing in that could would destroy capitalism; for there can be no
adequate saving unless there is adequate spending, and spending on a scale
which only the masses, with mass leisure can achieve. (Ernest Elmo Calkins,
quoted in Goldman, 1983: 84)

Capitalism faced a formidable structural crisis in its endeavour to repro-
duce the commodity form. The disjuncture between the productive capac-
ities of capital and a declining rate of consumption threatened the key
variable of circulation time (Goldman, 1994: 191). Capital investment was
perilously concentrated in the sphere of production (Pope, 1983). This
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meant that industrialists were investing much of their resources in machin-
ery and in finished products in anticipation of consumer demand. Any
machinery left idle due to seasonal or unexpected fluctuations in demand
would extend circulation time and threaten the rate of profit (Goldman,
1994). Capital intensivity and high fixed costs equated to a risky combina-
tion of contingencies, which were only exacerbated by the absence of a con-
sumer market of corresponding scale. Some capitalist firms tried to offset
these contradictions by producing and selling more goods. But this merely
exacerbated the problem because saturated markets require even more
down-time in the productive process thus rising circulation time still fur-
ther. Elsewhere, capitalist agencies embarked on the more ambitious task of
overcoming the barriers to capital circulation by systematically transform-
ing ‘cultural meaning in the interest of extending the domain of exchange-
values’ (Goldman, 1987: 691). This required extending the underlying
structure and ideological hegemony of the commodity-form into the realm
of culture (ibid.: 691).

The new ‘corporate economy’, with its loads of cheap mass-produced
goods needed to produce what Ewen calls ‘a continually responsive con-
sumer market’ (1977: 32). Ewen observes how by the 1920s it was largely
recognized that mass production needed more dynamic market growth
both horizontally (from provincial to national demand), vertically (away
from an upper-class customer base) and ideologically (ibid.: 25). The mod-
ern mass producer needed to adopt a nationwide plan which extended
beyond the traditional dependence on local markets. Manufacturers had lit-
tle option other than to create national marketing strategies, especially if
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Table 3.1 Phases of GDP growth, 1870–1973 (average annual compound
growth rates)

1870–1913 1913–1950 1950–1973

UK 1.9 1.3 3.0
USA 4.2 2.8 3.7

Source: Maddison (1987: 650)
Reproduced with permission of Journal of Economic Literature and Professor Angus
Maddison.

Table 3.2 Phases of growth in labour productivity (GDP per hour worked),
1870–1973 (average annual compound growth rates)

1870–1913 1913–1950 1950–1973
UK 1.2 1.6 3.2
USA 2.0 2.4 2.5

Source: Maddison, (1987: 650)
Reproduced with permission of Journal of Economic Literature and Professor Angus
Maddison.
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they were to compete successfully with other manufacturers of the same
goods (Ewen 1977). The construction of ‘national markets’ became a defin-
able response, by business communities, to the exigencies of the productive
system.

As avarice replaced thrift in the ideology of industrialism, so ‘it became
imperative to invest labour with a financial power and a psychic desire to
consume’ (ibid.: 25). But this required overcoming a culture of parsimony
which had tended to define consumption in the literal sense in which it
meant ‘to pillage’, ‘to subdue’ and ‘to exhaust’ (Rifkin, 1996: 19). Consumption
was a word steeped in negative meaning, and it needs also to be recognized,
that as late as the 1920s it was a word used to denote the deadly disease
tuberculosis. This ominous linguistic history highlights the immense meta-
morphosis of consumption. Businesses were no longer merely concerned
with providing for existing markets; rather, foresighted companies began to
adopt the creation of new markets as a function of massification. It is within
this context that the advertising industry emerged as a tool of social order
with the purpose of ‘solidifying the productive process while at the same
time parrying anticorporate feeling’ (Ewen, 1977: 19). Advertising in its
corporate era materialized as a specialized vehicle for reproducing and
expanding the commodity-form. The first generation of advertising was
engaged in the process of appropriating and reworking the sphere of cul-
ture into utility constructs for the purpose of expropriating exchange-value.
Figure 3.1 is an example of this generation of reason-why advertising.
Reason-why advertisements were designed to appeal to the rational utility
of discerning consumers. They emphasized objective calculable properties
embodied by the product and encouraged reasoned judgment. Quaint as
many of these advertisements may now seem, their form defined the indus-
try’s burning ambition to formulate a science of persuasion based on ratio-
nal utility.

As the momentum of capital investment came to be skewed towards
intensive capital production, it was imperative that social life be harnessed
to fuel the engines of capitalist expansion (Goldman, 1994: 190). During
these early stages of corporate advertising, cultural meanings were appro-
priated and reworked ‘to establish the legitimacy of commodity consump-
tion while they also labored to put the stamp of legitimacy on personal
desire’ (ibid.: 193). Where once consumers sought out reliable commodi-
ties, now goods manufacturers mobilized advertising expertise in the pur-
suit of reliable consumers. As Ewen puts it:

The functional goal of national advertising was the creation of desires and
habits. In tune with the need for mass distribution that accompanied the devel-
opment of mass production capabilities, advertising was trying to produce in
readers personal needs which would dependently fluctuate with the expanding
market place. (1977: 37)

Advertising promoted itself as an effective instrument for the creation of a
society composed of people self-motivated to consume an endless supply of
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commodities. It was seen as the key to creating cultural homogeneity, a
feature which at the time appeared vital to sustaining national markets.
Advances in this direction had already been made by advertising academics
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Figure 3.1 Reason-why advertising and the utility of time, AGA cooker
advert, 1932

Source: Reproduced by permission of AGA. Image courtesy of the Advertising
Archives.
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in their endeavours to identify a general conception of human instincts. In
a series of seminal publications extending from 1901 to 1908, Walter Dill
Scott introduced direct links between advertising and psychology.
Advertising, according to Dill Scott (1908), functions to ‘influence human
minds’, consequently, its scientific basis could only be psychology. Indeed,
the establishment of advertising psychology as a field of expertise is accred-
ited to Scott’s highly acclaimed book, published in 1908, and entitled The
Psychology of Advertising. This book made claims to the existence of human
instincts which motivated individuals to consume in identifiably pre-
dictable ways. Advertisers merely had to create promotional devices which
would appeal to the right instincts and excite the urge to buy. It is here that
we see the establishment of further links between advertising, capitalism
and the creation of time-disciplined consumers.

TThhee  qquueessttiioonn  ooff  ttiimmee  iinn  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg  ppssyycchhoollooggyy  

In the early twentieth century, advertising knowledges were largely informed
by a technical-rational view of consumers as knowable, limited entities,
whose characteristics could be captured in the same way as could the char-
acteristics of natural phenomena. The linear rationality of this model of
consumption is illustrated as thus. ‘Felt need’/problem recognition’ – the
start of the ‘decision-making process’ – is described as a felt disparity
between a present and an anticipated state. An everyday example here
might be realizing the ‘need’ for a new domestic appliance. This disparity,
or ‘need’, is reconciled through ‘search’ (i.e., product information gathering
and its deliberation). Once the ‘need’ for a new domestic appliance has
been realized, the ‘rationally motivated’ discerning consumer then sets
about deliberating and choosing between a plethora of options. This search
is facilitated by approaching a particular space (e.g., the supermarket) and
drawing upon a specific past experience – stored information, or memory.
Buyer behaviour is thus a product of past experience, present simulation
(e.g., advertising) and future anticipations. It is understood as a chronolog-
ical event-based process brought about by deliberate, cognitive activity.
Knowledge of the consumer resides in the elicitation of those objective
variables, which govern decision-making. While decision-making models
continue to be informed by a technical-rational view of consumers, early
challenges to this orthodoxy appeared in 1908 with the publication of Dill
Scott’s The Psychology of Advertising. This publication famously
challenged the rational decision-making models of its era. Consumers
were defined in Dill Scott’s advertising discourse as non-rational beings
who could be persuaded to purchase through the tactical use of a ‘strong
impression’, which appealed less to their reasoned judgement and more
to their ‘desires’. Consumers in this discourse were not infinitely malleable,
but rather impulsive beings with an insatiable appetite for irrational
buying appeals. By the 1920s the new gospel of behaviourism was being
widely adopted by advertising professionals. The challenge to reason-why
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advertising was appealing, not because it represented an advance in consumer
psychology, but because it advanced efforts to differentiate fundamentally
equivalent products in an increasingly oligopolistic market place (Pope,
1983: 14).

For advertisers, the creation of ‘desires’ among consumers involved
motivating them not only to buy products but also to experience a self-
conscious reflection, both socially and psychically. Elements of this
approach can also be traced to the psychologist Henry Floyd Allport
(1924) who argued ‘our consciousness of ourselves is largely a reflection of
the consciousness which others have of us … My idea of myself is rather
my own idea of my neighbour’s view of me’ (1924: 325, quoted in Ewen,
1977: 34). Allport’s ‘social self’ departed from the self-contained individ-
ual of classical bourgeois ideology. In contrast to the classical conception
of self–reliance, he theorized a concept of the ‘self’ as dependent upon the
perceptions of others. Ewen (1977: 34) observes how ‘this notion of the
individual as the object of continual and harsh social scrutiny underscored
the argument of much of the ad texts of the decade [the 1920s]’. It was
assumed that that people could be conditioned to seek respite from the
objectifications of public scrutiny through consumption. A surfeit of such
advertisements is widely available in archives, but one example is as
follows:

Madame A.T. Rowley’s TOILET MASK (OR FACE GLOVES). Is a natural
beautifier for bleaching and preserving the skin and removing complexional
imperfections. It is soft and flexible in form and can be worn without discom-
fort or inconvenience. It is recommended by eminent physicians and scientists
as a substitute for injurious cosmetics. Complexion blemishes may be hidden
imperfectly by cosmetics and powders, but can only be removed permanently
by the Toilet Mask. By its use every kind of spots impurities, roughness etc.,
vanish from the skin, leaving it soft, clear, brilliant and beautiful. It is harmless,
costs little and saves pounds uselessly expended for cosmetics, powders, lotions
etc., It prevents and removes wrinkles and is both a complexion preserver and
a beautifier. (quoted in Nevett, 1982: 68).

In this advertisement one can see how it is entirely in the interests of man-
ufacturers to espouse a construct of the self as always being scrutinized.The
statement that ‘Complexion blemishes may be hidden imperfectly by cos-
metics and powders’ constructs a notion of ‘being’ in which every moment
is defined in response to the unceasing ‘gaze’ of others. And the intention
to eliminate ‘Imperfection’ clearly appeals to a desire for self-perfection in
a scrutinizing world. The manufacturer presents the Toilet Mask as a solu-
tion to problems which arise only through the consumer’s identification
with a particular construct of the social world. Yet the consumption of the
product is also an objectified action defined through the tentative gaze of
other consumers, who are also keen to affirm their self-identity amidst pub-
lic scrutiny. These tensions are heightened in the swift, swirling Gesellschaft
of capitalist societies, in which the first impression of strangers may be all
that one has as an indicator of character (Corrigan, 1997: 68).
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Roland Marchand’s Advertising the American Dream (1985) examines
advertising in the 1920s and the 1930s and its role in assimilating immi-
grant populations into commodity culture. His analysis develops the con-
cept of the ‘tableau vivant’ (or living tableau) prominent in literary analyses
of nineteenth-century theatre. Marchand reminisces about an era before
the mass circulation of signs, when theatre operated to provide its audi-
ences with visual images of things known only through verbal description.
Theatre performances would often enact historic events, re-create spectac-
ular occurrences and the lives of important ancestors in living tableaus.
Marchand reminds us how the living tableau would attempt to capture the
time of the event, through frozen poses which would be held for extended
durations. The advertising aesthetics of the 1920s and the 1930s are iden-
tified by Marchand as having direct trajectories in the frozen forms of the
living tableau. Audiences, less accustomed to a surfeit of signs, are thought
to have fastidiously observed advertising imagery in the search for guide-
lines to the latest cultural standards (O’Barr, 1994). Advertising psychology
begins to play a pivotal role in the creation of the eternally fearful social
actor, with an insatiable desire to consume products that deceptively
appear to ameliorate the negative conditions of social objectification.

CCoonnssuummeerr  mmoottiivvaattiioonnss::  tthhee  ppssyycchhoollooggyy  ooff  tthhee  wwoorrlldd  ooff  oobbjjeeccttss  

During the 1950s there continued to be an intimate connection, both insti-
tutionally and intellectually, between advertising and psychology.
Psychologists at that time were raising intellectual questions which mir-
rored advertising’s concern to gain scientific knowledge of decision-making
in order to predict buyer behaviour. The psychological disposition of the
consumer became an integral feature of commercial discourse. And adver-
tising was keen to adopt psychology’s accrescent constructions of human
behaviour. With the advent of Freudian analysis, the intellectual field of
psychology increasingly began to articulate challenges to the rational psy-
chic operator (a homo economicus). The assumption that there are uncon-
scious mental processes which motivate people to act towards certain goals
achieved a significant level of orthodoxy in advertising circles. Indeed, by
the 1960s, advertising professionals generally acknowledged the belief that
it was insufficient to merely know the market facts or technical information
about a product. Advertising experts also had to ‘learn to understand the
deeper meaning of the products and services’ (Dichter, 1964: v). Freudian
analysis directly informed the theoretical contributions of the Institute of
Motivational Research, established in 1946. Its director, Ernest Dichter,
declared the purpose of the institute to be that of ‘finding answers to the
“why” of human actions in order to develop appropriate strategy to bring
about desired results and goals’ (ibid.: vii).

An appreciation of this era of advertising discourse and the specific
forms, in which motivations are related to drives, requires an understanding
of Freud’s psychoanalytic theory. Freud’s theories concerning the ego (basis
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of consciousness) and the id (basis of the subconscious), emphasized the
significance of symbolic and unconscious motivations to the formation of
subjectivity. Freud’s theories of the ego, the id and the superego (the moral
and judicial aspects of personality) introduced a new dimension of analysis
into the analysis of human psyche. Nevertheless, the concept of uncon-
scious aspects of the human psyche was not unique to Freud. Philosophers
had debated for centuries the reverential status of consciousness relative to
non-consciousness. In classical Greek philosophy, time represents an infi-
nite form of consciousness available to the gods, whereas non-infinite con-
sciousness (subconscious) was reserved for humans (Krishnan and Trappey,
1999: 452). What distinguished Freud’s account of the unconscious was its
substantive status as a phenomenon of infinite form and not merely ‘the
name of what is latent at the moment’ (Jacobs, 1998: 31). In Freud’s analy-
sis, the subconscious is an important aspect of the human mind with its
own peculiar characteristics not in evidence elsewhere. Freud believed that
it was imperative to human civilization for there to be a psychical realm
where that which is deemed unacceptable to the conscious mind can be
held. The human psyche involves a constant struggle to balance the desire
for immediate gratification with the need to follow social convention and
adhere to the normative order.

This Freudian model was further developed by behavioural scientists, so
as to formulate links between the human psyche and observed behaviour.
Human behaviour was seen as a result of unconscious efforts to control
inner drives and instincts motivated by petty emotions, sexual desire and
anxiety. Advertising readily embraced this development in psychodynamic
discourse and eagerly placed irrationality at the heart of consumer behav-
iour. Individuals were conceived as differentiating from one another on the
basis of the unconscious nature of personality and motivation. And con-
sumers were increasingly assumed to be ‘motivated by symbolic as well as
economic-functional product concerns’ (Michman, 1991: 22). Thus, along-
side the recognizable rational psychic operator of classical consumer theory
was thought to exist a polymorphously hedonistic subjective component of
the self, unperturbed by a sense of obligation and driven by pleasure
(Bowlby, 1993: 115). This belief in the existence of intimate connections
between the psychic characteristics of consumers and their product responses
spawned a proliferation of psychographic methods. Psychographics refers to
the empirical application of the behavioural and social sciences to market-
ing research (Gunter and Furnham, 1992: 34). Psychographic methods take
the form of interpretative techniques, such as in-depth interviewing, specif-
ically designed with the aim of gaining access to subconscious motivations.
Armed with an array of psychodynamic methods, advertising practitioners
attempted to penetrate the consumer’s inner world of fantasy and dynamic
processes.

The prospect of delving into the consumer’s psyche and finally knowing
the paradoxical mix of motivations for buying astounded clients and
enticed advertising practitioners. Dill Scott (1908) had paved the way for
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advertising psychologists to recognize the role of suggestion as a motivation
in purchasing. He had already pronounced that ‘Man has been called the
reasoning animal but he could with greater truthfulness be called the crea-
ture of suggestion’ (quoted in Pope, 1983: 240–1). Dill Scott called into
question the linear temporality of reason-why advertising by stating that ‘it
is very difficult … to get the public to think along a new line, because they
cannot connect the new fact with their previous experience, i.e., they can-
not apperceive it’ (quoted in Pope, 1983: 242). During the 1950s, psycho-
dynamic conceptions of consumer subjectivity gained increasing support,
achieving its zenith in the 1960s, in the form of motivation research.

The incorporation of motivation research into advertising practice was
largely pioneered by the clinical psychologist Ernest Dichter. Motivation
research, in contrast to reason-why advertising, emphasizes the psycholog-
ical and symbolic aspects of consumption. In essence, motivation research
is premised on the idea that the consumer’s psyche is governed by irrational
insecurities and erotic desires which take the form of suppressed and
repressed motives. Suppression and repression are attendant features of the
conscious and subconscious mind. It was presumed by these early propo-
nents of motivational theory that a causal link existed between intrinsic
human drives and consumer behaviour. As Dichter puts it:

The number of human motivations is limitless. Most of them play a role in the
activities of communication, such as selling, advertising and persuasions.
Everything that is human is the subject and object of human action and thus
of motivations. (1964: 385)

Advertisers have to navigate the deepest recesses of the self in order to
entice the consumer. The presence of the id, in the human psyche, was
believed to encourage in consumers an infantile predisposition to discern-
ing how something was communicated rather than why (Leiss et al., 1990:
144). Indeed, Dichter proclaimed that our basic motivations ‘have their
explanation in a protest against the very smoothness, cleanliness and free-
dom from friction that we daydream of as the ideal world’ (1964: 2).
Rational orderliness ‘are deep-down threats to our desire for independence’
(ibid.: 2). Consequently, consumers do not calculate the cost and benefits
of products; rather, they are easily persuaded by suggestion and image.
Motivational advertising messages were designed to be ‘hidden persuaders’,
which have the propensity to stimulate a chain of responses. They should
stimulate attention, bombard consciousness, arouse central association and
affect action (Pope, 1983).

The advertisement in Figure 3.2 is emblematic of the impact of psycho-
dynamic discourse on the advertising aesthetic, which epitomized the 1950s
and 1960s. In psychodynamic discourse, time is presumed to represent a kind
of synoptic view of events residing in the peculiar nature of the human
consciousness, the mind or psyche, which therefore precedes all human
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Figure 3.2 ‘Welcome to a new world of driving!’ US magazine advertisement,
1950s

Source: Image Courtesy of the Advertising Archives.
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experience as its condition (Holbrook, 1986). We live time and are only
partially conscious of its passing. Philosophically, this view presumes that
‘time is the infinite form of consciousness’ (Krishnan and Trappey, 1999:
452). Motivation research in the 1960s acknowledged the importance of time
to the subconscious mind and its propensity to significantly determine con-
sumer behaviour. This is effectively exemplified by Ernest Dichter’s (1964)
account of ‘memory’. According to Dichter, memory is a vital component of
the self. Memory arises from ‘traces’ of previous experience, which are stim-
ulated or activated by present consciousness. In advertising communication
the individual message might be forgotten on reception, ‘but it leaves a trace
that will form, together with all other traces, a composite trace system, which
is really then the remembered fact’ (ibid.: 435).

Advertising psychology had long since been concerned that ‘our memo-
ries gradually fade with time’ (Howard, 1932: 128). In 1932, D.T. Howard
published a revised edition of Dill Scott’s (1908) classic text. His revised
text detailed practical solutions to the fact that memory retrieval is more
difficult than storage. Howard identifies three advertising techniques for
‘fixing things’ in the memories of consumers. These techniques are ‘the
mechanical’, ‘the ingenious’, and ‘the judicious’. Thus, ‘the mechanical
method’ involves the repetition of a message across, days, weeks and
months. Howard provides the following guidance on how best to adminis-
ter this method:

the name of the product should be clearly repeated over and over, so that it
becomes strongly impressed on the memory of the reader, and if possible the
chief uses of the article should be emphasized again and again. It is also good
practice to include in every advertisement, information as to where the article
can be purchased. (1932: 132)

Howard questioned the efficacy of sheer repetition as a method of fixing an
impression among consumers. Nevertheless, he went on to argue that ‘if as
we repeat the item, we give it attention, think of it in its relation to other
things, the repetition will aid in memorizing’ (ibid.: 131). A second method
of fixing an impression in involved the adoption of what Howard called ‘the
ingenious method’. This approach required the use of novelty rhyme,
rhythm and ‘motor reinforcement’. Ingenuity was linked to the ability to
‘intrigue the reader in the same way that an appropriate nick-name or slo-
gan “catches on” with people’ (ibid.: 133). Axiomatic to this approach is the
association of time with mnemonics. Thus Howard argued that the ‘inge-
nious method’ is capable of making a mnemonic impression ‘when the
rhyme or alliteration is brief, pungent and undeniably appropriate’ (ibid.:
134). The third of Howard’s advertising strategies for fixing an impression
is ‘the judicial method’. Described as the ‘natural method of association’,
‘the judicial method’ relied upon the consumer’s capacity to classify infor-
mation by making links to previous experiences (ibid.: 134). The advertiser
adopting this method would have to ‘show the reader the significance of a
proposition or article in his own life and affairs’ (ibid.: 136). Howard
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provides the following guidance on how best to administer ‘the judicial
method’:

He [the advertiser] must know where he [the consumer] lives, what he does,
what he hopes for and what he values. He must have the customer’s ‘point of
view’. Again he must know his product, and its many uses and applications.
Finally he must use the utmost inventiveness in discovering how to find a link
between the article and the customer’s affairs and in exhibiting this relation in
a way that will be impressive. (ibid.: 136)

Underlying Howard’s account of memory is a notion of time, in which
events are ordered in a linear chronology, with prior memory having a
causal influence upon succeeding occurrences. In Dichter’s (1964) motiva-
tion theory, memory traces are also the product of suppressed and repressed
motives locked in the deep recesses of the human psyche. Abreaction refers
to the release of a buried emotion, which may have been repressed because
it is unresolved or in conflict with accepted aspects of the individual’s psy-
che. Psychoanalytic theory describes the process of abreaction as producing
a sense of euphoria and experience of lightheartedness as the repressed con-
flict is resolved. Dichter discerns direct links between abreaction and the
manner in which some individuals relate to products. Commodities might
run up against the individual’s biographical experiences and precipitate
‘hidden guilt feelings’ (ibid.: 387). Nevertheless, abreaction can be a posi-
tive reinforcement, whereby an individual might use a product to gain
emotional release. To this purpose, Dichter detailed measures that advertis-
ers should follow in order to facilitate positive abreaction. Such measures
include the incorporation of a symbol of the past designed to signify to the
next generation that an act is socially acceptable.

The advertisement in Figure 3.3 is resonant with several aspects of
Dichter’s motivational account of abreaction especially with regards to the
statement ‘Welcome to a new world of driving!’. Dichter advised that
advertisers incorporate parental figures as well as the ‘old-fashioned prod-
uct itself’ to overcome the transference of negative abreactions and resis-
tance to the representation of changing times. In this sense the presence of
the tyre in Figure 3.1 signifies both an object of utility (as recognized by
past generations) and also part of a new uninhibited world of driving. At a
further level of analysis, the advertisement connotes a sense of cathexis in
which the observer is encouraged to form an emotional attachment with an
object, which then forms an outlet for psychic energy. The advertisement’s
landscape is a field of dreams in which psyche energy may be cathected into
narcissism or sexual love for another person. In psychoanalytic theory,
cathexis is inextricably linked to self-development. Psyche energy accu-
mulated in the process of individual development can be effectively
neutralized through its subjection to reason and the ego (ibid.: 399). But
psyche energy, which is ineffectively neutralized through these means,
might be directed into obsessive forms of relationships. Dichter defined the
tendency for consumers to develop compelling attachments to objects as a
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manifestation of unneutralized psyche energy. Advertising communication
needed to be cognizant of this intimate relationship between self and
object. Failing to reciprocate cathexis can literally make the consumer ‘feel
like a rejected lover, and like a spurned lover, his cathected psyche energy
will be transformed from positive to negative’ (ibid.: 399). Dichter’s belief
in the possibilities of drives to propel consumers into action is also evident
in his account of ‘closure’. He defines closure as ‘the inner tension toward
completion’ (ibid.: 400). Psychoanalytic theory portrays the ego as that part
of the self which is driven by a desire to ‘organize their world into a simple
and complete meaningful entity’ (ibid.: 400). Indeed, it has been suggested
that ‘an effort towards consistency plays much the same role in our cogni-
tive life that homeostasis plays in our biological drives’ (Miller, 1962: 296).
The apparent existence of such human desires presents advertisers with
immense opportunities. Dichter argued that any disruption to the narrative
sequence of an advertisement creates a ‘tension to closure’ in the viewer. In
such circumstances the consumer is transformed into an active participant
keen to reconcile the ‘tension to closure’ (1964: 400). Dichter’ believed
that this dynamic interplay of suppressed and repressed lived experiences
has the effect of producing in individuals unconscious motivations that are
manifest in observed behaviour.

In motivation theory, consumption is the direct consequence of uncon-
scious motives and drives aroused by outside influences. Advertising func-
tions to unlock the mind’s inner experience. Indeed, the task of the
advertiser is defined, in this psychodynamic discourse, as revealing the ‘con-
nections, conscious bridging experiences or personal references per minute
that the subject makes between the content of the persuasive stimulus and
the content of his own life’ (Krugman, 1966–1967: 584). Motivation theory
postulates that our daily decisions are governed by drives, over which
we have little conscious control. In this sense, advertising is beneficent, in
that it provides a means by which consumers can achieve self-knowledge.
Dichter adopts this form of altruistic pros in a chapter entitled the ‘Tyranny
of Things’ (1964). Here he argues that ‘modern advertising has to learn to
combine personal attitudes toward life with the material thing embodying
them’ (ibid.: 1). The human mind is a projector of meaning and also ‘a
receiver of things which surround it’ (ibid.: 5). Personal growth is a process
of interaction with material objects. Human beings have the propensity to
endow material objects with symbolic meaning. Subjectivity is, therefore,
inextricably linked with the objects that surround us, for they ‘serve as a
kind of mirror which reflects our own image’ (ibid.: 6). Advertising profes-
sionals are urged to delve into the intrinsic meaning that objects have for
individuals. In so doing, advertisers will come to recognize that ‘the knowl-
edge of the soul of things is possibly a very direct and new and revolution-
ary way of discovering the soul of man’ (ibid.: vi). Advertising’s ability to
bring to the fore ‘the description of the power and meaning of various types
of objects’ was believed to enable the revelation of ‘new aspects of the per-
sonality of modern man’ (ibid.: 6). And this was quite clearly defined by
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Dichter as the beneficent duty of advertising, for ‘the more intimate
the knowledge that a man has of many different types of products, the
richer his life will be’ (ibid.: 6). Advertisers were to become ‘captains of
consciousness’ (Ewen, 1977).

Indeed, such was the popularity of the belief that advertisers could sub-
liminally control consumer behaviour, that the criticism of manipulation
and the ability of advertisers to deprive people of freedom became com-
mon currency (Foxall et al., 1998). The sedimentation of this view in
popular culture was evident in Hollywood movies and especially the
pseudo-documentary The Manchurian Candidate. This suspense thriller is
set in the early 1950s during the height of McCarthyist political paranoia,
which had fuelled the obscurantist fear that the Communists were plotting
to control the USA via brainwashing techniques (Dirks, 2006). The film’s
provocative storyline reflected wider concerns about the emerging role of
television broadcasting in determining public affairs and shaping vulnerable
minds. The possibility that advertisers could deploy subliminal messages to
brainwash consumers, even sparked measures by the government to regu-
late advertising (Leiss et al., 1990). In retrospect, such governmental reac-
tion seems naïve and unwarranted. Nevertheless the pervasiveness of
psychodynamic constructions of consumer subjectivity heralded perturbing
new times. Psychodynamic theory had propelled the subconscious mind
into advertising discourse and in so doing linked the realm of subjectivity
ever more closely to commercial objectives. But this new regime of capital-
ist accumulation was distinct in its endeavour to define commodities as
‘organic extensions of personality’ (Diggins, 1978: 101).

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

Marx observed the value of a commodity to be determined by the labour
time necessary to produce it. ‘As values, all commodities are only definite
masses of congealed labour-time’ (2003: 47). Marx further observed that ‘the
value of a commodity, therefore, varies directly as the quantity, and inversely
as the productiveness, of the labour incorporated in it’ (ibid.: 48). In this
sense, ‘nothing can have value, without being an object of utility. If the thing
is useless, so is the labour contained in it; the labour does not count as labour,
and therefore creates no value’ (ibid.: 48). Advertising’s preoccupation with
time discipline in the early nineteenth century and then use-value in the early
twentieth century provided clear links between the clock-time of the produc-
tive economy and consumption. If a commodity can be shown to yield util-
ity, then the labour time invested in its production and time required for its
consumption can be clearly communicated to the consumer. Time is trans-
formed into an object which exists external to the individual, in fixed
immutable units (hours/minutes/seconds). These units in turn yield an
implicit utility to the consumer (e.g., time-saving products). This implicit
utility facilitates the transformation of time and space into monetary values.
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The clockwork precision of this mechanistic form of time encouraged its
application to reason-why advertising and a wide variety of utilitarian buying
instances. In reason-why advertising, time is a controllable scarce resource; a
pressure in decision-making; an exchangeable commodity; and a principal
component of risk. Consumers were encouraged to perceive objects as
embodying substantive utility value. As ‘the value of the commodity repre-
sents human labour in the abstract’ (Marx, 2003: 51), consumption involves
workers in the fetishized product of their labour time. Consequently, this first
generation of advertising operated to obscure the extent to which the utility
value of a commodity derives from the expropriation of labour time.

Corporate leaders of the Fordist era anticipated that advertising commu-
nication would create a more homogeneous national market for standard-
ized manufactured goods. Advertising would teach workers the benefits of
consumption and ameliorate discontent while also ‘breeding consumer con-
sciousness’ (Pope, 1983: 258). Once consumers could recognize the techni-
cal performance of a commodity-mass production could then achieve its
objective to stimulate the mass consumption of manufactured merchan-
dise. Even Henry Ford had recognized that the standardization and rigidity
of assembly-line production imposed on consumers the incongruous choice
that ‘you can have any color you like, so long as it’s black’. The hope was
that mass advertising would provide an efficacious fit between the mecha-
nistic rhythms of assembly production and the timing of consumer
demand. Conversely, the dramatic technological advancements in produc-
tivity, during the post-war era, linked prosperity with profusion and not
standardization (ibid.: 259). Many of the conditions which forced manufac-
turers into capital-intensive, large batch production began to disappear.
Technological advances meant that it cost less to make small batches.
Automation enabled manufacturers to reduce the carrying costs of the huge
inventories of machinery parts that mass-production systems require. This,
combined with flexible production methods, meant that it no longer cost
vast amounts to change the mix of products a factory turned out (ibid.:
260). The cost advantages of short production runs significantly reduced
the capital costs of diverse outputs. Lean production also meant that it no
longer took as long to change product specifications. Production technology
was now less inclined towards standardized homogeneous markets and the
nascient appeal to mass consumers (ibid.: 260). Elsewhere developments in
marketing knowledge were directly challenging the ‘advertiser’s dreams
that their products would be universally and permanently welcomed into
consumers’ lives’ (ibid.: 262). In the USA, marketing experts had observed
that products over time were subject to the laws of diminishing profits,
whereby ‘products start as novelties, develop into distinctive and protected
specialties and then degenerate into undifferentiated commodities’ (ibid.:
262). The product life-cycle concept was widely received as a warning to
the business community of the need to segment markets, for ‘even regular
customers are unlikely to stay loyal to the same brand forever’ (ibid.: 262).
The scale and speed of manufacturing growth required a more diversified
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approach to consumer markets and advertising officials responded to this
changing climate.

The creation of ‘fancied needs’ was one means by which the advertising
of this early mass industrial period enticed consumers into transcending the
desire to satisfy utilitarian needs. The department stores and illustrated
magazines of the early twentieth century promised consumers dreams
which only manufacturers could realize. This was evidence of advertising’s
growing expertise in achieving what Thorstein Veblen (1994) called the
illusion of existing in the realm of ‘being’. Marx’s homo economicus is
designed to apprehend products as part of the continuous pursuit of
maximum utility. Use-values are the ‘material depositories of exchange-
value’ and both properties are intrinsic characteristics of the productive
process (Sayer, 1989: 50). When human beings are regarded primarily as
producers, it becomes difficult to comprehend the location of advertising
psychology in capitalist accumulation. Nevertheless, psychodynamic theory
was intent on effecting a ‘self-conscious change in the psychic economy’
(Ewen, 1977: 35).

In Dichter’s motivation theory, consumers ‘do not buy simply the utili-
tarian, timber-and-nails value of a chair, a table or a bureau; rather we buy
its symbolic meaning’ (1964: vii). Advertising incorporates into consump-
tion a semiological dimension, which is conditioned by social status. The
driving force of emulation is especially apparent in those societies where
the accumulation of wealth ‘confers honour’ and ‘invidious distinction’
(Veblen, 1994: 17). But this pressure to consume goods for the purposes of
signifying status is an incessant activity. If the incentive to accumulate was
driven by the desire for functional utility, then consumption might satiate
desire. Given that the motivation to consume ‘is substantially a race for rep-
utability on the basis of an invidious comparison’, no definite satiate is pos-
sible (ibid.: 21). Individuals have to upgrade their consumption to match
‘what is expected of them and feel secure in the possession of the goods
that authenticate their position in the status structure’ (McIntyre, 1992:
45). Veblen observes the growth of conspicuous consumption to have its
primary basis in the social and economic transition to industrial capitalism.
Even in its most rudimentary form, this ‘economic process bears the char-
acter of a struggle between men for the possession of goods’ (Veblen, 1994:
16). Advertising psychology typically defines this struggle as driven by the
human psyche’s unconscious drives, instincts and defences. The consumer
is both the subject and object of deep-seated motivations. And it is the self-
designated role of advertising to ‘bridge the world of objects and the world
of the mind’ (Dichter, 1964: 385). In so doing, advertising functions to
transform subjective sensibilities and visual literacies into the currency of
exchange-value.

The growth of advertising psychology in the post-war era clearly coin-
cided with economic and social trends which transformed the marketing
needs of manufacturing corporations. The business community desperately
needed to convert the psychology of parsimony to one of avarice and
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advertising psychology was suitably versed in the ‘new economic gospel of
consumption’ (Rifkin, 1996: 19). The notion of intrinsic motives natural-
ized the pursuit of immediate gratification and provided cultural legitimacy
to competitive spending and displays of ‘wasted time’. Such circumstances
highlighted the paradox of conspicuous consumption in terms of an ability
to signify status through waste.A highly priced object of art might have aes-
thetic utility and lack practical utility. Similarly an advertisement for a vin-
tage antique will appeal to the cathartic delights of impetuosity when
prompting a beautiful object with limited serviceability. In each of these
examples, the value of the commodity appears less determined by the
quantities of labour time required to produce it. Nevertheless, each of these
examples is evidence of advertising’s trajectories in the struggles of capital
to achieve hegemony over labour. Advertising psychology operates to trans-
form subjectivity into an object, which is dislocated from its original con-
text and re-presented to individuals in the form of commodities. The role
of symbolism as a feature of the mediating tendencies of the human psyche
suggests a distinct form of alienation. Veblen observes how, in order to
achieve recognition through consumption, it is necessary that an individual
achieve a conventional standard of display.As Veblen puts it, ‘a certain stan-
dard of wealth in the one case and of prowess in the other, is a necessary
condition of reputability and anything in excess of this normal amount is
meritorious’ ([1899] 1994: 20). But because of the competitive nature of
conspicuous consumption, the present object of status ascription decreases
in its ability to bestow distinction, as soon as it is widely emulated.
Consequently, the tendency becomes one of making ‘the present pecuniary
standard the point of departure for a fresh increase of wealth’ (ibid.: 20).
Pecuniary emulation is, therefore, marked by a transient attachment to the
present and insatiable desire for a future state of (dis)satisfaction. Indeed,
incessant pecuniary emulation is the most disturbing feature of conspicu-
ous consumption. Invidious comparison can never be favourably satisfied so
long as the cardinal principle of emulation is directed to exceeding the pre-
sent standard. Because of its transient attachment to whatever happens to
be the ‘latest’, advertising directly contributes to a logic of invidious com-
parison predicated on a ‘canonisation of novelty’ (Eby, 1998: 692). In this
sense, advertising is inextricably linked to a form of subjectivity which
never ‘is’ but can only be experienced as incessant ‘becoming’.
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4

Time and the Commodity-Sign

Advertising in the early twentieth century was firmly embedded within a
hermeneutic tradition of rational and utilitarian communication. In seeking
to promote the utility of commodities, advertising entered into a mode of
communication which subordinated aesthetic value to use-value. Indeed,
the golden rules of advertising orthodoxy ‘stipulated the necessity to pro-
mote products by highlighting their functional utilitarian strength’ (Lee,
1993: 151). It was considered essential that advertising practice emphasize
the material benefits of commodities demonstrating their unique selling
points and distinguishing their attributes from those of rivals (ibid.: 151).
In so doing, advertising constituted ‘an apparatus for reframing meanings to
add value to commodities’ (Goldman, 1994: 188). During this period
advertising reproduced a wider perception of a ‘natural connection between
commodified objects and consumer needs’ (ibid.: 193). While this involved
the circulation of signs, the economy of sign value remained tied to a con-
ception of utility.And the symbolic form of advertising communication was
designed to be unambiguous and accessible to the widest audience available
(Lee, 1993). Illustrations were designed mimetically to faithfully represent
what the consumer could get for their money. For example, if you required
a complexion treatment, then the product provider would show the con-
tainer of what you would get and possibly include some advice on applica-
tion. Emphasis was placed on displaying the integrity of the product rather
than creating a seductive aura to entice the consumer. This first generation
of advertising was challenged in later decades by a focus on psychology, sig-
nification and symbolism. Williams observes how advertising ‘as it neared
the centre of the economy … began staking its claims to be not only a pro-
fession, but an art and science’ (1980: 179). This second generation of
advertising was intent on imbuing commodities with an aura that extended
far beyond a notion of function. Indeed, contemporary advertisements ded-
icate very little space to providing information about the product’s utility.
Even where factual information is provided, it is mediated through the
logic of exchange-value (Goldman, 1995: 18). Figure 4.1 is an advertise-
ment for the detergent Surf. In this advertisement, the utility value of Surf
as a detergent capable of brightening both whites and coloured fabrics is a
mere adjunct to the image of ideal motherhood. The commodity appears
‘as personified expressions of human characteristics’ (Kline and Leiss, 1978:
17). The commodity acts on the consumer, not merely as use-value but
also as a symbolic entity capable of endowing consumers with perceived
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qualities. We have become ‘the channels along which the product flows’
(Williams, 1980: 187). The creation of consumer subjectivity through the
interpretation of signs is now an integral feature of the circulation of capital.
Advertising is a primary vehicle for transforming the sphere of culture into
new territories for reproducing the commodity-sign. Indeed, advertising’s
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Figure 4.1 The sign-value of a spotless wash to ideal motherhood,
Surf advert, 1950s

Source: Reproduced by permission of Unilever. Courtesy of the Advertising
Archive.
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reification of the commodity-sign operates to ‘gloss over the capitalist
moment of exchange’ (Winship, 1980: 217). In this second generation of
advertising, time does not stand outside of the self as an object of utility and
determinant of rational consciousness. Rather, the commodity-sign is trans-
forming time–space ‘events’ in the interest of extending the domain of
exchange-values.

Figure 4.2 is an illustration of how advertising symbolically represents
time–space ‘events’. The ‘special moment’, to which the advertisement
makes an appeal, is an event embedded and embodied in cultural practice.
The duration of this moment is defined in terms of ‘social time’. The con-
cept of ‘social time’ recognizes time and space as both the medium and the
outcome of social meaning which shape identities and the senses we have
of ourselves. The commodity-sign operates to colonize the tempo-spatial
meaning attributed to an event. In Figure 4.2 we are encouraged to perceive
the traces of an event and ascribe to this a sense of duration. Thus, the
female subject changes position in space and both bodies appear as if in
motion. But are we observing the present, past, or future of the event?
Indeed, our apprehension of time, space and the event is defined by our
subjective interpretation. For subjectivity is embedded in, and constituted
through, time–space events that are themselves in continuous flux and
re-formation as the self-reflexive monitoring of action and interaction
unfolds. This implies a form of engagement with the socio-symbolic world
of images and commodity-signs, which is at once dynamic and constraining
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Figure 4.2 The return of the present moment, Canon advert, 2005

Source: Reproduced by permission of Canon (UK) Ltd.
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of subjectivity. In their determining capacity, time–space events represent
structural phenomena – a medium through which we co-ordinate complex
meaning structures and reproduce everyday affairs. Consumption, while
embedded in a social context, occurs in accordance with responses to
specific dimensions of social stratification (age, ethnicity, sex) which then
combine in particular places and at specific times (Jackson and Thrift,
1995: 229). Individuals are also active subjects, reflexively monitoring their
action through the time–space events, which constitute them. Instantiated
through social interaction, the structural outcome of social practices is
premised upon their time and space characteristics, since these practices
serve simultaneously as patterns of interaction and, through their impacts
on human experience as foundations for the motivation to future practices.
Agency and structure are, therefore, bound by their temporal and spatial
specificity (Gregson, 1997: 61). The encoding and decoding of symbolic
meaning are accomplished by individuals and societies embedded in par-
ticular, historical configurations of time and space (ibid.). As cultural prac-
tices, the encoding and decoding of symbolic meaning are also part of the
creation of history, society and social action. It is in this sense that the image
in Figure 4.2 operates to define subjective relations to cultural practices,
which have little to do with chronometric time. Rather, the commodity-
sign operates through the colonization of inter-subjective qualitative times
and their transformation into exchange-values.This chapter provides a brief
history of time and the commodity-sign.

AA  bbrriieeff  hhiissttoorryy  ooff  ttiimmee  aanndd  tthhee  ccoommmmooddiittyy--ssiiggnn

The concept of the commodity-sign defines consumption as involving the
communication of cultural meaning (Douglas and Isherwood, 1978).At the
core of this concept lies the idea that material objects embody a system of
meanings, through which we express ourselves and communicate with each
other. Douglas and Isherwood identify the symbolic meaning of objects
as manifesting two main functions. First, material objects involve social
processes which ‘are needed for making visible and stable the categories of
culture’ (ibid.: 59). According to Douglas and Isherwood, the central ‘prob-
lem of social life is to pin down meanings so that they stay still for a little
time’ (ibid.: 18). Material possessions carry social meanings which enable
consumers to construct an intelligible universe of cultural practices and
social relationships. Figure 4.3 shows two Patek Philippe advertisements.
The narration and semiotic style of these advertisements make a direct
appeal to the importance of material possessions to human relationships
and their maintenance over time.

Goods not only communicate social categories and hierarchies (e.g.,
superior/subordinate, avant-garde/conservative), they also transfer a highly
varied, specific and symbolically charged range of meanings to do with self-
symbolism (Douglas and Isherwood, 1978). Consumers actively manipulate
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these meanings with the deliberate intention of sending signs to others
about themselves (Campbell, 1995). Consumption is a means of self-
construction and ‘shopping is not merely the acquisition of things; it is the
buying of identity’ (Clammer, 1992: 195). The availability of symbolic
goods in the modern era presents consumers with a bewildering array of
lifestyle choices but at the same time it offers little guidance as to which
options should be selected (Giddens, 1993). Thus, the freedom to desire
is also a source of anxiety, least we make the wrong choices. The market
provides expertise to guide us in our interpretation of commodity-signs.
‘Cultural intermediaries’ have the capacity to forage the plentitude of tra-
ditions and cultures creating a surfeit of new signs and developing lifestyles
for their use (Featherstone, 1991). In the modern era, advertisers and mar-
keters have assumed the role of linking products and symbolism. Meaning
is constantly flowing to and from material possessions, aided by the collec-
tive and individual efforts of designers, producers, advertisers and con-
sumers (McCracken, 1990). Consequently, ‘the same market which offers
freedom offers also certainty’ (Bauman, 1988: 61).

Consumption as the communication of cultural meaning represents a
radical departure from the a-social models of reason-why advertising.
Axiomatic to reason-why advertising is an economic model of a rational
subject exercising sovereignty and dispassionate control. This model of
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Figure 4.3 ‘You never actually own a Patek Philippe. You merely look after it for
the next generation’, Patek Philippe, 2006

Source: Reproduced by permission of Patek Philippe.
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consumer subjectivity is fundamentally a-social as it neglects the social
dimensions of self, subject and identity. Conversely, in the writings of
Douglas and Isherwood (1978), we come to understand consumption as
situated within a social cultural context which shapes consumer trends, the
products we consume, and the needs and identities that are constructed,
sustained or changed through processes of consumption. While the linkage
between consumption and identity is not a new thing, it is argued that a
transition has occurred from an ideology of consumption to consumer sub-
jectivity (Featherstone, 1991). Whereas, in the former situation, individuals
had to be manipulated to consume to avoid the economic consequences of
over-production, in the latter, individuals are continually seeking out com-
modities with which both to identify almost in conformist fashion (e.g.,
designer label clothes) and to differentiate themselves from others (e.g., the
particular design). Figure 4.4 is particularly interesting in this respect as it
epitomizes the centrality of consumer culture to the creation of modern
identity, how else might we justify the claim that ‘It’s your watch that says
most about who you are’?

Consumption in Western societies is characterized by a diversified or plu-
ralistic range of consumption patterns, where the search for a degree of dis-
tinctiveness through the consumption of highly differentiated products and
services is both the condition and consequence of a multiplicity of social
identities. Individuals in their capacity as consumers engage with a prolif-
erating multitude of goods for the purposes of ‘fashion[ing]’ (Bauman,
1988: 808) a distinct and differentiated subjectivity. Identity, in this for-
mulation, does not relate to fixed attributes of personality or self, still less
to certain fixed forms of behaviour. Instead, as Giddens states, identity
resides ‘in the capacity to keep a particular narrative going’ (1993: 54). It
has acquired the status of an ongoing ‘project’ (ibid.: 54). Identity con-
struction in the late modern era has become a story: ‘which a person writes
and rewrites about him/herself, never reaching the end until he/she dies
and always rewriting the earlier parts, so that the activity of writing
becomes itself part of the story’ (Gabriel and Lang, 1995: 86). This con-
ception of identity, self and subjectivity as an almost arbitrary intervention
in the flow and flux of social experience through time and space, has sig-
nificant implications for reason-why advertising’s conception of objective
time and absolute space. For the self is not conceptualized here as stable,
continuous and consistent between distinct linear tempo-spatial frames as
is presumed in rational decision-making models. Rather, the self is embed-
ded in and through time–space ‘events’. The literature of contemporary
geography is particularly helpful here in conceptualizing identity as a fluid
reflexive process instantiated through the time–space events, which it also
serves to constitute (Giddens, 1979, 1993; Mort, 1988; Lefebvre, 1991). In
the urban geography of Mort, for example, we come to recognize time and
space as mediums of social meaning which shape identities (1988: 218).
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Figure 4.4 ‘It’s your watch that says most about who you are’, SEIKO, 2005

Source: Reproduced by permission of SEIKO UK Ltd
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As may have already been discerned, the concept of the commodity-sign
draws largely on an interactionist perspective where the meaning of any-
thing, including time, is recognized as profoundly to do with language con-
sidered as a medium and outcome of social interaction. Material objects
embody a system of meanings, through which we express ourselves and
communicate with each other. In their capacity as consumers, individuals
engage with a proliferating multitude of goods for the purposes of con-
structing a distinct and differentiated subjectivity either at the level of the
individual or the group and subculture (e.g., youth). Consumption should
be regarded as an activity undertaken by conscious subjects, who deliber-
ately intend to ‘make use’ of symbolic meanings embodied by commodities.
Consumers employ these meanings to ‘make statements’ and ‘send mes-
sages’ about their identities and lifestyle.

In the twenty-first century, consumption has become a way of life and
one of the most important sources of identity, perhaps displacing the pre-
eminence of work and occupation. Identity in our contemporary era does
not relate to fixed attributes of personality or self, still less to certain fixed
forms of behaviour. Instead, identity assumes narrational qualities. What
this signifies is that every person is only as ‘good’ as their last ‘claim’ to a
particular identity. Conversely, in pre-modern societies where identities
were primarily ascribed at birth through kinship and blood lineage or
acquired through affinal ties of marriage, this precarious and unending
process of achieving and sustaining one’s identity through social activity
was unknown. Human beings considered themselves as subjects given
meaning from stable social relations, skilled crafts and trade. Using a fairly
traditional notion of artisanal production Baudrillard notes how during this
stage objects are inscribed with the contingent character of need (2003:
18). The objects of human labour were infused with the logic of tradition
and cultural heritage. This was an era ‘of timeless objects, instruments or
monuments which outlived the generations of humans beings’ (ibid.: 25).
The transition from pre-capitalist societies to a capitalist system initiated a
shift in the forms of exchange from utility to ‘sign-value’. The exchange of
utilities transfers a concrete meaning onto objects. Conversely, capitalist
systems of production function to detach objects from a concrete basis of
meaning and transform them into signs. The sign object operates as coded
difference, a signal of distinction and is neither given nor exchanged: ‘the
object-become-sign no longer gathers its meaning in the concrete relation-
ship between two people. It assumes its meaning in its differential relation
to other signs’ (Baudrillard, 1981: 66). The objects of consumption gain
meaning through their positioning within a sign system and to a lesser
extent, their connection with embodied relationships. It is in this sense that
Baudrillard makes the claim: ‘We live by object time: by this I mean that
we live at the pace of objects, live to the rhythm of their ceaseless succes-
sion’ (2003: 25). Direct parallels exist between the function of sign-value
and the Saussurean sign, as both systems of symbolism are constituted
differentially and arbitrarily (Baudrillard, 1981: 64). The transition to
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corporate capitalism witnesses an extension to the circulation of sign-value.
The objects of consumption continue to gain meaning through their posi-
tioning within sign systems, but systemic structural transformations at the
level of capitalist production markedly accelerates the circulation of signs.
An inauguration of commodity-sign values opens up new terrains for the
expropriation of exchange-value. And culture becomes a potentially limit-
less sphere of commodity relations. These transformations constituted an
important structural adjustment to the commodity-form, made necessary
by a period of dis-accumulation (Goldman, 1994). Indeed, the extension of
the commodity-form into the sphere of culture provided a crucial struc-
tural mechanism for offsetting a declining margin of surplus-value (ibid.:
185). Commodity-sign values became relevant to the parcelling out of
needs, as needs were ever more arbitrarily integrated into the matrix of
objects. And the commodity-sign became indexed to the commodity-form
in such a manner so as to render both indissoluble (Baudrillard, 1981).
Historically, advertising has operated to colonize the social world and mate-
rialize desire. Advertising captures the effervescence of the commodity-
sign, extending its influence to more spheres of social life while also
securing its index to the commodity-form. Indeed, the history of the
commodity-sign clearly bears the trace in its substance and its form, of the
conscious and unconscious dynamics of advertising’s evolution.

After the Second World War, developments in manufacturing and distri-
bution were to have a profound effect upon advertising. Nevett (1982)
observes how in the aftermath of the war, rationing had preoccupied agency
clients with concerns over the management of supply rather than the
stimulation of demand. Advertisements were designed merely to fill spaces
with lighthearted distraction. By the mid–1950s, market competition
had escalated due to the dismantling of wartime controls on commerce and
enterprise. Advertising was operating in a new era of corporate capitalist
expansion. Manifestations of these changes at the level of advertising strat-
egy were evident in the retail market. In the UK, small independent retail-
ers were competing unsuccessfully with large-scale operations such as
supermarkets and discount stores. Declining numbers of independent
retailers also impacted on the fortunes of wholesalers as supermarkets dealt
directly with suppliers. These shifts in the retail trade placed more empha-
sis on promoting individual brands, something that the wholesalers in the
pre-war years particularly opposed (Nevett, 1982).Alongside these changes
was an increasing fashion for self-service in retail outlets. Shortages of retail
employees, coupled with higher wages, had made it impractical for retail-
ers to continue the tradition of serving individual customers. Consumers
were now provided with an array of products, in pre-packaged form and
arranged on shelves awaiting customers to serve themselves from the dis-
play. Under these conditions the manufacturer could no longer rely upon
advertising to merely motivate the consumer to buy a generic product.
Instead, manufacturers commissioned advertisers to design promotions
communicating levels of product distinction, which had in previous times
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been the role of the retailer (ibid.: 178). Elsewhere, dramatic transformations
were occurring at the level of advertising aesthetic.

The 1950s witnessed technological advances in the field of media, arts
and design. In the arts, photography had become the subject of critical
regard. Though the invention of photography can be traced back to the
1830s, it was not until the mid-twentieth century that the medium
assumed the accolade of an art form deemed worthy of exhibition in art
galleries and museums (Nickel, 1998). In their desire to collect, preserve
and display photography, art museums attested to a growing conviction that
photography was a ‘manifestation of modernism in the arts’ (ibid.: 13).
From the moment of its introduction in the 1830s, photography defined
an era of automation destined to eclipse the syntactical procedures of
traditional art forms. Photography constituted a decisive break from
‘Typographic Man’ to the age of ‘Graphic Man’ (McLuhan, 1997: 190). Its
arrival broadened the scope of uniformity and repeatability in the produc-
tion of representation. The camera was unparalleled in its capacity to pro-
duce rapid, mirror images of the external world. Thus, when photography
became the new ad icon for the magazine enterprises in the 1950s, few had
anticipated the startling transformations that were to come. Until this time,
overseas markets had limited influence on fashion trends. But editors were
increasingly acquiring diverse representations of contemporary living in an
attempt to produce a stylized world of reality. Photography, coupled with
increased air travel, had meant that the ‘total mosaic of the contemporary
world’ could be captured in all its resplendent vivacity (ibid.: 195). Some
indication of this, altogether new relation of the fashion magazine to its
users is indicated by a proclamation in Vogue (15 March 1963) which
stated, ‘A woman now, and without having to leave the country, can have
the best of five (or more) nations hanging in her closet – beautiful and
compatible as a stateman’s dream’ (quoted in McLuhan, 1997: 189).

It is one of the quintessential manifestations of photography that it 
‘isolates single moments in time’ (ibid.). It is possible to freeze-frame fast
action with an ordinary camera, using an exposure of approximately
1/1000 second (the maximum speed of mechanical shutters). Professional
photographers are able to maintain the finest details of a fast-moving sub-
ject by controlling the duration of a light flash that exposes the film. The
split-second flash of light from stroboscopic units might be more familiar
to the reader and thus provide for a more accessible way to grasp the
importance of photography in ‘creating a world of accelerated transience’
(ibid.: 196). The use of stroboscopic units has the capacity to produce
exposures thousands of times more rapidly than mechanical shutters. And
these techniques illustrate how the camera can be used in ways to manip-
ulate time (Figure 4.5).

The ability of photography to capture accelerated motion has the effect
of transcending the limits of time, just as the telegraph and cable had abol-
ished space (ibid.: 196). Observed in this way, the camera has proved an
indispensable tool in the erosion of national frontiers and cultural barriers.
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McLuhan observes photography to have added a new and surprising
dimension to our collective appreciation of the world. We have become
integrated into the aesthetic ‘family of man’ irrespective of our individual
points of view (ibid.: 196). Photography, as part of the graphic revolution
in art and representation, ‘has shifted our culture away from private ideals
to corporate images’ (ibid.: 230). This graphic revolution extends the circula-
tion of signs to make transparent the realms of taste in both the public and
private sphere. Set against the stark realities of post-war Europe, photography
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Figure 4.5 ‘Capture every moment’, Olympus, 2005

Source: Reproduced by permission of Olympus.
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provided distraction from the private ‘point of view’ as it ingratiated
individuals into ‘the complex and inclusive world of the group icon’ (ibid.:
230). Advertising operates similarly. Advertising promotions purposely
sacrifice the private vista for a discourse on style that ‘is for everybody or
nobody’ (ibid.: 231). Style becomes a symbolic expression of taste as indi-
viduals hastily engage in the practice of fashioning the self.

AAddvveerrttiissiinngg  aanndd  ddoommeessttiicc  llaabboouurr  ttiimmee

The 1950s witnessed the start of a boom period in women’s periodicals
and an unparalleled escalation in domestic consumption. Technological
advances in the design and production of home appliances accelerated
existing rates of consumer demand. Home appliances such as vacuum
cleaners and washing machines were promoted as labour-saving devices. In
this sense, they intended to substitute capital for household labour time
(Lee, 1993). Advances in domestic equipment were indeed labour-saving as
they reduced the amount of time required when completing a domestic
task. But feminist cultural historians have questioned the extent to which
labour-saving domestic equipment actually reduced the amount of time
women dedicated to domestic tasks. Instead of enabling women to trade
‘domestic-work-time’ for ‘non-domestic-time’, the revolution in household
gadgets appears to have escalated the privatization of domestic labour as
part of capitalism’s expropriation of women’s domestic labour time (Dalla
Costa and James, 1975). This observation suggests that domestic labour
time has an important place in the capitalist division of labour (ibid.: 33).
To this endeavour, feminists working within the tradition of historical mate-
rialism have been assiduous in their intentions to incorporate Marxist
analysis into the study of household consumption. But they have been
equally keen to challenge the assumption that Marx’s labour theory of
value can only be determined by the capitalist–proletarian relationship. For
many, the central challenge has been Marx’s distinction between ‘produc-
tive’ and ‘unproductive’ labour.

In The Power of Women and the Subversion of the Community, Dalla Costa
and James (1975) propose that women need to be liberated from capital-
ism’s rationalization of factory labour and from the endless demands of
private domestic labour. In the latter case, the forces of production, which
operate to privatize domestic labour also serve to constitute it as ‘feminine
work’ and a defining feature of womanhood (ibid.: 33). But this identity is
a source of frustration for women, partly because the relation of housework
to capital ‘runs directly against the factory as regimentation organized in
time and space’ (ibid.: 22). Domestic work is family-centred and defined in
relation to the needs of significant others (Davies, 1990). Conversely, the
regimentation of work in the public sphere commands a ‘respect for timeta-
bles’ and disciplined aversion to any ‘disruption of the productive flow’
(Dalla Costa and James, 1975: 22). Nevertheless, capitalism is at the root of
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both the privatization of housework and its separation from the chromometric
rhythms of the workplace. According to Dalla Costa and James, the advent
of capitalism precipitated a transition from a pre-capitalist society of ‘co-
operative unity in work’, to a capitalist system in which ‘the unfree patri-
arch was transformed in the “free” wage earner’ (ibid.: 24). Having
destroyed the community production of pre-capitalist society, capital set
about exacerbating the existing’ contradictory experiences of the sexes’ and
established in the form of the nuclear family ‘a more profound estrange-
ment and therefore a more subversive relation between the sexes (ibid.:
24).With the rise of industrial capitalism, the homestead ceases to be a cen-
tre of production and women lose their relative power gained from the
dependence of family members on their labour, which was seen as socially
necessary. The burden of financial responsibility now resides solely with the
patriarch and within the family.

rule of capital through the wage compels every able-bodied person to
function, under the law of division of labour, and the function in ways
that are if not immediately, then ultimately, profitable to the expansion
and extension of the rule of capital. (ibid.: 28)

To the extent that the ‘rule of capital’ determines the division of labour,
then the qualitative rhythms of housework ‘function in ways’, that are ‘ulti-
mately profitable’ to the capitalist mode of production. This is because
domestic labour is necessary to capital, not merely as a producer of use-
values, but also because it ‘is essential to the production of surplus value’
(ibid.: 33). While previous Marxist feminists stressed the socially necessary
role of housework, Dalla Costa and James argue that domestic labour is the
necessary condition for the ‘reproduction of labour power’, from which, in
turn, is extracted surplus value. This is precisely because capitalism trans-
fers a vast amount of social services to the privatized nuclear family.
Women assume responsibility for these social services ‘without a wage and
without going on strike’ (ibid.: 34). Thus, according to this argument, what
is economically productive about housework is that capitalism, by institut-
ing its family structure, guarantees the exploitative bases of domestic labour
and in so doing sustains the capitalist organization of work. But herein
resides a primary source of contradiction in this Marxist feminist contribu-
tion. For Marx, the raison d’être of capitalism’s organization of work is the
expropriation of surplus labour time as a basis for the accumulation of cap-
ital. If indeed it is the case that ‘the family is the very pillar of the capital-
ist organization of work’, (Dalla Costa and James, 1975: 35), then it would
be in the interests of capital to rationalize housework by integrating it with
technological innovations, designed to make it more efficient.

The argument is often advanced that Marx considered a primary inten-
tion of capitalist production was to eliminate all forms of socially necessary
labour and subjugate them to ‘the hegemony of capital’ (Foreman, 1978:
117). Evidence to support this claim is provided in Grundrisse in which
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Marx explored the circumstances essential for socially necessary labour to
migrate ‘into the domain of the works undertaken by capital itself’ (Dalla
Costa and James, 1973: 531). Marx states that ‘there are works and invest-
ments which may be necessary without being productive in the capitalist
sense, i.e., without the realization of the surplus labour contained in them
through circulation, through exchange, as surplus value’ (ibid.: 531). In spe-
cific circumstances, capital may decide to undertake such works based on
the presumption that it will obtain ‘out of the general fund of profits – of
surplus values – a sufficiently large share to make it the same as if it had
created surplus value’ (ibid.: 532). Ultimately, capital strives to be capable
of transforming the process of social production into commodities pro-
duced through exchange relations. Thus Marx argued that:

The highest development of capital exists when the general conditions of the
process of social production are not paid out of deductions from the social rev-
enue, the state’s taxes – where revenue and not capital appears as the labour
fund, and where the worker, although he is a free wage worker like any other,
nevertheless stands economically in a different relation – but rather out of cap-
ital as capital. (ibid.: 532)

In other words, Marx anticipated the development of capital to eventually
‘subjugate all conditions of social production to itself’, thus guaranteeing
that all ‘social reproductive wealth has been capitalized and all needs are
satisfied through the exchange form’ (ibid.: 532). Clear parallels exists here
between Marx’s prophetic analysis and the expansion of commodity mar-
kets into the public and private domains. With the rise of industrial capi-
talism, there occurs a separation of the public sphere from the private
sphere and with this a ‘transfer of creative activity at home (private
domain) to the socially organized workplace (public domain)’ (First, 1994:
211). In industrial capitalist society, the production of commodities, within
the private sphere, was systematically superseded by the purchase of prod-
ucts in the market. Initially, products produced in the public domain were
designed to augment the creative activities within the private sphere.
Examples of these products included raw wool, spinning and knitting tools,
agricultural appliances and sewing machines. Gradually these products
‘have been replaced by their end products’ (ibid.: 211). Consumer markets
now contain ready-made substitutes for the creative labour that previous
generations invested in the production of objects. And this transfer of cre-
ative labour from the home to the public sphere has had much to do with
the growth of mass production, because it was necessary for capitalists to
generate corresponding mass consumer markets (Zaretsky, 1976; Gardiner,
1976; Firat, 1994).

Indeed, it has been suggested that gender segregation in the labour market
is a necessary component of mass production, as the household has ‘to be pop-
ulated during the day in order to have continual consumption to absorb the
increasing production capabilities in the public domain’ (Firat, 1994: 212). So
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although an increasing array of products now substitute for the creative labour
women performed in the private sphere, countervailing forces, within the
labour market, encourage women into ‘the private domain in order to con-
sume the products’ (ibid.: 212). From this perspective it its clear that the rela-
tionship between capitalist enterprise and housework has largely failed ‘to
convert private domestic work … into a public industry’ (Engels, 1968: 569).
This shortcoming is even more disconcerting when we consider that the rest-
less agitation of capital operating within the industrial process has historically
provided the impetus for the transformation of the labour process through the
development of new technologies (Seccombe, 1973: 16). Given that labour
time is a primary source of value, ‘any increase in the productivity of a unit of
labour time results in a proportional increase in surplus value’ (ibid.: 16). To
this extent, it has been the modus operandi of capitalist industry to increase the
productivity of every unit of salaried labour time. It is this tendency in capi-
talist accumulation, which has also been a source of confrontation between
capital and labour. Indeed, in the history of the working-class struggle, tech-
nology has been a valuable means of ‘gaining free hours’ (Dalla Costa and
James, 1975: 29). But this has not been the case for housework. It would
appear that ‘a high mechanization of domestic chores doesn’t free any time for
the woman’ (ibid.: 29).

Marxist feminists point out that Marx’s analysis of ‘social reproductive
wealth’ falls short of explaining why housework has not been ‘capitalized’
and thus transformed into a system in which ‘all needs are satisfied through
the exchange form’ (Grundrisse, 1973: 532). For some feminist writers the
problem resides with Marx’s gender-blind economic analysis of value and
his failure to recognize that the woman ‘is always on duty, for the machine
doesn’t exist that makes and minds children’ (Dalla Costa and James, 1975:
29). For other feminist writers the problem is less empirical and more
conceptual. Thus, Seccombe (1973) argues that any disjuncture between
Marx’s analysis of socially necessary labour, and the apparent inability of
capitalist society to draw housework into a direct relation to capital, has to
be explained in terms of a misinterpretation, by materialist feminists, of
Marx’s theory of value.

Marxist feminists generally agree that ‘women’s oppression’ in the pri-
vate sphere is caused by capital. Consensus also exists around the claim that
domestic labour creates use-values, which are consumed within the house-
hold. Furthermore, there is little contention that ‘domestic labour has been
socially necessary labour, throughout history and continues to be so under
capitalism’ (Seccombe, 1973: 10). Significant disagreement does, however,
exist as to whether the general attributes of domestic labour ‘make the case
for it being a productive labour in the specific context of capitalist produc-
tion’ (ibid.: 10). Using Marx’s distinction between productive and unpro-
ductive labour, Seccombe argues that ‘domestic labour is unproductive’
(ibid.: 11). In Marx’s account of productive and unproductive labour these
definitions are:
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not derived from the material characteristics of labour (neither from the nature
of its product, nor from the particular character of the labour as concrete labour),
but from the definite social form, the social relations of production within which
labour is realized. (Marx, 2003: 157, quoted in Seccombe, 1973: 11)

Thus, the attribute which defines productive labour is not the material
characteristic of labour, but rather, ‘the definite social form, the social rela-
tions of production within which labour is realized’ (Marx, 2003: 157,
quoted in Seccombe, 1973: 11). Furthermore, Marx argues that ‘value is
determined by objectified labour time’ (1973: 532) and ‘the labourer alone
is productive who produces surplus value for the capitalist’ (2003: 477).
Marx thus defines productive labour as distinguished by two characteris-
tics: it is performed in direct relation to capital and it produces surplus
value (Seccombe, 1973: 11). According to Seccombe, domestic labour,
while being ‘socially necessary labour’ does not meet either of Marx’s cri-
teria for discerning productive labour (ibid.: 11). The relation of domestic
labour with capital is neither direct (i.e., it is not salaried) nor a source of
surplus value (does not create more value than it possesses). To this extent,
Seccombe concludes that ‘domestic labour is unproductive labour’ (in the
economic sense) and conforms with Marx’s description of an unproductive
labour ‘exchanged not with capital but with revenue, that is wages or prof-
its’ (ibid.: 11). Seccombe’s observations concerning the unique duality of
productive labour encouraged him to examine an alternative means of
expressing the value of domestic labour. To this endeavour Seccombe
re-evaluated the relationships between domestic labour and the wage form.
He argued that both the husband and wife ‘as members of the same con-
sumption unit’ have a shared ‘common interest in the wage’s magnitude,
while being sharply differentiated from its form’ (ibid.: 12).

But this shared interest is obfuscated by the fact that the ‘husband
receives a pay cheque while his wife does not’. According to Seccombe, the
wage has a ‘mystifying quality’, which obscures the fact that ‘the wage in
reality pays for an entirely different labour – the labour that reproduces the
labour power of the entire family’ (ibid.: 12). And this forms part of the
sine qua non of capitalism, i.e., the reproduction of the forces of produc-
tion (labour power). Domestic labour fulfils this function in its capacity to
reproduce labour power on ‘a daily basis’ and also ‘on a generational basis’
(ibid.: 14).

But the ‘housewife’s labour cannot assert itself’ as it is ‘embodied in
another person’ and this denies it a ‘direct relation with capital’ (ibid.: 20).
Instead, the housewife’s labour in its capacity to convert wage-purchased
goods into use-values ‘becomes part of the congealed mass of past labour
embodied in labour power’ (ibid.: 9). Domestic labour, according to this
logic, is situated ‘beyond the exercise of the law of value’ (ibid.: 16). And it
is for this reason that, despite developments in the technological complex-
ity of domestic appliances, ‘the domestic labour process has stagnated while
the industrial labour process has constantly advanced’ (ibid.: 17). Labour
time embodied in productivity is a source of value, and of vital interest to
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capital. Nevertheless, Seccombe argues that ‘domestic labour is not part of
variable capital’, it is not an hourly paid salaried wage and thus ‘capital has
no interest in the productivity of a unit of domestic labour time’. The
amount of time required to complete a domestic task is irrelevant to capi-
tal as long as this domestic labour time succeeds in its overall task of repro-
ducing the labour force. To this extent it appears unsurprising ‘that the
household is the least efficient organization of a labour process existent
within capitalism’ (ibid.: 17). It is certainly the case that while the produc-
tivity of labour time expended in housework has increased, it continues to
be labour-intensive monotonous work. Nevertheless Seccombe’s observa-
tions struggle to explain the stagnation of the domestic labour process rel-
ative to technological developments in industrial production.

According to Seccombe, the infusion of mass-produced domestic appli-
ances into the home, should not be read as ‘a progressive application of
technology’. (ibid.: 17) This is because capitalism’s history of building into
commodities the conditions for their rapid obsolescence means that capi-
tal’s profit motive can be served ‘by the most inefficient product applica-
tion in order to maximize the quantity of goods consumed per person’
(ibid.: 17).And this, according to Seccombe, explains the short product life-
cycles of new domestic technologies combined with their erratic develop-
ment. Because domestic labour time has no direct relation to capital, ‘there
exists no continual impertus to reorganize domestic labour to improve its
efficiency’ (ibid.: 17). But this conclusion is unconvincing. Even the most
cursory perusal of high street stores reveals the market for domestic tech-
nologies to be a fiercely competitive sphere of commodity production.
Housework would indeed be made more efficient if it were fully integrated
into commodity production, but this transformation in the domestic labour
process appears to be tethered by forces which exceed market dynamics.
Indeed, it has been suggested that the possibilities of capital, automating
domestic work, run up against the combined forces of patriarchy and the
discursive constructions of ideal feminine identity (Dalla Costa and James,
1975). Insofar as ideal feminine identity defines womanhood in terms of
the maintenance of the home and family, the quest for this ideal engages
feminine subjects in practices which encourage ‘compulsive perfection in
their work (ibid.: 37). We are all familiar with the saying ‘a woman’s work
is never done’. Yet we are less familiar with the conditions which serve to
reproduce this construction of feminine identity. Diana Gittins (1994) pro-
vides several important observations concerning feminine identity and
domestic labour time in the nineteenth-century household. She argues that
the demands placed on domestic labour time were invariably linked to dis-
courses that equated cleanliness with both feminine identity and class. To
the extent that cleanliness was equated with class, women often distin-
guished their living standards and themselves ‘through the type of accom-
modation they have, its degree of cleanliness and maintenance’ (1994:
121). Indeed, in the nineteenth century, household cleanliness signified
‘respectability’ and was exclusively defined as women’s work (Davidoff,
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1976). Thus developments in technology and housework had direct
implications for the production of feminine identity. Instead of saving labour
time, domesticated appliances became the essential apparatus in the femi-
nine quest for the immaculately furnished and polished home. Arguably
advertising promotions operated to sustain this discourse. For example, in
the 1890s, the Steel Roll Manufacturing Company widely advertised its
newly developed washing machine. The advertising copy was emblematic
of advertising’s dualistic engagement with both the commodity market, and
the promotion of household labour-saving technologies as a source of fem-
inine identity. Thus, the advertising copy states ‘Washing Machine for the
Residence. Modern and complete with ample capacity to do all the family
linen and do it just right’ (Advertising Archive, 2006). Within the advertis-
ing system the productivity of domestic labour is at one and the same time
a marketplace and a site for the production of consumer subjectivities.

The early twentieth century witnessed a further revolution in household
gadgets marketed as labour-saving devices. The electrical appliances industry,
buttressed by a revolution in advertising, recognized the commercial value of
the household as a market for domestic appliances. By the 1950s the blos-
soming advertising industry had become rapturous in its endeavours to incul-
cate the ‘the ideal of the permanently immaculate home and the need to buy
more and more gadgets to keep it that way’ (Gittins, 1994: 122).

Thus advertisements directed at the 1950s homemaker depicted ideal
femininity as synonymous with an impeccably dressed and coiffured
mother (Kates and Shaw-Garlock, 1999). Homes were not just clean, but
seen to be immaculately clean. Advertising collaborated in an ideology
of perfectionism, which contrived to increase, rather than decrease, the
amount of time dedicated to domestic chores. Consequently, although
advances in domestic appliances required that less time be dedicated to
completing a task the levels of quality now required to accomplish the task
operated to extend domestic labour time. The advertisement in Figure 4.6
is emblematic of a discourse of womanhood, which ideologically links ideal
femininity with domesticity and perfectionism.

CCoommmmeerrcciiaalliissmm,,  ccoonnssuummeerriissmm  aanndd  tthhee  ggrroowwtthh  ooff  mmaassss  mmeeddiiaa

Towards the end of the 1950s, the home had become a privileged site for
the individual consumption of mass-produced commodities (Lee, 1993).
The physical demarcation of private space, provided by the small family
unit, enabled the translation of mass-produced domestic appliances into
devices, which promised to increase an individual’s discretionary use of
time. Indeed, the standardized features and unitary scale of the family
unit provided an effective context in which an increase in the discre-
tionary use of domestic labour time could be communicated to consumer
markets. Advertisers drew heavily on the labour-saving themes of new con-
sumer durables in their attempts to offer mass-produced products to an
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increasingly urbanized and segmented consumer market. In so doing,
advertising capitalized on a cultural paradox of a society seeking to achieve
individual distinction through the consumption of mass-produced con-
sumer durables.
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Figure 4.6 Engendering time and domestic labour, Addis advert, 1950s

Source: Reproduced by kind permission of Addis Housewares Ltd. Courtesy of the
Advertising Archive.
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Just as the matching of magazine images to everyday life provided
motives for consumption, so the emergence of the film medium proved to
be a colossal advertisement for consumer goods. Cinema, in the aftermath
of the war years, had experienced a boom period, with 1946 achieving 635
million admissions to 4,703 cinemas (Nevett, 1982: 191). The movie was ‘a
spectacular wedding of the old mechanical technology and the new elec-
tronic world’ (McLuhan, 1997: 284). And cinema’s ability to substitute
what James Joyce called the ‘reel’ world for reality astound audiences
(ibid.: 193). But cinema also demanded a level of erudition from its audi-
ences, especially with regards to its construction of time. McLuhan traces
our visual experience of cinema to a Western cultural heritage. Narratives
provide coherence and continuity to daily experiences. In Western societies,
narratives render understanding by connecting (however arcane) parts to a
configuration of social networks (Somers, 1992). The positioning of events
and happenings is configured into a temporal unity by means of a ‘plot’.
The ‘plot’ is the process through which the reader becomes aware of their
context and the proximal relation of emergent events. Western movies rely
on an unquestioning logic of linearity in film sequence. Characters appear
and disappear from view, but coherence is sustained by the capacity of the
plot to transform events into episodes. McLuhan (1997: 286) contrasts this
visual tradition with non-Western cultures who have had limited contact
with phonetic literacy and lineal print. He describes these cultures as less
inclined to accept ‘the mere movement of the camera eye as it follows or
drops a figure from view’ (ibid.: 285). Non-Western audiences are similar
to Western theatre audiences. Both viewing subjects are inclined to visually
trace the movements of the actors on stage. Conversely, film audiences
accept the mere sequence of images as forming a logical narrative. The per-
spective and distancing effects of light and shade evident in Western film
denote a peculiarly linear relation to time and space. Axiomatic to the lin-
ear sequencing of film narrative is a concept ‘of cause and effect as sequen-
tial, as if one thing pushed another along by physical force’ (ibid.: 287).
Conversely, McLuhan identifies non-Western cultures as fascinated by
illogical connections between ‘hidden forms that produce magical results’
(ibid.: 287).

The temporality of Western cinema is also distinguished by its ability
to convey vast amounts of information in short amounts of time. ‘In an
instant’ cinema ‘presents a scene of landscape with figures that would
require several pages of prose to describe’ (ibid.: 288). The glossy seductive
appeal of Hollywood cinema provided film audiences with an instanta-
neous source of pecuniary emulation. Advertising agencies eagerly lined up
to capitalize on the commercial potential of canned dreams. The Screen
Advertising Association, established in 1924, had already helped to culti-
vate the use of cinema for advertising. By the 1950s, film had accompanied
the first great consumer era and was itself a major commodity (ibid.: 291).
But it was the popularity of domestically-based television which was to
eclipse all other media in the competition for advertising revenue.
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In 1955, when commercial television transmissions commenced, the
sheer novelty of advertisements had a considerable impact on consumers.
Television transformed the dreary spaces of everyday life into novel and
glamorous indulgences. It was a vehicle for the circulation of signs and in
itself a signifier of status. The acquisition of a television set became a sign of
having ‘arrived’ in affluent society. The social disturbance created by the
television image was very distinct from the changes precipitated by film and
photography. While TV has the same non-verbal gestalt or bodily postures
as film and photography, TV viewing is markedly different. McLuhan
famously observed that ‘with TV the viewer is the screen’ (1997: 313). The
TV image is a mosaic mesh of light impulses which bombard the viewer
requiring them to ceaselessly form the contour of objects. The viewer is
inextricably tied to the production of the image, even to the point of having
to select among the millions of dots per second transmitted by the TV. The
effect of television, as an extension of the viewer, is also invoked by the low
intensity or definition of the TV image. Technically the low definition of TV
requires it to operate as a close-up medium. This in itself engenders a high
degree of audience involvement. Close-up intimate vantage shots of people’s
everyday lives, observed from the comfort of one’s home, encourage levels
of engagement quite distinct from an audience’s commitment to film narra-
tive. In the TV image we have an involvement in production which techno-
logically completes the sense of sight. Indeed, McLuhan (1997) observes the
iconic mode of representation captured by the TV image to involve a unique
sense-mix of touch, sound and sight. The visual sense, when extended to
phonetic literacy and the tactual mode of perception, functions collectively
to ascribe linear coherence to the millions of light impulses emitted from the
TV screen. These advances in television technology provided the basis for a
revolution in advertising communication.

Commercial television contractors gain their income (and profits) from
advertising. Programme providers are intently aware that in order to attract
advertisers they have to achieve high viewing figures. The viewing potential
of any programme is in turn tied to production costs and capital invest-
ment, generated particularly through advertising. The potential for adver-
tisers to exploit the dependency of programme providers encouraged
safeguards to be built into the British 1954 Television Act. Under the terms
of the Act, advertisers were prohibited from influencing the content of pro-
grammes. Television advertising is therefore restricted to ‘spot’ announce-
ments which are transmitted during ‘natural breaks’ in the programme.
Advertisers are further restricted to a fixed length of announcement calcu-
lated on the basis of time (generally three minutes).While programmers are
insulated from the direct influence of commercial promotions, advertisers
do know programme schedules in advance and attempt to match commer-
cials to viewing content. The growth of advertising expertise in this respect
is quite significant. In its earliest form, advertising research into television
viewing involved the use of meters linked to a selected sample of TV sets
and monitored in conjunction with special diaries kept by the viewers. This
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research method soon made it possible for agency planners to map the
composition of an audience to specific geographic locations at any given
time. In practice, this has meant the harmony of advertising research with
commercial interests to produce a remarkably successful educational enter-
prise predicated on inculcating the ideology of consumerism.

Advertising’s huge capacity for gathering, processing and exploiting
social data is one of the most edifying aspects of the advertising enterprise.
Advertising research constituted a vital apparatus for the annexation of
social life as part of corporate capital’s insatiable quest to reproduce and
expand the commodity-form. McLuhan observes how the forms of adver-
tising aesthetic, emblematic of this era, were characterized by a ‘vigorous
dramatization of communal experience’ (1997: 228). Everyday life became
institutionally rationalized and incorporated into an amplifying system of
sign values. New arrangements in the circulation of visual imagery in the
arts, media and design had already laid the foundation for the maturation
of a sign economy. Economic and social prosperity in the aftermath of the
war had also released advertising from the task of justifying consumption.
The convergence of these aesthetic innovations propelled the commodity-
sign into a predominant social form (Baudrillard, 1981). By this stage in the
development of consumer culture, the commodity-sign had penetrated into
the depth of the community, transforming the ways ‘individual consumers
articulate, decipher and judge themselves and others as sign constellations’
(Goldman, 1994: 188).Advertising was central to these processes especially
in its insistence on creating commodity aesthetics which mapped onto the
desires, motives and experiences of audiences. ‘The product and the public
response [had] become a single complex pattern’ as advertisers endeav-
oured to join signs to commodities (McLuhan, 1997: 226).

DDiiaalleeccttiiccss  iinn  mmooddeerrnn  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg  aanndd  tthhee  eemmeerrggeennccee  ooff
tthhee  ssoocciiaall//ssyymmbboolliicc  ccoonnssuummeerr

Accounts of contemporary advertising history reveal the 1970s and 1980s
as the pinnacle era in the philosophical transformation of advertising.
During this period advertising became more closely integrated within the
marketing concept (Leiss et al., 1990). In essence, the marketing concept
refers to a philosophical commitment to ensuring that marketing strategies
must be consumer-centred. Marketing managers apply the marketing con-
cept in the selection of products, markets and marketing possibilities
(Michman, 1991). The management of the 4Ps, products, promotion, dis-
tribution and pricing, is referred to as the marketing mix (ibid.: 8). The
inclusion of promotion, in the marketing mix, correspondence to a major
transition in the role of advertising. Contemporary advertising is no longer
seen as the primary route for promoting consumption (Leiss et al., 1990:
158). As an integral feature of the marketing mix, advertising operates
in conjunction with marketing management and its constant pursuit of
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statistically viable consumer profiles, lifestyles, preferences and behaviour.
This mix of consumer profiling and marketing strategy extends beyond
advertising’s earlier focus on the psychodynamic properties of consumers.
While psychology continues to be of interest to advertising design, the
philosophy of marketing management encourages a sustained focus on the
situational variables that determine the propensity to buy. As an integral
component of the marketing mix, advertising is committed to the use of
market research to form the basis of design and media decisions. This partly
explains the wide adoption of lifestyle segmentation as a strategy for tar-
geting advertising communications. While this development in itself is
significant, the incorporation of lifestyle segmentation into advertising
communication has heightened marketing interest in time and consumer
subjectivity.

In marketing research, the concept of lifestyle refers to ‘how individuals
spend their time, what they consider important about their immediate sur-
roundings, their opinions on various issues and their interests’ (Michman,
1991: 1). Consumer lifestyle is a determinant of behaviour with regards
to ‘patterns of time, spending and feelings’ (Foxall et al., 1998: 147).
Consumer lifestyle is also an integral feature of the self-concept as it is
assumed to determine the consumer’s motives, feelings and beliefs (ibid.:
148). Consequently, lifestyle descriptions have proved immensely popular
among marketing managers and advertising practitioners. Moreover, the
focus on situational variables in lifestyle descriptions provides a crucial sup-
plement to demographic data and facilitates the operationalization of
previously obscure psychological constructs. Psychographics is a widely
applied technique used to measure consumer lifestyles (Michman, 1991).
Psychographic research uses statistical techniques to quantify certain char-
acteristics of consumers, which can be attributed to distinct lifestyles and
can be associated with particular groups of consumers. Psychographic data
segment markets into relatively homogeneous clusters of consumers. It is
therefore of little surprise that the application of psychographic techniques
has encouraged a proliferation of consumer behaviour research studies, all
eager to highlight distinctions in consumer lifestyles.

Based on a technical-rational view of knowledge, the dominant discourse
of time in consumer lifestyle research assumes a parallelism between the
natural and social world. The world, whether natural or social, is conceived
of as an objective phenomenon that operates according to strict laws.
Deterministic in structure, ‘reality’ lends itself to accurate observation and
measurement by appropriate research instruments. It is axiomatic to this
form of knowledge that ‘time’ and ‘space’ should be conceptualized as
abstract entities existing externally to the individual, in fixed, immutable
units. Consequently, when lifestyle research is translated into advertising
practice, time is assumed to be an unproblematic resource, which can be
manipulated to maximize the attention capacities of consumers. Sean
Brierley’s The Advertising Handbook (2002) provides an interesting account
of ‘time-based’ media advertising. According to Brierley, television and
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radio are ‘time-based media’, because they involve duration and the passage
of time (ibid.: 112). Commercials intrude into the durational flow of pro-
grammes with the aim of affecting desire and memorability. You probably
are already aware that advertisers purposely tailor their campaigns to coin-
cide with off-peak and prime-time viewing. But what is less evident is that
these practices are designed to map onto changes in consumer behaviour
which apparently occur during these times. Thus, direct response advertis-
ing is presumed to be more effective at off-peak times as it is less likely to
have to compete with big brand advertisers (ibid.: 134). Television viewing
during off-peak times is also believed to encourage inattention, so con-
sumers ‘have little else to occupy their time than replying to ads’ (ibid.:
134). Brierley’s account of time-based advertising provides an indication of
how lifestyle research attempts to track advertising’s adaptation to the
multi-media conditions of the modern marketplace. Nevertheless, to study
the experience of duration, the estimation of an interval, people’s orienta-
tion within horizons, or the timing, sequencing and coordinating of behav-
iour, is to define time as duration, interval, passage, horizon, sequencing and
timing (Adam, 1990: 94). Time is not an ‘emergent’ concept in lifestyle
psychographics, but is pre-defined in advance of whatever is being observed
(ibid.: 94.). To write of time as objective, external and invariant is to assume
a position of neutrality, a consciousness which is capable of being every-
where and nowhere in particular, ‘a consciousness at once immobile and
omnipresent’ (Ingold, 1993: 155).

While it is certainly the case that advertising has spectacularly extended
the circulation of signs in modern consumer culture, critical theorists
remind us of the pre-eminence of ‘political economy at the heart of the
sign’ (Baudrillard, 1981: 147). Goldman is forthright in this respect, stating
that ‘it would be a mistake … to regard advertising as merely a superstruc-
tural façade, for advertising not only masks and expresses capitalist logic, it
reproduces it’ (1994: 185). With advertising there occurs a solicitation
and categorization of the social world based on a formula/code linking
commodity-objects to the system of production (ibid.: 185). Advertising is
pivotal to the processes of commodification and exchange which operate at
the heart of the capitalist system. It is central to the economic processes in
which exchange-values come to be linked with symbolic usages and cul-
tural associations. Ultimately advertising is an integral part of the process of
commodification in which the social times of everyday interaction are
transformed into symbolic exchange-value.

The ubiquitous nature of modern advertising functions to create struc-
tures of meaning which encode memories, events and desires in terms of
ideological discourses linked to the production of exchange-values.
Baudrillard demonstrates this relation with regards to the impossibilities of
desire. ‘In the logic of signs, as in the logic of symbols’, material possessions
no longer respond to a defined need (Poster, 1998: 44). Rather, objects rec-
iprocate ‘a logic of desire, where they serve as a fluid and unconscious field
of signification’ (ibid.: 44). Advertising discourse clearly operates to arouse
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desires. It projects onto objects the necessary criterion for social recognition,
and it does so forsaking all others. Indeed, in capitalist society, recognition
has progressively withdrawn into the complex lexicon of social recognition.
Consequently, objects acquire cultural values and signifying elements that
bear little resemblance to use-value. In these circumstances, ‘a need is not a
need for a particular object as much as it is a need for difference’ (ibid.: 45).
The collective function of advertising is to channel our desires into the sys-
tem of signification. But our ‘flight from one signifier to another is no more
than the surface reality of a desire, which is insatiable because it is founded
on lack’ (ibid.: 45). Given that identity is dependent on the recognition of
others, our efforts to confirm a chosen identity through acts of consump-
tion can never be guaranteed. Indeed, the impossibility of satiating the
desire for identity is further compounded by contradictions manifest at the
level of capitalist ideology.

In rational economic models, consumer behaviour is represented as an
individual act driven by the desire to maximize utility value. Reason-why
advertising is predicated on the belief that consumption satisfies need and
thus ameliorates the tension between an ideal and a present state of being.
Conversely, it is evident that even in those instances where consumption
appears to be directed at an individual object, it is in fact responding to ‘the
production of a code of social values through the use of differentiating
signs’ (Poster, 1998: 46). Consumption is inextricably tied to production
and therefore, just as with the production of material objects, it is not an
individual process but rather ‘one that is directly and totally collective’
(ibid.: 46). Consumption regulates the circulation of sign-values and assures
the incorporation of individuals into a corresponding system of ideological
values. Advertising is complicit in the formation of a system of value signs,
which in consumer society is applied to everyone. In Chapter 3 we exam-
ined how advertising achieves this by generalizing psychodynamic motiva-
tions into institutionalized codes of practice. Advertising’s stereotypical
evocation of motivations is but a mere alchemy of ‘labels’ designed to
cleanse our desires of moral guilt (ibid.: 46). Consequently a desire for
a Gucci bag is (re)presented, in advertising discourse, as an outcome of
subconscious motives, rather than avarice. At the same time, advertising
endeavours to instantiate circumspection. We are encouraged to reflect on
the design of the Gucci bag, its appropriate occasion and contemporaries.
Advertising thus mobilizes conflictual connotations, which are perpetually
channelled in the phantasmagoria of signs and imagery. Hence the ambigu-
ities of dissonance as consumers never have the opportunity to recognize
themselves amidst the frenetic ‘flight from one signifier to another’ (ibid.:
45). On this basis, Baudrillard argues that consumption is ‘exclusive of plea-
sure’ (ibid.: 46). This is not because people are forced to consume. But,
rather, the whole system of needs is imbricated into ‘a general system of
exchange and in the production of coded values’ (ibid.: 46). In consumer
society, pleasure and desire now exist within a system of consumption
where the act of buying is axiomatic to the fashioning of self-identity.
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Advertising appears to offer us an abundance of signs, objects and endless
opportunities to exploit the possibilities of pleasure. Nevertheless, the dizzy
whirl of signs and objects transform the experience of pleasure into an
obligation, as identity is increasingly tied to the maximization of existence
through consumption. The contradictions of desire and consumption oper-
ate to reproduce the internal contradictions of labour power in the process
of production. Instead of owning labour power, capitalism’s colonization of
the means of production ensures that the worker who refuses to sell their
labour power will perish. Similarly, constraints on personal needs and well-
being are less inclined to manifest as repressive laws or norms of obedience.
Rather, modern subjects exist in a system of consumption in which their
spontaneous efforts to maximize well-being imbricate them in a process as
abstract as the traditional constraint of labour and production (ibid.: 48).
Advertising would have us believe that the ideologies of choice and con-
sumer sovereignty are part of a new era of hedonistic pleasure. But ‘pro-
duction and consumption are one and the same grand logical process in the
expanded reproduction of the productive forces and their control’ (ibid.:
50). Consequently, an understanding of advertising in political economic
terms makes transparent the inherent links between commodity-signs, gov-
ernance and the contradictory relations of capitalist production (Goldman,
1994). By extension, an analysis of the mechanisms by which advertising
can ‘commodify semiotics for the purpose of reproducing a currency of sign
values’ (ibid.: 189), reveals the colonialization of social times by advertising
to be isomorphic with the internal dynamic of the commodity-form. The
following section provides a case study of the cosmetics industry and the
advertising of anti-ageing products. The central objective of the case study
is to decode the encoding of time in the symbolic appeal of anti-ageing
products and to reveal these processes of inscription as inextricably linked
to the productive economy.

CCaassee  ssttuuddyy::  ggeennddeerr  ttiimmee  aanndd  tthhee  ccoommmmooddiittyy--ssiiggnn

According to the market research company Euromonitor, skincare is the
largest sector within the cosmetics and toiletries market, worth $50bn world-
wide, with a 6.9 per cent annual growth rate (quoted in Matthews, 2005).
The market for skincare in the UK is estimated to be worth £5.9bn and has
an average annual growth rate of 3.5 per cent (Datamonitor, 2004; Kline &
Company, 2004). The women’s hand and body sector was valued at £225m
in 2004, an impressive 38 per cent increase since 2000 (Mintel, 2005).
Nevertheless, facial products account for the largest sector. Facial skincare
makes up an estimated 55 per cent of the skincare market and is also the
fastest area of growth (Mintel, 2004). Figures show that the rise in facial skin-
care sales is being sustained by product innovations and a rapid growth in
anti-ageing products (Kline & Company, 2004). Euromonitor International
identify sales of anti-ageing products to have increased by nearly 200 per cent
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between 1997 and 2003 (quoted in Girard and Mulard, 2004). In 2004, the
anti-ageing market was estimated to be worth $7.5bn worldwide. The pre-
eminent brands in the UK anti-ageing product market include RoC, L’Oréal
Nivea, Neutrogena, Lancôme, Olay, Chanel, No 7 and Clinique. The techni-
cal bio-medical language of advertising in this sector is self-evidently intent
on convincing us that these companies have revolutionized the quantum
mechanics of ageing. Products with names like ‘Time Resisting Day Cream’
(No 7), ‘Retin-Ox Multi-Correxion’ (RoC), ‘Activa-Cell’ (L’Oréal) and ‘Ultra
Correction’ (Chanel) appear relevant to a science of human rejuvenation.
Olay’s advertisements for its anti-ageing product, Regenerist, provides a novel
parody of this practice. It states that: ‘The beauty buzzword on every
celebrity’s lips at the moment is Pentapeptide KTTKS. Don’t worry if you
can’t pronounce it; at least now you can afford it. Olay, 2006.’

In May 2005, the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) raised signifi-
cant doubts about the efficacy of the bio-medical claims used in the pro-
motion of anti-ageing products. It branded advertisements for L’Oréal’s
Wrinkle De-crease cream ‘misleading’ (Gibson, 2005). L’Oréal’s television
advertisement for its Wrinkle De-crease cream featured model Claudia
Schiffer contorting her facial expressions and thus, according to the ASA,
‘giving the impression that the product worked on human face lines’
(quoted in bbc.co.uk 2005). The advertisement had claimed that 76 per
cent of the 50 women sampled positively self-evaluated the effects of the
cream after three weeks and ‘reported visible reduction on expression lines’
(quoted in bbc.co.uk 2005). L’Oréal also claimed that the product was ‘the
first anti-creasing cream with Boswelox to counteract skin micro contrac-
tions’ and that this bio-medical innovation could ‘rapidly reduce wrinkles’
(quoted in bbc.co.uk 2005). But the ASA was less convinced, as it ruled
‘The ASA’s expert considered that there was insufficient evidence to allow
such a claim about the effect of the product on the human face’ (quoted in
bbc.co.uk 2005). L’Oréal disagreed with the verdict but was seen to com-
ply with the ASA when it later amended the advertisement as directed.
While this event has interesting implications for the anti-ageing skincare
sector, the purpose of this case study is not to question whether these prod-
ucts work. Rather, it is the intention of this case study to understand better
the ideological processes whereby advertising translates the ageing of the
body through time into a particular commodity. How does the time of age-
ing come to be transformed into a commodity-sign? Goldman (1995)
describes the commodity-sign as a signifying unit, constituted by a signifier
(word, image) and signified (meaning). The relationship between signifier
and signified is arbitrary, determined only in terms of the positioning of
each element within a sign-system. Commodity-signs arise when ‘images
are allied to particular products and the images are then deployed as signi-
fiers of particular relations or experiences’ (ibid.: 18). Similarly, the adver-
tising of anti-ageing products operates to attach specific meanings or
attributes of ageing to commodities as part of the process of creating sym-
bolic exchange-values.
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The effect of anti-ageing promotions is to constitute ageing as a process
of depletion requiring supplementation. For instance, Chanel’s Precision
anti-ageing cream contains the label ‘Ultra Correction’, which Chanel
describes as an ‘Ultra firming skincare. Restore the foundations, firmness
and tone of youthful skin.’ Ageing is here and elsewhere inextricably linked
to time. While this may be unsurprising, the construction of time in anti-
ageing product promotions is distinct in its form and function. Our experi-
ence of ageing is essentially a social construct, for it embodies the beliefs,
attitudes and practices of a given cultural and historical context. The mean-
ing of ageing reflects wider inequalities of race, class and gender.

Of particular relevance is the encoding of gender difference in the adver-
tising of anti-ageing products. L’Oréal has recently launched a new range of
anti-ageing products aimed specifically at the male market. Clear distinc-
tions exist in the aesthetic style and linguistic appeal of this campaign. First,
the product range is called ‘L’Oréal Paris Men Expert’ as opposed to
L’Oréal’s ‘ReFinish’ and ‘Plenitude’ product ranges for women. The signi-
fier expertise is clearly designed to connotate the mastery of science over
the passage of time. The specific product is called Hydra Energetic and is
described as a ‘Daily anti-fatigue moisturising lotion’. The advertisement
confronts the reader with a series of questions: ‘Looking tired and worn
out? Not getting enough sleep? Fight back!’. In bold type the advertisement
then presents the ‘Hydra energetic, moisturising lotion with vitamin C’ as
the solution.The cult of vitamins is clearly being trading upon here. Dichter
identifies the signifying meaning of vitamin supplements to connotate ‘the
basic motivation of self-love’ (1964: 234). The genuine bio-medical basis
for vitamin supplements is a contested arena of claims and counter claims.
But this is irrespective to the fetishized meaning of vitamins in the health
food industry. The reference to vitamin C in the L’Oréal advertisement
clearly attempts to link the energizing capabilities of vitamin C to a notion
of male grooming as a legitimate indulgence. In the centre of the advertise-
ment is located a series of vividly coloured orange symbols, one clearly det-
onating a battery and the other a 24-hour clock dial.Adjacent to the battery
symbol is stated, ‘Your skin feels recharged with energy. Healthy look.
Revived skin.’ And adjacent to the clock dial symbol is written, ‘24hr hydra-
tion, non-greasy, non-sticky formula. Used daily after shaving, it soothes
razor burn.’ The appeal to a culture of work and productive efficiency sug-
gests a specifically gendered encoding of time and the meaning of ageing.
This is evident if we compare the advertising copy for Hydra Energetic with
L’Oréal’s female anti-ageing product Plenitude. The advertisement includes
a product endorsement by the actress Judith Godrèche. The advertising
copy immediately after the brand name reads ‘Innovation: Activa-Cell. In 8
days my skin is reborn.’ In the far-left corner is incorporated a spiral helix
with a label describing it as a ‘Activia Cell’. Immediately beneath this image
the advertisement states ‘Technological breakthrough. The Activa-Cell to
help reactivate the skin’s natural defence and repair process.’ While the
rhetoric of technological breakthrough and the mastery of ageing is also
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evident in this advertisement, the description of the body makes no appeal
to time and work or even productivity.

This gender distinction in the social meaning of ageing evident in
L’Oréal’s Plenitude and Hydra Energetic advertising campaigns attends to
socio-biological discourses of gender difference. Socio-biological discourses
of gender distinction are concerned with the effects of biology on social
behaviour. They set out to demonstrate how ‘natural’ genetic and hormonal
differences between the sexes result in different ‘natural’ forms of behav-
iour (Weedon, 1992). Natural femininity and masculinity incline men and
women to different occupations, social and familial roles (ibid.: 130). Given
the inherent inequalities in the gender division of domestic labour, socio-
biological discourses sustain rather then challenge gendered relations of
power. The effect of the advertising campaign’s socio-biological discourse is
to determine in advance what constitutes normal femininity and masculin-
ity, to fix subjectivity, by insisting that the experience of ageing is deter-
mined by natural forces which have intrinsic gender distinction. The idea
of natural physiological processes is a powerful discourse, which in bio-
medical discourse assumes knowledge to be guaranteed by neutral empiri-
cal observations (ibid.: 130). In this sense, bio-medical accounts of ageing
gain status because they are assumed to have been ascertained by the accu-
mulation of objective, true facts, which are independent of particular social,
moral or political interests. Any bio-medical claim to the existence of gen-
dered human processes, which are universal in the sense that they deter-
mine male and female lives, irrespective of historical circumstance,
constitutes a formidable regime of truth. And deviation from these factual
impressions is thus deemed ‘un-natural’, ‘against nature’ and ‘un-scientific’.
Thus socio-biological theory attempts to convince us that any attempts to
organize society in contradiction with natural processes ‘will not only in the
long run be self-defeating, they may also lead to problems of social order
and social control’ (Grimshaw, 1993: 106). The advertising campaign’s tra-
jectory in socio-biological discourse ascribes it with scientific legitimacy,
which sustains the claim that gender differences propel men and women
into dissimilar patterns of ageing. Men and masculinity are associated with
the public sphere of work and activity. Thus, the Hydra Energetic is a prod-
uct designed to overcome the signs of ‘Daily anti-fatigue’ for men who
‘Look overworked’. Conversely, feminine identity is associated with the pri-
vate sphere of reproductive activities.Thus, Plenitude is designed to make skin
‘Reborn’. The imaginary of natural gender distinction in the socio-biological
conditions of ageing functions to obscure the intervention of cultural practices
in determining gender roles. In this sense, advertising operates to encode the
process of ageing through time, with gender-specific connotations and in so
doing create symbolic exchange-values linked to the acquisition of com-
mercial profit. Segmenting the market for anti-ageing products has effec-
tively multiplied the potential for consumer demand.

At a further level of analysis the reference to birth in the L’Oréal adver-
tisement for Plenitude appears resonant with psychoanalytical discourses
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which define feminine subjectivity as tied to a fixed signifier of sexual
differences, ‘the phallus’ (Weedon, 1992). Indeed, the name ‘Activa-Cell’
and the symbol of a spiralling helix nested in a small enclosure (womb?)
appear to make subjective appeal to the psycho-sexual development of the
female subject. Additional signs of psycho-sexual development are evident
with regards to the inscriptions placed on the model’s face. The model’s face
is partitioned into three areas, each ascribed a separate label indicating the
daily process of improvement that the consumer might expect. The first
label reads ‘Day 1 Instant velvety skin’. The second label reads ‘Day 5 Skin
texture refined’. The third label reads ‘Day 8 Lines and wrinkles visibly
reduced’. Time emerges here as a process of gestation towards the rebirth or
rejuvenation of the consumer. Feminist psychoanalytic theory is of some rel-
evance to this analysis. Freud traced the determination of masculine and
feminine identity to the psychic structures of sexual identity located within
the early years of childhood (Weedon, 1992). Freud argued that the acqui-
sition of masculine and feminine identity in adulthood involved repressing
those aspects of childhood sexual identity which are in contradistinction
with the normative order (ibid.: 46). Freud emphasized that it was the pre-
carious psychic nature of childhood and not biological determinism, which
encouraged individuals to adopt gender specific adult roles. He located the
psychic development of the child within the social organization of the
nuclear familiar, which in ‘normal’ circumstances leads to the acquisition of
heterosexual identities. In Freudian analysis, the development of gendered
subjectivity involves the unconscious and conscious mind, as it endeavours
to decipher the gendered coding of the Oedipus complexes. The perplexi-
ties of sexual identity are resolved differently for the male and female
child. Given that in Freudian analysis ‘masculinity … , is taken as the norm
against which difference is measured, the process of psycho-sexual develop-
ment is clearest in the male child’ (ibid.: 47). Conversely, the acquisition of
female sexuality is a more precarious process. Freud’s narrative of female
psycho-sexual development locates the female within a maelstrom of
rejected and re-directed affiliations which culminate in the transference of
desire. Having recognized her anatomical difference from the male, the
female subject identifies both herself and mother as castrated. Psycho-
sexual development is at this point driven by desire and envy for that which
the female subject lacks. This provokes the rejection of the mother as an
initial love object. Desire is transferred onto the father with the ‘promise of
satisfaction at some future point through bearing a male child’ (ibid.: 48). In
Freudian analysis, the resolution of the Oedipus complex, for the female
subject, is driven by a desire for completeness in a psycho-sexual order in
which the masculine is the principal signifier. Returning to the advertise-
ment for L’Oréal’s Plenitude, the signifiers ‘reborn’ and ‘Activa-Cell’ rein-
force a notion of biological womanhood which is tied to a Freudian reading
of female psycho-sexual development. The primacy of birth as a principal
signifier can be read in symbolic terms as a definition of femininity in terms
of lack defined against the masculine ideal. This recognition provokes a
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disregard for the older woman (mother) and transference of desire to
heterosexual love engineered by the rebirth of the body. As with socio-
biological symbolism, the phallocentric symbolism attempts to tie gender
distinction to a fixed sexual order. The assumption that the ageing of the
body through time is a transparent medium with natural distinctions implies
that gender relations are expressed rather than constituted though dis-
courses. The product is used to label and reinforce gender-specific forms of
ageing and this has significance for the reproduction of wider forms of gender
inequality.

An additional feature of anti-ageing product promotions relates to the
reification of time and the transformation of time into an object with
exchange-value. For instance, Clinique in an advertisement for their
‘Preventive Cream SPF 15’ has an image of a stopwatch which has a bro-
ken case and is leaning (defeated) against a small jar of anti-ageing cream.
Across the jar is large black type which reads ‘advanced stop signs eye’.
Time and ageing are represented in this advert as embattled relics defeated
by the appliance of science. A similar theme is evident in an advertisement
for Dior’s Capture Totale. The advertisement declares this product to be
‘The latest breakthrough against time’. This claim is followed by statistics
and endorsements leading to the ultimate claim that ‘After using Capture
Totale, the perceived age of the face is significantly less than the actual age.’
The self-acclaimed ‘Anti-ageing expert’, Dr Pierre Ricaud advertises its
Illuminez-moi using similar references to the value of ‘Science to fight the
effects of time’.

Elsewhere, an advertisement for RoC’s ‘New Retin-Ox Multi-Correxion’
contains an image of a model and the statement ‘I’m 55, I’ve just fallen in
love’. Time is constituted here as an enchanted experience and the product
is a key to desire. In an advertisement for L’Oréal’s Solar, the caption reads
‘Yes to summer, no to the signs of skin ageing.’ The appeal here is to reverse
the negative associations of time, ageing and the sun. Thus, time is depicted
as leisure reclaimed through bio-medical innovation. In an advertisement
for Lancôme’s High Résolution Collaser-48™, the advertising copy reads
‘Fight wrinkles! Feel new dramatic power, inspired by laser therapy.’ Time
is constituted here as a nemesis to be overcome in the scientific battle
against ageing. The product design reinforces this with its sci-fi chrome lac-
quered cover and precision applicator. NIVEA, in an advertisement for
their product Q10 plus, appeals to the consumer:

Make NIVEA body firming lotion your new daily routine for firmer skin. With
dual action of Co-Enzymes Q10 plus R, it not only cares for your skin, but will
significantly improve its firmness in just two weeks. NIVEA 2005

This advertisement is particularly interesting as it constitutes anti-ageing as
a project to be laboured over time. The consumer is encouraged to expend
labour time to complete the production process and enable the anti-ageing
product to work. The responsibility for producing use-value belongs to the
consumer and their labour-time, in producing the desired effect/product, is
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expropriated by the company as profit. A similar example is evident in No
7’s campaign for its Time Resisting Cream. This advertisement is themed
on a forthcoming class reunion and the advertising copy provides ‘Seven
essentials for your class reunion’. The first essential states ‘No 1 don’t panic,
you’ve got two weeks to prepare.’ The sixth essential states ‘No 6 make sure
you don’t look your age.’ And the seventh essential contains no statement
but instead seductively positions the No 7 product. Thus we are expected
to assume that the seventh essential for the perfect (re)presentation of the
self is No 7. The NIVEA and No 7 advertisements both focus on anti-
ageing as a project to invest the self over time. This contrasts with Lancôme
advertising for its product Primordial Optimum. In Lancôme’s advertise-
ment, anti-ageing is a rapid process in which consumers can have ‘Super
skin in seconds’. This audacious statement features above an image of the
product speeding off the page leaving a jet stream in its midst. Tempus fugit
is no idle imaginary but real and accessible at the right price. Elsewhere an
advertisement for NIVEA’s Age Reversal Intense Rejuvenating Cream is
intent on reversing Newtonian physics as it beckons consumers to ‘Grow
young gracefully’ and thus reverse time’s arrow.

A recent advertising campaign for L’Oréal’s ReFinish is particularly inter-
esting in terms of its reification of time into an object with exchange-value.
The advertisement projects a stylized image of scientific innovation manifest
at the level of product design and advertising aesthetic. ReFinish appears
removed from the visceral matter of ageing. It has become a sign of rejuve-
nation. Indeed, the advertisement’s self-endorsement announces ReFinish
as a ‘Resurfacing skin renovator’. But ReFinish, as a sign of rejuvenation, has
no referent in the material world. We all know that the biological passage
of the body through time is unidirectional. Nevertheless, ‘In just 2 minutes’
ReFinish can ‘renovate your skin’. ReFinish achieves its symbolic meaning
from an abstract and systematic relation to other object-signs. For it exists
within a product category, which in recent years has constituted a multi-
million pound industry predicated on selling to women the dream of con-
trolling the ageing process. The conversion of ageing into a vast commercial
industry has in itself become a sign. It symbolizes modern scientific inge-
nuity. The wealth and prosperity of the anti-ageing industry signify scien-
tific success in controlling the irrational processes of the body. Scientific
alchemy represents, here, a definitive taxonomy of the body in which the
fluidity of time is at last channelled into the calculable and quantifiable pat-
terns of a scientific order. The object-symbol ReFinish is detached from the
natural qualitative rhythms of the visceral body and deployed as a signifier
of rejuvenation. When we think of rejuvenation, we now think of ReFinish.
The relation of product to image becomes indissoluble, as ‘the product
gives rise to the image’ (Goldman, 1995: 19). We can observe that what is
consumed is not the product but the image it gives rise to. Just as the true
nature of the product is obscured, so too the conversion of the product into
a systematized status of signs disguises the labour process involved in its
production.
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The capacity for consumption practices to convert economic exchange-value
into sign-value and vice versa is ‘because the logic of the commodity and of
political economy is at the heart of the sign’ (Baudrillard, 1981: 146). The
commodity is therefore, not merely asserting itself as a thing but rather
mapping onto a specific logic. Critical theorists identify capital accumula-
tion and the patterns by which this process of accumulation is regulated as
assuming a definitive logic. The logic is a framework within which capital-
ist social practices are defined and enacted (Goldman, 1995: 19). This logic
is evident in the form and function of the ‘formally rationalised contractual
and juridical codes of capitalist society’ (ibid.: 19). And its principal fea-
tures determine the processes deployed in advertising’s production of
commodity-signs.

Given the centrality of time to the commodity-form, it is of little surprise
that time is crucial to the process of linking commodity objects to socially
valorized meanings. We can observe this process at work in the advertise-
ment for ReFinish. While the advertisement makes frequent reference to
time, ‘2 steps, 2 minutes, 2 times a week’, time is no longer a lived duration.
Time has become transfigured into an object-sign where it is consumed
(Baudrillard, 1981). In order to be integrated into the order of production,
the commodity-form detaches human characteristics from temporal rela-
tions and transforms them into exchangeable entities. These entities are
ascribed the appearance of independent constructs separate from the lived
and contradictory relations of their original context. The process of dislo-
cating social relations from their original organic context is defined as
‘abstraction’ (Goldman, 1995: 21). Abstraction has definitive trajectories in
the separation of use-value and exchange-value as both condition and con-
sequence of the extension of the commodity-form (ibid.: 21). Abstraction
is also evident in the labour process with the separation of useful labour and
abstract labour. Indeed, abstraction is apparent on any occasion in which
‘social relations have been split into quality and quantity, form and content’
(ibid.: 21). In the operation of the commodity-sign, abstraction materializes
in the emptying out of meaningful content and the separation of means and
ends (ibid.: 24). In order for a social relation to be transformed into sign
currency, it needs to be stripped of all characteristics which might disrupt
the mechanistic order of production (Baudrillard, 1981). We can observe
evidence of abstraction in the ReFinish advertisement. Age rejuvenation is
separated from the total context of nutrition, biology, environment,
income, genetics, etc., of which it is inextricably part, and relocated within
a new context constituted by the commodity. As a function of scientific
ingenuity, rejuvenation now belongs to the realm of science and
quantitative rationality and the consumption of ReFinish is a logical means
of defying ageing.

If we look more closely at the ReFinish advertisement, our attention is
drawn to the relevance of reification in the making of subjectivity through
time. The advertising copy contains an intriguing endorsement from a
L’Oréal Paris Skincare Adviser. Of particular significance is the statement
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that ‘in my practice I see a lot of women who from the age of 30, see the
surface of their skin changing, losing its radiance and youth’. This statement
functions to reify time into an entity constituted by discrete commodifable
units. Thus, the age of 30 is transformed into an objective thing, bestowed
with specific connotations and implications for subjective happiness.
Reification is a process of forgetting in which human beings can no longer
recognize their part in the creation of social reality (Goldman, 1995: 31).
In the advertisement for ReFinish we are seduced by the fantastic form of
a newly invigorated landmark age. Irrespective of our own lived experience
of being 30, we are persuaded to live this time again in its newly renovated
form. In this respect, ‘the goods acquire a life history, while humans lose
theirs’ (ibid.: 32). This defines consumption as a peculiar moment in the
making of subjectivity. For the ultimate task becomes the consumption of
objects in order to erase the making of the self through time.

In an advertisement for RoC’s Retinol Body Modelling, time is reified
into an object of memory. The advertisement contains a model trying on a
pair of tight-fitting jeans, followed by the statement ‘10 years back to skin
firmness’. This statement encourages the spectator to comprehend the past
as a present reality. We are pushed back into the past to retrieve idealized
memories of when, as female adults we once wore tight-fitting jeans. The
image of the female model provides the spectator with a spatial context in
which to perform the advertisement’s nostalgic flight of fantasy. Our real
historicity is denied and appropriated by a memory that is neither shared
nor lived in material existence. As Williamson puts it, ‘our real past, history,
is appropriated by the advertisement to be filled by the product, or to
become represented by a single subject’ (2000: 155). We are enticed by the
advertisement to move out of our reality into the metaphysical past of the
advertisement.

Reification occurs in the many occasions when advertising conflates the
consumption of a product with an actual experience of event-based time.
We need only reflect on the commercial success of the invention of
‘Mother’s Day’, ‘Father’s Day’ and its numerous derivatives to comprehend
the more general role of advertising in reifying time. This reification of time
in advertising discourse directly links to the process of abstraction.
Goldman observes how ‘advertisements … separate the intrinsic qualities
of being human from actual living humans’ (1995: 31). The formal logic of
the commodity-sign, analysed by Goldman, is efficacious in the fashioning
of a meaningful continuity between discrete moments in time. For instance
in the ReFinish advertisement, objects are purposely positioned in such a
way, so as to establish a narrative of time unfolding. The model’s (Natalie
Imbruglia) face dominates the left-hand side of the advertisement.
Adjacent to this is a column of bio-medical claims. We are encouraged to
make a narrational link between Natalie Imbruglia and the possibilities of
anti-ageing products. Advertising analysts have long since drawn attention
to how the distancing and lighting of objects in advertisements signify
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specific relations to the past and future (Williamson, 2000). In the
Re-finish advertisement, the actual product is located in the foreground on
the right-hand side. It has a patch of light falling upon its sleeve which, in
conjunction with the narrative sequence of object positioning, appears to
signify the future. Similarly, the gaze of the female model is indicative of a
future horizon, which we are encouraged to apprehend as we follow her
eye line. Collectively these images position the potential consumer within
a contrived narrative time, in which the past is idealized and the future
transformed into an inspirational ideal. The present becomes a mere inter-
section to a time less mundane and divorced from the unsatisfactory reali-
ties of everyday existence. The semiotics of the advertisement assumes a
chronological and sequential articulation of time, in which individual
moments of time (i.e., past, present, future) function as signs. In order for
the exchange of temporal signs to have currency, they need to be integrated
into the order of production and mobilized as a productive force with a def-
inite commercial outcome (Lee, 1993). The narrational properties of the
commodity-sign are therefore indexed to a productive system in which
signs are rendered meaningful by first being ‘framed discursively within the
text in order to establish a recognisable temporal distance between each of
them’ (ibid.: 155).

CCoonncclluussiioonn

The symbolic construction of time in the commodity-sign is predicated on
the existence of a discursive frame to render the flow of time meaningful
and ‘achieve the necessary closure around the commodity it promotes’
(Lee, 1993: 155). The latter issue of ‘closure’ in the context of time and
advertising practice is effectively detailed by Williamson (2000). As a start-
ing point, Williamson (ibid.: 152) argues that the time of the advertise-
ments is always already past, ‘since the picture is finished and the future
events are never open, but specifically directed’. The spectator is situated,
by the advertisement, in a position of closure, whereby the narrative
sequence and its apparitional future have been determined in advance by
the logic of the commodity-form. The narrative instantiates a social mean-
ing of time in which the present is a state of lack and the product signifies
a connection to a more satisfied state of being. This narrative of time is in
contrast to the flow of time in everyday social relations. In Being and Time
(1962), Heidegger’s account of Dasein informs our comprehension of
human identity as stretched across time (Thomas, 1996: 51). Being is
dispersed through the chronicles of time. The existential time of Dasein
possesses an intense immediacy, uniquely relevant to the person. And yet,
Dasein as a concept also draws attention to the way subjectivity is always
lived in embodied form (Thomas, 1996). Subjects live time–space events as
well as being constituted by them. Time is, therefore, inextricably bound up
with places, spaces and the body. For people ‘do not so much think real
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time but actually live it sensuously, qualitatively’ (Urry, 1995: 6). The
identity, which emerges in the process of the self, stretches across time as
‘the person one is now has a historical connection with the person whom
one was yesterday’ (Thomas, 1996: 45). By reflecting upon previous expe-
rience, present contingencies and future desires the self is consistently
bringing itself into existence (ibid.: 52). Narrativity is thus axiomatic to
modern self-identity. Indeed, Giddens (1993: 76) describes how the pro-
duction of an interpretative self-history is central to self-identity in modern
social life. The ‘reflexive monitoring’ of self ‘forms a trajectory of develop-
ment from the past to the anticipated future’ (ibid.: 75). Giddens describes
the future as resonant with possibilities, ‘yet not left open to the full play
of contingency’ (ibid.: 77). Foucault (1979), in particular, demonstrates the
profound historicity of modern subjectivity. Society and culture provide
specific ‘technologies of the self’ through which identities are constituted.
The self is a developing site of cultural inscription (Thomas, 1996: 47). Our
existential experiences of time are re-inscriptive of society’s social rhythms
rather than mere representations. The modern self as a narrative text is
always lived in an embodied form so that ‘subjects are dialogical, bringing
specific personas, discourses and voices to contexts of negotiation, and
domination’ (Thrift, quoted in Thomas, 1996: 47). But what becomes of
narrative time in advertising discourse?

Williamson observes how in time and advertising narrative, the open
future of everyday interaction is transformed into ‘a deterministic and unal-
terable present’ (2000: 152). The closed future of advertising narrative has
a demonstrable ideological function. It operates to disengage subjects from
the natural flow of time and ascribes their being a ‘synchronic status’ in
which events unfold within a kind of ‘eternal moment (ibid.: 152). The
‘ideology of the synchronic’ misrepresents history as a horizon of events
which occur simultaneously when observed from ‘the vantage view point
of the present’ (ibid.: 154). It might help to think again of the ReFinish
advertisement. The statement, ‘2 steps, 2 minutes, 2 times a week’ con-
structs time as a continuum in which events are inseparable and merge
together in the present. In place of a diachronic flow of time, the time of
the advertisement has a given beginning and determined end which we can
observe from the vantage point of the present. The narrative time of
‘2 steps, 2 minutes, 2 times a week’ begins in the present as a response to a
situation of lack and culminates in the present as this lack is defined and
satisfied by a guaranteed solution i.e,. the product ReFinish. By extension,
Williamson argues that the ideology of the synchronic operates to deny the
possibilities of our present as it contrives to map a sense of need onto our
experience of the advertisement. As she puts it, ‘no present pleasure exists
because in the actual present you are looking at the ad anticipating but not
enjoying’ (2000: 155). The advertisement substitutes our lived embodied
present with a ‘false’ present. Within this context we are encouraged to
decipher the advertisement’s chronological and sequential articulation of
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time. Thus the material existence of synchronicity ‘must be outside of real
time, since all time is available to us at once as we stand in real time, in front
of the ad’ (ibid.: 155). The advertisement in this sense attempts to capture
time both in regard to the re-constructed present and the dislocation of the
spectator from the natural flow of time. But time is ephemeral:

Time of course is not something that can be owned; it is common to us all, and
cannot be divided. It is the extreme spatiality of our consciousness that leads us
to assume that we can partition time and make it our own, through material
objects. (ibid.: 156)
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Part Three

Advertising in Postmodern Time(s)

Figure Part III Advertising and time (space) disruptions in postmodern virtual
worlds, Toshiba, 2005

Source: Reproduced by permission of Toshiba.
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5

‘The Times They Are A-Changin'’

Transformations of work and leisure in the time/space
economies of modern and postmodern advertising

The signifying properties of advertising practices provide fascinating
revelations into the commodification of leisure time as a precondition for
capitalist production. The transition to monopoly capitalism in the early
twentieth century precipitated a movement from absolute surplus-value to
relative surplus-value extraction and an emphasis on the social conditions
of wage labour (Goldman, 1995: 16). The appropriation of relative surplus-
value involves an intensification of the productive process (Lee, 1993). And
the resulting accumulation of surplus products requires a ‘qualitative
reconfiguration of consumption’ if capital is to avoid a crisis in accumula-
tion (ibid.: 123). This chapter examines leisure as an extension of social
transformations under capitalism. In critical theory, leisure time is revealed
as functionally dependent on the labour market system. Theorists variously
describe industrialism as precipitating radical transformations in the sanc-
tioning, definition and organization of recreation. As a counterpart to the
commodification of labour, leisure time became a precious commodity and
subject to the laws of exchange-value (Baudrillard, 2003: 152). Leisure is a
product of capitalist culture and its specific mode of production. It is ‘time-
as-object’ and ascribed equivalent status to all commodities produced
within the system of capitalist production (ibid.: 152). Time conceived in
linear dimensions can be transformed into an object of temporal calculation
and exchanged against other commodities. In so doing, it is homologous
with the exchange-value system (ibid.: 153).

Critical theorists draw attention to the colonization of free-time, by eco-
nomic logic, as evidence of advertising’s role in the reproduction of time as
a productive force. Leisure time is earned; it is capital on which productive
value can be returned. Under conditions of modern capitalism, the market
is ascribed the capacity to satisfy all needs. The centrality of markets to the
productive process promotes the cultural and economic conditions neces-
sary for the commodification of leisure. Workers go to the market for paid
labour and have neither the time nor skills for the domestic production of
leisure activities (Slater, 1998: 398). Capitalism’s insatiable desire for ever
more commercial opportunities to sell commodities invites the transformation
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of leisure into an activity, which can be sold in the form of an object
(ibid.: 398). Money functions as an expression of value, thus making leisure
comparable and measurable to other commodities. In this sense, leisure
time is most successfully ingratiated into the system of production as
chronometric capital, capable of being exchanged against any other com-
modity (Baudrillard, 2003). Indeed, the abstraction of leisure is effectively
accomplished when the exchange-value has detached it from any specific
social context (Haug, 1986). From the point of exchange-value, each
leisure activity, regardless of its particular form, matters only as an ‘abstract
form of wealth’ (Baudrillard, 2003). Money facilitates the exchange-value
of leisure, but the conditions which partake in the reification of leisure exist
also at the level of advertising practice.

In this chapter, motor car advertising provides a continuous source of
empirical reflection. Early twentieth-century car advertising concentrated
principally on the use-value of the product. This materialized in the pri-
macy given to science and technology, in the concern to quantify, calculate
and ensure efficiency in mobility. For instance, the 1960s DamienChrysler
advertisement in Figure 5.1 describes DamienChrysler’s premium crafts-
manship and links this to the utility-value of leisure. In so doing, the adver-
tisement attempts to transform qualitative experiences of leisure into a
quantifiable, abstract utility compatible with the exchange system of value.

As a means of transportation, the motor car constitutes a distinct relation-
ship between the owner and product. Unlike previous forms of locomotion
(e.g., bicycle, horse and carriage), the owner of the motor car is forever
dependent on fuel supply, specialist equipment and engineers for its opera-
tion. The motorist’s relation to their car is ‘that of user and consumer – and
not owner and master’ (Gorz, 1983: 71). In the early twentieth century,
advertising equated the utility value of the motor car with a meritocratic
ideal which linked time-disciplined leisure and economic productivity, but
this corporate ideal neglected to take into account how the time spent earn-
ing the money for the motor car’s purchase and maintenance reproduced
social inequalities. Because the ‘freedom’ and ‘democracy’ offered by the
mass-produced motor car stopped short of addressing endemic disparities in
the distribution of financial resources in both the public and private spheres.
What was meant rather, by the blessing of ‘freedom’ and ‘democracy’
promised to the industrial worker, was the freedom to ‘cultivate themselves
among the incontestable fruits of the new industrial cornucopia’ (Ewen,
1977: 27). Not only was this alleged freedom designed to redefine the worker
as a consumer of mass-produced motor cars. It also secured lucrative revenue
from a wealth of auxiliary expenditures. For possession of the motor car com-
mitted the owner to consume a host of commercial services and industrial
products that could only be provided by a third party (Gorz, 1983: 71). The
rational utility-maximizing agent of early twentieth-century motor car adver-
tising sought ‘freedom’ through the efficient use of time, but instead gained
dependency, for their locomotion, on a commercial source of energy (ibid.:
72). The first section of this chapter examines the objectification of leisure
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Figure 5.1 Utility and leisure in car advertising, Chrysler, 1960

Source: Copyright DaimlerChrysler Corporation. Reproduced with permission.
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time in motor car advertising. It describes how an ideological focus on
technical rationality permeated early twentieth-century advertising dis-
courses, and created the conditions through which a new world of leisure
could be integrated into the new world of technified work.

The second section of this chapter describes how the neo-classical utilitar-
ian models of demand were being significantly challenged in the early
decades of the twentieth century. In 1909, Veblen, in his writings on the lim-
itations of marginal utility, insisted that consumer behaviour was character-
ized by ‘unhedonistic, irrationalistic pecuniary traffic’ (quoted in Mason,
1995: 874). Elsewhere, writers began to challenge the legitimacy of ‘rational’
utilitarian demand theory (Pigou, 1925; Maynard, 1936). By the mid-1920s
writers within the emerging discipline of marketing increasingly took issue
with the assumption that aggregate demand could be derived from com-
pounding individual demand schedules (Mason, 1995: 871). Neo-classical
interpretations of consumer demand were variously identified as understat-
ing ‘the importance of product symbolism and status’ (ibid.: 878). Consumer
behaviour specialists were increasingly turning to the social sciences to pro-
vide alternatives to the asocial, neo-classical economic interpretations of con-
sumer demand. This would have profound consequences for the role of
leisure advertising as ‘the very ideology of alienated labour’ (Baudrillard,
2003: 155). But general appreciation of these transformations is often
obscured by the marked tendency, in Marxist analysis, towards a definition of
leisure time merely as an objective expression of the exchange-value system.
The commodification of leisure is observed in historical terms, by critical the-
orists, to have been the outcome of ‘applying to it an instrumental rationality
which increasingly narrowed the range of social roles available within leisure
practices’ (Hemingway, 1996: 30). In this sense, leisure time in capitalist soci-
ety is irredeemably degraded. As Hemingway puts it, ‘culture consuming
leisure is instrumental, making use of subjects and objects encountered in
leisure without engaging them as other than partners in temporary exchange
relationships’ (ibid.: 36). Critical leisure theory is constrained in so far as it
focuses solely on ‘time-as-object’. The potential already exists for alternative
conceptions of leisure time. Analysis of advertising aesthetics in the produc-
tion of the commodity-sign appeals to forms of temporality, which emerge
out of social practice (see Chapter 4). The production of the commodity-as-
sign in advertising discourse appears less inclined to the construction of time-
as-object, as it invokes inter-subjective non-linear temporalities. For the
commodity-sign operates to ally particular products and images and deploy
these as signifiers of social relations embedded in time–space events
(Goldman, 1995: 18). This conception of time provides a means of mapping
advertising onto crucial transformations in work and leisure in the late
modern era.

The third section of this chapter has as its focus post-Fordism and the
transformations of work and leisure, which have arisen as a result of new
ways of organizing the labour process. The postmodern condition suggests
that we are experiencing an intense phase of time–space compression and
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their fragmentation both globally and locally (Harvey, 1990). Unparalleled
advances in communication technology have intensified, fragmented and
dramatically delineated complex value-chains, inducing a ‘systemic pertur-
bation in the sequential’ ordering of time/space (Castells, 2000: 464).
Advertising in the twentieth century was characterized by a belief that a
relatively fixed system of human needs could be discovered for different
segments of the consumer market. In its more sophisticated renditions and
especially within innovative advertising, these needs are seen as socially
constructed and thereby open to being formed and furnished by those seek-
ing to sell their products and services (see Chapter 4). From this perspec-
tive, products and services can be seen as solutions looking for a problem to
solve. Advertisers who have moved this far within the framework of mod-
ernism have less difficulty in confronting the challenge of postmodern mar-
kets, where consumption involves the exchange of signs (Baudrillard, 1981)
that are ‘free floating’ – not tied to an object of signification but simply cir-
culating in a space of signifiers. These transformations in signifying practices
attest to radical changes in the commodity-form. For the increased produc-
tivity of lean manufacturers has speeded up the pace of commodity pro-
duction to unprecedented levels. At the same time, work and leisure have
become less fixed and less differentiated by definitive boundaries and fron-
tiers. The third section identifies how motor car advertising provides an
example through which to analyse the intensity of time/space compression
in Western capitalism since the 1960s with all its emergent features of
excessive ephemerality and fragmentation in work and leisure times.

RRaattiioonnaall  uuttiilliittyy  iinn  tthhee  ttiimmee  aanndd  ssppaaccee  eeccoonnoommiieess  ooff  mmaassss--pprroodduucceedd  lleeiissuurree

The turn of the twentieth century witnessed the development of the internal
combustion engine and the motor car. It was an invention which was to rev-
olutionize leisure respectability and rational recreation.While the earlier pro-
totypes of the motor vehicle originated in Europe, the industry was to
develop in the United States (Montgomery, 1968). Indeed, the US-based
Ford Motor Company is frequently cited as initiating large-scale mass pro-
duction. ‘I will build a motor car for the great multitude’, said Henry Ford in
1910. Less than a decade later, he delivered his promise by producing what
was advertised as the ‘universal car’, the Model T. This achievement laid the
foundations for revolutionary transformations in the entire motor vehicle
industry.The Model T was designed as a practical and reliable means of travel
for what Henry Ford called ‘the great multitude’.The key to its mass produc-
tion was the idea of accurately timing manufacturing operations. Frederick
Winslow Taylor (1856–1915) had earlier formulated the principles of ‘scien-
tific management’. Taylor’s technological interventions into the ‘natural’ flow
of work events were geared towards achieving the wholesale rationalization
of the labour process. Taylor’s famous tract, The Principles of Scientific
Management (1911), describes how labour productivity can be dramatically
increased by ‘breaking down each labour process’ into narrowly specialized,
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unskilled tasks performed according to ‘rigorous standards of time and
motion study’ (Harvey, 1990: 123). Time was translated into economic terms
‘it became the medium in which human activities, especially economic activ-
ities, could be stepped up to a previously unimagined rate of growth’
(Nowotny, 1976: 330). Built into Taylor’s approach was a notion that
‘progress’, defined as both material and moral advancement, is a positively
natural force guiding the destiny of mankind (Rose, 1975: 57). Ford applied
Taylor’s scientific management principles in an attempt to achieve complete
and consistent interchangeability of parts and ultimate simplicity in assembly.
Tasks were broken down into hundreds of small individualized production
processes performed on long assembly lines designed for the production of
standardized products. Machines regulated the rate of production, as they
substituted skilled labour for standardized mass production. Braverman
(1974) describes how Fordism entailed the concentration of utilized labour
power in minimal units of time, which maximized the extraction of surplus
value in its most rational economic form.

Ford’s Model T was designed as a universal car and produced in high volumes
to attract customers keen to purchase mass-produced, low-cost, sturdy vehicles.
By emphasizing a marketing strategy dominated primarily by price, Ford advo-
cated the prevalence of neo-classical utilitarian models to marketing analyses of
consumer demand. Neo-classical analysis marginalizes the significance of wider
social influences on consumer choice, focusing instead on the ideas and princi-
ples of value and intentioned consumer rationality (Mason, 1995: 875). Thus,
for example, in 1924, Ford published the following advertising statement: ‘By
stimulating good health and efficiency, owning a Ford increases your earning
power’ (quoted in Stern and Stern, 1978: 15). Simple and unmistakable, Ford’s
earlier advertising merely sought to appeal to the rational utilitarian mind-set,
which informed the logic of mass assembly line production.

These early developments in Ford’s marketing strategy perceived consump-
tion as exclusively about ‘economic exchange’ and therefore not about other
kinds of human behaviour and emphasized the capability of the marketer to
influence or control consumer behaviour. Figure 5.2 is an advertisement which
illustrates Ford’s utility-maximizing approach to consumer behaviour.
Axiomatic to this concept of economic exchange is a notion of transactions as
‘one-time exchanges of values between two parties who have no prior or sub-
sequent interaction’ (Easton and Araujo, 1994: 74). The identities of parties
are of limited significance as ‘transactions are assumed to be perfectly replace-
able across parties with similar utility functions’ (ibid.: 74). Further examples
of this conception of consumer subjectivity include the following magazine
advertisement by Ford Motor cars in 1937:

Worthy to serve the most exalted, upon occasions of the utmost circumstance,
yet marked by a chaste restraint of line never suggestive of opulence, or arro-
gance, the Ford V-8 ‘22’ has performance of a measure and refinement making
it handsomely worth twice its price of £210. As economical, as efficient in its
infinite range of duty. It is the car for Britons, the world over, in Coronation
Year. There is No Comparison! (quoted in Advertising Archive, 2006)
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Figure 5.2 The Ford Times, August 1926, Ford Motor Company Limited

Source: Robert (1976), by kind permission of the publishers. Reproduced with
kind permission of Ford Motor Company Limited.
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This famous advertisement attempts to simulate a sense of individualized
urgency in its appeal to the temporal logic of desire. Its creation of a need
projected into the future (Coronation Year) is a function of the simulacra
of duration as an object of consumption (Appadurai, 1996). Consumption
creates the simulacra of time as a period absent (‘upon occasions of the
utmost circumstance’); an opportunity potentially lost (‘As economical, as
efficient in its infinite range of duty’) and an opportunity gained (‘It is
the car for Britons, in the world over, in Coronation Year. There is No
Comparison!’). But the ‘man of distinction’ to whom this advertisement is
directed is also mere illusion as the mass production of standardized goods
seeks to produce the complete opposite of individual distinction. Indeed,
the utilitarianism of reason-why advertising offered the promise of distin-
guished efficiency as a ruse to obviate the stultifying homogeneity of mass
production. It is clear, therefore, that the concept of economic exchange
seductively contrives to detach the exchange relationship from its embed-
dedness in a plethora of densely woven power/knowledge relations. The
‘pure’ economic exchange has no historical context as the ‘history of past
relations is immaterial and all elements of exchange are contained in
sharply defined time frames’ (Easton and Araujo, 1994: 74). Rational agents
are represented as engaging in a de-contextualized, game of self-seeking
opportunism. Marketing, Ford insisted, had to recognize that ‘the work and
the work alone controls us’ (quoted in Ewen, 1977: 24). Efficiency and reli-
ability were advertised as distinguishing Ford motor cars and the self-reliant
consumer of its goods. Efficiency and reliability equate with time conceived
as a unit that is readily given to monetary value (Becker and Michael,
1973). So, for example, time can be used to price products in relation to the
labour cost of their production or simply to measure the opportunity cost
of leisure time spent on consumption.

Time in Fordist production is a controllable scarce resource; a ‘pressure’
in decision-making, and a unit for measuring performance and a ‘fair day’s
work’. Ford’s establishment of the ‘five dollar day’ became a powerful sym-
bol of how the perfectly trained worker is supposed to function as pre-
dictably and precisely as clockwork (Pietrykowski, 1999). Indeed, Ford
strenuously believed that the proper application of corporate power could
instil labourers with the moral and mental discipline required to work the
highly productive assembly-line system (Harvey, 1990: 126). His preoccu-
pation with exactitude and control appears, therefore, to have been only
partially motivated by the technical imperatives of mass production.

The introduction of time and motion studies into the wholesale rational-
ization of labour had instigated dramatic changes in domestic and social
rhythms. Time-disciplined labour was delineated from other forms of activ-
ity, and labour relations were redefined by the principles of exchange. The
alienation of the producers (wage earners) in the labour process affects not
only their relation to the products of their labour, but also their social rela-
tions in the public and private sphere. For the extension of economic ratio-
nality into all spheres of social life is integral to the development of
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capitalism (Gorz, 1994). A key to the inter-relations between mass
assembly-line production, leisure and advertising is evident in the specific form
of social managerialism, which emerged in the early twentieth century.

Ford’s innovations meant huge savings over earlier production tech-
niques. It is estimated that by the early 1920s approximately half of the
eight million motor cars on US roads were Model Ts (Stern and Stern,
1978). The growth of goods offered a context in which workers could be
considered as potential ‘citizens of a new industrial civilisation’ (Ewen,
1977: 14). Such a development, once again, attempted to tie the identity of
the wage labourer to the broadly equivalent values embodied in the realm
of consumption (Lee, 1993). Indeed, Ford equated mass motoring with a
version of social equality, as evidenced in the following excerpt: ‘If they
manage to adjust to exemplary machines, then their pay will go up, and the
time will not be far when our own workers will buy automobiles from us’
(quoted in Wolf, 1996: 72). Ford’s desire to iron out social difference, to
transform diverse groups into acceptably socialized mass consumers,
echoed the intellectual context of marketing and advertising research in the
1920s and 1930s. By emphasizing a marketing strategy dominated primar-
ily by price, Ford advocated the neo-classical utilitarian models to market-
ing analyses of consumer demand.

Mass production pointed towards the need for markets which tran-
scended the traditional supply and demand models of industrial goods con-
sumption (Ewen, 1977). The consolidation of the productive system
required by mass production necessitated a redefinition of labourers into
consumers. This entailed a movement away from defining workers merely
by their productive capacity. ‘Progressive’ managerialists were increasingly
motivated to transcend the question of organizing the factory and move
towards an understanding of the arenas in which workers might be self-
disciplined to commit themselves to the industrial process (ibid.: 15). In
other words, the transformation of the labour force into consumers neces-
sitated the redefinition of both working and non-working times in terms of
the logic of economic rationality. As Gorz states, ‘economic rationality has
no room for authentically free time which neither produces nor consumes
commercial wealth’ (1976: 174–5). In this respect, Gorz echoes E.P.
Thompson’s (1967) identification of how new opportunities for leisure in
the twentieth century posed specific problems of social control over the
industrial labour force. Capitalism’s response to the dilemmas of
controlling working-class leisure and the need to absorb excess goods was
‘consumerism’. The process of capitalist industrialization transformed
leisure from a collective activity, embedded in occupational communities
into market-based activities compatible with the dictates of the workplace.
With the advent of mature capitalism society, wage incentives accompany
expanding consumer drives as ‘palpable rewards for the productive
consumption of time’ (ibid.: 91). ‘Time is money’, it is marked by time
thrift and binds a clear demarcation between ‘work’ and ‘life’. Indeed, ‘in
mature capitalist society all time must be consumed, marketed, put to use;
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it is offensive for the labour force merely to “pass the time”’ (ibid.: 91).
With the realization of profitability from the production of needs advertis-
ing presented an attractive vehicle for the mass production of consumer
markets.

The first section of this chapter was keen to illustrate the objectification of
leisure time in specific modes of motor car advertising. It described how an ide-
ological focus on technical rationality permeated early twentieth-century
advertising discourses, and created the conditions through which a new world
of leisure could be integrated into the new world of technified work. But spec-
tacular advances in advertising knowledges and practices were (and still are)
radically disrupting the linear reality of rationalist models of consumer subjec-
tivity and the rationalization of social relations, which they encourage. Church
(1993), for example, describes how after the retail slump of British motor cars
in the 1930s, a condition for survival was the adoption of marketing-orientated
strategies. Promotion campaigns sought to expand consumer markets and
‘accommodate public taste for variations in demand for different types of cars’
(ibid.: 43). Britain’s major car producers were increasingly employing ‘intensive
selling methods’ including promotional campaigns emphasizing the basis of
successful selling as ‘the right model, in the right place, at the right time’ (ibid.:
45). Elsewhere, critical theorists have similarly identified rationalist utility mod-
els of consumption as radically undermined in the 1930s and the 1940s, as
advertising began to develop an identity distinct from macro-economic analy-
sis (Goldman, 1995). Given the apparent ideological and structural ‘fit’
between utilitarian advertising models and the commodification of labour, it is
surprising that they attracted significant resistance from alternative paradigms.
The following section discusses the challenge presented by advertising tech-
niques, which promote commodities as ‘personified expressions of human char-
acteristics and relationships’ (Kline and Leiss, 1978: 17). It will suggest that the
challenge presented by advertising’s promotion of the commodity-sign suggests
a more complicated relationship between advertising, leisure and the economic
base than is often assumed in Marxist cultural theory.

LLeeiissuurree  aanndd  tthhee  ccoommmmooddiittyy--ssiiggnn

Technical innovations adopted by the British motor car industry in the mid-
1920s provided for the evolution of a new approach to design, styling and
accessories (Church, 1993). These developments contributed to the forma-
tion of a distinctively modernist aesthetic in car advertising. Some of the
very earliest attempts to entice the public into abandoning the horse and
cart for the car were modelled on propriety, sobriety and the nostalgic aes-
thetic of art nouveau (Roberts, 1976). The meticulously designed engrav-
ings of late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century advertising
imagery mirrored the wilful asymmetry and swirling convolvulus of art
nouveau iconography (Montgomery, 1968). Late nineteenth-century car
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advertising often shared with art nouveau a nonchalant disinclination for
matters of form, function and practicality (Roberts, 1976). It was emblem-
atic of art nouveau’s appeal to the natural fecundity and botanical world of
English cultural heritage.

Art nouveau is a fin-de-siècle art tending towards phantasmagoria, deca-
dence and the exquisite (Dunlop, 1994: 14). This iconography appears in
juxtaposition to the solemnity of late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-
century reason-why advertising. Although by the 1900 the motor car had
scarcely begun to affect public life, it had already acquired cultural distinc-
tion among the middle classes. The aristocracy drove the first motor cars;
nonetheless, the tendency of the burgeoning middle classes towards ‘pecu-
niary emulation’ (Veblen, [1879] 1994) generated an eagerness to secure
social status through the conspicuous consumption of the car. The semiotic
appeal of the car was its ability to convey a sense of identification with the
ostentatious wastefulness and languid idleness of the leisured classes.
Prestigious cars symbolized refined tastes, cultural distinction and were ‘a
sign of continuity and dependability’ (Dymock, 1993: 8). The art nouveau
forms in motor car advertising were particularly evocative of a vehicle
tailored to symbolize a distinctive character, culture and way of life. They
evoked an image of an idyllic style of life divorced from the technocratic
imperatives of the productive economy and work. One might suggest that
the form of aesthetic experience suggested by art nouveau appears at odds
with the ideals of saving and investment fundamental to the Protestant
work ethic (Bell, 1976; Harvey, 1990). Indeed, the commodity aesthetic
embodied in art nouveau appears to subvert the conversion of use-value
into the expenditure of quantifiable labour time. Nevertheless, to a newly
emerging middle class, luxury cars conveyed the idyllic charm, good taste,
staunch tradition and erstwhile style of the aristocratic leisured classes. The
luxury car advertising of the early twentieth century seemed also to
embody a heady nostalgia for a cultural legacy and aesthetic appeal, which
appeared to be passing away (Dymock, 1993: 17).

The commodification of market relations under the new conditions of
mass production, circulation and consumption pioneered radically new
forms of modernist cultural aesthetics (Harvey, 1990: 23). Technological
advances in production, transport and communication appeared to reify the
possibilities of linear progress, absolute truths, rational planning and objec-
tive knowledge (ibid.: 23). While art nouveau had pursued the aesthetic
experience as an end in itself, mass production demystified the uniqueness
of artistic craftsmanship and thus required a redefinition of aesthetic design
to embrace a context of reproductive copy (Benjamin, 1969; Harvey,
1990). The advent of the mass-produced motor car intersected with this
new era of radically changing aesthetic design and cultural meaning. In car
advertisements this was epitomized by streamlining. Inspired by the thrilling
innovations in aviation design and epitomized by the teardrop organic shape
that symbolized rationalized modernity, streamlining was more than a
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visual experience. The airplane, with its combination of speed, freedom and
modern configuration, motivated Fordist industrial designers to construct a
form which would enhance both the perception of speed and also enhance
speed itself (Brandon, 2002). Enquiry into the relation of shape to speed
was not new to intellectual curiosity. What was new was the elevation of
streamlining to the position of philosophical dictate, as design engineers
began to envisage its place in a whole world-view (ibid.: 266). The techni-
cal precision and efficiency emblematic of streamlining came to symbolize
an optimistic vision of an integrated, smoothly functioning future (ibid.:
276). Rationalization and teleological linearity were axiomatic to the con-
struction of a newly designed social existence which would ‘ensure the
organisation of people, work, wealth and leisure’ (Geddes, 1934: 4–5).
Indeed, streamlining epitomized a rationalization of temporal conscious-
ness, which was projected to the future in an unbroken trajectory of inno-
vative design and progress.

The streamline modernist aesthetic of the motor car sought to symbolize
social progress through the seemingly irreconcilable forces of functional
mass reproduction and aesthetic pleasure. Streamlined modernity com-
manded belief in the existence of uniform time and space and in return
promised a dynamic technological society of joy and endless movement.
The aeronautic design of the car absolutely encapsulated the streamlined
view of the world and the role of modernist design within it. The mass-
produced streamlined car would make the enhanced experience of speed,
economic efficiency and durability available to everyone. As product ranges
diversified and discretionary spending power increased, the aesthetic
appeal and design features of the car were increasingly emphasized. Indeed,
advertising started to have a visible impact upon the motor car as a com-
modity, creating the potential for real material changes in wider social rela-
tions.The advertisement in Figure 5.3 exemplifies the streamlined aesthetic
appeal of the new mass-produced motor car. But what is particularly inter-
esting about this advertisement is the transformation in leisure from a time
of utility to a signifier of symbolic status.

The overall effect of the positioning of the Armstrong-Siddeley Sapphire
motor car within the screen frame is to simulate the existence of a uniform
space, in which mutually informative measurements can be made between
past, present and future. One might argue that the past is signified by the
rural backdrop and the present the streamlined motor car. The female char-
acter is positioned as both object and subject of the masculine gaze. As an
object of the gaze, the female passenger is constituted as an acquisition. But
the driver’s seat is unoccupied, thus as a potential driver she assumes a non-
traditional role and signifies cultural distinction. Changing times perhaps?
In this sense, the advertisement involves the ‘incorporation of time into
space’ (Williamson, 2000: 153). The streamform design of the motor car
connotates an economy of scale indistinguishable from the sprawling acres
of natural habitat. Indeed, the semiotics of the advertisement is replete with
narrational devices intent on generating a seamless blend of mass-produced
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functionality and aristocratic lifestyle. The motor car offered owners an
opportunity to communicate distinction, wealth and status. It achieved this
not only through its role as an object of conspicuous consumption, but also
because the motor car provided a means of translating social space, between
classes, into geographic space (O’Connell, 1998: 79). The motor car pro-
vided its owners with a degree of independence unparalleled by public
forms of transport. These attributes were also in accord with the values of
middle-class society as evident in the following extract from Autocar, pub-
lished in 1929: ‘Public transport, no matter how fast and comfortable,
inflicts a sensation of serfdom which is intolerable to a free Briton. It dic-
tates the time of starting, the route, the speed and the stoppages’ (quoted
in ibid.: 79). The motor car bestowed on its owner a freedom from the reg-
ulated uniformity of public transport. It was customary to criticize the rail-
way system as transforming travellers into a mass of ‘living parcels’ with
indistinguishable social status (ibid.: 79). Conversely, the motor car offered
symbolic capital tied to space and the geographic distances which the priv-
ileged classes could afford to exploit. The individual’s ability to gain dis-
tance from the mediocrity of mass population was a sign of wealth and
status. It was in this sense that the motor car came to be linked with the
rise of the ‘romantic gaze’ in the early twentieth century (Urry, 1990). The
car’s capacity for speed and distance enabled its owners to access remote
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Source: Copyright The British Motor Industry Heritage Trust.
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aspects of English heritage (O’Connell, 1998).These spaces were romanticized
in advertising iconography and transformed into objects of status and dis-
tinction. Figure 5.3 is indicative of the use of rural and suburban scenes to
provide the car with symbolic appeal. Homes, when depicted, were more
often than not mansions with sprawling lawns, radiant flora and iridescent
blue skies. Such vivid imagery of natural geographical pastures became
inextricably intertwined with an ideology of the ‘small escape’. Weekend
outings to the countryside during holidays or even the pleasant relaxation
to be gained from bank holidays by the sea provided for an escape from the
alienation of mundane work (Wolf, 1996: 195). In motor car advertising,
escape, excitement and healthy living were combined to conjure up the
required association of the car with outdoor leisure. This is evident in the
following advertisement:

Built also for the good of your health – to carry you ‘jarlessly’ over any kind of
half decent roads, to refresh your brains with the luxury of much ‘out-doorness’
and your lungs with the ‘tonic of tonics’ – the right kind of atmosphere. (Ford,
1910: 55)

The spread of the car radically transformed the whole ecology of everyday
living; it also ushered in dramatic changes to road systems and unparalleled
transformations to cities. Indeed, the increased use of the car conferred a
disturbing paradox as city planning and housing were altered such as to
transfer functions to the car, which its own massification had made neces-
sary (Gorz, 1980: 70). Nevertheless, mass production necessitated its mir-
ror image, mass consumption, and a guaranteed certainty over transaction
costs, supply and demand. Advertising played a significant role in acclima-
tizing workers to ‘the idea of shopping as a productive, culturally legitimate
leisure-time activity’ (Pietrykowski, 1999: 182). But this functionality was
to be radically challenged by the structural transformation of the post-war
capitalist system which produced seismic supply-side shocks, crippling
Fordist production and precipitating its breakdown (ibid.: 181). For
instance, Harvey argues that it was mainly through ‘spatial and temporal
displacement’ that Fordism survived its major overaccumulation crisis in
the period immediately after the Second World War (1990: 185). Temporal
displacement defines the switching of resources from immediate to ‘future
uses’ or ‘an acceleration in turnover time’ (ibid.: 182). Conversely, spatial
displacement involves ‘the absorption of excess capital and labour in geo-
graphical expansion’ (ibid.: 183). Harvey argues that by the 1970s acceler-
ated production was triggering high inflation and undermining the value of
fixed capital assets (ibid.: 182). And intensified competition between geo-
graphically distinct markets had the unintended consequence of increasing
the level of international competition (within the mass-produced sector)
over a wider geographic area (Pietrykowski, 1999: 181). The outcome of
this left domestic markets struggling to compete with the lower labour
costs of their international competitors. These market developments effec-
tively set the stage for ‘systemic perturbation in the sequential’ ordering of
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time and space in Fordist production systems (Castells, 2000: 464).
Deficient levels of aggregate demand and uncertainty over transaction costs
left Fordist production systems unable to sustain long production runs and
undertake the continued investment in fixed-cost specialist machinery ded-
icated to the production of a single product (Pietrykowski, 1999: 181).
These historical developments set the scene for the decline of Fordist pro-
duction. The following section describes how, in the micro-electronic world
of post-Fordist production, time is constituted as a local definition, a
dimension of an event rather than as an unproblematic medium whose
neutrality permits comparison and communication across diverse bound-
aries.The increased productivity of ‘lean manufacturers’ has speeded up the
pace of work to unprecedented levels. And leisure times are less often ratio-
nally defined and ordered by definitive boundaries and frontiers. Motor car
advertising provides an instance through which to analyse consumer sub-
jectivity and the intensity of time–space compression in Western capitalism
since the 1960s with all of its emergent features of excessive ephemerality
and fragmentation in work and leisure time.

AAddvveerrttiissiinngg  lleeiissuurree  iinn  tthhee  ttiimmee//ssppaaccee  eeccoonnoommiieess
ooff  ppoosstt--FFoorrddiisstt  pprroodduuccttiioonn  

In Liquid Modernity, Bauman (2001: 145) describes early modernity as
characterized by a mutual dependency of capital and labour, which serve to
fix their pursuits in bounded spatial locations. With the advent of ‘software
capitalism’ and ‘light modernity’, capital became unshackled from its
dependency on the physicality of place (ibid.: 145). Capital is now ‘free-
floating capitalism’ distinguished by the ‘disengagement and loosening of
ties linking capital and labour’ (ibid.: 149). The flexibly organized space of
post-Fordist inter-firm networks also invokes dramatic changes in labour
time and the expropriation of surplus value. The streamlining of automa-
tion facilitates the invocation of flexible production systems and the ability
to eliminate waste, both of materials and workers’ time (Hayter 1994: 49).
While vertically integrated production operated according to objective
linear time, outsourcing ‘makes possible the just-in-time delivery of
intermediate goods and materials’ (Lash and Urry, 1994: 56). In a ‘just-in-
time’ system, parts are delivered to meet immediate production needs, thus
eliminating the use of buffers and reserves. The rationalization and simpli-
fication of production flows in just-in-time systems operate through the
intensification of work time. Labour tasks are broken down into precisely
defined units, which can be reallocated to workers so as to ensure that they
operate continuously (Hayter, 1994: 49). Similarities exist here with the
‘time-study vengeance’ of Fordist production (Parker and Slaughter, 1988).
The rationalization of labour in just-in-time systems entails the transforma-
tion of tasks into ‘transferable work components’, which are repeatable by
all workers performing that task. ‘Idle time’ is eliminated as job rotation
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between teams induces constant and continuous movement. Indeed,
motion study in ‘lean manufacturing’ systems seeks to achieve an intensifi-
cation of both Taylorism and Fordism (Parker and Slaughter, 1988).And the
reduction of buffer stock accentuates the intensification of work as produc-
tion becomes more ‘tightly coupled in terms of time, space and levels of
quality’ (Jenkins, 1994: 24).

Productivity in just-in-time systems entails an acute time/space compres-
sion geared at producing more in less time. And the sine qua non of just-in-
time systems is the transformation of organizational cultures into
team-based ‘learning cultures’, in which workers are self-disciplined into
achieving the optimum standardized task performance (ibid.: 24). Indeed,
the classical Fordist model of management, which sought to separate cog-
nition from physical labour, is abandoned in the lean management
processes of post-Fordist production (Rifkin, 1996: 97). In contrast to clas-
sical Fordism, post-Fordism’s implementation of cooperative managerial
approaches (e.g., production teams) is designed to harness the mental capa-
bilities and communicative skills of everyone involved in the labour process
(ibid.: 97). This is because language has gained a key role in every facet of
the production process (Gorz, 1999: 41). Under the broad rubric of re-
engineering, corporations are transformed from pyramidal incommunica-
tive structures into horizontal networks transferring flows of activity. And
new information technologies, coupled with digitization increase the
emphasis placed on abstract cognition in production (Rifkin, 1996). This
denotes a specific instance in the subjectivization of labour to capital. For
language is put to work in the time-compressed culture of post-Fordist pro-
duction and the worker’s communicational capacities have become valu-
able resources for capitalist production (Gorz, 1999: 41). Indeed, the
deliberate engagement with the worker’s personality, as it becomes woven
into the ‘learning culture’, triumphs in linking the social background of
labourers with the behavioural codes of corporate capitalism. It would
appear that recent developments in marketing discourse have trajectories in
this post-Fordist pursuit of self-actualization in work. Of particular rele-
vance is the transformation of the brand into a high involvement compo-
nent of corporate culture. Jesper Kunde, in his book Corporate Religion,
expresses this new imperative as follows: ‘In the future, building strong
market positions will be about building companies with a strong personal-
ity and corporate soul’ (2000). Traditionally brand values were merely ‘the
expressions, attitudes and abstract attributes that companies ascribe to their
products beyond their functional qualities’ (ibid.: 8). The brand in this tra-
ditional sense communicates ‘the non-material and emotional values which
give a product its brand status’ (ibid.: 8). At the heart of the brand reside
the core values and identity of the product provider. Some convergence
therefore exists between the brand’s identity and the product provider’s
image. Traditionally the brand operates to create sales, by engaging con-
sumers with the company’s external non-material values. In recent years
marketing gurus have accentuated the qualitative nature of brand identity,
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often dismissing technical advantage as criteria for market dominance.
Language and symbolism ‘are replacing physical attributes as the funda-
mental marketing influence’ (ibid.: 2). In other words, the identity of the
company is being continually manufactured in the attempt to ascribe prod-
ucts with emotional values.

The insubstantiality of the brand concept has the effect of producing the
ideological and cultural conditions which legitimate its proliferation.
Consequently, it is of little surprise that marketing gurus have begun to
preach the imperatives of ‘corporate religion’. This philosophy converges
brand identity with both the company’s external image and its intrinsic
central belief system. Thus, Kunde argues that, ‘When external positioning
and internal culture come into harmony, the easier it is for the company to
consolidate its chosen market position’ (ibid.: 4). Against this background
is projected the need for companies ‘to describe themselves – both inter-
nally and externally – because they are no longer adequately defined sim-
ply by the products they make’ (ibid.: 3). In this sense, the corporate
religion is ‘a description of the company’s personality’ (ibid.: 3). By exten-
sion, ‘the better the personality description is, the easier it becomes for the
whole company to understand it – and rally around it’ (ibid.: 3). The ideo-
logical appeal of this rhetoric places the worker’s identity at the core of cor-
porate culture. Social integration of each and everyone is imperative ‘for the
market to assess whether it likes the company or not’ (ibid.: 3). Gorz argues
that ‘mass intellectuality’ has become a defining feature of the entire labour
force in post-Fordist production (1999: 41). Mass intellectuality refers to a
context ‘in which information and communication play a key role in every
facet of the production process’ (ibid.: 41). Direct parallels exist here
between mass intellectuality and the new marketing religiosity of corporate
branding. An essential component of corporate religion is the inculcation of
the worker’s personality, identity and self-concept. Thus, Kunde states that:
‘People are usually employed for their professional skills, and of course their
abilities must be appropriate ones. But it is just as important that the
employees’ attitudes and values are compatible with those of the company’
(2000: 11). In this sense, it is no longer primarily labour time which is
expropriated in the productive process. The new corporate ideal of brand
management mobilizes the worker’s body and soul as raw materials in the
process of brand production. According to Kunde, this synergy is crucial ‘in
the battle among brands … for positions of strength in the eyes of the con-
sumer’ (ibid.: 3). Indeed, the worker’s personality is axiomatic to a corpo-
rate brand’s success, thus it is ‘Only when these attitudes and values go
hand in hand with skills … will the company be equipped to attain the ulti-
mate position of Brand Religion’ (ibid.: 11). Kunde is clearly proposing that
workers attach an intense level of commitment to the company, such that
‘perhaps an employee’s best qualification is their belief in the company’
(ibid.: 11). In exchange, the corporation offers its employees the possibili-
ties of securing a form of identity embedded in the symbolism of the cor-
porate culture (Gorz, 1999: 36). For instance, Kunde details the importance
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for companies to implement ‘spiritual management’, as a strategy for
sustaining a competitive brand position. As he puts it, ‘The companies that
have ground to a halt are those that persist with mechanical control sys-
tems’ (ibid.: 30). Such systems are based on forecast sales and technical
mechanisms which are rooted in the past. Conversely, successful interna-
tional companies need to ‘possess the will and ability to keep people on
track and to lead the way, regardless of where in the company they work’
(ibid.: 30). Spiritual management attempts to integrate the worker into a
corporate religiosity which might – for some workers – provide a refuge
from the isolating individuality of modern society (Gorz, 1999). The pro-
duction of work-based identity envisaged here differs from the socializing
endeavours of previous managerial orders. In the Human Relations tradi-
tion, the worker is constituted as an inherently social creature driven by the
pursuit of social meaning through group relations in the workplace (Du
Gay, 1996: 60). Conversely, Kunde’s account of corporate branding consti-
tutes the quest for identity as derived from the individualized autonomy of
spiritual management. Spiritual management is effective because it refrains
from operating ‘highly function-divided hierarchies’ (2000: 31). Thus com-
panies are staffed by autonomous individuals, self-directed in the pursuit of
the company’s ideals. According to Kunde, this operational structure is
essential ‘because it provides the only protection against the complexity of
new products and the speed of market change’ (ibid.: 30).

One of the crucial demands on the workers is their use of initiative and
internal determination in adapting to the flexible environment of post-
Fordist production. As Kunde puts it, ‘Strength is about having a coura-
geous and innovative core to the company’ (ibid.: 31). This suggests a shift
in capital’s domination of labour from hierarchical observation to the spon-
taneous production of subjectivities which are compliant with the needs of
post-Fordist production. The space of the factory and the workplace ceases
to be the main arena of capitalist domination now that ‘selling oneself and
particularly, selling the whole of oneself’ has become a condition of work
(Gorz, 1999: 43). This process exceeds the traditional demarcation of work
and leisure. This is because the centrality of co-operative and relational
communicational capacities to the labour process transforms every experi-
ence, place and time into raw materials for the manufacturing of identity
(ibid.: 42).Thus, the emphasis on corporate innovation both ‘internally’ and
‘externally’ in the pursuit of competitive branding is not achieved through
coercive surveillance and manipulation. Rather, competitive corporate
brands entice the best from their workers by harnessing ‘the psychological
striving of individuals for autonomy and creativity and channelling them
into the search of the firm for excellence and success’ (Miller and Rose,
1990: 26, quoted in Du Gay, 1996: 60). It is important to recognize that
the integration of personality as an attribute of labour power is not a new
condition of work. Writers have long since observed the methods used
to harness identity, personality and even lifestyle to the service of the
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professional organization (Blau and Schoenherr, 1971), but these conditions
were limited to the culture of the professional classes. In post-Fordist enter-
prise, the linguistic and cultural capacities of every worker have become
integral features of labour power. Thus, Kunde argues that ‘A Corporate
Religion ensures that all employees in a company share the same qualita-
tive values’ (2000: 98), the imperative being to harness these values to the
corporate concept as part of the development of brand culture. Axiomatic
to this value chain is the consumer and their propensity to attribute belief
and instinct about a brand’s excellence. Within Kunde’s discourse of corpo-
rate branding, consumers are constituted as discerning subjects, driven by
the desire to maximize individuality through the conspicuous consumption
of branded goods. He states that:

When confronted with proliferation and diversity, choice becomes increasingly
informed by belief. It is belief and instinct about a brand’s excellence that mat-
ters. [Consumers] … want to know who is behind the products that they buy.
They want to know what you think. And the better your company communi-
cates its attitudes, the stronger you will become. (Kunde, 2000: 8)

Thus, at the heart of effective corporate branding resides a consumer-
centred focus. The consumer is sovereign and it is the duty of corporate
branding to subordinate its procedures to the preferences of individual
consumers. Indeed, the process of evaluating brand performance is increas-
ingly predicated on ascertaining consumer involvement with the brand.
This is evident when we consider that traditionally the value of the brand
was calculated by using quantitative measures such as market share and
the degree of distribution. Conversely, the diminishing role of the prod-
uct’s physical properties in determining brand positioning has encouraged
a shift towards measuring both the quantitative and ‘non-material’ aspects
of a brand’s value (ibid.: 49). For example, brands can be said to have
achieved the status of ‘brand culture’ only when they ‘are so strong in the
eyes of the consumers that they become equivalent to the function they
represent’ (ibid.: 9). Thus, consumers are an active component of the
enterprising culture of the brand. And the success or failure of a particu-
lar brand is predicated on the extent to which it induces involvement
from the consumer. The ultimate accolade is to extract ‘high involvement’
as this involves the consumers’ commitment of themselves to the brand
and its values (ibid.: 52). According to Kunde, the achievement of a ‘brand
religion’ epitomizes the highest level of consumer involvement that a
brand can acquire. At this level of brand recognition, ‘The brand is a must
– a belief – for consumers. They swear by it, and are very reluctant to have
other brands in the categories where a Brand Religion is present’ (ibid.:
63). The imperative to satisfy consumer needs and thus achieve the high-
est position of branding is a powerful driving force in determining busi-
ness enterprise. It also assumes a peculiar morality as the brand becomes
‘so much more than a generic product property’ (ibid.: 63). Branding
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assumes the status of a virtuous system in its endeavours to convince us
that brands give ‘customers an optimal solution and ultimate self-worth’
(ibid.: 63). By extension, it can and has been argued that it is the com-
pany’s moral obligation to ensure consumer-centric management (Du Gay,
1996: 77), and axiomatic to this intention is the achievement of a consis-
tent Corporate Concept ‘where the brand’s mission controls the company’
(Kunde, 2000: 66). This involves a shift from a utility definition of the
product to a value definition and the need to ‘pull everything around
the brand and get the company to follow the mission’ (ibid.: 66). Thus, the
mission framework transforms both workers and consumers into enterpris-
ing subjects driven by the quest for self-identity and subject to their own
desires to maximize quality of life. The effect of all this revolution upon
advertising is manifest at both the level of advertising aesthetic and com-
munication channels.

TThhee  ssuubbjjeeccttiivviizzaattiioonn  ooff  llaabboouurr  aanndd  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg  aaeesstthheettiiccss

The advertisement in Figure 5.4 provides an illustration of how the subjec-
tivization of labour in post-Fordist work combines with advertising aesthet-
ics in the regulation of leisure time. The main text of the advertisement
states, ‘There are places in this world where you are not a CEO, a mogul, a
player or even a hotshot. Places where all you are is a human being.’ One
gains a sense here of the accentuated demands on the autonomy of self,
consistent with post-Fordist flexibility. Certainly the distinguishing features
of modern flexibility are not new; ‘flexitime’ and flexible hours have long
been a feature of work and organization. But what is new is the re-applica-
tion of flexibility to redefine the worker. Indeed, the concepts ‘players’,
‘moguls’ and ‘hotshots’ trades upon commercial iconography, which
denotes modern work as a highly individualized, frenetic corporate exis-
tence, and suggests a form of time/space compression, which no longer
seeks profitability through ‘extracting more time from labor or more labor
from time under the clock imperative’ (Castells, 2000: 437). Rather, the
isolated figure of the Range Rover set against a turbulent naturalistic back-
ground appears resonant with the isolated pliant self of Bauman’s Liquid
Modernity (2001). Indeed, Bauman describes how with the advent of
‘liquid modernity’ the modern romance with progress loses its allure as it
becomes ‘individualised … deregulated and privatized’ (ibid.: 135). It is
now ‘individual men and women on their own who are expected to use,
individually, their own wits, resources and industry to lift themselves to a
more satisfactory condition’ (ibid.: 135).

At a further level of analysis, the advertisement makes explicit the commod-
ification of counter-cultural ideals as part of the production of a new ‘capital-
ist mythology’ (Frank, 1997). The advertisement defiantly declares ‘Work
hard. Be successful. Go someplace where none of that matters’. In his book
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entitled The Conquest of Cool, Thomas Frank (1997) identifies how corporate
management theories and advertising practises ‘commodify dissent’. He is par-
ticularly agitated by corporate ‘hipsters’ and advertising moguls who disguise
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Figure 5.4 ‘Work hard. Be successful. Go someplace where none of that matters’,
Range Rover, 2001

Source: Courtesy of Land Rover.
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consumer capitalist intentions with images of left-wing ideals drawn from the
counter-culture revolutions of the 1960s. Such practices are a ‘sort of corpo-
rate antinomianism’, according to which ‘commercial fantasies of rebellion’
have become a spiritual cathexis against the stultifying demands of capitalist
society (ibid.: 4). Frank is deeply sceptical of the liberatory zeal evident in con-
temporary advertising, especially as it is indebted to the counter-culture radi-
calism of the 1960s. That era epitomized a transition, in cultural values, from
an emphasis on family, community and work to the irresolute epicurism of
consumption (King, 2000). With its colourful nonconformity against grey-
flannelled middle-class organizations, the 1960s counter-culture was a vehicle
for the unceasing pursuit of hedonistic pleasures (ibid.: 16). But corporate cap-
italism began co-opting these ideals almost as fast as the counter-culture
movement could create them. From its earliest beginnings, business over-
whelmed the counter-culture ‘with a fake counterculture, a commercial
replica that seemed to ape its every move for the titillation of the TV-
watching millions and the nation’s corporate sponsors’ (Thomas, 1997: 7).
Rather than presenting a challenge to the core values of consumer capitalism,
counter-culture was revolutionary as a vehicle for a new ideology of business
(ibid.: 30). Its rebellious agenda addressed inherent contradictions between
the individual’s role as consumer and their role as producer. Counter-cultural
rebellion ameliorated this perplexity as it transformed ‘all the complaints
about conformity, oppression, bureaucracy and individualism … into ratio-
nales for consuming’ (ibid.: 31).

Capitalism’s rediscovery of the counter-culture revolution in post-Fordist
times operates similarly to foster the discontents of capitalist oppression
and harness these sentiments to consumer capitalist lifestyles. In this sense,
products exist to facilitate our rebellion against the inhibited world of mass
production. Moreover, cultural radicalism entices us to gain knowledge of
our authentic selves and ‘to express our outrage at the stifling world of eco-
nomic necessity’ (ibid.: 22). The fundamental cultural rationale of busi-
ness’s appropriation of the counter-cultural is geared towards convincing us
that however we may deplore the intensity of work, we can be rebels in our
leisure-time activities of consuming. The text of the Land Rover adver-
tisement is clearly indebted to a form of liberatory marketing, in which
consuming conjoins with a conscientious resistance to the alienation of cap-
italist existence. The setting up of ‘moguls’ against dissidents has trajecto-
ries in the counter-cultural revolutions of the 1960s with their emphasis on
humanism, self-expression and self-actualization. This post-Fordist adver-
tising rhetoric lives on the playful and self-reflexive nature of the 1960s
counter-culture movements. Advertisers attach counter-culture signifiers to
objects and just as quickly detach them, all in the name of novelty and play.
But the outcome of advertising’s frivolity is to ‘transform alienation and
despair into consent’ as the de-politicization of counter-cultural ideals
becomes part of the relentless expansion of consumer culture (ibid.: 235).
Indeed, the Range Rover advertisement’s strong association between free-
dom, choice, creativity, self-determination and leisure time is far removed
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from left-wing emancipatory politics. Instead, these features of the
autonomous self (Gorz, 1999) are transformed into mere commodities in
the synchronous ideology of advertising discourse. Thus, the ‘moment of
truth’ in the realization of discontent with post-Fordist corporatism is con-
verted into the desire for a Range Rover … just-in-time.

LLeeiissuurree,,  ppoosstt--FFoorrddiissmm  aanndd  tthhee  ‘‘vvaalluuee  ffoorr  ttiimmee’’  rreevvoolluuttiioonn  iinn  aaddvveerrttiissiinngg  cchhaannnneellss  

Money is the currency of commerce. Time is the currency of life. In the
end, what people buy is value for time, and that’s where the focus of com-
petition under Right Side Up marketing moves to. (Mitchell, 2002: 146)

The ‘value-for-time’ revolution denotes a specific form of religiosity in post-
Fordist advertising. Alan Mitchell provides a creative and wildly enthusiastic
account of ‘value-for-time’ marketing in his book entitled Right Side Up:
Building Brands in the Age of the Organized Consumer (2002). According to
Mitchell, ‘value-for-time’ marketing advances beyond a previous era of indus-
trial age marketing predicated on quality and money. The utilitarian model of
consumer needs evident in the industrial age was ‘vendor-centric’ and there-
fore failed to focus attention on the consumer’s value system (ibid.: 156).
Conversely, value-for-time marketing proposes to be consumer-centric with its
focus on time and ‘the value of each minute and each hour to that human’
(ibid.: 147). Marketing academics increasingly identify contemporary work
intensification and modern-day living as having heightened the value of time
to consumers. Time is a valuable resource for modern day consumer markets;
indeed, it is ‘the currency of life’ (ibid.: 146). Value-for-time marketing seeks
to respond to the differentiated needs of the ‘time-squeezed’ consumer.

Convenience and ‘streamlining’ have been popular features in the value-
for-time revolution. The Henley Centre (2001) describes streamlining as
the process of achieving value-for-time through the provision of products
and services geared at establishing convenience. Value-for-time marketing
also seeks to enrich our experiences of time through the provision of
rewarding consumption opportunities. This feature of value-for-time mar-
keting is particularly salient in that it presupposes a distinct rationalization
of personal time. Carla Hendra, of the marketing group OgilvyOne, pro-
vides an account of ‘precision timing’, which is characteristic of how time
is rationalized in post-Fordist marketing discourse:

Because the average person is feeling time-pressured, communications
and interactions which do not add value are a nuisance … Emerging
technology requires a firm strategic and creative handle to initiate the type
of engaging customer interactions which lead to actionable Moments of
Truth and positive brand experience. (Hendra, 2003: 53)

Central to this account is the supposition that the need for consumer
durables is instantiated at specifiable points in time (‘moments of truth’).
The desire in marketing discourse to constitute need as ‘moments of truth’
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is emblematic of an ‘ideology of the synchronic’, which pervades marketing
knowledges (Williamson, 2000: 155). The concept of need in marketing
discourse is a construct, which seamlessly links past and future so that
these temporal horizons happen at once from the vantage point of the
present. Marketing constructions of desire rely upon linking our experi-
ences before consumption (the past) with the satiation of desire (the
future) through their positioning within an unbroken stream of events, a
total sequence of time (ibid.: 154). Synchronicity is evidenced by the rep-
resentation of past and future experience into the present context. The
present is constituted as ‘the moment’ in time before consumption. But
the marketing intention to sell constitutes the present moment as ‘closed’
in its possibilities and thus unlike the ‘open’ present of lived experience.
The subject is constructed through the synchronic present of marketing
discourse. While this is not a new feature of marketing discourse, value-
for-time marketing heralds a technological revolution in the commodifica-
tion of work and leisure time.

The key to value-for-time marketing is identifying the specifiable time and
place in which the consumer is most likely to respond to the brand. This pre-
sents huge operational challenges for marketing research. Advances in market
segmentation knowledges have provided effective responses to these opera-
tional demands. And the combination of marketing knowledges with the
Internet and wireless communication applications has enabled a revolution in
digital marketing techniques (Hendra, 2003). As Blair puts it, when mobile
communication applications are combined with Internet services, the brand is
able to penetrate into the ‘brand world of the consumer’ (2003: 9). The move
to real-time or even just-in-time advertising communications ultimately seeks
to link ‘the offer to an engagement point’ (Hendra, 2003: 51). In so doing,
value-for-time marketing attempts to transform the qualitative flow of time
into optimum times in which specific products can be made to fit a need.
Value-for-time also attempts to maximize the commodification of time in
consumption. Mitchell, for instance, states that:

A just-in-time product or service is convenient for me: it fits into my life
as I happen to be living it. It does not demand that I stop what I am doing
to go out hunting and gathering the products and services I need. It adds
value ‘in my life’. Instead of my having to plan and organize my time
around the convenience of the supplier, the supplier has to plan and orga-
nize his time and operations around my convenience. (2002: 155)

But the convenience to which Mitchell refers is merely the rationalized
commodified leisure time of post-Fordist marketing discourse. To the
degree that post-Fordism entails the colonization of more and more spheres
of human activity by time/space compression, value-for-time marketing
offers a means by which leisure can be made manageable by linking it with
the dictates of post-Fordist production. This is clearly apparent in the tech-
nological advances in location-based advertising.
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The motor car has featured quite significantly in value-for-time marketing
especially with regards to ‘telematics’. Hendra defines ‘telematics’ as the
convergence of Internet connectivity with telecommunications, situated
within a location-specific context (2003: 52). Visual wireless navigation
systems and vehicle diagnostic devices provide ideal interfaces for telematic
communications. Indeed, the motor car is identified, in value-for-time
marketing discourses, as a gateway to new opportunities for real-time
engagement with consumers. As Hendra puts it ‘telematics provides new
opportunities … to create new services tailored for increased personal
enjoyment and/or business productivity in the vehicle environment’ (ibid.:
52). Telematics aims to provide a communicative environment in which
firms can engage consumer interactions with brands in real-time context.
What is particularly significant here is the expansion of marketing influ-
ence, to embrace any instance in the consumer’s real-time experiences. As
Hendra reveals, ‘moments of truth occur any time there is an interaction, at
any touch point, between a brand and the consumer’ (ibid.: 50). Advances
in communication technologies have facilitated the honing of marketing
efficiency to bring the effects of its rationalization of time, into the minut-
est elements of everyday activity.

Value-for-time marketing is clearly resonant with the transformations of
time/space in post-Fordist productive systems. The instability, volatility and
flexibility which post-Fordism generates combine with value-for-time mar-
keting, to produce a form of subjectivity unlimited in its openness to adjust-
ment change and the unforeseen. The re-definition of leisure time, in the
24 × 7 × 365 matrix of value-for-time marketing, coincides with a wider flex-
ibility and multi-skilling of the workforce in order to match the 24 × 7 pro-
duction times of post-Fordism. As consumers are working longer hours, it
becomes increasingly difficult to delineate leisure into rationally defined
spaces/places.Value-for-time marketing seeks to capitalize on the complexity
of modern day living through the use of real-time communications in the
delivery of advertising messages at any time in any location. Advertising in
this sense actively engages in the cultural legitimation of consumption as an
appropriate leisure activity. Indeed, in the complex multi-layering of modern
day times we can shop for leisure 24 x 7. In so doing, advertising actively
reproduces the time/space compression of post-Fordist production.

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

This chapter has been concerned to identify the signifying properties of
modern advertising as providing incisive revelations into the commodifica-
tion of work and leisure as a precondition for capitalist production.
Modernity, among other things, is about the creation of truth, the univer-
sality of reason, the disciplining of the soul, mastery and control. Where
work and leisure once were integrated in a communal life, the advent of
modernist production systems invoked the emergence of a delineated form
of rational recreation (Hemingway, 1996: 34). Rational recreation is the
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corollary to the processes of commodification discussed with regards to
Fordist production systems. Ford’s systems identified leisure time as an
opportunity to extend the parameters of managerial control as part of the
reproduction of existing patterns of social, political and cultural dominance.
Advertising’s eagerness to endorse instrumental-rational models of con-
sumer demand supported wider power/knowledge relations keen to define
legitimate leisure according to rational and commercial enterprises. Indeed,
advertising was a crucial element in the rendering of ever increasing
amounts of cultural activities amenable to commodification. Critical theo-
rists draw attention to the analogy between leisure and money as evidence
of advertising’s role in the reproduction of time as a productive force.
Leisure time is earned; it is capital on which productive value can be
returned. There is a marked tendency here towards a definition of leisure
time as an objective expression of the exchange-value system. Critical the-
ory is constrained in so far as leisure time is conceptualized in purely
chronometric form. Conversely, this chapter explores the significance of
advertising knowledges to the constitution of leisure as a productive source
of quantitative and qualitative value. Early advertising constructions of con-
sumer subjectivity emphasized the pursuit of utility value as motivating
rational linear decision-making processes. Leisure time is constituted
in these early – and present-day – representations as an objective unit
homologous with the commodified form of work time. The valorization of
objective leisure time as a fixed utility fits efficiently with the logic of cap-
italism’s exchange system of value. The structural transformations which
precipitated the breakdown of Fordism ensued dramatic transformations in
work, leisure and the commodity-form. These historical developments rein-
forced the significance of advertising to the wider processes of ‘cultural
work’ (Clarke and Critcher, 1985), involved in defining appropriate leisure.
It has been the aim of this chapter to illustrate how an examination of
transformations in advertising can provide a basis from which to trace
developments in the rationalization of time, work and leisure in capitalist
society.
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6

Mapping the Subject of Postmodern
Advertising Technology

Figuer 6.1 Advertising and modern technologies of power, Business
Insights, 2005

Source: Reproduced by permission of Business Insights Inc.

Chapter 5 examines the intensity of time/space compression in Western
capitalism since the 1960s with its emergent features of post-Fordist adver-
tising and its excessive focus on enhancing consumer welfare. This chapter
extends these themes into the analysis of advertising and consumer sur-
veillance. The central aim of this chapter is to engage with key literatures
that identify advertising research as a powerful site for consumer surveil-
lance in the twenty-first century (Goss, 1995; Leslie, 1998; Hackley, 2002;
Andrejevic, 2003). Within academic circles and in the media, consumer
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surveillance has often been described in distinctly Orwellian terms.
Orwell’s vision of a centralized panoptic system anticipated a schema of
control in which the body is made subject to an insidious regime of sur-
veillance. Advances in advertising research, particularly with regards to
Geographic Information Systems (GIS), provide the technology for mar-
keters to locate and graphically delineate the time/space distribution of
consumer characteristics (Goss, 1995: 171). Advertising’s dedication to
these electronic databases conjoins Orwell’s vision of a panoptic system
with the decentralized, rhizomatic networks of electronic information pro-
cessing (Lyon, 2002: 348). The strategic implication of these developments
has been to provide advertisers with access to massive electronic databases
containing aggregated records on consumer characteristics, behaviour and
residential location. Marketing research companies extol the virtues of this
vast expansion in the scope and capacity for mapping distributions of con-
sumer characteristics. For instance, MapInfo (2005) describes its TargetPro
as the ‘Geo-demographic analysis solution’, which ‘enables customers to
use location to transform information into business advantage’. Electronic
databases provide new techniques and technologies for ‘tracking the cus-
tomer’s every move and purchase, building up an ever more detailed pro-
file’ (Mitchell, 2002: 66). Database marketing is hailed to have filled ‘the
information hole at the heart of marketing’ and promises to ‘liberate mar-
keting from its many constraints’ (ibid.: 65).

Elsewhere, critical theorists have been highly sceptical about the techno-
logical ‘revolution’ in marketing research (Goss, 1995; Leslie, 1998; Lyon,
2002; Andrejevic, 2003). Of particular concern have been developments in
the practice of geodemographics and the monitoring of the time/space
paths followed by consumers. Goss defines geodemographics as ‘a detailed
knowledge of consumer behaviour obtained through systematic surveil-
lance of social life, the elaboration of reductionist models of consumer iden-
tity, and the inference of unobserved behaviour from residential location’
(1995: 172). Goss persuasively argues that this mode of market segmenta-
tion ‘represents a strategy to exercise rational knowledge-power over every-
day life’ (ibid.: 171). Goss’s theoretical framework provides an effective
combination of Marxist analysis with Foucauldian analytics. Consequently,
emphasis is placed on linking capitalist production and consumer subjec-
tivity with powerful regimes of knowledge controlled and mobilized by
contemporary advertising technologies. Geodemographics is thus revealed
to be ‘based upon an instrumental rationality that desires to bring the
processes of consumption further under the control of the regime of
production’ (ibid.: 172).

Similar conclusions are evident in Andrejevic’s (2003) examination of
mobile commerce. New techniques and technologies such as bar code scan-
ners, loyalty cards, and computer cookies provide advertisers with valuable
information on the real-time paths followed by consumers. Andrejevic
observes an increased use of mobile commerce in advertising design and
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communication. A disturbing consequence of these developments has been
an accumulation of information which digitally tracks the public and
private activities of individuals. Companies justify these developments as
important advancements in the efficient application of marketing strategy.
The rhetoric of efficiency is frequently cloaked in ecological inferences. For
example, Mitchell argues that the bygone era of the mass marketing com-
munications represented a potential ‘environmental hazard’. Conversely,
database marketing ‘turns anonymous entities called consumers into
identified named customers’ and thus enables the precise and effective
distribution of advertising communications (2002: 65). Critical theorists
have been less convinced by this environmentalist rhetoric and pseudo-
individualistic appeals to the consumer. Andrejevic (2003) observes the
accumulation of electronic databases on consumer behaviour to be moti-
vated by a desire to extend commodified relations into ever more areas of
private life. As he puts it, ‘spaces associated with leisure and domesticity
can become increasingly economically productive insofar as consumers are
subjected to comprehensive monitoring in exchange for the promise of cus-
tomization and individuation’ (ibid.: 132). These issues have relevance to
Lyon’s (2002) claim that consumer surveillance has become axiomatic to
the ‘network society’. Of particularly interest are the concerns he raises
about the exchange of data between networked agencies and the reduction
of individuals aggregates of information. Lyon convincingly details net-
worked surveillance to involve the abstraction of personal data ‘from bod-
ies to be re-constituted as data images, about which automated decisions
are routinely made’ (ibid.: 349). He persuasively claims that ‘it is now
information flows that are under scrutiny’ and individuals are mere arte-
facts in the information network (ibid.: 349).

For a generation of sociologists, advances in marketing technologies pro-
vide a near-perfect analogy of Michel Foucault’s principle of discipline. The
incessant dedication to electronic performance monitoring and ubiquitous
accumulation of coded information, evident in marketing research, is often
cited as typifying disciplinary modes of regulating activities in time/space
(Goss, 1995; Lyon, 2002). There is a tendency in these accounts to read
Foucault’s conception of subjectivity ‘as a product of controlling and dom-
inating social bonds … of the person as simply responding to disciplinary
power’ (Ezzy, 1997: 428). Foucault’s account of disciplinary technologies is
(mis)read as hyper-rational tempo-spatial systems capable of ‘electronically
tagging’, tracing, and regulating passive bodies within insidiously coercive
‘information panopticons’.

Axiomatic to this techno-determinist reading of Foucault (1979) is an
absolutist conception of linear time/space (Knights and Odih, 2002),
whereby marketing technologies place the human subject in linguistic and
semiotic systems which have the effect of dividing the subject according to
the coding of disciplinary space. Some support for this supposition is evi-
dent in Foucault’s account of the objective conditions which enable the
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efficient application of discipline to the body. The elementary portioning of
subjects into spatial grids provides for an impressive economy of means in
which ‘Each individual has a place and each place has its individual’
(quoted in Dreyfus and Rabinow, 1982: 155). And this breaking up and
rearrangement of activities in space ‘must also be understood as machinery
for adding up and capitalizing time’ (Foucault, 1977: 157). It is this disci-
plinary time which authors observe to be imposed on marketing technolo-
gies, in their efforts to code and delineate the time/space paths of individual
consumers. Nevertheless, Foucault also observed that disciplinary tech-
nology ‘has as its correlative an individuality that is not only analytical
and “cellular”, but also natural and “organic”’ (1977: 156). Thus, although
marketing technologies are similar to the disciplinary modalities which
effect changes on ‘mute and docile bodies’, one feature overrides such
comparison, ‘the modern subject is not mute; he must talk’ (Dreyfus and
Rabinow, 1982: 155). In short, a reading of marketing technologies as
hyper-rationalist electronic panopticons designed to enact a monolithic
regime of control fails to recognize the distinction between subjects
being constituted through rather than by a variety of disciplinary tech-
nologies. Foucault argued that ‘power is exercised not only subject to, but
through and by means of conditions of possibility’ (Gordon, 1980: 246).
Consequently, the seriation of activities in linear time is made possible by
acting upon the existing actions of thinking subjects. Power is exercised
upon free subjects who have the capacity to imbue each moment of time
with social meaning. Thus, Foucault’s Discipline and Punish details modern
subjectivity as constituted through technologies and techniques which
operate in consequence of the co-operation of linear and subjective social
times. As he puts it:

The disciplinary methods reveal a linear time whose moments are integrated,
one upon another, and which is orientated towards a terminal, stable point; in
short, an ‘evolutive time’. But it must be recalled that, at the same moment, the
administrative and economic techniques of control reveal a social time of a
serial, orientated cumulative type: the discovery of an evolution in terms of
‘progress’. (1977: 160)

Foucault’s account of discipline is clearly not limited to the quantitative
dimensions of abstract technological systems capable of mapping the activ-
ities of individuals according to the linear dimensions of clock time. Rather,
social times involve a ‘discovery of an evolution in terms of genesis’ (ibid.:
160). Individuals have the ability to attribute meaning to duration and thus
imbue the quantitative dimensions of abstract electronic surveillance
systems with symbolic meaning. Thus, marketing technologies can be
observed in Foucauldian terms as ‘a new way of administering time and
making it useful, by segmentation, seriation, synthesis and totalization’
(ibid.: 160). Nevertheless, this objectification of subjects in linear time
relies on the co-existence of social times which enable their subjectifica-
tion. Without the spontaneous identification of subjects with the products
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of marketing practice, the motivations for consumers to buy products and
services would require a more overt renunciation of freedom. Conversely,
advertising incites, it induces, and it seduces our compliance. It achieves this
though a ‘macro–and a micro-physics of power’ (ibid.: 160), in which mar-
keting technologies exercise control by the seriation of time and the dis-
covery of the genesis of subjectivity in the temporal continuum of social
time. It is at this interface that ‘power is articulated directly into time’
(ibid.: 160).The following sections examine advances in marketing research
with particular emphasis on market segmentation. The central intention of
this enquiry is to reveal the objectifying propensity of these technologies
and the effect of advertising in conditioning the spontaneous identification
of consumers with disciplinary modes of subjectivity.

AAddvveerrttiissiinngg  mmooddeerrnn  tteecchhnnoollooggiieess  ooff  ddiisscciipplliinnaarryy  ppoowweerr

Market segmentation involves the precise classification of groups in order
to facilitate the achievement of the marketing concept. Marketing practi-
tioners identify market segmentation as a vital competitive business strat-
egy in modern times. It is generally recognized that social and economic life
in the West is experiencing dramatic change. Of particular relevance are the
changing character of numerous institutions such as the household,
employment, welfare, the public sector and the market. Alongside these
institutional changes and closely associated with them is the weakening, if
not disintegration, of many ‘traditional’ values relating to the family, gender,
class, leisure, morality and work. At a personal level, the decline in tradi-
tional collective solidarity’s (e.g., social class, community, nationality) has
resulted in a shift away from identities secured through such relationships
towards identities that depend more on a particularly distinctive or differ-
entiated lifestyle and mode of consumption. In short, many Western soci-
eties are experiencing an intensification of the instability and disruptive
growth characterized by de-massification. Marketing firms often cite de-
massification as a primary motivation for the development of market seg-
mentation technologies. For example, the strategic marketing company
SMART (2005) state that ‘to compete successfully in today’s volatile and
competitive business markets, mass marketing is no longer a viable option
for most companies. Marketers must attack niche markets that exhibit
unique needs and wants.’ Segmentation typically uses the statistical tech-
nique of cluster analysis, which enables a market to be partitioned into
mutually exclusive groups of individuals with relatively similar profiles. In
marketing rhetoric, the overall benefit of segmentation is ‘to improve your
company’s competitive position and better serve the needs of your customers’
(ibid.). Indeed, segmentation enables the fine-tuning of a company’s marketing
strategies to ensure the delivery of ‘effective and cost-efficient promotional
tactics and campaigns’ (ibid.). In order to achieve the most efficient and
productive operation, it is necessary a priori to construct/inscribe the nature
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of the classification categories; to ‘identify’ – through surveys and quantitative
techniques – the individuals who fit the definitions proposed and to place
the segmented into the ordered space and to parallel the distribution of
functions in the structure of space in which they will operate. The market-
ing practitioner channels resources efficiently by ensuring that all of the
space/population within a confined area must be ordered; there should be
no gaps, no free margins, nothing should escape the classificatory criteria of
the practitioner. The spatialization of markets into ‘mosaic fields’ is illus-
trated in Figure 6.2 and articulated as follows: ‘Segment identification –
determining a given number of homogenous market segments based on
selected segmentation variables and criteria. Segments should be customer-
focused, a justifiable size, distinguishable, accessible, accountable and prof-
itable’ (SMART, 2005).

In recent years, technological advances in market segmentation have
elaborated a whole range of techniques and practices designed to make
possible the regular intervention of the marketing concept into everyday life.
For example, geodemographics is an information technology that provides
marketers with predictive information about consumer behaviour based on
residential location (Goss, 1995: 171). It is invariably used to exploit new
markets for promotional literatures and other advertising communications.
Geodemographics operates by collecting ‘spatially referenced data on con-
sumers, constructing statistical models of identity, and mapping distributions
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Figure 6.2 SMART 2005 segmentation

Source: Reproduced by permission of Strategic Marketing and Research
Techniques®, www.S-M-A-R-T.com.
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of consumer characteristics or types’ (ibid.: 171). The UK-based company
MapInfo (2006) is a software technology leader in geodemographics.
MapInfo describes its service as providing location-based solutions. More
specifically, MapInfo’s promotional literature states that its ‘predictive
analytics provide market-leading solutions for spatial analysis and geographi-
cal visualisation so that your organization can anticipate your customers’
needs and make better informed decisions’ (2005a: 1). As is customary with
geodemographic system providers, MapInfo operates through the use of vast
electronic databases that contain demographic information and aggregated
patterns of consumer behaviour. This form of Geographic Information
System (GIS) enables the marketer to index records of consumer behaviour
to locations and distributions across spatial territories. Thus, MapInfo’s GIS
software, TargetPro, provides a selection of ‘individual customised Data
Powerpacks’ providing demographic and lifestyle data.The demographic data
enable companies to analyse areas in terms of consumer profiles, visualize and
target the most profitable locations. The lifestyle/behavioural data include
information about car ownership, health, computer/Internet and personal
finance. The combined capability of this information enables business to
accurately identify the location of customers.As MapInfo’s product literature
states, ‘MapInfo’s capabilities allow you to clean and standardise customer
addresses and other location information, add spatial coordinates that let you
place these locations on maps and manage this spatial information along with
attribute data about your customers’ (2001). The publicity literature pro-
vides technically advanced 3-D impressions of location-based information.
Indeed, the layering of customer profile data appears intent on producing a
form of mimesis in which the aggregated lifestyles and demographic profiles
of individual consumers constitute replicas or electronic imitations of their
real selves. Subjectification is transformed into ‘the dynamics of continuous
evolutions’ that ‘replaces the dynastics of solemn events’ (Foucault, 1977:
161). Thus, the process of mimesis develops through time as each software
interface incorporates more and more aspects of the consumer’s individuality
into the creation of a 3-D electronic replicant.

MapInfo’s Geocoding Data Management enables business to manage
spatialized customer profiles in conjunction with their existing corporate data
to ensure ‘the seamless integration of spatial data with attribute data for
improved performance, access and broad deployment’ (2001). The extent of
centralization is really quite significant. Most especially when one considers
the claim that ‘Hundreds of organisations world-wide use MapInfo’s server
and developer products to deploy mapping applications’ (ibid.). Most com-
panies access this information through Internet applications ‘that give an
organisation’s employees access to timely, map-based information and analy-
sis features’ (ibid.). Such practices are correlative with what Foucault
observes as the seriation of activities in space, which ‘makes possible a whole
investment of duration by power’ (1977: 160). Figure 6.3 contains publicity
material advertising MapInfo’s TargetPro and provides some visual indication
of the scale and sophistication of this GIS software.
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Figure 6.3 TargetPro GIS, MapInfo, 2005

Source: Reproduced by permission of MapInfo Ltd.
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MapInfo (2005b) promotes its GIS software TargetPro as helping ‘you
profile, analyse and understand customers and markets to predict buying
behaviour for virtually any business or consumer product or service’. The
sales rhetoric evident in MapInfo’s promotional literatures emphasizes the
capability of geodemographics to provide predictive data ‘for making
informed decisions about potential or existing locations’ to direct marketing
campaigns (ibid.). Geodemographics is therefore an important technology of
normalization. It has the effect of reducing the complexities of human behav-
iour into measurable constructs defined by secondary data analysis, unobtru-
sive observation and marketing research attitude surveys (Goss, 1995). In the
writings of Foucault, discipline can be observed to operate similarly as its
technologies are applied differentially and precisely on ‘bodies’ (Dreyfus and
Rabinow, 1982: 156). ‘Discipline “makes” individuals: it is the specific tech-
nique of a power that regards individuals both as objects and as instruments
of its exercise’ (Foucault, 1977: 170). It achieves this not by overwhelming
subjects, ‘the individual is not to be conceived as a sort of elementary nucleus,
a primitive atom, a multiple and inert material on which power comes to fas-
ten or against which it happens to strike, and in so doing subdues or crushes
individuals’ (Gordon, 1980: 98). Discipline is ‘not a triumphant power’ but a
more modest ‘permanent economy’ of influence (Foucault, 1977: 170). The
permanent economy to which Foucault refers, relates to the incessant coding
and classification of subjects in disciplinary regimes, which operates through
combining hierarchical surveillance and ‘normalising judgements’. Foucault
characterizes normalizing judgements as a penalty of power in which more
and more aspects of social life become encoded into a grid of differentiation
(Dreyfus and Rabinow, 1982: 156). Normalizing judgements provide the
premise upon which consumer behaviour is defined in geodemographic seg-
mentation. The motivational constructs which initiate consumption are
assumed in geodemographic logic to exist as objective facts, external to the
meanings systems of the individual consumer. They are thought of as struc-
tures, which are composed of determinate relationships between constitutive
parts. It is therefore assumed that explanations of human behaviour can be
gained through exploring these constitutive parts of social reality. For exam-
ple, a marketing analyst examining buying behaviour would aim to elicit
objective aspects of our social world which can then be said to determine
buying behaviour, e.g., social class, ethnicity, age, etc. Each of these social
structures, as objective facts, lends itself to detached observation. Moreover,
as an objective fact the social world lends itself to quantification and pre-
diction and thus the methods of investigation of the natural sciences.
Consequently, segmentation analysis unproblematically uses psychographic
variables, in conjunction with secondary data analysis, in ‘an attempt to
reduce the complex nature of consumer motivations and predispositions to
patterns in digital data’ (Goss, 1995: 187).

Goss identifies geodemographics to be predicated on a ‘conception of
consumer identity as synchronically and diachronically coherent’ (ibid.: 188).
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Consumers are presumed to exhibit predictive behaviours, which map onto
identifiable spaces and have desires for goods which seem more in tune
with marketing expectation than the inconsistencies of everyday life.
Moreover, consumer identity is presumed to unfold into a ‘coherent narra-
tivity characterised by functional developments over time, with the con-
sumption of an increasing quantity and diversity of complementary goods’
(ibid.: 188). This reading of GIS is indicative of attempts to conceptualize
GIS as a hyper-rationalist system linked to other technologies intent on pro-
ducing a monolithic regime of oppression. Such interpretations appear less
cognizant of Foucault’s accounts of ‘discontinuity’ in the development of
disciplinary regimes. Indeed, Foucault argued that the development of dis-
cipline is marked by ‘the appearance of elementary techniques belonging to
a quite different economy; mechanisms of power which, instead of pro-
ceeding by deduction are integrated into the productive efficiency of the
apparatus’ (1977: 219). In this sense, the analyst of discipline should be less
inclined to trace a perfect correspondence between the orders of discourse
(Gordon, 1980: 247). Rather, the analyst should be motivated to uncover
the effect of non-correspondence between practice and effects. For it is the
propensity of disciplinary regimes to repair such discontinuities, which
make ‘it possible to adjust the multiplicity of men and the multiplication
of the apparatuses of production’ (Foucault, 1977: 219). Foucault’s analy-
sis of discontinuity has relevance here particularly in determining the
process of transformation by which objective market segments metamor-
phose into spaces for the construction of consumer subjectivity. Ideally
technological advances in marketing practice should affect programmes
which guarantee consumption patterns and ensure a perfect fit between
demand and supply. But, in reality, marketing science is beset by the impos-
sibilities of perfect correspondence. This is because consumers are simulta-
neously both object and subject of marketing analyses. Knowing the
consumer can never really be accomplished by accumulating objective
information detailing the time/space paths, attributes and profiles of con-
sumers. The objects of marketing discourse are continuously engaged in the
production of first-order representations of their world. They are not
speechless docile bodies. Consumers are creative discursive beings.
Consequently, the development of marketing knowledges can only ever be
arbitrary impositions onto the first-order representations of everyday life.

The application of marketing knowledges in the production of market
segments, therefore, produces a ‘double hermeneutic’ in that the topics and
subjects of marketing inquiry can use the findings of marketing research to
restructure the nature of their universe (Giddens, 1979). Advertising is
axiomatic to these signifying processes. Advertisers are constantly involved
in complex processes of meaning transfer. As key cultural intermediaries,
advertisers are ceaselessly ransacking various traditions and cultures in
order to produce new symbolic goods and, in addition, provide the neces-
sary interpretations of their use (Featherstone, 1991). In this endeavour,
consumer lifestyles and subjectivity have become resources in the processes
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whereby commodities come to be imbued with cultural meanings only
arbitrarily linked to the referent that they originally signified. Indeed, as a
key component of the marketing mix, advertising agencies must forage into
the cultural knowledge of consumers in order to design advertisements
which link marketing categories to particular consumer cultural communi-
ties (Hackley, 2002: 211). These categories can only become reference
points when advertising has successfully quarried into the cultural meaning
and practices of the cultural communities to which a campaign is targeted
(ibid.: 214). And having done so, there is limited guarantee that these rep-
resentations of everyday life will form the basis upon which consumers
restructure their universe. The following material is drawn from an empir-
ically informed study of gender, consumption and the personal financial ser-
vices market in the 1990s (Odih, 1999a). The study was particularly keen
to examine advertising as a primary source of cultural meaning linking
marketed financial products to social categories, which form part of the
consumer’s gendered repertoires of self-identity (Odih, 1998).

CCaassee  ssttuuddyy  tthhee  wwoommeenn’’ss  mmaarrkkeett  mmaarrkkeettiinngg,,  ffaacctt  oorr  AAppppaarriittiioonn??  

When God created woman He may not have realised that it would take so
long for her to be discovered by the financial services sector.

(Observer, 29 October 1995)

With minor exceptions, traditional selling practices in the financial services
industry have been deeply rooted in gendered perceptions about male
‘breadwinners’ as their target market. Consequently, one half of the
population – women – are neglected as direct, rather than indirect, poten-
tial customers. Apparently encouraged by recognition of increasing patterns
of female economic activity, the industry in the early 1990s became highly
sensitive to this ‘untapped’ market. Accordingly, numerous financial
services companies focused attention on the potential of marketing specif-
ically to women (e.g., the National and Provincial Building Society, the
Royal Bank of Scotland, the Halifax Building Society, the Bradford and
Bingley Building Society and the National Westminster Bank). Typical of
the activity in this area is a Halifax Building Society study, conducted by
Andrew Irving Associates, which argues that an ‘increasing understanding
of women’s needs enables product offerings, customer services and promo-
tional activities to be tailored appropriately … to make them more conve-
nient, appealing and relevant to the female market’ (1992: 4). Of particular
interest has been the marketing campaigns intent on encouraging women
to buy long-term contractual products. Part of my study’s empirical
research involved an examination of the financial contribution structures of
selected contractual products (namely, insurance, investment and personal
pensions). These commitment structures were tested against a set of pre-
determined ‘employment scenarios’ that reflected dominant national pat-
terns of female employment. The findings demonstrated that these patterns
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of female employment were incompatible with the contribution structures
of long-term contractual products, most especially in those instances where
the product’s chronological structuring imposes the need for regular con-
tractual financial contributions, any interruption of which is severely penal-
ized. Some explanation for these incongruences between patterns of female
employment and the payment structure of long-term contractual products
is evident in wider patterns of gender segregation at work and the domes-
tic division of labour within the private sphere.

The organization of the workplace, as of the home, reflects and reinforces
a hierarchy of time control; the time of subordinates is largely controlled by
superiors whereas senior people have ‘gatekeepers’ to protect them from
the pressures of others’ time demands. Since women are disproportionately
represented in the subordinate ranks of organizations, their time is more
regulated by others than by themselves. The combination of this subordi-
nation and the pressure of domestic responsibilities which women readily
assume frequently results in broken or part-time patterns of employment.
Yet even when working full-time, women are disadvantaged in the career
stakes because of their family commitments, whereas men may manage
excessive time demands at work through this labour being serviced domes-
tically by a woman. This problem suggests a fundamental incongruence
between the embedded temporality of long-term contractual products and
the lived experience, of time, of female consumers.

Significantly the advertising of personal financial services to women during
the 1990s often traded upon gender difference in the domestic division of
labour. In 1995, for example, PPP Health Care, Pinnacle Insurance, Zurich Life
and Legal & General all launched female-specific Permanent Health Insurance
(PHI) products. PHI provides cover if the person insured has a serious accident
or serious illness which renders them unable to work or relatively immobile.
In these circumstances the PHI provider will pay the claimant a monthly
income up to the age of 60 or 65. PHI is disproportionably more expensive for
women because the actuarial tables used by companies build into their calcu-
lation gender differences in life-expectancy, employment and critical illness
claims (Bourke, 1991). The production of actuarial tables is based on actuarial
science which is dedicated to the statistical calculation of risk. It is the art of
maintaining insurance as ‘the losses of the few [are] paid for by the contribu-
tions of the many’ (Pawley et al., 1991: 77). Axiomatic to the actuarial super-
vision of life insurance is the aggregation of statistical data determining the risk
profile of given populations. In establishing premium rates for PHIs, providers
plot the consumer’s previous health and present lifestyle against the aggregate
risk profiles of their given population. This level of actuarial intervention into
the ebb and flow of everyday life has clear parallels with the concerns raised
early about geodemographics. Both systems are predicated on the ubiquitous
accumulation of coded information as part of the application of disciplinary
modes of regulating subjects in time and space.

We need only reflect on the lifestyle codes inscribed into the complex
format of health insurance applications to recognize the normalizing and
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disciplinary effect of PHI. Not surprisingly, marketing PHIs to women
presents advertising creatives with a particularly challenging task. An analy-
sis of the PHI market in the 1990s reveals that advertisers often attempted
to address these difficulties by appealing to stages in the female lifecycle
and attaching these to PHI product attributes. Of particular interest
were those advertisements which employed socio-biological discourses of
gender distinction and were concerned with the effects of biology on social
behaviour. These advertisements set out to demonstrate how ‘natural’
genetic and hormonal differences between the sexes result in different
PHI needs. Figure 6.4 contains promotional material from AXA PPP
Healthcare, published in 1997. The image of the mother and child provides
an illustration of how advertisers reach into the cultural lives of consumers
by expropriating the symbolic meaning of events and re-forming these cul-
tural meanings into product associations.

Motherhood is not a unitary experience, nor is it a simple one. To be a
mother demands that a woman takes on a complex identity (Richardson,
1993). She is still herself but she is also a mother, with the incumbent roles,
responsibilities and relationships which this entails. While women define
their own expectations about mothering, they are also guided in this by cul-
tural ideas about motherhood about what a ‘good’ mother is supposed to do
and to be. In the potential myriad of social prescriptions for motherhood, cer-
tain claims to knowledge are given priority over others, pass into popular dis-
course and come to represent our everyday understandings of motherhood.
For example, significant shifts and transformations in motherhood practices
during the 1950s, 1970s, 1980s and 1990s (see Richardson, 1993) suggest the
existence of discursive struggles to attach meaning to the signifier ‘mother-
hood’ and establish responsibility for childrearing. While it is axiomatic that
understandings of motherhood may shift over time, over the lifetime of indi-
viduals and in differing spatial and cultural contexts it is possible to recognize
in Figure 6.4 some of its contemporary discursive constructs.

The advertisement represents motherhood in accordance with familiar
symbolism relating to self-sacrifice and the subordination of self to the
needs of the infant. This conception of motherhood suggests a particular
relation to time and the spatial setting of the event. This is because the
social time of motherhood is ‘relational’; it exists in relation to the time
demands of significant others (Davies, 1990). This is captured by the phrase
‘a woman’s time is never her own’. Issues of time ownership have been
articulated by Hernes, who has stated that ‘time disposal is partly deter-
mined by the individual, partly by social and legal coercion and partly
through negotiation with others’ (1987: 104). Social and legal coercion as
well as negotiation with others, however, relate to issues of power. Women’s
subordinate position in the public sphere, as well as their ascribed domes-
tic role in the private sphere, significantly inhibit their power to decide over
their own time and that of others (Davies, 1990).

The advertisement is keen to link this discourse of motherhood to AXA
PPP Healthcare. Consequently, the female figure is seen cradling an infant
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while floating in the ambient textual space of the advertisement. When we
gaze more intently at the silhouette we recognize another female figure
whose arms are positioned so as to signify a gesture of support. Indeed, the
text of the advertisement states ‘PPP healthcare there to support you’ At this
instance the product assumes human qualities as we re-interpret the narra-
tive voice as female and are encouraged to envisage a sisterhood of reciprocal
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Figure 6.4 Women’s healthcare plan, 1997

Source: Reproduced by permission of AXA PPP Healthcare.
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support. But the ability of advertising to transfer these meanings onto the
product relies upon the identification of another subject, the reader.
Consequently, this symbolic representation of motherhood derives its politi-
cal affectivity only through the meaningful constructions of subjects who
identify with the forms of subjectivity it advances and act upon them
(Weedon, 1992). It is therefore necessary to understand the advertisement’s
symbolic meaning system in terms of the existence of complex discursive
forces within which female subjects situate themselves, and are situated, and
come to identify with a mode of existence which has at its centrality the
subordination of self to the needs of an infant. For many women the
motherhood ideal finds expression in the subordination of self to the ‘needs’,
demands and desires of significant others, be they family members, friends,
super-ordinates, etc. Motherhood, then, is an ideal that in emphasizing acqui-
escence leaves little space or time for an active and autonomous subject who
can place equal demands upon those whose labour and identity are serviced
by contemporary heterosexual arrangements (1999b). The advertisement is
clearly cognizant of this motherhood ideal. Nevertheless this transfer of cul-
tural meaning realizes its ambition in the motivation to buy the PHI, only
when subjects position themselves, and are positioned, in the desire to
achieve a sense of meaning and direction through identifying with the adver-
tisement’s particular construction of the motherhood ideal. But why might
an individual position themselves within this discursive representation of
motherhood? The precariousness and uncertainty which are both condition
and consequence of increased individualization since late modernity, provide
a form of society where it is appropriate to turn the self into an object to
be managed (Foucault, 1977; Miller and Rose, 1997). The task of self-
management and self-discipline is, however, impeded by the very conditions
upon which it trades. It is dependent on the acknowledgement and recogni-
tion of others and yet the individualization of society in modern times means
that individuals are separate from each other (Knights, 1997: 224). Through
processes of (re)signification, advertising discourses centred on the women’s
market offer female subjects a source of securing both self-identity and the
recognition of others. While security products provide a means of sustaining
present well-being, they can also be stored or invested to secure subjective
well-being into the future (ibid.: 225). In a materialist society such as our
own, this suggestion is seductive in that it simultaneously offers both future
security and the aberration of others ‘through the conformity to the material
and symbolic values of success’ (ibid.: 225).This sense of security is, however,
transient, having to be continually renewed through engaging (indeed being
committed to) social practices that are the outcome of particular exercises of
power. Consequently, the female subject, through her identification with
modes of subjectivity which are the product of discourses centred around the
women’s market, becomes self-disciplined in sustaining practices that are
supportive of a meaning or identity that promises more stability. In this sense,
marketing constitutes social relations as it becomes applied. The discourse
and practices of advertising are productive of, as well as constituted by, a
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particular form of modern society, one that is dominated by mass consumption
of individualized subjects desperate for a sense of collective meaning and
identity both as distinctive and embedded within a recognizable culture.

CCoonncclluussiioonn

Marketing research is a formidable site for consumer surveillance in the
twenty-first century. Nevertheless, an excessive insistence on the panoptic
effect of marketing surveillance leads to the risk of overlooking all the
mechanisms and effects of power, which do not pass directly via commer-
cial markets, and yet often sustain these markets more effectively than its
own institutions. In fact, commercial markets can only function on the basis
of other already existing power networks such as gender relations, the
family, kinship, knowledge, and so forth. It has been the central objective of
this chapter to draw attention to advances in the production, accumulation
and circulation of consumer data. Authors have tended to liken the vast
databases of marketing agencies to Orwell’s vision of a centralized panop-
tic system. In so doing, these authors fail to recognize that the objectifica-
tion of groups and their transformation into market constructs require a
series of subjectifying methods and procedures to interpret their underly-
ing meaning, albeit in the guise of ‘needs’, values and desires. Advertising is
a prominent feature in the process of cultural meaning transfer in which
subjects become self-disciplined into identifying with the marketed appeal
of a product. But this transfer of meaning is never really guaranteed in time.
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7

Sign of the Times

Postmodern disruptions in advertising times

The postmodern condition entails the treatment of time and space as finite
or tied to the social context of their use. They are, from a postmodern per-
spective, no longer unproblematic media whose neutrality permits com-
parison and communications across diverse boundaries. There are no longer
common times and spaces ‘in’ which we all live in more or less mutual rel-
evance. On the contrary, time and space are constituted as a local definition,
a dimension of an event, a unique and unrepeatable location or period
(Adam, 1990). The hyper-real spaces of postmodern consumer culture
(e.g., shopping precincts, themeparks, gaming arcades) radically challenge
modernist demarcations predicated on boundaries which delimit the real
from the unreal, inside from outside. These postmodern hyper-spaces tran-
scend ‘the capacities of the individual human body to locate itself, to orga-
nize its immediate surroundings perceptually and cognitively to map its
position in a mappable external world’ (Jameson, 1992: 44). Morse uses the
concept of ‘distraction’ to describe the ‘de-realized’ spaces of shopping
precincts (1990: 193). The shopping precinct is a rootless re-ordering of the
urban landscape. Its timeless capacious buildings and vivid media implosion
denote ‘a loss of referential anchorage to the world’ (ibid.: 196). While
retaining elements of the milling crowd, the spatial condensation of shop-
ping precincts ‘are the locus of an attenuated fiction effect’ (ibid.: 191).
Displaced and separated from the outside world, shopping precincts con-
stitute a non-space ‘of both experience and representation, an elsewhere
which inhabits the everyday’ (ibid.: 195). Similarities exist between these
de-realized spaces and the diaphanous expanses of multi-media culture. In
the micro-electronic world of virtual communication, places are no longer
rationally defined and ordered by their boundaries and frontiers (Robins
and Webster, 1999). Rather, new media precipitate a disconnection of local-
ities from their historical geographic meaning and a reintegration ‘into
functional networks, or into image collages, inducing a space of flows that
substitutes for the space of places’ (Castells, 2000: 375). Thus, the bound-
aries of modernist existence are in disarray as we begin to realize that every
communication is a prosthesis or projection of a unique identity (Burrell,
2005). Indeed, Baudrillard identifies hyper-reality as ensuing dramatic
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discontinuities in the contextual link between the subject and its specific
world. In the ‘third order of representation’, technologies gain their own
momentum, providing a simulacra of actual events effacing any access to a
‘real’, which itself is an effect of the code system (Sarup, 1998: 111). Direct
parallels exist between the dissolution of narrative time in Baudrillard’s
‘third order of representation’ and postmodern advertising aesthetics. This
chapter identifies the dual effects of the demise of the centred subject and
the collapse of universal historical narratives, in postmodern advertising
imagery, to radically disrupt conventional experiences of temporality.

Of particular concern is the representation of advertising reality as a hyper-
reality of fragmented images. Modernity entails the rational ordering and
control of time and space, which are founded on instrumental rationality, pro-
gressive history and the suppression of difference.Time in modernity is not only
a narrative temporality but also axiomatic to the reflexive construction of mod-
ern subjectivity (Giddens, 1993). For ‘self-identity is not a distinctive trait pos-
sessed by the individual. It is a self as reflexively understood by the person in
terms of her/his biography’ (ibid.: 53). A crucial effect then of modern narra-
tivity is the ‘handing down of possibilities from the self to the self’, which has
the effect of ‘stretching’ our ‘Being across time’ (Thomas, 1997: 45). This is to
say that ‘the movement of self-stretching across time is the source of a person’s
self-identity, in that the person one is now has a historical connection with the
person whom one was yesterday’ (1997: 45). Identity in modern times relies on
‘the capacity to keep a particular narrative going’ (Giddens, 1993: 54). What
this signifies is that every person is only as ‘good’ as his or her last ‘claim’ to a
particular identity. In pre-modern societies where identities were primarily
ascribed at birth through kinship and blood lineage or acquired through affinal
ties of marriage, this precarious and unending process of achieving and sustain-
ing one’s identity through social activity was unknown. However, in modern
society, identity becomes ever more absorbing as it is precarious and it begins
to be the measure of life – a fluid, reflexive process instantiated through the
time–space events, which it also serves to constitute (Lefebvre, 1991; Giddens,
1993). Contrived to forge its own identity, the modern subject is presented
with the ironic proposition of having ‘no choice but to choose’ (Giddens, 1994:
75).Thus, in modern times identity becomes a ‘personalized problem, the solu-
tion of which lay in the future’ (Clarke, 2000: 220). Marketing in the modern
era reproduced this conception of subjectivity in its belief that a relatively fixed
system of human needs could be discovered by tracing the development of con-
sumers through time–space events (see Chapter 4). And advertising embraced
a modernist aesthetic, which ascribes human beings with ‘a unique personality
and individuality’ (Jameson, 1985: 114).

In this modernist sensibility, the object of advertising ‘can be expected to
generate its own unique vision of the world and to forge its own unique,
unmistakable style’ (ibid.: 114). Advertising lives symbiotically on the audi-
ences’ reservoir of social and cultural meaning (Proctor et al., 2002).
Advertisers rummage through everyday culture in the relentless search
for symbolic meanings to augment the utility value of commodities. The
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informal symbolic productions of social relations, in time and space, are a
particularly attractive source of raw material for the creation of commodity
values. Advertising congruity allies commodities with culturally constituted
representations of everyday life. Advertising achieves this by separating ‘the
intrinsic qualities of being human from actual living humans’ and this ‘reifi-
cation imparts a time-lessness to the manufactured product’ (Goldman,
1995: 32). The ebb and flow of everyday interaction is an integral feature of
capitalist commodity circuits, as advertisers endeavour to transform the sym-
bolic meaning of informal productions into currency. But the transfer of
meaning is only achieved by the creative ingenuity of consumers ‘whose
interpretations reflect their own experience, social situations and concerns’
(Proctor et al., 2002: 35). Consumption is an active and productive cultural
practice, which requires the accomplishment of ‘symbolic work’ (Willis,
2000: 69). Symbolic work involves ‘symbolic understanding’ deployed in the
interpretation of sign-values (ibid.: 69). It can be seen as ‘sensuous cultural
practices’ in which socio-symbolic meanings are produced and adapted
dialectically to the situated and personal context of consumption (ibid.: 70).
Advertising trades upon these contextual meanings turning them into fetishized
human qualities which ‘become time-bound, contingent on possessing the
product’s properties’ (Goldman, 1995: 32). Thus, modernist advertising
requires a ‘remembering subject’ (Williamson, 2000: 158) as a source of
meaning production. It also depends on the consumer’s interpretative skills
and their ability to invest symbolic work in making coherent ‘the fragments
and flows of commodity culture’ (Willis, 2000: 69).

Conversely, the postmodern world of simulacra and ‘hyper-reality’ is a world
without ‘fixed’ references of meaning.The extraordinary time/space compres-
sion of the postmodern era disrupts the modernist segmentation of culture and
the segmentation of life into separate value spheres. In so doing, the postmod-
ern condition presents a radical challenge to the linearity that modernist adver-
tising aesthetic takes for granted. In response, postmodern advertising imagery
presupposes that identities have become ‘eminently contingent and continu-
ally reproduced in specific discursive contexts’ (Tribe, 1993: 4). The fleeting
presence of subjects, objects, sounds and sensations in postmodern advertising
imagery is evidence of new times in the expropriation of consumer subjectiv-
ity as a condition of capitalist accumulation.

AAddvveerrttiissiinngg  ccoonnssuummeerr  ssuubbjjeeccttiivviittyy  iinn  ppoossttmmooddeerrnn  ttiimmeess

Postmodern writers identify multi-media culture as producing a surfeit of
images and signs that give rise to a world of simulations, which efface the
distinction between the real and the imaginary. Postmodern advertising is
allied to visual media and its ability to provide the viewer with a world of
glittering media surfaces. In the hyper-real world of postmodern advertising,
everything mutates into everything else, all is image, appearance and simu-
lation. Nevertheless, amidst this cacophony of sights and sounds can be
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discerned several consistent styles. Postmodern advertising employs
‘eclecticism’ to generate ‘parody’, ‘pastiche’ and the inter-textual effect of
‘allegory’ (Wheale, 1995). The word eclecticism can be traced back to the
Classical era, where it was used to denounce a school of Greek philosophers
whose ideas were entirely drawn from a variety of existing schools (ibid.:
43). Thus, the eclectic mixing of styles, ideas and methods is not a new cul-
tural practice but what is distinct about this practice in postmodern adver-
tising is that multi-media based culture enables creatives to exercise a
radical eclectic mode of sign production. Advertising creatives exploit vast
repertoires of multi-media materials for the purpose of producing com-
modity aesthetics, which spectacularly eclipse the imagery abilities of
previous times (ibid.: 44). Figure 7.1 illustrates the use of eclecticism to
generate the postmodern advertising aesthetic of parody.

The concept of parody derives from Classical Greek where it was used to
describe a form of mimesis in which a copy of an original was produced with
the intention of provoking sceptical reflection. By the sixteenth century,
in English culture, the concept of parody had adopted a burlesque version
associated with ridicule and mimicry (ibid.: 44). In the finest examples of
postmodern advertising, the use of parody reverts back to its pre-modern
allegorical forms ‘where one part comments upon another’ (ibid.: 44).
Hermeneutics has long since identified the dialectics of textual meaning to be
embedded in social cultural practices. Moreover, the task of uncovering the
author’s contextual location is itself an act of interpretation. The reader of
the text thus enters into a negotiated or dialectical Verstehen in which
he/she attempts to align with an interpretation of the author’s intentions.
Constructivist accounts of advertising have also, long since, identified the
meaning of advertising symbolism to be indexed to ‘a common cultural pool
that exists in society at particular points in time’ (Proctor et al., 2002: 34).
Parody in postmodern advertising extends beyond both of these accounts of
the dialectics of textual reading. In its more mediocre form, postmodern par-
ody can merely ‘ironize to no purpose, in a frantic picking-and-mixing’
(Wheale, 1995: 44). Conversely, the more sophisticated forms of postmodern
parody are intent on combining divergent cultural artifacts to provoke scep-
ticism and circumspection. The advertisement in Figure 7.1 fits into this
latter category of expertise.The text is flirtatiously inter-textual in its endeav-
our to seduce the reader into entering its encoded meaning system and
decoding its mystery. The text percolates with the creative effervescence of
other textual structures both past and present. Each reading of the text is cre-
ative, as interpretations become cross-fertilized with discourses ‘drawn from
the reader’s own socially, culturally and historically situated experiences’
(Proctor et al., 2002: 34). The text is therefore convergent as it is ‘shaped by
the repetition and transformation of other textual structures’ (ibid.: 34).
Let’s examine these elements of parody more closely.

The text of the advertisement in Figure 7.1 states, ‘Like time, I wait pour
non homme’ (Like time, I wait for no man). The advertisement denotes an
intentioned combination of text-and-image. The signifiers ‘time’ and ‘man’
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narrated by the female subject implicitly invoke questions of derivation
and re-presentation. We are immediately aware of the advertisement as the
derivation of a more famous phrase, but we instinctively feel that some
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Figure 7.1 ‘Like time, I wait pour non homme’, FCUK, 2006

Source: Reproduced by permission of FCUK.
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convention and or iconography is being subverted.This is even more apparent
when we trace the past and contemporary references of the text. Within
the relatively isolated worlds of early modern Europe, space and time were
comprehended as part of a mysterious cosmology determined by some
remote authority, heavenly host, or more sinister figures of myth and imag-
ination’ (Harvey, 1991: 241). An example of this relation to time is evident
in the poetry of Robert Burns (1759–1796). Robert Burns’ poetic splen-
dour enthused with a passion for his native Scottish culture. His poems are
also renowned for ‘capturing the realised moment of experience’ (Hepburn
and Daiches, 1959: xiii). Drawing upon the prophetic prudence of Scottish
folk legend, Burns’ poetry echoed a sense of time’s all-consuming power.
For Robert Burns, the ‘natural processes’ of change contains vivid social
truth; humans exist within the flow of time and cease to exist with the
passage of time (Quinones, 1972). Indeed, it has been suggested that the
phrase ‘Time and tide wait for no Man’ derives from Robert Burns, and in
its original form states ‘Nae man can tether time or tide’. This phrase
appears in Robert Burn’s quintessential narrative poem called ‘Tam
O’Shanter’, the specific context of the phrase is as follows:

But pleasures are like poppies spread:
You seize the flow’r, its bloom is shed;
Or like the snow falls in the river,
A moment white – then melts for ever;
Or like the rainbow’s lovely form
Evanishing amid the storm.
Nae man can tether time or tide

(quoted in Hepburn and Daiches, 1959: 350).

In this extract from Robert Burn’s ‘Tam O’Shanter’, time is represented as
embroiling man (sic) in the natural order of things. Throughout the pre-
Classical and much of the Classical era, the predominant iconography of
nature was that of a vestal, generative symbol, Mother Earth. In this era the
interpretation of signs and the capacity to recognize signs relied upon a
system of erudite and metaphysical knowledges which established resem-
blances between the sign and that which it signified (see Chapter 2). In this
system of resemblances, Mother Nature’s all-embracing cycles provide
an understanding of man’s (sic) relation to the earth, the universe and
time. For example, Ovid (43BC–7AD) – using an image that Dante and
Shakespeare would imitate–compares man’s (sic) relation to time in terms
of the movement of the waves:

The tyme itself continually is fleeting like a brooke.
For neyther brooke nor lygthsomme tyme can tarrye still. But looke
As every wave dryves other foorth, and that that commes behynd
Bothe thrusteth and is thrust itself; Even so the tymes by kind
Doo flyy and follow bothe at once, and evermore renew.
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For that that was before is left, and streyght there dooth ensew
Anoother that was never erst.

(Ovid, 1904: 199)

In Ovid’s analogy, time, like Mother Nature’s movement of the waves and
unlike the life of man (sic), is infinite. In this sense, neither change nor the
future is critical to an existence, which is at one with God; his (sic) universe
and Mother Earth. Conversely, Classical Greek mythology displaces the
female iconography of time and change. In Greek mythology, Cronus, the
son of Gaea (earth) and Uranus (sky) ruled the earth until his son Zeus
dethroned him. While the account of Cronus differs in the various traditions
of Greek mythology, Cronus invariably displaces Gaea (Mother Earth) as the
personification of time (Forman, 1989: 4). Hence the Classical basis for the
word chronology.

In Medieval and Renaissance art there exists a recurrent allegorical link
between time and death (ibid.). This iconography of time depicts a canni-
balistic image of Father Time, directly linked to Classical Greek mythology.
According to Greek legend, Cronus is linked directly to time because he is
the god of the harvest who ripens produce and ‘matured every form of life’
(Murray, 1998: 27). Cronus is also a devourer of human existence. In order
to prevent the fulfilment of a prophecy, that he too would be dethroned by
his youngest born, Cronus devours whole each of his first five newborn
children. Rhea, his wife, tries to prevent her sixth child (Zeus) succumbing
to this fate. According to Greek legend, Rhea wraps a stone in swaddling
clothes and succeeds in duping Cronus as he swallows the decoy whole.
Cronus thus believes that he has subverted the prophecy and continues to
reign. Meanwhile, the newly-born child Zeus flees to the island of Crete,
and upon adulthood returns to Greece to slay his father and establish his
rule for all time (ibid.: 30). In Classical Greek mythology, time is the
devourer of human existence … it waits for no man. In the sixteenth
century, this cannibalistic iconography of time gives way to a more benign
image of Father Time (Forman, 1989: 4). With the passing of time is
revealed the truth and thus Father Time conveys to man (sic) knowledge
and wisdom. It is only through a familial relation that the female is linked
to the making of time. Thus, we see in the sixteenth century, the notion of
‘Veritas filia temporis’– Truth the daughter of time (Forman, 1989: 4).

This chronology in the iconography of time appears to be what Riffaterre
(1990) describes as the ‘intertext’. That is the other text(s), which a reader
requires knowledge of, so as to decode an advertisement. On further analy-
sis, the advertisement in Figure 7.1 appears to be situated at a discursive
interface between the Classical Greek iconography of Father Time and
populist feminism. Indeed, the precarious positioning of the advertisement
between these camps prevents the reader from ever really achieving a
conclusive interpretation of the text. This is because both texts are a deriva-
tion of myth and populist sentiment. In this sense the use of parody is
subversive in that it challenges both the original (masculine basis of time)
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and the facsimile (FCUK’s appropriation of populist feminism). This
has the transformative effect of a ‘deviant simulacrum’, which de-realizes
both the original and the copy (Wheale, 1995: 44). Consequently, the
advertisement provides an illustration of postmodern parody as a mode of
mimesis, which consciously seeks to generate questions of derivation and
re-presentation.

PPaassttiicchhee

Reflect on the indiscriminate pillaging of the past in the shape of retro-
advertisements and the more recent tendency to re-incarnate Hollywood
idols for the purpose of selling products, the likes of which are, at best,
arbitrarily associated with their lifetime. Jameson (1985) delights in label-
ing this new advertising form ‘pastiche’. This consists of a playful self-
referential medley of styles, materials and symbolic codes. Pastiche is like
parody in that it involves ‘imitation of a peculiar or unique style, the wear-
ing of a stylistic mask, speech in dead language’ (ibid.: 114). But pastiche is
devoid of parody’s dialectical mimesis of text and sub-text for it merely
represents the aleatory coalescence of cultural fragments devoid of their
historicity. Thus, the fabrication of fantasy through pastiche dismisses the
existence of a ‘unique self and private identity’, which has the effect of
inducing a latent feeling that there no longer ‘exists something normal com-
pared to which what is being imitated is rather comic’ (ibid.: 114). Pastiche
exists within the world of free-floating signifiers whose signifieds have long
since dissimulated. Figure 7.2 contains an advertisement for the insurance
product Sheila’s Wheels. The advertisement’s playful self-referentiality
illustrates the particular practice of pastiche in postmodern advertisements.

The use of pastiche in Figure 7.2 is truly postmodern as it isolates the prod-
uct from its utility function and displays it almost as a self-referential mixing
of codes. In characteristically ironic mode the advertisement references a
tongue-in-cheek stylization of women drivers. This is ironic because it ‘is
ungrounded, not appealing for validation from truths or mandates which are
external to the work, such as a real world’ (Wheale, 1995: 45). Actuarial
observations have consistently identified women drivers as a statistically
lower risk category than their male counterparts. This fact is playfully obvi-
ated in the advertisement’s ironic medley of 1960s female youth culture and
antipodean machismo. In postmodern consumer culture, the practice of
pastiche invariably incorporates an element of nostalgia. Jameson (1985)
observes this form of nostalgia to be distinct from its conventional connota-
tion i.e., a yearning for the return of a past experience. Some suggestion of
this distinction is evident in Figure 7.2. Nostalgia is clearly evident in this
advertisement but this seems far removed from a desire for the return of the
past. The advertisement is indeed metonymically nostalgic, in that it incor-
porates signifiers of the past. Nevertheless the creative motivation of the
advertisement appears disinclined to reinvent an image of the past in its lived
entirety. Rather, nostalgia operates in the advertisement by ‘reinventing the
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feel and shape of characteristic art objects of an older period … it seeks to
reawaken a sense of the past associated with those objects’ (1985: 116).Thus,
the advertisement in Figure 7.2 appears referenced to its own satirical char-
acterization of history, gender difference and masculine antipodean culture.
It is in this sense that the advertisement assumes self-referentiality. Each
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Figure 7.2 Pastiche in postmodern advertisements, Sheila’s Wheels, 2005

Source: Reproduced under licence © 2005 Esure Services Limited.
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signifier relates to the advertisement’s sign-system as opposed to the lived
experience of the past. Jameson argues that the colonization of nostalgia as
an aesthetic in popular imagery mirrors a particular conjuncture in consumer
capitalism. Cultural production in postmodernity is driven by the desire ‘to
seek the historical past through our own pop images and stereotypes about
the past, which itself remains forever out of reach’ (ibid.: 118).

HHyyppeerr--rreeaalliittyy

Baudrillard (1975) argues that in postmodern consumer culture the com-
modity assumes its importance as a sign rather than something that is inher-
ently ‘useful’. In so doing, Baudrillard directly challenges Marx’s distinction
between the use-value and exchange-value. For the use-value itself is
revealed as a ‘construct of the system of exchange value which produces a
rationalized system of needs and objects that integrate individuals into the
capitalist order’ (Best and Kellner, 1991: 114). This transformation in the
system of needs is located within a particular genealogy of simulation.
Baudrillard argues that with the transition from pre-capitalist to capitalist
society, objects begin to function like signs. The object is abstracted from its
concrete relationship between people. It now ‘assumes its meaning in its
differential relation to other signs’ (quoted in Lane, 2000: 75). Like the
Saussurean sign, this understanding of representation goes beyond
the reductive notion of the sign as a vehicle of meaning and signification.
In the postmodern era, the components of the sign are differentially and
arbitrarily ordered. Baudrillard maps this form of signification onto three
orders of signification: ‘counterfeit, production and simulation’ (Rodaway,
1996: 245). Each of these orders is grounded in stages of capitalist produc-
tion. In the first order of simulacra, a representation of the real (e.g., a map)
is a counterfeit of an exterior reality. Baudrillard (1983) describes how the
map is not an identical copy of reality. Nevertheless it suffices as a cultural
representation of an independent reality. In modern industrial capitalism,
we observe a second order of simulacra, which blurs the distinction
between reality and representation. Baudrillard (1983) illustrates this order
of simulacra by recounting Borges’ fable of the cartographers who con-
structed a map of the Empire, which was so exact that it virtually covered
the entire territory. Axiomatic to this exactitude of science is ‘a rational and
creative agent individually orientated and critically willing to challenge
accepted conventions through the application of reason and science’
(Rodaway, 1996: 248). But this relation of subject and object is radically
transformed in the third order of simulacra. In the postmodern stages of
capitalism, cultural representations are no longer linked to an independent
reality. Baudrillard describes how cybernetics, media and computerization
have produced a ‘quotidian reality in its entirety – political, social, histori-
cal and economic’ (1983: 147). One that ‘from now on incorporates
the simulatory dimension of hyperrealism’ (ibid.: 147). Representation
no longer blurs the distinction between real and copy, rather, there is a
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detachment from both of these as multi-media simulations become
realer-than-real, ‘a hallucinatory resemblance’ of its own existence (ibid.: 142).
In the ‘third order of representation’, technologies gain their own momentum
providing a simulacra of actual events effacing any access to a ‘real’, which
itself is an effect of the code system (Sarup, 1998: 111).As Baudrillard puts it:

abstraction today is no longer that of the map, the double, the mirror or the
concept. Simulation is no longer that of territory, a referential being or a sub-
stance. It is the generation of models of a real without origin or reality; a hyper-
real. The territory no longer precedes the map nor survives it. Henceforth, it is
the map that precedes the territory – PRECESSION OF SIMULACRA – it is
the map that engenders. (original emphasis, 1983: 2).

The extreme eclecticism of postmodern advertising collage is similarly
detached from the concept of representation, mimesis and any relation to
an original, which ‘is lost in a continuous play of signs’ (Rodaway, 1996:
248). Firat and Venkatesh describe how in Nike advertisements ‘the need
for a context seems to be increasingly transcended’ (1993: 234). Similar
aesthetics are in evidence in Figure 7.3. Baudrillard argues that in post-
modernity the relation between sign and referent is completely arbitrary
‘determined by its [their] position in a self-referential system of [floating]
signifiers’ (Featherstone, 1991: 85). In this sense, signification means simply
difference and nothing else. For Baudrillard (1968), the only meaning
that signs retain is their difference from other sign. Signs are entirely self-
referential, making no attempt at signification or classification, their only
point being to make a temporary impact on our consciousness.

The advertisement in Figure 7.3 is distinct in its aesthetic as ‘it is no
longer a question of imitation, nor of reduplication, nor even of parody. It
is rather a question of substituting signs of the real for the real itself’
(Baudrillard, 1983: 4). Devoid of specific referentiality, the signifiers in
Figure 7.3 assume a materiality of unparalleled intensity as they explode
into our consciousness. Jameson describes how, in the absence of a
‘meaning effect’ or even the illusion of mirage, ‘the signifier in isolation
becomes ever more material – or better still, literal – ever more vivid in sen-
sory ways’ (1985: 120). The isolated disconnected signifiers resist any
attempt to weave meaning into a coherent narrative sequence or signifying
chain. Rather, time is a function of each isolated position, a dimension of
each self-referential event. It is fractured, multiple and discontinuous. Since
‘our feeling of identity depends on our sense of the persistence of the “I”
over the “me” over time’, the subject of postmodern advertising loses the
ability to thread ‘certain paths’ through the image (Jameson, 1985: 119).
The search for an authentic narrative is disrupted by the ‘pure’ sign, which
resides within a self-referential context and almost coincidentally, collides
with ‘products’ (which are themselves mere signs). In postmodern con-
sumer culture, goods no longer provide a basis for the construction of fixed
identities, but rather ‘make people seem different through a collage of frag-
mentary images’ (Proctor et al., 2002: 34).
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SSeedduuccttiioonn

In postmodern imagery, meaning is perpetually deferred, constantly slip-
ping beyond our reach. Baudrillard argues that the third order of simulacra
coincides with a loss of a private sphere in which ‘the dramatic interiority
of the subject, engaged with its objects as with its image, is played out’
(1985: 128), whereby the incessant saturation of communication networks
in the private sphere effaces its erstwhile distinction from the public arena
‘in a sort of obscenity where the most intimate processes of our life become
the virtual feeding ground of the media’ (ibid.: 130). Axiomatic to the
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modernist separation of economy and culture, public from private is a
subject ‘situated within the world and able to make sense of that world
through application of its powers of self-awareness’ (Rodaway, 1996: 249).
This modernist narrative assumes that the subject ‘acts upon an object’ and
thus is an active agent in relation to the world (ibid.: 249). Moreover, the
self has an interior a private universe ‘invested as a protective enclosure, an
imaginary protector, a defense system’ (Baudrillard, 1985: 130). Conversely, in
the media-saturated world of postmodernity, the ‘self is nowhere and every-
where at the same time, totally abstracted, rapidly flitting before us in myr-
iad versions unanchored to concrete experience’ (Holstein and Gubrium,
2000: 66). The self is constantly on display as both a trophy and signifier of
commodity culture.

The cavalcade of the self in postmodern advertising has been raised to new
levels of spectacle by the growing convergence of media entertainment with
advertising content. Often described as ‘branded entertainment’, this inno-
vation gives rise to the creation of entertainment as a vehicle for the pro-
motion of brands (Raney et al., 2003). In 2006, the advertising agency
Saatchi & Saatchi UK manufactured a pop group for the sole purpose of
providing sponsors with a vehicle to promote their brands. The corporate
brands, which hire the manufactured group, will decide on its name and
lyrics as well as what the group will eat, drink and wear in public. The
association between brands and popular music has long been established,
but the creation of a pop group for the sole purpose of selling branded goods
is a disconcerting trend. For it takes the hyper-real staging of the self to new
extremes. Baudrillard (1983) argues that hyper-reality is a condition of
excess, which undermines the self-determining world of the historically and
geographically anchored subject. The modernist episteme positions the
Cartesian subject at the fulcrum of existence, for the ‘knowing agent [is]
contextualised and a locus of power’ (Rodaway, 1996: 251). The meta-
physics of presence which explicates this notion of knowledge orientates the
subject within the context of experiential time and space (Holstein and
Gubrium, 2000). The self is able to evaluate experience by linking the social
meaning of time–space events into signifying chains. Although this knowl-
edge is never flawless, the subject sought reassurance in the belief that it pos-
sessed access to an object with which to compare representation (King,
1998: 51). Conversely there is no reverent with which to compare Saatchi
& Saatchi’s virtual band. Instead we receive the sights and sounds of any
number of brands metamorphosing into a hyper-real object independent
from human subjects. Consequently, its ‘representations are totally free-
floating, they have no object but themselves; they are self-determining’
(King, 1998: 51). In its defence, Saatchi and Saatchi have stated that the
phenomena ‘could be as simple as sponsorship of a tour through to clothing
that could be worn, drinks, cosmetics’ (quoted in Davis and Elliot, 2006: 4).
Rather than alleviate our concerns, such assurance suggests that we will
actually be witnessing a proliferation of self-presentation.The aesthetic pop-
ulism of postmodern advertising already provides us with a proliferation of
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‘accounts and images of possible selves, especially of our inner worlds’
(Holstein and Gubrium, 2000: 67). Nevertheless the brand-new band has no
object with which to compare. The observer, therefore, ‘becomes entirely
dependent on the simulacra of hyperreality’ (King, 1998: 51).

The public will be introduced to the brand-new band in a reality TV
documentary called a ‘mobisoap’ which fans can download onto their mobile
phones (Davis and Elliot, 2006: 4), thus providing the consumer with ‘the
absolute proximity of the total instantaneity of things’ (Baudrillard, 1985:
133). No longer is there any distantiation between subject and object, spec-
tator and spectated, ‘all becomes transparence and immediate visibility’
(ibid.: 130). The brand-new band is transformed and manipulated into a
downloadable mobile artifact. It has reached new heights in its significance as
an object. It is now free to represent the world in anyway it chooses, wher-
ever and whenever. It is capable of subverting any direct challenge to its
authenticity as no one has access to a comparable real world by which the
hyper-reality can be compared (King, 1998: 51). And so the object causes
mischief as it disrupts the experiential time of meaning, language and agency.
The object’s foundationless representations ingratiate experiential time,
driven by the intention of seducing some semblance of identification with its
‘ready-made packages of meaning’ (Rodaway, 1996: 252). In this instance
there occurs, ‘a sort of contraction in each other, a fantastic telescoping, a
collapsing of the two traditional poles into one’ (Sarup, 1998: 113).

Baudrillard’s concept of ‘seduction’ engages objects and subjects in an
intense metaphysical attraction, with the capacity to ‘turn appearances in
on themselves, to play on the body’s appearances, rather than with the
depths of desire’ (1990: 8). In the enchanted simulation (trompe-l’œil),
objects seduce subjects by the ‘pure play of appearance’ (ibid.: 8). Seduction
pronounces a relation between subject and object diametrically distinct
from the immense capacity of the modernist subject. In modernist repre-
sentation, the subject has superiority over the unknown object, which it has
the power to represent. In the third order of simulcra objects efface the
subject, seducing the latter to abandon its claims to sovereignty over the
object world (Best and Kellner, 1991: 129).

IInntteerraaccttiivviittyy::  ‘‘TThhee  mmeeddiiuumm  iiss  tthhee  mmeessssaaggee’’

The Extent to which the barrage of stimuli that reach our senses can be
turned into digital information, has a direct bearing on the influence of a
medium and thus its commercial function. (Postma, 1999: 74)

In the ‘software universe’ of modern communication, space can be tra-
versed literally in ‘no time’ (Bauman, 2001: 117). Previously distant spatial
relativities now form part of our daily lives as demarcated boundaries
become ‘permeable’ membranes saturated by unceasing tidal waves of
information, imagery and text (Morley and Robins, 1995: 75). Indeed,
the ‘creators’ of the Internet were initially interested in solving the single
problem of ‘how to connect isolated computers in a universal network’,
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enabling electronic communication between computers regardless of type
or location (Sherman and Price, 2001: 17). The interactive capacities of the
Web have since exceeded the expectations of earlier innovations. Web users
soon had available to them customized operating systems in which to
unfold their unique lifestyles, desires and identities without leaving the
confines of their home (Andrejevic, 2003). Central to these innovations has
been the development of convergent technologies. This concept refers to
the integration of two or more information teleologies into a combined sys-
tem (Hellmund, 2001). Domestic applications of convergence connectivity
typically include mobile phones, personal computers and personal digital
assistants (PDAs). The vast numbers of wireless devices now in circulation
constitute a brand new marketplace for advertising communication. Industry
experts generally identify wireless communication technologies as provid-
ing ‘many opportunities for marketers and advertisers to reach consumers
no matter where they are’ (Wright, 2000: 149). Indeed, advances in loca-
tion positioning technology have combined with technological innovations
in wireless communication to enable marketers to ‘reach consumers when
they are most likely to make a purchase, accept an offer, or use a service’
(ibid.: 149).

The applications of short-range wireless communication for travel have
brought into being a new multi-million pound market for mobile advertis-
ing. Mobile commerce ‘refers to any activities related to a (potential) com-
mercial transaction conducted through communication networks that
interface with mobile devices’ (Yuan and Tsao, 2003: 399). Mobile adver-
tising is a field of application for mobile commerce. Mobile advertising can
complement wireless devices and Internet-based e-commerce, making it
possible for ‘advertisers to create tailor-made campaigns targeting users
according to where they are, their needs of the moment and the device they
are using (i.e., contextualized mobile advertising)’ (2003: 399). The com-
mercial attractiveness of wireless devices is summed up in two words, ‘ubiq-
uitous interactivity’ (Kannan et al., 2001). Location-based services enable
firms to target consumers when they are in close proximity. According to
the rhetoric of location-based marketing, ‘applications can be used to
enhance a consumer’s daily activities through a number of value-added ser-
vices’ (Wright, 2000: 152). For example, Barnes describes how location-
based marketing can enable ‘the roaming phone user … to be provided with
information, alerts or even advertisements based on their location’ (2002:
173). Research and development into ‘smart’ vehicles continues apace to
develop a seamless connectivity between wireless voice control and data
transfer capability (Barnes, 2002). Advertising opportunities are targeted
here at the businessperson’s ‘considerable amount of time in-transit’ (ibid.:
170). Developments in this area include in-vehicle networks of wireless
connectivity automated via voice control, enabling motorists to connect to
the Internet and receive interactive advertising communications.

Innovations in portable interactive devices have now taken the metaphor
of cyberspace full circle, even when away from our homes we can remain
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plugged into our time/space paths in cyberspace. Thus, our paths through
cyberspace now map onto our physical motion in the real world. As
Andrejevic puts it: ‘To the extent that the elastic boundaries of cyberspace
stretch beyond the confines of the home or office to contain the physical
motion of the mobile consumer, this motion becomes the real-world, phys-
ical analog of “surfing the Web”’ (2003: 134). Advertising commerce has
been quick to respond to the promise of wireless networked technology.
The interactive overlay of real-time spatial paths followed by users and
advertising communication has fuelled the revolution in mobile commerce.
In a retail context, mobile commerce seeks to track consumers’ motions
through space so as to ‘open up new information dimensions that can be
used to further facilitate the consumption of space and the spatialisation of
consumption’ (ibid.: 134). For instance, Microsoft’s Matchmaking software
combines proximity data with customer profile data and is able to send cus-
tomized shopping information to a consumer’s mobile device (Litchford,
2001). Microsoft describe mobile commerce as ‘enabling people to get
information and data they want anywhere any time, and on any device’
(ibid.). Elsewhere social theorists have been deservedly sanguine about the
benefits of mobile commerce. Time–space path mapping seemingly offers a
strategy of heightened customization in which advertising appeals can be
directed at customers with optimum relevance. In this sense, ‘the invitation
of m-commerce is to specify one’s individuality through motion’
(Andrejevic, 2003: 135). For example, Kannan et al. state that ‘the fact that
it [wireless device] is available at all times to interact with users suggests
that it can be used to obtain instant feedback from customers at usage con-
text for market research purposes’ (2001: 2). Mobile commerce thus accen-
tuates the tracing of bodies in time/space, which functions to reinforce the
portrayal of consumption as a means of individuality (Andrejevic, 2003:
142). Such trends are directly linked to the exteriority of identity in post-
modern consumer culture. The modern sense of self is constructed against
a backdrop of interior spaces, feelings, emotions and desires (Elliot, 2001:
141). Conversely, the postmodern self of mobile commerce is defined
through the externalization of authentic subjectivity. The following discus-
sion of advertising and convergence technologies develops this observation.

Convergence technologies are radically transforming our experience of
media entertainment. Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) enables 3G
users to access mini browsers on their portable handsets. 3G mobile phones
now offer speeds of up to 2Mbps, thus enabling users to watch short video
clips and enhanced multimedia advertising. Live television streaming is
generally considered to be the next big thing as network operators eagerly
promote the mind-boggling capabilities of 4G (Webb, 2006). Elsewhere,
Internet search engines are mutating into entertainment systems as
providers continue apace to develop platforms which enable access to
music, blogs, e-mails and downloads from wireless handheld devices.
Telecoms companies are transforming into broadcasters as they diversify
into video-on-demand. Network operators are converging with Internet
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providers to combine search engines and messaging services. Technology
companies are transforming mobile handsets into mobile home entertain-
ment systems. And broadcasters eagerly tout the virtues of multiple outlets
capable of simultaneously distributing entertainment programmes over the
Internet, on MP3 players, mobile phones and television.

Ultimately the flow of innovation is sweeping towards the integration of
the television and personal computer, leading to the widespread adoption
of HTML interactive television (Hellmund, 2001; Robinson, 2005). The
versatility of set design is changing rapidly, making interactivity a more
habitual part of television viewing (Dobres, 2004). Broadband Internet
access already provides advertisers with a format which mimics TV. With
download speeds ten times that of standard 56k modems, broadband
enables the use of faster, and more complex visual advertising formats
(Swinfen-Green, 2002). Broadband also enables the combined use of audio
and visual advertising formats. While narrowband environments are able to
transmit video imagery, this is often tediously slow and of poor quality.
Conversely broadband enables the transmission of high definition audio
and video advertisements. Faster download speeds also enable the delivery
of large transitional advertisements (e.g., interstitial), that have duration of
several seconds before the main page opens (ibid.: 43). The use of complex
formats in narrowband advertising relies on the need for consumers to
expend time laboriously downloading software, broadband access provides
for an environment, which facilitates the quick and less cumbersome use of
plug-ins (e.g., RealPlayer) in the production of visually stimulating adver-
tisements (ibid.: 43).

Convergence technologies offer advertising its potential of operating at
the epicentre of our media-saturated economy of signs. Multi-media adver-
tising is the material realization of capitalism’s insatiable appetite for
time/space efficiency in the expropriation of ‘more for less’. In the logic of
post-Fordist production, the efficiency of the medium depends entirely on
the extent it can be tailored to its audience. The impact of personalization
in mobile commerce has meant that advertisers need not rely upon mass
communication to push their contents onto consumers at pre-scheduled
points in time. Data-driven mobile commerce is based on the real-time
monitoring of consumers, thus enabling the spatial customization of
advertising content. Similar economies of scale are apparent in Internet
advertising. The interactivity, speed and flexibility of information exchange
on-line ‘provides considerable opportunity for tailoring an advertisement
message to a particular prospective consumer’ (Drèze and Zufrydeni,
2000: 27) (Figure 7.4). The Internet has the added advantage of enabling the
continuous circulation of signs. Radio and television advertising, using ana-
logue (as opposed to digital), requires that the broadcaster interrupt the linear
flow of transmission to broadcast the advertisement. Consequently, the whole
of the available bandwidth is allocated to either programme content or adver-
tising. Conversely, the Internet enables content providers to embed advertise-
ments within the real-time flow of their broadcasts. This process is described
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as ‘spatial multiplexing’ as it requires that content providers allocate only a
fraction of their bandwidth to the advertisement (ibid.: 34).

Multi-media advertising is light years away from the asynchronous diffu-
sion of signs discussed in Part 1 of this book. The advent of corporate adver-
tising in the nineteenth century relied upon the mechanical dissemination
of advertising content across vast distances. In this era of steam-powered
travel and chronometric telegraphy, the circulation of signs extended over
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vast horizons of time. Human reaction to signs was similarly ‘delayed for
considerable periods of time’ (McLuhan, 1997: 4). Advertising in this
mechanistic era depended on the ‘content’ of other medium to communi-
cate its message (ibid.: 8). Thus, the circulation of newspaper advertising
depended on the printed press and likewise radio advertising relied upon
the advent of wireless telegraphy to channel its message. According to
McLuhan, this ‘merely underlines the point that “the medium is the mes-
sage” because it is the medium that shapes and controls the scale and form
of human association and action’ (ibid.: 9). In this sense each innovation in
advertising communication involves an ‘extension of man’ (ibid.: 4). And
each ‘extension, whether of skin, hand, or foot, affects the whole psychic
and social complex’ (ibid.: 4). Reason-why advertising (1920s) traded upon
the rational capabilities of consumers. Motivational psychology (1960s) had
as its focus the psyche and the psychodynamic properties of the self. And
the narrational properties of the commodity-sign require the existence of a
‘remembering subject’ (Williamson, 2000: 158). In the postmodern era, the
digital convergence of advertising channels introduces into human devel-
opment ‘a greater degree of immediate participation, an incessant response,
a total plasticity’ (Baudrillard, 1983: 119). In the high-tech environment of
postmodern advertising, the receiver is expected not only to decipher and
decode signs but also to be a participant in the production of signs.

Mobile commerce and the Internet are emblematic of high-involvement
advertising media which require both the extension of the body in time/
space and also ‘the creative process of knowing’ (McLuhan, 1997: 3). As
Drèze and Zufrydeni put it, ‘ads from standard media come to prospective
customers whereas prospective customers on the Internet medium come to
ads’ (2000: 29). Thus, the technological stimulation of postmodern adver-
tising is ‘an era of tactile communication’ in which the ‘message becomes
“massage”, tentacular solicitation’ (Baudrillard, 1983: 123–4). For example,
Internet content providers can send instructions to consumers to retrieve
product/service promotions directly from the advertiser (Drèze and
Zufrydeni, 2000: 26). According to marketing rhetoric, this enables ‘a clos-
ing of the marketing-response loop which permits the potential develop-
ment of appropriate advertising and marketing strategies that will best
influence a prospective consumer’s purchase behavior’ (ibid.: 35). But this
also suggests a field of ‘tactile simulation’ (Baudrillard, 1983: 124) in which
the receiver becomes both consumer and producer.

In marketing theory, ‘interactivity’ is defined as the ‘extent to which users
can participate in modifying the form and content of a mediated environ-
ment in real time’ (Steuer, 1992, quoted in Fiore et al., 2005: 39). Interactivity
is an extension of postmodern time/space compression. The digitalized
messages of interactive advertising are all signs of instantaneity in our quo-
tidian experience of time/space. Digital convergence in advertising chan-
nels heightens our experience of time/space compression as signs enter into
endless ‘games of duplication and reduplication of the object in detail’
(Baudrillard, 1983: 144). Advance forms of integrated digital media
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promotions can provide the consumer with a panorama of signs, synchronously
transmitted from TV, iTV, the Internet, e-mail, mobile phones and PDAs
(Johnson, 2002: 38). These scattered fragments of signs ‘short-circuit’ the
modernist ‘dialectic of signifier and signified’ (Baudrillard, 1983: 122).
Multi-media advertising radically disrupts our experiences of spatial and
temporal contiguity so that identities have become ‘eminently contingent
and continually reproduced in specific discursive contexts’ (Tribe, 1993: 4).

While it is evident that in postmodern consumer culture identity
assumes indeterminacy, traces of continuity and regulation are also appar-
ent. This is because the circuits of sign production retain their historical
function as the outputs of human labour time. The PDAs and PCs of multi-
media advertising incorporate into the market-response loop human labour
time which serves to accomplish specified applications (e.g., activate
RealPlayer). As Spencer observes, the micro-processing units, which enable
multi-media program applications, depend on humans to interpret ‘a
variety of internal states … in terms of information and even function in
relation to the task at hand’ (1996: 64). In Chapter 3 it was argued that
advertising operates to reproduce the expropriation of human labour time
as part of capitalist accumulation. The profusion of digitality in advertising
media involves consumers in continual procedures of coding and decoding
digital command structures. The ‘real-time’ interaction systems built into
digital advertising media have the effect of simplifying stimuli ‘into succes-
sive sequences’, for which ‘there can be only instantaneous response, yes
or no’ (Baudrillard, 1983: 119). One consequence of this progression has
been the transformation of the potentially complex syntactical decoding
of digital signs into a ‘binary sign system of question/answer’ (ibid.: 117).
Baudrillard describes these binary responses as ‘the limit of an abbreviated
reaction’ (ibid.: 119). Thus, it is necessary to recognize that the digital con-
vergence of advertising channels ultimately relies upon the participation of
human subjects in dematerialized productive activity. In the third order of
simulacra, the circulation of signs is inextricably contingent on the expro-
priation of human labour time, which is itself an effect of the sign system.

CCoonncclluussiioonn

The de-centred subject of postmodern advertising unsettles representa-
tional conceptions of time and space. In the writings of Baudrillard, adver-
tising hyper-spaces are an allegory for depthless selves. ‘Textual spaces’
invite a form of liminality in which durable selfhood is replaced by ‘a kind
of supermarket identity – an assemblage of scraps, random desires, chance
encounters, the accidental and the fleeting’ (Elliot, 2001: 131). In post-
modernity, self-determination is the outcome of the direct and often phys-
ical involvement of human subjects in ‘technologies and images (signs)
which continually replicate and circulate’ within a self-referential system of
floating signifiers (Rodaway, 1996: 251).
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Conclusion

Globalization and the future of advertising

There is little doubt that global electronic communication makes possible
a new kind of relationship between advertising and capitalist production. In
the ‘software universe’ of modern communication, space can be traversed
literally in ‘no time’ (Bauman, 2001: 117). Advertising has responded
enthusiastically to the wealth of opportunities presented by global elec-
tronic communication. According to the media agency ZenithOptimedia,
global advertising accounted for 0.96 per cent of world GDP in 2005 and
this is predicted to rise to 0.99 per cent by 2008 (2006: 2). Global trends
in digital convergence and communication integration have fortuitously
reshaped the infrastructure of advertising. Traditional agency practice
involved co-ordinating planning decisions across vertical communication
channels comprising telephony, visual communication and data (Ancarani
and Shankar, 2003: 57). Global electronic communication has precipitated
a new digital convergent industry, which has revolutionized the logic of tra-
ditional advertising. In this new multimedia industry content production
converges horizontally with transmission, packaging and reception (ibid.:
57). Consequently, there has been a transition from information distribu-
tion ‘dependent on content, specific technology and dedicated hardware’
towards an ‘independent content system distributed through a shared infra-
structure’ (ibid.: 57). Advertisers can now supply a more homogeneous
service in a more synergistic way. In the brand new world of digital conver-
gence, commercials and programme content are delivered synchronously
through layered multi-media channels at any place and time of day.
Nevertheless, these innovations suggest that advertising’s past continues to
shape its future especially in its ability to provide post-Fordist production
systems with a mechanism for adapting to the new sign economy.

Part I of this book traced the advent of modern advertising to the aftermath
of the Great Depression (1875–1890s), which engulfed the whole
of the capitalist world. During this era production exceeded the capacities of
existing markets and Western economies experienced the deleterious effects of
the ‘first unambiguous crisis of capitalist overaccumulation’ (Harvey, 2001:
134). Capitalism needed a mechanism of matching the rhythms of capitalist
production with surplus labour time and advertising provided the solution.
Time discipline was the driving force of the Industrial Revolution. Although
the workers of pre-capitalist economies laboured hard for a living, their work
routines were in principle self-determined. Conversely, the factory worker was
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compelled to adopt the mechanistic work rhythms of the clock. The vice of
‘wasting time’ was severely castigated, thus generating tensions between capi-
tal and labour. Capitalism required mechanisms for popularizing time-keeping
and inculcating a subservient attitude to the tyranny of time. Chapter 1 exam-
ined the historical emergence of corporate advertising in the nineteenth cen-
tury. The chapter established significant links between the conditions of
emergence of corporate advertising and capitalism’s need to make the punctil-
ious regulation of space an obligation of commercial practice. Similar motives
bolstered the marketing activities of the insurance industry during this era.
Insurance companies allied with advertising in a concerted effort to relinquish
their dubious links with speculative gambling. English culture, at this time,
was very much influenced by the Victorian work-ethic, ‘which led to “spare
time” … being regarded as a reward for hard work’ (Whitrow, 1989: 163).
Victorian morality was also highly unsympathetic to the plight of the poor and
chastised this group as a burdensome responsibility. Capitalism required a
mechanism to address the rapacious effects of the market economy. Insurance
provided an efficacious fit between this need and the attendant need to incul-
cate subjects into a financially self-disciplined relation to the future.
Advertising was a primary force in the fortuitous re-branding of the insurance
industry in the mid-nineteenth century. Bartels claims that ‘interest in advertis-
ing increased around 1900 … as buyers’ markets began to replace sellers’ mar-
kets’ (1986: 192). This appears to have been the turning point for marketing
and advertising although it was not until the second decade of the century that
basic concepts in marketing ‘emerged and were crystallised’ (ibid.: 193).

Industrial production brought linear synchronicity to the assembly lines
of Fordist factories. Fordism used assembly-line production to enhance the
control of the labour process and to furnish the expropriation of surplus
labour time. These imperatives required a level of technical, organizational
and cultural restructuring defined as a regime of accumulation. The Fordist
regime of accumulation is premised on large-scale production carried out
by vertically integrated organizations geared toward meeting the ‘needs’ of
mass consumer markets. Ford explicitly recognized that ‘mass production
meant mass consumption’, which required ‘a new aesthetics and psychol-
ogy, in short, a new kind of modernist, and populist democratic society’
(Harvey, 1990: 125–6). Advertising provided the necessary link between
Fordism’s mechanistic production systems and the timing of consumer
demand. Ford’s famous declaration that ‘you can have any color as long as
it’s black’ reflected the fact that simply buying a car was sufficiently distinc-
tive not to have to be bothered about its colour. Chapter 3 examined
Fordist conceptions of consumer behaviour. These early models assumed
marketing to be exclusively ‘economic exchange’ and therefore not about
other kinds of human behaviour and emphasized the power of the mar-
keter to influence or control consumer behaviour (Sheth and Gardner,
1986: 212). Axiomatic to this concept of economic exchange is a notion of
transactions as ‘one-time exchanges of values between two parties who
have no prior or subsequent interaction’ (Easton and Araujo, 1994: 74).The
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identities of parties are of limited significance as ‘transactions are assumed
to be perfectly replaceable across parties with similar utility functions’
(ibid.: 74). This conception of consumer subjectivity directly attended to
Fordism’s intention to link labour time, culture and identity more closely to
commercial objectives.

Part III of this book examined time and postmodern commodity culture.
The project of modernity was founded on instrumental rationality, a pro-
gressive history and the suppression of difference. Its representational linear
time is premised on the rational ordering and control of space and time, the
denial of differance, ‘a refusal to accept limits and the insistence on contin-
ually reaching out … [to] a destiny that is always beyond; beyond morality,
beyond tragedy, beyond culture’ (Bell, 1976: 50). But despite its hegemony,
representational time is struggling to contain radical challenges to the sov-
ereignty of its Cartesian subject, its rational ordering of time and space and
its subversion of differance. Indeed, the postmodern world of simulacra and
‘hyper-reality’ is a world without ‘fixed’ references of meaning.

Postmodern consumer culture is a fragmented and indiscriminate world.
It radically displaces any totalizing ordering of time and space. There is no
longer a single general equivalence against which our experience of time
can be compared. In the ‘techno-luminous’ spaces of postmodern culture,
our experience of duration is ‘made out of myriads of stimuli’ with many
in ‘distinctive opposition’ (Baudrillard, 1983: 139). This also means the col-
lapse of representational time into a ‘hyper-realism’ of free-floating, self-
determining signifiers. Such degrees of ephemerality present capitalism
with a formidable enterprise in its endeavour to sustain a system of produc-
tion in an unstable market (Venkatesh, 1999). Capitalism ameliorates this
potential danger through deregulation, ‘flexibility’ (new forms of produc-
tion), diversification of commodities, mobile capital and the continuous
development of new information technologies (Herman and McChesney,
1998: 111).

Flexible technologies and economies of scale enable firms to ‘respond to the
growth of flexible markets’ (Amin, 1995: 15). The flexibly organized space of
post-Fordist inter-firm networks invokes changes in the temporality of produc-
tion systems. While vertically integrated geographical dispersed production
operated according to objective linear time, outsourcing ‘makes possible the
just-in-time delivery of intermediate goods and materials’ (Lash and Urry,
1994: 56). Just-in-time operations incorporate flexibility into the productive
process and enable short production cycles ‘in which the core product remains
the same but is differentiated on the basis of some intangible benefits and
incorporating the sign system’ (Venkatesh, 1999: 14). This is certainly the
impression evident in the Regulation School which highlights the transition
from Fordism to flexible accumulation to have precipitated an intense phase
of time/space compression.Advertising is linked with several modalities of this
contraction of time/space. Of particular relevance is the use of corporate
branding as a mode of regulating consumption and identity at work.
In contrast with Fordist corporate branding, the marketing of post-Fordist
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corporations is designed to harness the mental capabilities and communicative
skills of everyone involved in the organisation (Rifkin, 1996). This is because
language has gained a key role in every facet of the production process (Gorz,
1999: 41). In the rhetoric and hyperbole of marketing gurus, it is the worker’s
personality and attitude that now represent key components of the brand.
‘Selling oneself and particularly selling “the whole of oneself” is the very
essence of the subjugation of labour to capital (ibid.: 43)’. Chapter 5 argued
that the ‘sale of the self’ (ibid.: 43) takes the regulation of work and leisure
time to new insidious levels of expropriation.This is effectively because every-
where and anytime are transformed into raw material to be continually ‘struc-
tured, manufactured and shaped’ in the ‘personality market’ of post-Fordist
corporate branding.

Multinational corporations have been equally keen to attach the brand to
an organizational culture which is both ‘bold and innovative internally’ and
‘strong externally’ (Kunde, 2000: 30). Evidently the international corpora-
tions which prosper are those in which the management ‘knows how the
company’s profile and position varies from market to market’ (ibid.: 33).
Multinationals faulter ‘because they let their decentralized subsidiaries con-
trol development’ (ibid.: 34). Conversely, multinationals which manage
their companies and markets in the same way as their brands gain ‘protec-
tion against the complexity of new products and the speed of market
change’ (ibid.: 30). Unparalleled advances in information technology have
enabled multinationals to maximize knowledge-based productivity (Lury,
2004). In the writings of Castells, capital accumulation proceeds and profit
is generated, ‘increasingly in the global financial markets enacted by infor-
mation networks in the timeless space of financial flows’ (2000: 472).
Castells identifies a revolution in information technology and a dramatic
restructuring of world capitalism to have brought into being ‘a new social
structure, the network society’ (ibid.: 336). Axiomatic to this revolution of
informationalism has been the digital convergence of advertising channels.
Corporations traditionally communicated with their clients a-synchronously
across vast expanses of time and space. This required scheduling advertising
content to coincide with local information communication technologies. In
the high-tech environment of digital convergence, advertising involves ‘not
just one type of media, but all types combined into one’ (Harper, 2000: 31).
Unlike Fordist advertising with its a-synchronous flows of content circulat-
ing on a national scale, post-Fordist advertising maps onto the global net-
works of capital. Global electronic communications has given rise to a new
kind of mobile advertising system capable of bypassing nation–states and
dematerializing geography. Flows of capital, information, images and symbols
challenge the rational ordering of time and space by ‘disordering the
sequence of events and making them simultaneous, thus installing society
in eternal ephemerality’ (Castells, 2000: 467).

Postmodern advertising imagery is devoid of ‘a referential being or a sub-
stance’ against which some ideal of reality can be equated (Baudrillard,
1983: 3). It subverts the metaphysics that posit differences between real
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and imaginary (ibid.: 5). In so doing, it confounds the quest for control and
domination in which modernist marketing epistemologies appear to be
grounded. In this new episteme, creatives can no longer claim the ‘dialecti-
cal capacity’ of advertising imagery to provide an ‘intelligible mediation’ of
desire (ibid.: 10). Postmodern advertising confounds the principle of equiv-
alence linking ‘the sign and the real’ (ibid.: 11). Signs circulate irrespective
of a figurative code of appearance driven only by the self-referential
seffervescence of difference.
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